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Acronyms


AFD: Agence Française de Développement (or French Development Agency)



AML: Anti-money laundering



ANIMA: Euro-Mediterranean network of stakeholders supporting the economic development



ANIMA-MIPO: Mediterranean Investment and Partnership Observatory



BSO: Business support organisations



CBA: Cost-benefit analysis



CSR: Corporate social responsibility



EIB: European Investment Bank



EPI: Environmental Performance Index



ESG: Environment, social and governance



EU : European Union



FDI: Foreign direct investment



GHG: Greenhouse gas



GPG: Global Public Good



ILO: International Labour Organisation



IPA: Investment promotion agency (economic development agency)



IPO: Initial public offering



ITC: Information and communications technology



KI: capital increase



LBO: Leveraged buy-out



LCA: Life cycle analysis



MED: Group of 11 countries neighbouring Europe, i.e. 9 Mediterranean partner countries of the EU
(Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Palestine, Syria, and Tunisia), one with
observer status (Libya) and one in the membership process, Turkey.



MENA: Middle East - North Africa = MED + Mauritania, Sudan, GCC countries + Yemen, Iran,
Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan



OCEMO: Office de Coopération Economique pour la Méditerranée et l'Orient (Office of Economic
Cooperation for Mediterranean and Middle East)



OECD: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development



SMEs : Small and medium enterprises



SMMEs : Small, medium and micro enterprises



SRI: Socially responsible investment



UNEP United Nations Environment Programme



UNPRI : Principles for Responsible Investment



VSB: very small business
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Objectives of EDILE
EDILE (Economic Development through Inclusive and Local Empowerment) aims to promote the
inclusive development of local economies through better qualification, assessment and evaluation of
investment projects.
This project aims to provide assessment tools and support the organisations responsible for
the regulation and implementation of investment projects so that they can generate a
maximum, positive local impact, particularly in terms of employment, subcontracting and respect
for the environment.
Forty actions are planned between 2014 and 2015 in Lebanon, Palestine and Tunisia. The EDILE
project is implemented by ANIMA and seven Euro-Mediterranean partners within the ENPI CBC MED
programme of the European Union.

Why a methodological guide?
Since 2000 and until recent revolutions, southern Mediterranean countries have benefited from
increasing flows of public and private investment projects. However, these projects have not always
had the expected positive results: the local economic benefits remain limited and negative impacts
were sometimes underestimated. In addition, procedures and project assessment tools are
underdeveloped. Public authorities involved in the regulation of investments lack know-how in terms
of project qualification, assessment, optimisation and governance.
Proactive project monitoring could yet play a key role, allowing the selection of the best public
investment projects, or focusing support and public funding devices on those private projects able to
contribute the most to the inclusive development of the territories concerned.
This guide for the assessment and optimisation of investment projects serves as an accessible and
innovative tool for the local and national public authorities responsible for monitoring investment
projects. Several international institutions have developed reference assessment tools that have
inspired EDILE guide, adapting them to smaller investment projects and complementing them on local
economic development.

Rationale: Eight reasons to assess projects
1. Selection and assessment of projects (prior to the decision to initiate or approve)
In a context of scarce public resources, projects or variants must be ranked, priorities set and the
level of public support effort determined (facilitation, subsidies, tax exemptions, land or offices,
infrastructure, education etc.).
2. Social acceptance of projects
If the projects are only seen (as is common) from the business and government aspect, they lack
several other points of view: employees (social rights, participation in company profits), residents and
the local community (local impacts, possible benefits), civil society and NGOs (aspects such as
corruption, equal rights, the environment and consumer rights).
3. Project optimisation
Experience shows that investment projects do not bring as much as they could. For convenience, they
are often under-optimised, particularly in terms of local sourcing, recycling of by-products and waste,
synergies with neighbouring chains, etc. It is therefore useful to identify these projects’ strengths,
weaknesses and margins for improvement. An analytical approach, criterion by criterion, allows all
optimisation opportunities to be reviewed.
4. Project equity
Experience also shows that projects do not actually benefit to all the real contributors. The overall
benefit is not a sufficient criterion; equity must be considered, thus the specific benefits of each party
concerned (redistributive element).
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5. Project labelling
Projects that respect workers, consumers, residents and the environment are more likely to be
accepted, supported and funded. A major investor, such as the Norwegian sovereign wealth fund
(alone, 1.3 % of global stock market capitalisation!) only invests in projects and companies that meet
its ethical rules. For example, companies non eligible in France include Alstom (corruption), Thales
(cluster bombs), Total (presence in Burma), etc. Ethical criteria often become decisive.
6. Country image
Contrary to what one might imagine, a country (wisely) demanding on inward investment is not less
attractive than a lax country. Virtuous projects are magnets for other projects and partners. The
country also has a positive reputation if it hosts quality projects and improves less successful projects.
7. Learning
In almost all areas of economic and social life, the assessment processes are weak or non-existent. It
is obvious that projects and programmes benefit from further assessment conducted on current or
past projects, and from their design. The entire community (businesses or project leaders,
governments and administrations, and civil society) has an interest in learning from past mistakes and
successes. The process of "trial and error" is one of the most effective for training if the origin of

errors is understood and explained.
8. Development goal

To take the motivations further, assessment begs the question of the purpose of economic
development and growth: what are the real beneficial projects ultimately for society? How can they be
encouraged? How can the legitimate desires of businesses, employees, the affected population and
the community be balanced?

Content of this methodological guide
This guide contains, in addition to a glossary, the following parts:


The presentation of a case study (the "EGOPIA" project) that serves as a "common thread"
throughout the guide to understand, with mostly quantitative data, the significance of different
criteria and indicators; it is a fictitious agrifood project;



The overview of the main analysis methods and monitoring that are available to investors, project
owners, project managers or administrations interested in assessing the effectiveness and impact
of the project methods or to improve its governance;



A detailed description of the 70 criteria or "dimensions" on which a project can be assessed. All
are not obviously relevant to all projects. Only 15 are truly essential (e.g. financial viability,
economic impact, creating direct and indirect jobs, environmental damage etc.). This repository
assessment, optimisation and project management is, however, an essential resource for those
who wish to achieve a complete investment project analysis.

In addition, other resources are provided in the EDILE "toolbox":


Examples of good practice (case studies corresponding to real projects);



Training material, especially slides proposed at programme seminars;



Library documents (articles, methodological guides, studies, etc.) accessible via the project website.

1. Glossary
The following glossary is based on several works, using some of their definitions though adapted,
particularly: Cost-benefit analysis. A methodological guide. ICSI, 2009; A guide to cost-benefit
analysis. Trésor Canada, 1998; A guide to investment projects cost-benefit analysis. European
Commission. GD Regional policy, 2003.


Actualisation. Method of determining the present value of a cost or a future advantage. The
update allows you to compare cash flows occurring at different dates.



Average costs. Total costs over a period divided by the quantity (production) produced or
consumed during this period. Average long-term costs include a share of fixed costs (development
costs of existing infrastructure, for example).



BoP. Bottom of the Pyramid. The largest segment of the population or market, consisting of the
mass of the poorest populations in most countries.



Cash-flow. Input (product or sale) or output (charge or expense) for a given financial period
(usually year, accounting period).



Charges Expenses (operational, investment). Negative cash flow, allocated with a – sign.



Child labour (according to the ILO / ISTC). Defined as any activity or business that employs
children economically. Includes children who perform the worst forms of child labour and children
in employment before the minimum age. Excludes children employed in permitted light work,
those who are over the minimum age, and those whose work is not described as the worst forms
of child labour, including hazardous work in particular.



Cost-benefit analysis (CBA). Method for assessing the economic validity of a program or a
project, by comparing benefits and costs. Takes into account both non-monetary and monetary
externalities as long as the latter do not consist in mere income redistribution.



Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA). Type of analysis commonly used for comparing considered
projects or project concepts whenever output (benefits) value cannot be properly measured in
monetary terms. If it can be assumed that benefits are equal for all considered options, CEA is
used to minimise the cost.



Conversion factor. Correction percentage of the financial price of an input or output designed to
reflect its true economic value.



Delphi Method. Technique of obtaining subjective values based on judgment through iterative
estimates made by a group of specialists.



Distortion. Effect by which the actual market price of an asset differs from the price observed in
the absence of public policies that create this difference, or market failures such as monopoly, or
in the presence of externalities, indirect taxes, duties, tariffs, etc..



Dividend. Distribution of profits.



Economic price. Prices reflecting the relative value that should be assigned to inputs and
outputs should the economy produce efficiently hardware output of a maximum value. This price
does not reflect the distribution of income or other incommensurable objectives.



Efficiency. Refers to the efficient allocation of scarce resources. At the margin, the resources
should be used by the individual who is willing to pay the highest amount (that is to say the
amount ensuring equality between marginal social costs and marginal social benefits).



Equity. Criterion likely to change the political decision in order to achieve a particular distribution
of income in the economy (subsidies to public transportation, low-income groups or in favour of
regional development objectives, for example).



ESS (Social Solidarity Economy). Economic activity sector defined by a number of criteria:
free membership (and therefore free departure); limited profit making and no individual
appropriation of profit, democratic and participatory management based on the principle of "one
man, one vote", and autonomy of governance, particularly regarding the government, collective
utility or social utility of the project; initiative and private funding or mixed private / public funding
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(social cooperatives or associations in different countries); three families of partnerships
historically structure it: cooperatives, mutual funds and associations developing an economic
activity.


Externality. Benefit or cost for others which is not normally taken into account by the market or
in the decisions of agents in the market. An external benefit is a positive externality and an
external cost is a negative externality. Externalities are not reflected in the financial statements.
For example, a project may harm the environment, consist in training workers or facilitating the
work of other companies wishing to engage in related activities, nevertheless these effects are not
included in the financial statements related to the project. However, for the purposes of economic
analysis, they must be taken into account and assigned a value.



Financial analysis. Assessment that enables previewing which financial resources will cover
expenses. In particular, it allows: 1. Verifying and guaranteeing financial balance (viability audit);
2. Calculating the investment project financial profitability based on discounted cash flow; in the
strict scope of the economic unit that manages the project (company, management body).



Financial or economic model. Schematic representation of the investment project including
settings, cash flow, benefits and costs in order to simulate financial and economic results.



Forced labour. Term used by the international community to refer to situations in which people women and men, girls and boys - are forced to work against their will by the recruiter or
employer, who uses violence or threatens violence, or uses more subtle means: accumulated
debts, withholding identity documents or threat of denunciation to immigration services.



Governance. Management and decision-making process involving a variety of actors in a
complex system implying cooperation between institutions and the various stakeholders, wherein
each fully exercises its responsibilities and skills. Governance for sustainable development,
combining delegative (elective) and participatory democracy, materialises through specific
approaches, old for some but new for most: multi-stakeholder strategic analysis (Agenda 21
locals), active subsidiarity for articulating levels (from local to global), sequential approaches
based on continuous improvement, decision in the context of information and imperfect
knowledge (precautionary principle), private/public partnership and contractual procedures,
dissemination of information among the various actors, evaluation (indicators of sustainable
development) and transparency...



Green tax, environmental tax. Tax on a product released to the market, due to its negative
environmental externalities (pollution). The green tax is a fiscal instrument that encourages
businesses and consumers to make better choices when it comes to environment.



Hazardous child labour (according to the ILO / ISTC). Defined as any activity or business
which, by its nature or type, has negative effects on the safety, health or moral development of
the child.



Hedonic pricing. Assessment technique that calculates for the quality of the environment from
differences in rents or property prices (for example, goodwill related to the presence of a park).



Impact study. Assessment of change or long-term effects on society, linked to the overall
objectives, and which may be attributed to the completed project. Each impact must be expressed
in the unit of measure adopted to specify the problem to be solved. Impact studies relate most
particularly to the environmental field and the social field.



Informal work (according to the ILO). It includes: a. Self-employed persons and employers
working in their own informal sector company (unincorporated sole proprietorships of which at
least a portion of the production is reserved for the market that is not recorded, or where the
number of employees is small -e.g. less than five). b. All contributing family workers in family
businesses. c. Employees whose employment is informal, i.e. employees who are not protected by
the work law, or who do not have social security cover as employees, or who are not entitled to
other benefits related to employment such as paid annual leave or paid sick leave; d. Members of
informal producers' cooperatives (which are not incorporated as legal entities) and e. Selfemployed persons producing goods exclusively for own consumption (if they are to be considered
in employment).
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Input. What is consumed by the project (as opposed to outputs). Usually means the material
inputs used by the project, that is to say, materials, capital, labour, lumber and utilities. Inputs
such as the quality of environment, foreign exchange and workers’ health are usually called
externalities.



Internal rate of return (IRR). Performance or profitability of a project, as calculated by the
analysis of discounted cash flows. The IRR is the discount rate that, applied to all the benefits and
costs reflected in the cash flows of a project, results in a net present value of zero.



Internalisation. Consideration of an externality in the decision-making process of the market
through pricing or regulatory intervention. Strictly speaking, internalisation occurs by having
polluters pay for the costs of damage caused by pollution which they are responsible for, in
accordance with the polluter-payer principle.



Marginal costs. Costs linked to a small increase of demand (for example, one additional vehiclekilometre travelled). Marginal costs in the long run include the increase of capacity needed to
cope with the rise in travel demand.



Market price. Price of goods on the domestic market (as opposed to economic price or shadow
price).



Multi-criteria analysis (MCA). Assessment methodology that takes into account, either
simultaneously or sequentially, various objectives through assigning defined weight to each
measurable objective.



Multiplier. Ratio between the community’s total income and the initial investment income.



Net – economic present value (N-EPV). Net value of an investment once all costs and benefits
have been added up, expressed in monetary terms. Such total is obtained through updating and
adding up costs and benefits (cash flow) in order to compare them on a common basis.



Net - financial present value (N-FPV) Net value of an investment once all costs (charges) and
incomes (output) have been added up, expressed in financial terms. Such total is obtained
through updating and adding up these cash flows.



"No regrets" level. Level of internalisation at which individuals or businesses obtain personal or
private net benefit (savings on fuel bills, for example) superior to the loss of well-being entailed
by a given government action. The existence of «no regrets» measures tends to increase the
political acceptability of internalisation measures.



Observed preference. Assessment technique in which consumer choices are observed in the
market (purchase of a good, for example).



Opportunity cost. Costs that occur when one use of a limited resource hinders other possible
uses (the allocation of land for infrastructure for instance impedes other uses such as leisure). The
numerical significance of opportunity cost corresponds to the value of a resource in the event of
its most productive potential use.



Output. Incomes, sales. Positive cash flow, allocated with a + sign. Also, all that is produced by
the project or the company.



Present value. Future value of cash flows updated with the appropriate discount rate.



Public good. Good or service which property rights are not defined. In the absence of
government intervention, environmental goods (pure air, for example) are generally considered
public property.



Reference value (Notion close to the economic price). Price awarded to a property (market or
non-market), representing its value (or its cost) to the community and used in economic
calculations. For a commodity, such value can be adjusted to market prices to reflect distortions.
For a non-market good, the reference value expresses the willingness to pay or to accept the
good (or bad...) in question.



Sensitivity analysis. Examination of the impact of change in one variable (parameter, cost or
benefit) on the outcome of a project.
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(Social-)economic analysis. Evaluation using economic values (shadow prices) expressing the
value which a company is ready to pay for a good. Economic analysis mostly evaluates output and
services at their value in use or their opportunity cost to the company (often a border price for
tradable goods). Often identified with the cost-benefit analysis.



Social costs. The sum of total internal and external costs.



Social dialogue. As defined by the ILO, includes all types of negotiation, consultation or
exchange of information between representatives of governments, employers and workers on
issues related to economic and social policies, including child labour, and working and
employment conditions. It can exist as a tripartite initiative by integrating the government as an
official part of the dialogue, for example in the context of public policy, including national action
plans on child labour or the hazardous work list. It can also manifest as bipartite relations
between syndicates and management (or trade unions and employers' organisations); dialogue
can be informal or institutionalised, and is also often a mixture of both. It may take place at the
company or workplace globally, regionally or sectorally.



Social enterprises (according to the ILO). Companies with an initial social purpose clearly
declared as their central purpose; applying a sustainable business model financially, aspiring
realistically to generate sufficient revenues to exceed the costs associated with their operation and
take a significant share of their income from their earnings (as opposed to grants or donations);
accountable to their stakeholders, applying an appropriate mechanism to ensure accountability to
beneficiaries and measure and demonstrate their social impact.



Social protection (according to the ILO, World Social Security Report 2010-2011). Term often
interpreted as having broader sense than social security (including, in particular, the protection
provided by family members or members of a local community), but it is also used in certain
contexts in a narrower sense (understood as comprising only the measures proposed to the
poorest members, the most vulnerable or socially excluded). Although these two terms can be
largely interchangeable, the term social protection can be understood as protection provided by
the social security in case of social risks and needs.



Social security (according to the ILO, World Social Security Report 2010-2011). Multidimensional
concept that includes at least three elements: a. Range: measured by the number and type of
branches of social security to which the population of a country has access. (...). b. Scope: usually
refers to the percentage of people covered (by gender, age, status of the labour market) in the
general population or target group, for social security measures in each specific branch. c. Level:
refers to the adequacy of coverage within a specific branch of social security (...). The coverage
level can also be measured by the quality of services provided.



Stakeholder. Party interested in a project in a given area (government, business, trade unions,
citizens, NGOs, residents, users, consumers, etc.).



Stated preference. Assessment technique where monetary estimates are obtained from
hypothetical statements made by individuals about their preferences. It is most often used via a
questionnaire (contingent evaluation method, for example).



Utility (private). Private benefit enjoyed by an individual due to the consumption or the existence
of a good or service.



Utility (social). Sum of private utilities within a given economy.



Valuation. Assessment process of the economic value of a certain amount of a good or service;
such value being expressed in monetary terms.



Willingness to pay (WTP). Measures what a consumer would be willing to give in order to
benefit from a good (or the benefits of a project). It consists in the monetary measurement of the
well-being variation needed for an individual to accept the change of situation linked to a public
decision (such as the implementation of a project), or else what an individual would be ready to
give up in terms of other consumption opportunities. Consumers willing to pay significantly more
expensive than the market price, enjoy a consumer surplus (amount they pay less amount
actually paid).

2. EDILE case study: the EGOPIA project
EDILE case study
Throughout this guide, we use a fictitious project in order to show how it is possible to benefit from
the various criteria (at least for the quantifiable ones).

Figure 1. The EGOPIA project (assessment, governance, optimisation of an investment in the agrifood
industry)

It is a medium-sized project ($ 45 million investment, between 36 and 90 million Euros of revenue) in
the agrifood industry, located in a southern Mediterranean country. The consortium of investors (a
local operator supported by an experienced foreign company) builds a pilot factory in a rather poor
rural area. Its main inputs are local agricultural produces (fruits, vegetables, cereals, oil), some
packaging, and some imported services (advertising, tips from top chefs etc.). One product line is
destined to local market catering and retail, with attractive prices and substantial caloric intake.
Another more sophisticated line is intended for export, especially for airline catering promoting the
specific essence of Mediterranean cuisine (spices, flavours, colours, etc.).
This project has been carefully prepared at a local scale, in close collaboration with the authorities
(governments, communities), companies, trade unions and local population (civil society). Most of the
staff is hired locally. A Mediterranean Cuisine Academy is created to train future managers
(gastronomy, oenology, marketing, testing laboratory, management etc.) for the factory and more
broadly for the sector. It hosts a university department specialised in agrifood industry and working
with the neighbouring business cluster. A specific training allows reducing work injuries, including
traffic related ones. Finally, tourist accommodation facilities are built by EGOPIA in the site most
preserved area. The local community manages them.
Despite all the efforts put in choosing the land, the project is partly built in a fragile natural area, with
a negative impact on some ecosystems. Similarly, the only transportation option for the supply of local
inputs (fruits, vegetables, spices etc.) are diesel vehicles, large energy consumers and pollutant
emitters. However, innovative equipment allows valorising biogas produced with green waste
(peelings and other wastes).

Figure 2. EGOPIA in its environment (the background image was partially extracted from a World Bank
e-learning module)
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An equity and debt-financing scheme is associated with this fictitious (yet realistic) project.

Figure 3. The EGOPIA financial model
The project is granted two kinds of community support: in the first stage, the construction of road
access to the land (which was sold at a nominal fee), representing 20% of the total construction
value; in a second stage, once the project is up and running, an exemption of the corporate income
tax for the export part of the production.
The business model foresees a building phase spread over year 1, with steady revenue as soon as
year 3 and a fairly rapid production growth (+3% / year). At year 1, the production and the impacts
are at a low level (start, tests etc.). The investor sets a profitability target of around 15% over a 7
year lifetime. At this stage, according to the results, either an extension is considered or a resale of
the installation to a multinational operator in the food sector (the partner group that brings some of
the patents and gets royalties from the project).
The EGOPIA case study is developed on Excel, which makes it possible to change the various
parameters of the financial and economic analysis. The extracts provided in this guide correspond to
the basic scenario.
In its first draft, the Excel model includes 12 relatively simple modules (Figure 4), which allow
illustrating the financial profitability and economic viability computing mechanisms. The various
modules interact with each other. Each of them can include many tables related to the same theme.
In the model, the cash outflows (negative cash flows, such as investment or operational costs) are
preceded by - (minus), while the inputs are positive.

Figure 4. Organisation of the EGOPIA Financial model modules

Baseline scenario
In the EGOPIA base case, the investor provides 80% of funding needs (taking certain aids into
account) and only borrows 20% of the initial funding (Figure 5). Most of the loan is received in year 1.
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Figure 5. Assumptions of the baseline scenario
Costs and funding structure
Capex (initial build)
Equity
Debt
1st year debt drawdown (%)
2nd year debt drawdown (%)
Economic parameters
Market
Market growth
Costs
Increase in capex /base case
Increase in opex /base case
Inflation
General inflation
Tariff escalation

80%
20%
95%
5%

-45
-36
-9.00
-8.55
-0.45

Million
Million
Million
Million
Million

3.0%
0,0%
0,0%
5.0%
5.0%

/year
/year
/year
/year
/year

€
€
€
€
€

The project duration is 7 years. The Debt has an 11.71% interest rate (Figure 6) with a 2 years grace
period (the principal of the loan is not repaid in year 1 and 2, only the interest is). Several parameters
allow testing the financial balance of the project: sale price of products, level of taxation, successful
completion of the initial construction (which determines the first years of production revenue), and
compliance with the budget, staff productivity and average wage level.

Figure 6. Technical and financial conditions of the baseline scenario
Debt terms
Base rate
9.21%
Xibor 1 year 9.2% 3 m.
9,0%
Risk margin
2.5%
Total
11.71%
Repayment period
5
years (including grace period)
Capital grace period
2
years (including grace period)
Profile
2
(1=sculpted, 2=constant)
Prices /Tariffs
Line 1 (export)
10,50 €
Line 2 (domestic market)
5.50 €
Taxes / Subsidies
Tax on profit
20%
Tax on profit (reduced rate)
5%
(exports)
Performance indicators
Months of advance / delay (launch)
-2
(has an impact on Years 1 and 2 only)
Staff productivity
3%
(Annual profit with regards to Year 1)
Wage level
0%
(spread with the budgeted payroll)
Capacity of the Line 1 plant
5.5
millions pieces/year
(capacity reached
Capacity of the Line 2 plant
2.5
millions pieces/year
in year 3)
Occupational injuries (incl. transport)
5
Serious injuries/year/1000 employees (pre-training)
Cost of a serious injury
-100 000 € (permanent 50% disability)
The initial investment (Figure 7) consists of fixed installations (plant and equipment) that keep a
residual value of about 10% by the end of the project, starting costs (plans, patents, licenses etc…)
and working capital (cash, stocks etc..) required to launch the operation.

Figure 7. Initial investment of the baseline scenario
Investment costs
in million € /Year
Land and buildings
Equipment
Residual value
Total fixed assets (A)
Licences, royalties & patents
Project developt. costs
Total start-up costs (B)
Current Assets (receivables, stocks, cash) (C)
Current Liabilities (K)
Net working capital (C+K)
Variations in working capital (F)
Total investment costs (J=A+B+F)

1
-20
-13

2

3

4

5

6

-33
-6
-4
-10
-4
2
-2
-2
-45

0
0
0
0
-12
5
-7
-5
-5

0
0
0
0
-12
5
-7
0
0

0
0
0
0
-12
5
-7
0
0

0
0
0
0
-12
5
-7
0
0

0
0
0
0
-12
5
-7
0
0

7
0
0
5
5
0
0
0
-12
5
-7
0
5
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Figure 8. Project operational parameters (process & technology)
Process /Technology
Year
Staff
Productivity (thousands of products/y/empl.)
Number of employees
Technical ratios
Net average weight of the local product (g)
Net aver. weight of the catering product (g)
Yield (Cooked product’s weight / gross)
Ratio gross weight/net weight (packaging)
M3 of biogas per ton of waste
Price of electricity /ton of waste (€)
Inputs (tons)
Gross Fruits and vegetables
Packaging
Total weight (tons)
Green waste
Output (tons incl. Packaging)
Product 1 – export market
Product 2 – domestic market
Total weight (tons)
Transport /supply
Average payload/pick-up (tons)
Average distance field - factory (km RT)
Average distance factory -delivery (km RT)
Km/year/pick-up for inputs
Km/year/truck for outputs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

13.0
387

13.4
677

13.8
580

14.2
580

14.6
580

15.1
580

15.5
580

450
200
30%
1.3
100
30

450
200
30%
1.3
100
30

450
200
30%
1.3
100
30

450
200
30%
1.3
100
30

450
200
30%
1.3
100
30

450
200
30%
1.3
100
30

450
200
30%
1.3
100
30

6 232 11 232 9 917 10 214 10 521 10 836 11 161
467
841
743
765
788
811
836
6 698 12 073 10 659 10 979 11 308 11 648 11 997
4 362 7 863 6 942 7 150 7 364 7 585 7 813
408
2 022
2 430

736
3 644
4 381

650
3 218
3 868

670
3 314
3 984

690
3 413
4 103

710
3 516
4 226

732
3 621
4 353

1.5
35
85

1.5
35
85

1.5
35
85

1.5
35
85

1.5
35
85

1.5
35
85

1.5
35
85

137
718

248
238

219
158

225
733

232
505

239
480

246
665

156 291 281 715 248 714 256 175 263 861 271 776 279 930

Among operational costs, the "labour" line is essential and depends on other parameters (productivity,
wage level). All costs increase after Year 2, according to inflation.

Figure 9. Operational costs of the basic scenario
Operational costs
in million € /Project Year
Cost Item
Raw materials (imported)
Domestic inputs
Labour
Energy (power etc.)
Administrative costs
Local taxes /VAT
Community programmes
Maintenance
Total opex (O)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

-3.5
-3.0
-19.3
-2.5
-1.0
-1.0
-1.5
-1.0
-33

-7.0
-6.0
-33.8
-5.0
-1.0
-2.0
-3.0
-2.0
-60

-7.4
-6.3
-29.0
-5.3
-1.1
-2.1
-3.2
-2.1
-56

-7.7
-6.6
-29.0
-5.5
-1.1
-2.2
-3.3
-2.2
-58

-8.1
-6.9
-29.0
-5.8
-1.2
-2.3
-3.5
-2.3
-59

-8.5
-7.3
-29.0
-6.1
-1.2
-2.4
-3.6
-2.4
-61

-8.9
-7.7
-29.0
-6.4
-1.3
-2.6
-3.8
-2.6
-62

Incomes evolve depending on produced units (correlated with market growth and assuming they are
all sold) and prices (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Operational income of the baseline scenario
Income
Project Year
Sales in million units

1

Line 1 -exported (E) 1.6
Line 2 –domestic market (D) 3.5
Tariffs/Prices in €
Line 1 –tariff escalation (Te) 10.5
Line 2 –tariff escalation (Td) 5.5
Total revenues (D x Td + E x Te) en M€
36

2

3

4

5

6

7

2.8
6.2

2.5
5.5

2.6
5.7

2.7
5.8

2.7
6.0

2.8
6.2

11.0
5.8
67

11.6
6.1
62

12.6
6.6
70

13.8
7.2
79

15.0
7.9
88

16.3
8.6
99
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The range of products developed by the EGOPIA Company relies on ready-made dishes lyophilisation
patents and on the research on tastes and flavours enhancing Mediterranean cuisine (Figure 11). Four
basic ready-made dishes are produced for both international and domestic lines of products. The first
line is aimed at the catering market (airline, hiking etc…) with high quality but rather expensive
products. The second line is destined to local market, with more nutritious, less sophisticated and less
expensive products.

Figure 11. Types of ready-made dishes and food comparison
Product tests
Weight
Lyophilised ready- Packagi
ng
made dishes
Red mullet, capers
and vegetables
80
(catering)
Chicken curry with
80
durum (catering)
Tunisian pasta
160
Spicy mashed
potatoes with
organic
100
vegetables and
sesame seeds

in g

Per 100 grams

Caloric intake

Grade

Dish

Carbohy
drates

Lipids

Prote
-ins

/100
g

/unit

Appear Taste
ance

Perfu
me

Total
/ 15

285

63.0

6.6

21.7

401

321

3

3.5

3

9.5

260

56.1

4.6

27.9

302

378

4

4

4

12

520

50.7

7.7

18.7

350

560

4.5

4.5

4.5

13.5

425

43

10

25

441

441

4

2.5

4

10.5

Before EGOPIA, the market was dominated by three other companies A, B and C, with similar
products and selling prices (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Types of ready-made dishes and food comparison
Product comparison

EGOPIA

Lyophilised readymade dishes

Selling
price €
10.50
10.50
5.50

Fish and vegetables
Chicken and cereals
Pasta and vegetables
Mashed potatoes and organic
vegetables

Selling prices of the
competition
A in €
B in € C in €
13.00
12.00
-

5.50

11.00
11.00
7.00

5.50

6.00

6.50

-

Δ /competition
A

B

-19%
-13%

C

-5%
-5%
-21%

0%

-8%

-15%

With EGOPIA, a new market breakdown appears, with sales of companies A, B and C dropping, while
the global market is growing (Figure 13). The market share of EGOPIA is largely based on its “price”
advantage. The elasticity of demand compared to price is 1 for the international line and 2 for the local
market. This means that for the international line of products, a 5% decrease in prices induces a 5%
increase in sales, while for the local market, a 5% decrease in prices induces a 10% increase in sales.

Figure 13. EGOPIA’s market penetration
Market evolution
Ready-made dishes
Tariff line 1. International market (€)
Tariff line 2. Domestic market (€)
Production Year 1 (millions)
Line 1. International market
Line 2. Domestic market
Decrease of sales due to EGOPIA
Elasticity sales/price international
Elasticity sales/price international
Line 1. International market
Line 2. Domestic market
Production Year 2 (millions)
Line 1. International market
Line 2. Domestic market

EGOPIA

Competition
B
11.00
6.50

Total Market

10.50
5.50

A
12.50
-

1.6
3.5

2.5
0

3.2
4.4

0
6.1

-1
-2
-0.4

-1
-2
-0.1
-1.4

-1
-2
-1.0

-0.5
-2.4

3.1
3.0

0.0
5.1

8.0
14.4

2.8
6.2

2.1
0.0

C
6.00
7.3
14.0
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Given all these factors, the financial rate of return of the project is satisfactory (19.8%, slightly higher
than the investor’s target, which implies a 16% IRR on equity). The net present value (Figure 14) is
positive (€ 18 million with a 10% discount rate). Revenues balance expenses as soon as Year 2.

Figure 14. Pre-financing Cash Flows of the baseline scenario
Pre-financing Cash Flows
In €million /year
Revenues (total inflows) (R)
Investment costs (J)
Operating Costs (O)
Net Operating Profit
Company tax paid (% of profit) (X)
Tax exemption (pro rata of exports) (U)
Costs (Σ total outflows) (J+O+X+U)
Net Cashflow (pre-financing)
(R+J+O+X+U)

Project IRR

1
36
-45
-33
3

2
67
-5
-60
7
-1.5
0.6
-78 -66
-42 2

3
62
0
-56
6
-1.2
0.5
-57
5

4
70
0
-58
12
-2.5
1.1
-59
11

5
79
0
-59
19
-3.9
1.7
-61
17

6
88
0
-61
28
-5.5
2.4
-64
24

7
99
5
-62
37
-7.4
3.2
-61
38

Project NPV @10%
Project NPV @15%

19.8%

Total
501
-45
-389
112
-22
10
-446
55

18
7

Funding is provided through various channels: public assistance, equity contribution by the investing
consortium (partly national, partly foreign), bank loan, and if necessary, an overdraft or other shortterm financing. The project is considered bankable only because the capital is not repaid during the
first 2 years (during which large investments occur). Hence, the cash flow statement (Figure 15)
shows that the debt service coverage ratio (net flows from Figure 11 divided by debt service from
Figure 15) is sufficient, since bankers usually require a "free cash flow" about twice as large as the
debt maturities (the minimum value here is 2.4 in Year 3).

Figure 15. Funding of the baseline scenario
Funding
in million €
Project Year
Public contribution
Private equity (national)
Private equity (foreign)
Loans
Other resources
Total financing
Debt terms
Interest Rate (Annual)
Repayment (capital) Due in
Period
Profile Used
Debt Account
Opening Balance
Drawdown (V)
Principal Repayment (P)
Closing Balance
Interest Due (I)
Debt Cashflows (V+P+I)
Debt Service (P+I)
Debt Service Coverage Ratio

Start
1
-5
-19
-12
-8.55
-0.45
-45

2

3

4

5

6

7

-0.45
0.00
0

0

0

0

0

0

Total
-5
-19
-12
-9
0
-45

11.7% 11.7% 11.7% 11.7% 11.7% 11.7% 11.7%
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
0.0%
0.00
-8.55
0.0
-8.55
1.05
-7.50
1.05
n.a.

0.0%
-8.55
-0.45
0.00
-9.00
0.95
0.50
0.95
n.a.

15.8% 17.7% 19.8% 22.1% 24.7%
-9.00
0.00
0.00
-7.58
0.83
2.26
2.26
2.4

-7.58
0.00
1.42
-5.98
0.70
2.29
2.29
4.8

-5.98
0.00
1.59
-4.21
0.55
2.33
2.33
7.4

-4.21
0.00
1.78
-2.22
0.39
2.37
2.37
10.3

100%

-2.22 -37,53
0.00 -9,00
1.99
2.22
0.00 -37,53
0.20
4,68
2.42 4.68
2.42 13.68
15.5

After taking financing costs into account, the project remains viable, with positive cumulative net flows
(last row in Figure 16). If net cumulative flows went below zero for even a year, the project would
require a refinancing (or need to go through insolvency procedures).
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Figure 16. Baseline scenario financial flows (post-funding)
Post-funding financial flows
in millions € /Year
Operational income (R)
Funding sources (S)
Income (total positive flows) (R+S)
Operational costs (O)
Investment costs (J)
Principal repayments (P)
Interest repayments (I)
Expenses (Σ neg. flows.) (O+J+P+I)
Net flows (post-fund.)
(R+S+O+J+P+I)
Cumulative net flows

1
36
45
81
-33
-45
0
-1.1
-79
2

2
67
0
68
-60
-5
0
-0.9
-66
2

3
62
0
62
-56
0
-1
-0.8
-59
4

4
70
0
70
-58
0
-2
-0.7
-60
10

5
79
0
79
-59
0
-2
-0.6
-61
17

6
88
0
88
-61
0
-2
-0.4
-63
25

7
99
0
99
-62
5
-2
-0.2
-60
39

Total
501
45
546
-389
-45
-9
-4.7
-447
41

2

3

7

17

34

59

99

99

For financiers (bankers especially), the process is not over. Besides the possible guarantees made on
the project, or the borrowers’ collateral assets, the project viability must still be tested, even under
adverse conditions. This is what sensitivity tests are for, in which various stress situations are
analysed (Figure 17). In the case of EGOPIA, the basic scenario is rather conservative (a 3% annual
market increase, which is considered low for an emerging country), which induces relatively soft
stress test parameters.
The project seems to react rather well – in the worst case scenario, profitability is nearly divided by 2,
but remains acceptable (an 11% IRR, compared to 20%). The weak spot is the debt service (with a
1.6 ratio, often considered insufficient by lenders). This could lead to further increases of equity with
regards to the debt, or to foresee a two years longer grace period on the capital repayment, or to set
up a guarantee mechanism (MIGA like) or even to create a short term financing instrument for the
first years of operation which are considered more risky.

Figure 17. Project responses to “Stress tests”
Risk analysis/Sensitivities
Scenario
Base case
0% market growth
+10% initial investment
+5% operational costs
Doubled Inflation up to 10%
Loan interest rate +2%
Worst case scenario
(combined)

Market
Growth
3.0%
0.0%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%
3.0%
2.0%

Invest.
Increase
0.0%
0.0%
10.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
5.0%

Costs
General
Increase Inflation
0.0%
5.0%
0.0%
5.0%
0.0%
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%
0.0%
10.0%
0.0%
5.0%
3.0%
8.0%

Project
IRR
19.8%
16.8%
17.2%
16.0%
10.7%
19.8%
11.3%

Service debt
Minimum
2,4
2.4
2.2
1.8
1.7
2.3
1.6

To switch from financial analysis to economic analysis, it is necessary (i) to remove transfers,
including tax transfers, (ii) to switch back to reference economic prices thanks to conversion factors
for prices which are subject to distortions (subsidies, custom tariffs etc.), (iii) to take externalities into
account, which means defining a scope (local, regional, national) for the "community" (depending on
the extent of the project externalities) and (iv) to carry out an analysis for each type of stakeholder
(business, small producers, other economic agents involved in the project...) in order to address the
issue of income distribution among stakeholders.
Beside “classic” externalities, other kinds of externalities must be taken into account: opportunity
costs (losses for unsuccessful competitors A, B and C), complementary investments at the expense of
the community (e.g. providing road access to the area), non-market costs and benefits (health,
accidents, untreatable general pollution non-considered as externality), changes in consumer surplus
(e.g. due to the fact that the domestic consumer pays less for an EGOPIA product, substitute for
competing products produced by A, B or C).
To simplify, the EGOPIA project is compared to the “no project” scenario. In a real situation, especially
according to EDILE’s optimisation approach, several scenarios would be compared in order to choose
the best one.
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Figure 18 below displays the results of the economic analysis taking into account these various
adjustments:


Subsidies and VAT are deducted;



Three external benefits are taken into account: the fact that the factory training academy is partly
used to professionalise employees, who despite not being hired ultimately, will however make
their acquired knowledge profitable for the domestic economy; the biogas produced with
agricultural waste and reused internally (should it be sold, then in the form of electricity to the
local electricity distributor, this biogas would appear as "revenue" in the financial analysis); lower
occupational injuries due to effective prevention campaigns;



Two external costs are taken into account: the fact that parts of the land are sterilised and that
the natural ecosystem in the factory premises is depleted (buildings, parking lots, warehouses);
the pollution (air, noise, accidents) generated by additional 4 X 4 diesel vehicles in charge of
collecting raw agricultural commodities and distributing the processed products;



The supplanted competitors’ losses and the consumers’ gains were taken into account.

Other impacts could have been assessed (especially tourist bungalows set on the outskirts of the
factory), but it seemed desirable not to further complicate the basic scenario. Some of these impacts
are presented as "options" in the detailed presentation of the criteria.

Figure 18. Baseline scenario economic adjustment
Economic adjustment
in € million /Year
Subsidies and exemptions
Tax adjustment (VAT excl.)
Market distortions (N)
Trained staff (1/3 of the staff)
Training valuation(5k€)
M3 of waste based biogas produced
Energy (Kwh)
Biogas valuation (€ million)
Avoided work injuries
Valuation of avoided accidents
Positive externalities (€ million)
Land utilised by the factory (ha)
Surface of cultivated land (ha)
Damages to the ecosystem (land)
Opportunity costs (cultivated land)
Work injuries (serious injuries)
Valuation of accidents
Road pollution (0.30€/km)
Negative externalities (€ million)

1
-5.00
-1.00
-6.00
193
0.97
436
872
0.13
0.00
0.00
1.10
6
155.8
-0.60
-0.78
1.9
-0.19
-0.09
-1.66

2
-0.65
-2.00
-2.65
338
1.69
786
1 573
0.24
0.97
0.10
2.02
9
280.8
-0.90
-1.40
1.0
-0.10
-0.16
-2.56

3
-0.53
-2.10
-2.63
290
1.45
694
1 388
0.21
0.10
0.01
1.67
9
247.9
-0.90
-1.24
0.9
-0.09
-0.14
-2.37

4
-1.08
-2.21
-3.29
290
1.45
715
1 430
0.21
0.09
0.01
1.67
9
255.4
-0.90
-1.28
0.8
-0.08
-0.14
-2.40

5
-1.71
-2.32
-4.03
290
1.45
736
1 473
0.22
0.08
0.01
1.68
9
263.0
-0.90
-1.32
0.7
-0.07
-0.15
-2.43

6
-2.43
-2.43
-4.86
290
1.45
759
1 517
0.23
0.07
0.01
1.68
9
270.9
-0.90
-1.35
0.6
-0.06
-0.15
-2.47

7
-3.25
-2.55
-5.80
290
1.45
781
1 563
0.23
0.06
0.01
1.69
9
279.0
-0.90
-1.40
0.6
-0.06
-0.16
-2.51

Total
-15
-15
-29

4 908
9816
1.5
0.14
11.52

-6.00
-8.76
-0.65
-0.99
-16.4

These changes enable to establish the economic costs and benefits table, thus to assess the project
economic viability (Figure 19). With an economic IRR greater than 40%, the project appears to
provide significant benefits to the community, beyond the profitability earned by the investor.
The project NPV is also quite high (€ 54 million at a 10% discount rate, which is the magnitude of the
initial investment). The € 5 million of public assistance to the project appear to have been efficiently
used. Economic NPV and IRR exceed their financial counterparts, indicating that the project provides a
specific bonus to the community.
However, these indicators are not sufficient to justify public support, which is justified by a
contribution to the public good (employment, export, regional development, compliance with the
industrial or innovation strategy etc.). This explains why an analysis for each stakeholder appears
relevant as well as an analysis of the induced effects. In the case of EGOPIA, these analyses may be
subject to additional exercises, but are not included in this report (except for employment).
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Figure 19. Basic scenario economic analysis
Economic flows
in € million /Year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Total

Conversion Factors ↓
Subsidies and exemptions
Tax adjustment (VAT excluded)
Market distortions (M)
Training benefits (academics)
Energy value of biogas
Impact of training on accidents
Positive externalities (N)
Products A
1.05
Products B
1.15
Total operational income (R')
Damages to the ecosystem
Road pollution
Work injuries
Negative externalities (Q)
Work
0.8
Other operational costs
1.1
Operational costs (adjusted) (O')
Investment costs (adjust.) (J')
0.9
Net econ. flows (M+N+R'+Q+O'+J')

-5.0
-0.6
-0.5
-1.1
-1.7
-2.4
-3,2
-15
-1,0
-2.0
-2.1
-2.2
-2.3
-2.4
-2.6
-15
-6.0
-2.6
-2.6
-3.3
-4.0
-4.9
-5.8
-29
1,0
1.7
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
10
0,1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
1
0,00
0.97
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
1.1
2.9
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.7
13
20.0
37.8
35.0
39.3
44.1
49.6
55.6
281
19.0
35.9
33.3
37.4
42.0
47.1
52.9
267
38.9 73.7 68.3 76.7 86.1 96.7 108.5 549
-1.4
-2.3
-2.1
-2.2
-2.2
-2.3
-2,3
-15
-0.1
-0.2
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2
-1,0
-0.19 -0.10 -0.09 -0.08 -0.07 -0.06 -0.06 -0,65
-1.7
-2.6
-2.4
-2.4
-2.4
-2.5
-2.5
-16
-15.5 -27.1 -23.2 -23.2 -23.2 -23.2 -23.2 -159
-14.9 -28.6 -30.0 -31.5 -33.1 -34.8 -36.5 -209
-30.3 -55.7 -53.2 -54.7 -56.3 -58.0 -59.7 -368
-40.5 -4.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.5
-41
-38.5 11.2 11.8 18.0 25.1 33.1 46.7

Economic profitability

41.1%

Project NPV @10%
Project NPV @15%

54
37

For example, the project seems appealing in terms of net job creation (Figure 20). Yet, and this
aspect is often overlooked, the newcomer in the ready–made dishes market will compete with existing
operators and cause a decline of their income (opportunity cost) as well as induce an adaptation of
their staff, but the number of created jobs will exceed the number of lost jobs. Figure 20 computation
includes the construction jobs generated by the initial construction of the plant, but takes into account
the loss of these jobs when the construction site and its foreseeable following steps are complete
(although, in reality, the corresponding construction company will be likely to find a new contract after
EGOPIA). It also includes the fifteen jobs created by the tourist "village" built with the support of
EGOPIA at the periphery of the factory.

Figure 20. Job creation
Directs and indirect jobs
Year
Direct jobs created (a)
Construction site
EGOPIA’s payroll
Indirect jobs created (b)
Global elasticity employment/GDP
Local demand and sub-contracting
Energy supply
Office work/administration
Public services
Community projects (tourists management)
Miscellaneous (maintenance, guarding
etc.)
Jobs lost by competitors (c)
Total competition market
Competitor A staff
Competitor B staff
Competitor C staff
Net jobs created (a + b + c)

1
737
350
387
65
0.6
20
16
7
7
10
7

2
897
220
677
115
0.6
36
30
6
12
18
12

3
690
110
580
111
0.6
35
29
6
12
18
12

4
230
-350
580
104
0.6
33
27
5
11
16
11

5
230
-350
580
97
0.6
31
26
5
10
15
10

6
230
-350
580
91
0.6
29
24
5
10
14
10

7
230
-350
580
85
0.6
27
22
4
9
13
9

16.2
192
585
469
802

-224
13.3
162
469
391
787

-194
13.7
166
483
403
608

-162
14.1
171
498
415
172

-130
14.5
177
513
427
198

-96
15.0
182
528
440
225

-62
15.4
187
544
453
254

3. Project qualification, evaluation and optimisation
methods
More than 200 methods or approaches exist to describe, evaluate and optimise projects:


Qualify: describe the project, define and summarise it for initial sorting or grading;



Evaluate: assess the project, its relevance, validity, effectiveness, impacts, risks and robustness
(project analysis techniques);



Optimise: improve the project, make it acceptable to all stakeholders, and introduce supplements,
changes or variations through dialogue and consultation (technical project management and
governance).

For simplicity, this guide uses the term project evaluation to cover all fields, including development
and optimisation aspects.
Given the wide diversity of the projects themselves and the large number of dimensions to consider,
not all existing methods can be presented. This guide describes the most pertinent methods, which
occur most often in project evaluations conducted throughout the world.
To begin with the evaluation process (what methods and indicators to use), it is essential to
understand the perspective of the evaluation. An investor does not reason like his interlocutors in the
government or local authorities (development agency) due to the fact that the motivation of the
various stakeholders is obviously not the same. The table below (Figure 21) presents the motivations,
criteria, indicators and evaluation methods for each type of project partner

Figure 21. Diversity of stakeholder motivations in the evaluation
Investor
-Return on
investment
-Industrial strategy

Banker
-Debt yield
-Secure
investment

Evaluated key
elements

-IRR (capital
invested)
-Increased income
-Financial model
(debt)

-IRR (debt)
-Debt / equity
ratio
-Debt service
coverage ratio
(DSCR)

Examples of
optimum
sought

-Schedule and
phasing
-Nature of products
- Location and size of
the plant
-Business plan
-Financial analysis
(equity)

-Guarantees
-Risk coverage

Motivations

Appropriate
method

Development agency
-Economic profitability
- Profits
- Industrial and
territorial strategy
- Environment
Economic profitability
rate
-Multiplier effect
-Eco-socioenvironmental impact
-Technology
(transfers)
Optimal resource
allocation
-Durability
-Project prioritisation

-Due diligence
-Cost-benefit analysis
-Financial analysis -Impact study
(debt)

Local community
-Local economic
return
-Local added value
(jobs, clusters)
-Local economic
profitability rate
-Aid / impact ratio
-Local economic
profits

-Synergies and few
nuisances
-Types of guidance
-Level of support
(aid, etc.)
-Impact study
-Consultation

Overall, the closer the stakeholders are to the project, the narrower the scope of their reasoning tends
to be, limited to the operational purpose of the company. The investor is thus interested in the strict
financial profitability. Contrarily, a "remote" stakeholder (even if resident) will focus on a wider scope
(including nuisance and benefits).
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The methods and criteria described in this guide are presented in the two tables below (Figure 22 and
Figure 23), according to the type of assessment chosen. The list of criteria may seem very long (and
the data collection hence very cumbersome), but, most of the time, especially for small projects, only
major criteria will be selected. Many of the environment criteria are not relevant for many projects (for
instance, an investment in ICT usually does not generate air or water pollution).

Figure 22. Which method(s) to be applied in which case?
Type of
review

Recommended
methods
Logical framework

Project aims Consultation methods

Main relevant criteria
(see list in the next table)
No specific criterion
Social and environmental criteria

Governance methods

No specific criterion

Due diligence

All criteria with a financial impact
Criteria Financial viability; Physical efficiency; Capital

Financial analysis
Financial
viability

Criteria Financial viability; Safety; Hazardous waste; Water
Risk analysis

Economic
opportunity
and
efficiency

investment; Innovation and intangible investment; Net
public contribution (1, 3, 5, 6, 7)
discharges; Emissions (41 to 43); Soil consumption;
Ecological continuity; Adaptation and major risks (48 to
50); Noise pollution; Law observance; Anticompetitive
behaviour; Dispute resolution

Cost-benefit analysis

All criteria with a quantifiable monetary value

Calculation of economic
return

All criteria with a quantifiable monetary value

Environmental impact
assessment

Environmental criteria: Materials and solid wastes; Energy;

Social assessment

Social and community criteria

Water; Emissions; Soils and biodiversity

Mostly criteria: Economic viability; Capital investment; Net
Contract review

public contribution; Maintaining/ creating a new business
sector; Indirect economic Impact (13 to 17); Direct and
stable job creation; Qualification of created jobs;
Sustainable local development (58 to 61); Demonstration
value

Criteria Economic viability; Direct added value; Innovation

Global
impact

Project promotion and
optimisation

Life cycle analysis,
ecological footprint
Acceptability Multi-criteria analysis
/social
Negotiation methods
feasibility

and Intangible investment; Net public contribution; Market
adequacy and social needs (8 to 12); Indirect economic
impact (13 to 17); Employment and salary (18; 19; 22 to
25); Social policy (26 to 28); Recycling; Reductions in
energy consumption; Renewable energy; Reductions in
water consumption; Protection of habitats; Conservation of
protected species; Respect for heritage; Construction
quality and impact on the landscape; Environmental quality
of products and services; Transport and logistics
optimisation
Criteria Sub-contracting and local purchases; Downstream

industry, distributors and domestic customers;
Environmental criteria

All criteria with and without a quantifiable monetary value
All criteria with and without a quantifiable monetary value
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Figure 23. List of the EDILE criteria
Crit. 1. Financial viability
Crit. 2. Economic viability
3.2. Energy
Crit. 3. Physical efficiency
11. Direct
Crit. 4. Direct Added Value
Economic
Efficiency Crit. 5. Capital Investment
3.3. Water
Crit. 6. Innovation and intangible
investment
Crit. 7. Net public contribution
Crit. 8. Improving supply for the
consumer
3. 4. Emissions
Crit. 9 Product or service intrinsic
value for the customer or consumer
12. Market Crit. 10. Product or service made
adequacy and available to local population
social needs Crit. 11. Eviction of existing
companies supplying attractive
3.5. Soils and
products
biodiversity
Crit. 12. Maintaining / creating a
new business sector
Crit. 13. Sub-contracting and local
purchases
Crit. 14. Downstream industry,
13. Indirect distributors and domestic customers
3.6. Adaptation
economic Crit. 15. Indirect job creation
and major risks
impact
Crit. 16. Partnership attitude
Crit. 17. Local infrastructure
improvement
Crit. 18. Direct and stable job
creation
Crit. 19.
Crit. 20.
Crit. 21.
2.1.
Employment
and salary Crit. 22.

3.7.
Environmental
Qualification of created jobs
quality of
infrastructure,
Type of contract
goods, services,
Pay scale
and operating
modes
Local recruitment

Crit. 23. Gender equality, equal
opportunities
Crit. 24. Vocational training
Crit. 25. Safety, occupational risks
and accidents prevention

Crit.
Crit.
Crit.
Crit.
Crit.

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Energy consumption
Reductions in energy consumption
Renewable energy
Water consumption
Reductions in water consumption

Crit. 40. Water discharges
Crit. 41. Greenhouse gas emissions
Crit. 42. Emissions of ozone-depleting
substances
Crit. 43. Emissions of NOx, SOx and fine
particles
Crit. 44. Soil consumption
Crit. 45. Ecological continuity
Crit. 46. Protection of habitats
Crit. 47. Conservation of protected species
Crit. 48. Climate change
Crit. 49. Natural hazards
Crit. 50. “Artificial” hazards (major accident,
fire, etc.)
Crit. 51. Respect for heritage
Crit. 52. Construction quality and impact on
the landscape
Crit. 53. Pedestrian access, residents and
animals
Crit. 54. Land take and coastal access
Crit. 55. Noise pollution
Crit. 56. Environmental quality of products
and services
Crit. 57. Transport and logistics optimisation
Crit. 58. Economic empowerment

Crit. 59. Social investment
4.1. Sustainable
local
Crit. 60. Social and solidarity economy
Crit. 26. Social protection
development (SSE)
Crit. 27. Employees’ representation
Crit. 61. Development strategy and local
and protection, social dialogue
integration
2.2. Social
Crit. 28. Employee incentive scheme
Crit. 62. Rights of local populations
policy
Crit. 29. Informal employment
Crit. 63. Business ethics
within the company
Crit. 30. Child labour and forced
4.2. Citizenship Crit. 64. Law observance and fight against
labour
corruption
Crit. 31. Inputs (materials)
Crit. 65. Anticompetitive behaviour
Crit. 32. Solid wastes
Crit. 66. Dispute resolution
Crit. 67. Transparency
2.3. Materials
Crit. 33. Hazardous waste and
4.3. Relations Crit. 68. Independence from public
and solid
products
with the
wastes
authorities
Government and
Crit. 69. Relations with the media
the media
Crit. 34. Recycling
Crit. 70. Demonstration value
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3.1. The logical framework
Most project donors (in particular the European Commission) use the logical framework approach to
try to introduce rationality between project objectives, means of action used to achieve these
objectives and the selected indicators to measure the performance achieved. This tool was developed
in the United States in the 1970s.
Although it is not an evaluation method in the strict sense, but rather a guide to establish consistency
between objectives and means of action, the logical framework has been, in fact, imposed in the last
15 years in major programmes funded by international donors (USAID, EuropeAid, GIZ, DFID, AFD,
etc.). It was promoted by the OECD and used the project assessment criteria (relevance, coherence,
effectiveness, efficiency, sustainability and impact) to determine the project rationality and the
adequacy of the resources it mobilises.
The logical framework is a document that summarises in a matrix (Figure 24), all the key information
of the project: objectives, outputs, activities, assumptions, risks, planning, means or resources.
Moreover, it operates at different stages of the project cycle (planning, identification, appraisal,
financing, implementation and evaluation).

Figure 24. The logical framework matrix
Intervention logic
and objectives
hierarchy

Objectively
verifiable
indicators

Sources of
verification (and
means of monitoring
/ evaluation)

Assumptions (and
risks that could
affect the project)

Purpose (main
objectives)
Milestones or specific
objectives
Sub-objectives
For each sub-objective
Outputs / results /
effects
Activities and means
(resources)

Costs

Prerequisites

The construction of the logical framework is based on a series of analyses to answer the following questions:


What is the purpose of the project (main objective)? What are the milestones?



What activities will be undertaken to achieve these objectives?



What are the resources or necessary means of action?



What are the main assumptions surrounding the project and what are the risks that may affect its
implementation?



How will the implementation of activities and achievement of the objectives (measurable
indicators) be assessed?

According to the Centre de Ressources en Evaluation1, this method has several advantages: it allows
targeted planning of the objectives; it helps to define the objectives, facilitates the design and improves
performance; it allows summarising the project; it ensures uniformity of documents; it provides a
means of communication between stakeholders: beneficiaries, donors and project managers; finally, it
offers a dynamic document that is enriched at each stage of the project and reflects its evolution.
The logical framework is presented in detail in various guides, such as those of the European
Commission2 or the World Bank3.

1
2

Eval : http://www.eval.fr/Pages/cadrelogique.aspx (available in French only)

European Commission (March 2004). Project Cycle Management Guidelines.
http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid/multimedia/publications/documents/tools/europeaid_adm_pcm_guideli
nes_2004_en.pdf
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3.2. Project analysis (due diligence)
Due diligence is the set of procedures and investigations conducted by the project funders (banks,

funds, individual investors, etc.) to decide whether they will enter into the project or not. Needless to
say, they pay very close attention to the documentation, which is why this comprehensive approach is
presented first. It also includes some of the more focused methods, such as financial analysis and risk
analysis.
Basically, a potential investor reviews in detail the project documentation and in principle, can request
access to almost anything; it is obviously beneficial to the sponsor to provide what is requested.

Key points of due diligence
The key points are generally as follows:


The legal and financial structure of the project company (in general, even for a small project, a
foreign investor establishes in the host country a separate company from the main company). It is
important to know who are the shareholders, who is in charge and according to what rules
(shareholder agreement), what is the legal structure chosen, etc.



The profession of the sponsors, who are they, their credibility, their status, their ability to manage
the project, their involvement and the risks they take, the reality of their investment (any bank
guarantees), and their possible investment exit strategy. It is clear that the signature of a large
multinational company is worth more than an obscure "project developer";



The project concept: the idea or technology, the operational installation, the technical or
organisational solutions proposed, etc. Does the project concept seem serious, solid, feasible and
sustainable? Could any technical barriers (e.g. environmental) jeopardise the project?



The operational organisation of the company: management, staff recruitment policy and training,
work procedures, etc.



The market: considering the mixed marketing envisaged by the project (product, market,
competition and price), is the response to the demand that expected by the investor?

Information to gather
The table below shows the main items to gather in the due diligence dossier.

Figure 25. Indicative contents of the due diligence dossier













General
Project description: origin (tender / unsolicited tender), key concepts (project logic, new or
extended project), shareholders, capital invested, schedule, etc.
Total investment
Expected role of the development agency (facilitation, advisory role, catalyst, etc.)
Project compliant with the Government’s strategy (priorities, sectoral strategy)
Shareholders
Description of the main project partners (activity, experience, balance sheet, etc.)
The shareholder agreement
Structure of the project company (organisational chart, main managers)
Contractual structure
Incorporating documents of the project company
Legal form and possibly concession act, contract, lease, etc.
Key operational agreements (management, contractors, supplies, use, maintenance, etc.)
Permits, approvals, licenses, etc.
Government influence on the company (authorisation, regulation, tariff setting, etc.)

World Bank. (2005). The Logframe Handbook. 2005.
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/2005/01/5846691/logframe-handbook-logical-frameworkapproach-project-cycle-management
3
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Financial structure
Main actors (financiers involved, donors, leader bank, etc.)
Business plan (objectives, resources used, cash flow, profitability, milestones)
Project costs (start-up, capital costs, operating costs, residual value, etc.)
Financing structure (equity, debt, working capital, etc.)
Terms of the debt (maturity, interest rate, grace period, repayment etc.).
Main financial agreements (e.g. bank overdraft)
Financial model, including the electronic version (e.g. with forms on the market, results, cash
flows and the projected operating account, financing, taxes, and the balance sheet)
Sensitivity analysis
Security (capital, collateral, completion guarantees, advance payments, etc.)
Taxation system
Exchange rate system (foreign currency)
Insurance taken by the project
Profit distribution devices (royalties, dividends, repatriation of capital, participation, etc.).
Market
Market research (e.g. product, added value, competition, market share, prices, etc.)
Production volume and tariff data (forecasts)
Business strategy (objectives, market segments, promotion, etc.)
Operational and technical data
Investigations and preparatory studies
Outline of the project design (process, patents, designs, etc.)
Technology used
Operational organisation, the main entities, management
Tenure system (land title, lease, etc.)
Environmental impact and impacts management plan study
Socio-economic assessment
Socio-economic assessment (cost-benefit analysis of the project)
Risk analysis
Main risks perceived by shareholders and mitigation measures
Development of skills and knowledge transfer
Social impact study, local synergies, corrective actions to undertake

3.3. Financial analysis
Objectives
The financial analysis verifies the financial viability of the project using positive flows (revenues) or
negative flows (capital expenditure and operational costs) over the project lifespan. The table thus
formed can calculate the internal rate of return of the project (F-IRR) and the corresponding financial
net present value (F-NPV). Under the financing terms, these indicators may involve total investment
(private equity, public input, etc.) or only capital incurred by the private investor (return on
investment).
The assessment of the financial viability of the project consists of a series of tables (financial model)
that bring together the financial investment flows, broken down between the total investment, the
revenue balance and operating expenses, financing sources and flow analysis (cash flow) for financial
sustainability.
The financial analysis also focuses on the project cash flow, particularly in three areas:


Verification of on-hand cash flow over the project lifespan: it is obvious that the project or the
company cannot afford to lack cash to pay its staff, its inputs, etc. If necessary, overdraft or
capital increase devices must be provided;



Verification of the project ability to repay loans: the financial model used to calculate for each
period the cash available to the debt service;



Distribution of profits: if profits are made, the project can distribute part of them after tax to
shareholders, management, and employees. Each partner is, of course, considerate of these
redistributive mechanisms.
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Financial profitability assessment methods and tools
Several tools are used to measure the financial viability of a project:


The internal rate of return (IRR), which indicates the effective yield on the investment over the
project lifespan; it is calculated by considering the total investment costs as outputs (with
operating costs) and revenues as inputs; it measures the ability of operating revenues to cover all
investment costs;



Internal rate of return on financial capital invested (ROE, Return on Equity, separate from above)
is calculated for the outputs on the basis of equity (public and private) when paid, financial loans
when they are reimbursed, in addition to operating costs, including interest and, for inputs based
on revenue. The borrowing rate must be lower than the project IRR (the latter being the
maximum rate at which the project can be financed); according to the debt market, the private
investor increases the leverage to minimise the risks and maximise profitability;



The net present value (NPV), which sums the inputs and cash flows, discounting them on the date
of the project launch;



The return on investment (ROI), which is simply the ratio of cash gained and cash invested at a
given time (e.g. five years after the project launch);



Payback period, i.e. the number of years (or months) required to reach the break-even point
where the financial inputs and outputs (discounted) are equal.

These concepts are similar and sometimes confused; they do not have the same meaning and should
not be used indiscriminately.

Differences between these tools and the scopes
An adequate financial assessment differentiates these indicators:


If seeking to calculate the intrinsic profitability of an investment, the internal rate of return (IRR)
is well suited. It corresponds to the value of the interest rate, which cancels the discounted sum
of financial inputs and outputs (net present value equal to zero). It is obvious that these flows
(not necessarily constant, unlike annuities) contain at least one positive value and one negative
value (e.g. the initial investment). The IRR is the rate of return on the investment, i.e. the capital
tied up in the project. It can be compared to the base rate of the money market; a priori, the
investment is only worthwhile if it allows capital remuneration higher than the base rate.
The mathematical equation of the IRR is:
n

Where the IRR is 0 = ∑
number of years)

Ft

t
t=1 (1+IRR)

(Ft is the flow of the year t and n is the



However, the IRR has several drawbacks: it is "dimensionless" and does not take into account the
size of the project; it does not indicate the capital value at the end of investment; for profiles with
specific financial inputs and outflows, the equation for calculating the IRR can provide two results
(e.g. an initial low rate calculated for the short term and a higher long-term rate); finally and most
importantly, the IRR is less relevant than the NPV for comparing between projects (always due to
different cash-flow criterion patterns, one project may have a higher IRR than project 2, while the
NPV of project 2 is greater). The advantage of the IRR is that it is an intrinsic indicator of a
project, as opposed to the NPV calculation, which depends on the discount rate.



If seeking to assess the value creation, the net present value (NPV) is used to characterise a
project by the amount of the net value generated at a given discount rate. This indicator
compares two mutually exclusive projects, choosing the one that maximises the expected gain.
The NPV method implicitly includes the IRR since it is the discount rate for which the NPV is zero.
The NPV equation is as follows:
NPV = Σ (discounted input value) - Σ (discounted output value) - the amount of the initial
investment [at a given interest rate, for example 10 % / year]
Or:
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NPV = ∑
of years)

Ft

t
t=1 (1+r)
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(Ft is the flow of the year t, r is the discount rate and n is the number



The return on investment (ROI), which measures the amount of cash gained or lost relative to the
amount originally invested, does not add much compared to the NPV (except that this is often a
very rough calculation without discount or consideration of all recurring costs, thus a potentially
questionable method). However, many manufacturers or investors think in terms of ROI and often
overestimate the "windfall" on their project.



Often used by companies (e.g. for energy saving projects), payback is not a very relevant
criterion. This is the time required for the cumulative sum of financial gains generated by the
project to become equal to the expenditure incurred (initial investment and recurring operating
costs). This indicator favours the short term and ignores the capital opportunity cost.

Profitability conditions
For a project to be profitable, the previous indicators must meet certain conditions:


The net present value (NPV) must be positive (otherwise the investor loses money);



The internal rate of return (IRR) must be higher than the reference rate on the money market
(otherwise, the investor has a greater interest in putting money in this market and the project
cannot find bank financing);



The return on investment must be greater than 1;



Payback must be less than the project economic lifespan (otherwise, the investments made will be
obsolete before the financial returns balance the outputs).

Items to gather
To perform a fiscal sustainability analysis, accurate information must be available:


Project lifespan: it must match the time horizon of the investment made (20 years in general for
infrastructure, 10 years for industrial projects); it does not exceed the obsolescence period of
major equipment;



Total expenses: initial investment costs, annual operating costs;



Flows generated by the project: revenues, sales, etc.



Residual value of the investment at the end of the project;



Consideration of inflation either using constant prices (deducting future inflation), which is the
most frequent case, using current prices, but comparing the IRR obtained to the average inflation
over the period;



Discount rate: for the NPV, it can give a present value of future flows; it corresponds to the
capital opportunity cost, for example, the EU recommended in the early 2000s a rate of 6 %, but
in emerging countries, a discount of 10% is often recommended.

References


The use of Excel software provides practical examples of calculating the IRR and the NPV:
http://office.microsoft.com/en-gb/excel-help/go-with-the-cash-flow-calculate-npv-and-irr-in-excelHA102753229.aspx?CTT=1



A Wikipedia page presents these indicators and discusses their utility, with concrete examples:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internal_rate_of_return
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3.4. Cost-benefit analysis and calculation of economic return
Objectives
Economic (or cost-benefit) analysis covers a broader scope than just the financial viability of a project,
i.e. the scope of direct and indirect effects of the project on the community and not only for the
company. However, the financial analysis provides an important part of the data on the costs and
benefits (inputs and outputs, price and products and expenses schedule).
The financial analysis and cash flow statement should nevertheless be completed to achieve an
economic analysis table that includes:


Correction of transfers, especially tax;



Consideration of the conversion factors for prices that are subject to distortion (due to subsidies,
customs duty, policy exchange rate, etc.);



Consideration of externalities, including opportunity costs (losses for unsuccessful competitors),
complementary investments at the expense of the community (land servicing), non-market costs
and benefits (health, accidents and general pollution not treatable by externalities targeted
reasoning) and changes in consumer surplus, etc.

Conversion method
The main difficulty of economic analysis comes from the monetary valuation of the effects that do not
induce tangible financial flows and, in particular, externalities: value of pollution, weather, accidents,
etc. These can be positive (saving time, reducing accidents, etc.).
Another difficulty is related to the need to deduct all transfers (and therefore VAT and direct taxes)
and to correct cost distortions compared to "real market costs" (a favourable notion of liberal
economists, but not an obvious one: opportunity costs, international costs and marginal social cost?).
Still, are the conversion factors calculated for the different financial flows to recover purely financial
accounting by ridding subsidised costs and other barriers to the free flow of market? The EDILE case
assessment allows for an understanding of the principle.
Correction of fiscal transfers
Market prices include taxes, subsidies and other transfers, which may distort actual prices. To correct
these distortions:


Consideration of input and output prices should exclude VAT and other indirect taxes (expense for
the company, but a tax return for the state; however, neutral from the point of view of the
community to which these two economic agents belong and which represents the scope of the
analysis);



The input prices to consider must include direct taxes insofar as these costs are outside the scope
of the project; for foreign trade, the price to take into account is the net foreign exchange cost to
the economy (CIF for imports and FOB for exports, duty free, which are also transfers between
agents generally within the scope of the project);



Transfers must be omitted (e.g. reimbursement of social security – beneficial to the recipient, but
at a cost to the reimbursing organisation; neutral from the point of view of the community to
which these two economic agents belong and which represents the scope of the analysis).

Certain taxes or subsidies are intended to integrate externalities (e.g. pollution tax or a bonus for an
electric vehicle) and can therefore be kept provided that their impact under externalities is not doublecounted (insofar as tax on a polluting product is expected to be equal to the negative effect of such
product for the community).
Consideration of conversion factors for prices
Market prices are subject to distortions that blur the economic calculation: administered prices (often
artificially low), monopolies or oligopolies (allowing operators to identify to the contrary an "undue"
profit), quotas and other customs duties, non-tariff barriers, administered interest rates, separation
from the international market (scarcity of foreign exchange, logistics, etc.), social minima (such as a
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minimum wage for the formal sector, while the informal sector is highly developed). For example, in
the EDILE assessment case, irrigation water can be provided to farmers at highly subsidised rates and
does not reflect the actual cost, whether it concerns the technical cost of mobilisation and the supply
of water, or other components, such as opportunity costs, in a situation of water scarcity.
To restore the "true price"4, a "reference price" must be defined to eliminate these distortions:


A "conversion factor" is applied to various cost items. For example, if the conversion factor of
operating costs other than imported inputs and labour is 1.1, this means that the economic
analysis must increase costs such as utilities, local supplies, etc. by 10 %;



However, the work item is reduced by 20 % (conversion factor of 0.8) because for the type of
project followed by EDILE, a minimum wage is applied beyond the marginal wage that accepts
partly unskilled labour (clearly, and this does not mean an endorsement of this fact, a plant hires
at e.g. 20 € / day when some workers accept 16 € / day, which is the opportunity cost for the
economy);



For imported inputs, and in a medium emerging country where import is taxed more than export,
a relatively simple calculation defines a standard "conversion factor", generally of the order of
0.85.

Some concrete values are suggested in this guide for the proposed case assessment.
Consideration of externalities
The project may affect the environment or social groups not directly involved – this, of course, in its
"reasonable" scope. These costs or benefits (see examples in Figure 26) are often fairly obvious to
identify, but difficult to account for.

Figure 26. Examples of externalities
External social or environmental benefits






Indirect job creation by subcontracting new activities;
Energy savings (e.g. reuse of heat produced by a plant for the benefit of neighbouring
greenhouses);
Reduction of accidents, i.e. the number of deaths and injuries, through a risk prevention strategy
Gain in life expectancy by reducing pollutants;
Saving travel time (new infrastructure).
External social or environmental costs







Infringement on the cultural values of a community (excessive tourism);
Loss of jobs for informal workers whose business is threatened by the new plant;
Noise caused by the industrial facility;
Destruction of agricultural or natural areas (beach, forest, etc.);
Pollution from a nearby river by industrial effluents.

Valuation
These costs and benefits can be valued using several approaches: replacement value (for a natural
area affected by a project, e.g. a destroyed forest), willingness to pay (save time, avoid risk, acquire a
rare, natural area, etc.), acceptance rates (sort of compensation to neutralise a disadvantage), etc.
The issue of the valuation of intangibles is complex. What value is assigned to human life, forest land,
noise pollution, etc.? In order to agglomerate the effects, an estimation of these impacts must be
made, even approximately.
Several approaches are shown in the literature (Figure 27). They can lead to a wide range of
4

Price reflecting the opportunity cost of resources to the economy or their marginal productivity - two
equivalent concepts in the perfect market allowing, theoretically, the optimal allocation of resources.
In the European Commission guide on cost-benefit analysis (2003), the following calculation is
proposed. Imagine the following values: total imports M = 2,000; total exports X = 1,500; import
taxes Tm = 900; export taxes Tx = 25. The formula to calculate the standard conversion factor (SCF)
determines the relationship between the import + export raw value, and increased import taxes and
decreased export taxes, namely: FCS = (X + M) / [(M + Tm) + (X-Tx)], yielding 0.8 = FCS.
5
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valuations, sometimes 1-100. With such ranges, it is clear that the results of cost-benefit analysis can
be reversed. Apart from the possible manipulations 6, it is extremely important to agree at the outset
on a "reasonable" level and consistent valuation of the different types of impacts.
Concrete values are suggested in this guide in the form for each criterion.

Figure 27. Intangibles valuation approaches
"Declarative" valuation
 The stated preference is a valuation technique where monetary estimates are obtained from
hypothetical statements made by individuals about their preferences, usually by questionnaire.
 For example, the willingness to pay (WTP) or willingness to accept (WTA) measures what a
consumer would be willing to give to benefit from goods (or the benefits of a project) or to obtain
compensation for the loss or reduction of goods. This works well for estimations, e.g. the value of
time (how much is gaining 20 minutes on a journey worth?).
 Consumer surplus is the differential that benefits consumers willing to pay considerably more than
the market price (the amount they would pay less the amount actually paid).
Observed valuation
 The observed preference is a valuation technique where consumer choices are observed in the
market (e.g. purchase of goods). For the previous example of the value of time, this amounts to
observing the relative decline in traffic on a toll section of a road in case of a tariff increase.
 For example, the hedonic price (pleasure of use) estimates the value of any environmental quality
element from differences in rents or land prices (e.g. goodwill related to the presence of a park).
 The market valuation works well for manufactured products, but is often non-existent for public
goods (except landscape, silence and pollution, sometimes measurable via the increase or
decrease in real estate prices). How is the impairment loss related to ocean acidification
estimated? Etc.
Calculated valuation
 An example is the replacement value: how much would restoring a mine or quarry environment
cost the state before operating?
 Can we estimate the value of the loss to the ecosystem, e.g. of a rare butterfly? This is done for
bees and pollinating insects, which have a fairly direct contribution to arboriculture, but much of
biodiversity is complicated to value.
 Another difficulty exists in the value of use (e.g. a good beach accessible to swimmers), but also a
value of non-use (beach prohibited because it is located in a nature reserve, but citizens wish to
conserve it as heritage).
Multipliers
When new resources are generated (or consumed) by a community, their total effect may be more
important than the initial transaction suggests, e.g. the EGOPIA project distributes an additional
payroll of € 50 million on the site concerned. Site employees will spend e.g. 80 % of this amount (€
40 million) and save 10 %. Various retailers and local suppliers will receive € 30 million, e.g. with 40
% profit or a net income gain of € 12 million, with the remainder perhaps being spent elsewhere in
the country or abroad (travel, imports). In turn, retailers and local suppliers will save 20 % and spend
80 % of their gain of € 9 million, etc.
At the end of this cascade of savings and expenses, the total increase in income of the EGOPIA site
population will exceed the € 50 million injected by the company as payroll. The relationship between
the initial income distributed and the total revenue generated is the multiplier. Its value depends on
the timeliness of the "income" in the population and the proportion spent by each economic actor (the
"demand", in relation to savings) effect. In economic studies on emerging countries, multipliers
between 1.2 and 2.5 have been highlighted.
However, it is important to use this interesting concept wisely, especially for cost-benefit analyses. If
indirect effects on income are considered as benefits, the multiplier of the investment costs should
6

As the author of this report has observed while working on road projects assessments for Ministries
in charge of infrastructure. These project managers frequently asked to introduce "benefits" to push a
project rather than another one, or to obtain sufficient threshold profitability. In this case, the
economic analysis loses all interest.
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also be taken into consideration. These costs come, inevitably, from private and public sources (for
the subsidised part) –and this neutralises the income that would have been spent elsewhere in the
absence of the project. If the project is located in a disadvantaged area and is funded in part by tax,
the cost multiplier will play a rather negative role (in the disadvantaged area of the project, the
multiplier will be low, since most goods come from the outside whereas taxes are collected in rich
areas - the existence of the project will therefore tend to collect resources in rich areas and with a
high multiplier to benefit a poor area with a low multiplier, thus lowering the multiplier average
throughout the country).

Economic profitability method and assessment tools
Two types of tools are used to measure the economic profitability of a project:


Same as for financial profitability, but expanding the input / output streams for all monetary
economic effects, the internal rate of economic return (IRR-E) estimates the effective interest
received by the community on the project duration. The mathematical formulation of the IRR is as
follows (with, this time, “economic” flows and not just financial):
n

IRR∶ 0 = ∑

Ft

t
t=1 (1+IRR)



(where Ft is the flow in year t and n is the number of years)

Similarly, the economic net present value (E-NPV) measures the economic value created by the
project by adding the monetary inputs and outputs by updating the launch date of the project.

More broadly, cost-benefit analysis (CBA) draws a parallel on the overall costs and benefits of the
project to the community, ensuring that overall benefits outweigh costs. Sometimes used, the benefit
/ cost ratio is the division of discounted benefits by the discounted costs on the total duration of the
project, and with a defined discount rate:
A/C

=

AVt
(1+r)t
Ct
∑n
1 (1+r)t

∑n
1

(where AVt is the benefit in year t, Ct is the costs of year t and r is the

discount rate)

If A/C>1, the project is desirable because discounted benefits outweigh discounted costs (these costs
and benefits are net, i.e. calculated as the difference between the situation without the project and
the situation with the project). It is a simple performance indicator, like the IRR, independent of the
amount of investment. In addition, this indicator is sometimes easier to use (IRR cannot
accommodate any similar ambiguous situation).

3.5. Risk analysis
Objectives
The objectives are to deal with the effects of uncertainty on the project investment by apprehending
the risks, trying to avoid them and acting to minimise or mitigate them.

Assessment methods and tools
The conventional approach is to perform two successive analyses:

Identification and estimation of the project main risks (see Figure 28);


Implementation of stress tests (Figure 29) on the basis of degradation of the project business
model main parameters (e.g. decline in demand, price increases of a factor such as energy,
process return or availability below expectations, environmental accident, etc.)
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Figure 28. Risks of the EGOPIA investment project (fictitious example)
Completion risk (good end)
On-site risks (ineffective contractors - some must be replaced);
Construction cost overruns (unexpected);
Exceeding limits and other contractual difficulties (six months late);
Technological risk on a biomass project (insufficient return, unreliable or outdated process).
Operational risks
Market risk or demand (lower or higher than expected);
Risk of additional costs, e.g. supply (quality and price of resources required).
Social risks (strike, residents, refusal to increase rates, etc.)
Environmental risks (climate, accidental pollution, eruption, forest fires, etc.);
Economic risk (poor control of transport operating costs);
Financial risk (insufficient cash in year 1 and 2);
Cancellation risk (contract cancellation).
Political risks
Country risk (unrest, change in legislation, introduction of competitors, etc.),
Business environment risk (corruption, bureaucracy, unions, regulatory excesses, etc.),
Macroeconomic risk (devaluation, high inflation, pricing policy, etc.),
Exchange risk (loan in Euros, but local revenues in a weak currency).

Figure 29. Sensitivity test example
Risk analysis / sensitivities
Scenario
Market
growth
Basic case
3.0%
0 % market growth
0.0%
+10 % initial
3.0%
investments
+5 % operating
3.0%
costs
Inflation doubled at
3.0%
10 %
Loan interest +2 %
3.0%
Worst case scenario
2.0%
(combined)

Invest.
increase
0.0%
0.0%
10.0%

Costs
increase
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

General
inflation
5.0%
5.0%
5.0%

Project IRR
19.8%
16.8%
17.2%

Minimum debt
service
2,4
2.4
2.2

0.0%

5.0%

5.0%

16.0%

1.8

0.0%

0.0%

10.0%

10.7%

1.7

0.0%
5.0%

0.0%
3.0%

5.0%
8.0%

19.8%
11.3%

2.3
1.6

The sensitivity analysis of the financial performance according to the model assumptions describes
how the project responds to various difficult situations. A worst case scenario, combining these
negative effects, enables assessing the impact of extreme adverse conditions. This type of test is
usually requested by donors for major projects to ensure that even in case of problem, the project will
retain the ability to repay loans (should it not pay dividends to shareholders, for instance).
The interest of a model (such as that of EGOPIA) is the ability it gives to test the project by submitting
the various assumptions to more or less severe scenarios and to check the robustness of the project,
like an airplane submitted to testing under extreme conditions, e.g. weather, before authorising its
commissioning.
The most common sensitivity analysis focuses on key elements of the project. What happens if, for
example:


Commissioning is delayed by six months?



Initial investment costs are over budget by 10 or 20 %?



Operating costs exceed 5 % of that forecast?



The demand or price acceptable to the market is 10 % lower than expected?



Variable rate loans suddenly become more expensive (increase of the base rate by 1 %)?



Inflation rises faster than expected (3 % instead of 2 %)? Etc.
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A stressed scenario is generally built on the basis of a simultaneous occurrence of these events. A
reference scenario (base case) is also constructed. These scenarios simulate the actual conditions
experienced by the project in case of crisis (internal or exogenous). They make an essential
contribution to define mechanisms to prevent such crises, e.g.:


Increase in equity of the project company, in order to have room to manoeuvre;



Existence of a right to draw additional funds set up by investors;



Assurances or guarantees on a potentially hostile element;



Renegotiation of particular economic or tariff element acting on cash flows; etc.

Classification of the main risks
The main risks to a project are generally the following:


Completion risk: the assembly period of the project (construction, delivery and commissioning of
equipment) will be longer than expected and the investor will have to "carry" the project
financially without receiving any income until the service is commissioned, at a later date.
Investors protect themselves from companies (contractors) with penalties and sureties
(performance bond, etc.);



Risk of additional investment costs: equipment costs, installation, initial operation are greater than
expected; this risk is important for non-repetitive projects (e.g. the Eurotunnel); investors are
protected by turnkey contracts and thus transfer the risk to their suppliers and subcontractors;



Risk of operational surcharge: operating costs (e.g. energy) are higher than expected; contracts
are also possible, but are worth more for supplies than for labour;



Technological risk: the technology or concept envisaged is not ready or malfunctions. This may be
the case for an industrial process, software or a new model (e-commerce, e.g.). Some agencies
(Bureau Veritas, factories) ensure the operation and performance of the process, but it seldom
involves an industrial system as a whole;



Environmental risks: the system works, but the impact on the environment is such that the project
is questionable; impact studies and operating permits contribute to reducing this risk;



Infrastructure risk: public equipment essential to the operation of the project has failed. It can be
some ramp that has not been installed, or insufficient water or energy supply;



Market risk: the demand has not been met. Investors can protect themselves in some cases by
sales contracts in the medium term (off-take agreement), but this applies only in certain areas
(often basic industrial products); for the rest, the foresight of developers before launching the
project and the operator’s marketing capabilities after commissioning must be ensured;



Legal risk (termination, dispute, etc.): the legal documentation associated with the project has
flaws that jeopardise the investment made; investors protect themselves by using particularly
meticulous international law firms and increasing legal precaution clauses;



Financing risk: the financial resources needed for the project cannot be deployed or mobilised, or
are mobilised at a cost higher than expected (higher interest rate for the part borrowed);



Exchange risk: the currency in which revenues are generated depreciates against the currency
used to invest and borrow (typically Euro / Dollar risk); investors protect themselves by covering
the amounts incurred by an exchange guarantee (forward cover);



Political (or country) risk: decomposes as a sovereign risk (the state does not meet its
commitments, e.g. nationalises the project, does not allow the transfer of income or does not
allow an adaptation of inflation rates) and a social risk (changes in labour legislation, riots, strikes,
insurrection, etc.);



Tax risk (often associated with country risk): change in tax rules, e.g. the rate of disbursement of
benefits based abroad accepted by tax authorities, or the rate or basis of taxation of given activities;



Business environment risk: tax administration, unions, police, justice administration, corruption, etc.
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Once key risks are identified, the project manager must try to handle them by various means: transfer
of risk to the partner best equipped to mitigate; provisions (unforeseen contingencies); supply
contract (supplies); sales contract (off-take agreement); insurance (e.g. accidents and weather);
hedging (currency exchange); certificate (technological risk, etc.).

3.6. Multi-criteria analysis
Multi-criteria analysis (MCA) is a decision-making tool developed to solve complex multidimensional
problems that include non-quantifiable dimensions. This is the approach that any buyer of a
sustainable good, such as a house or a car, follows implicitly: what is the best choice using a set of
criteria that are not necessarily aggregated (price, comfort, space, aesthetics, durability, etc.)?

Difficulty of qualitative universe choices
In the absence of a logical decision-making process, the choice between contrasting solutions is often
difficult (Figure 30). Arbitration involves giving relative importance to different criteria, i.e. "weight".
Nonetheless, even in the absence of aggregation, MCA provides a kind of multidimensional mapping
of the project and / or its alternatives. Even without agreement on the relative importance of criteria
(which would allow indisputable classification), the interest of MCA often is allowing dialogue and
awareness between project partners. MCA can help to assess the relative importance of different
criteria and transcribe this importance in the final decision.

Figure 30. An example from the manual of criteria and indicators for sustainable forest management;
CIRAD, 2000
Two thirsty people are trying to decide whether to buy a can of Coke or a bottle of orange juice.




The two criteria to be taken into account in this decision are the cost of each beverage and the
health benefits;
The first person is concerned about the little money they have and prefers to buy Coke because it
is cheaper;
The second person is more concerned with a long and healthy life and wants to buy the more
expensive, but healthier, orange juice.

In this case, to achieve the best choice, the importance of each criterion involved in the decision to be
made should be evaluated and included in the decision process. If the relative importance of the cost
outweighs the health benefit, the purchase of Coke is the most desirable option. Achieving an
approval on the relative importance of different criteria obviously can be complex and difficult.
Arbitration is particularly difficult when the project includes unquantifiable, but essential, dimensions
to the evaluator, e.g. appreciation of the equity in an economic development project (redistributive
character or not of an investment: financial and economic analysis will take into account only the sum
of positive cash flow received, not the details of what each concerned group received).
Similarly, classic examples are often mentioned, e.g. in transport projects, is a time-saving of 15
minutes per 10,000 vehicles / day worth sacrificing one hectare of forest to build a highway? Can we
go as far as 10 ha or 100 ha?
Various research studies have shown that even in the absence of the strict valuation dimensions
studied, it is often possible to propose project classification (based on consensual bands, e.g. 15
minutes for 10,000 vehicles / day is probably worth sacrificing 1-10 hectares of forest, but certainly
not 100 ha). Conversely, MCA has some specific fuzzy maths limits, e.g. the Condorcet paradox (not
transitive ranking of variants, e.g. option A can be considered superior to option B and option B can
be considered superior to C, without option A being necessarily considered superior to option C).
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Conduct of an MCA
In general, according to the European Commission7, MCA should be structured as follows:
1. Objectives should be expressed in measurable variables. They must not be redundant, but must be
able to be substituted for one another (when an objective is widely achieved, this can partially exclude
another embodiment);
2. Once the objectives vector is constituted, it is necessary to find a technique to aggregate
information and make a choice, then assign a weighting coefficient to the objectives, reflecting their
relative importance;
3. Definition of assessment criteria: these criteria can refer to priorities pursued by different economic
actors, or refer to specific aspects of the assessment (degree of synergy with other interventions,
exhaustion of the reserve capacity, implementation difficulties, etc.);
4. Impact analysis: this activity analyses, for each of the criteria, the effects it produces. The results
may be quantitative or qualitative (assessment of merit);
5. Estimation of the effects of the intervention in terms of selected criteria: a rating is given based on
the results of the previous step (in both qualitative and quantitative);
6. Identification of the type of actors involved in the project and grouping of the preference features
(weight coefficient) given to the various criteria;
7. Aggregation points granted to different criteria. The different ratings provided can be aggregated
by a numerical assessment comparable to that achieved for similar projects project.
MCA is particularly effective when the monetisation of costs and benefits is difficult or impossible.

3.7. Environmental impact assessment (EIA)
According to Wikipedia, "awareness in the 1970s of the need to limit the damage to nature is
embodied in laws forcing them to reduce nuisance and pollution, and mitigate the impacts of large
projects (or projects exceeding a certain cost). To this end, Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
became mandatory prior to the completion of development or works that, by the importance of their
size or their impact on the natural environment, may affect it."
Although many projects affecting the environment are not subject to impact studies and many of
these studies are insufficient, symbolic, or badly carried out, the awareness of officials and especially
civil society is such that most physical investments are now required to assess and remedy any effects
on the environment.
These approaches often accompany and feed consultation procedures, exchanges or public debate.
They are based on scientific and cartographic resources (GIS, satellite, automatic weather stations
and modelling) to assess issues in terms of ecology (fauna and flora), biodiversity, climate, heritage
conservation and landscape.
No one today disputes that the preservation of ecosystems and their upkeep positively contribute to
social well-being even if such a statement is very anthropocentric (coral reefs or chamois were never
asked their opinion!). The TEEB report on ecosystem and biodiversity economics describes 20
"services" provided by natural ecosystems to the economy and the well-being of current societies
(Figure 31). For example, without bees and other pollinating insects, no pollination can occur, leading
to a shortfall estimated at $ 273 million (€ 210 million) per year in the field of arboriculture in
Switzerland (five times the turnover of beekeeping companies in this country) 8. Globally, the total
value of insect pollination is estimated at € 153 billion.9
7

European Commission. DG Regional Policy. Cost-benefit analysis of investment projects Analysis

Guide, 2003
8

Estimation for 2002. TEEB case "Assessment of pollination gives rise to a support movement for

beekeepers in Switzerland."

INRA. Gallai N, Salles J-M, Settele J, Vaissière BE, Economic valuation of the vulnerability of world
agriculture confronted with pollinator decline. Ecological Economics. August 2008
9
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Figure 31. Ecosystem services identified under the TEEB10
Area
Supply services
Food
Raw material
Freshwater
Medical resources
Control services
Regulation of local climate and air
quality
Carbon capture and storage
Moderation of extreme events
Wastewater treatment
Prevention against erosion and
maintenance of soil fertility
Pollination
Biological control

Impact
Food production in wild habitats or in administered agroecosystems
Construction material, fuel, etc.
Surface water, groundwater
Plants used as traditional medicines and as ingredients for the
pharmaceutical industry
Trees provide shade and remove pollutants from the
atmosphere; forests influence precipitation
When growing, trees and plants remove carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere and effectively store it in their tissues
Ecosystems and living organisms create buffers against natural
disasters, such as floods, storms and landslides
Microorganisms in the soil and wetlands decompose human and
animal waste
Soil erosion is a key factor in the process of land degradation
and desertification
Of the 115 major food crops in the world, 87 are dependent on
animal pollination, including important crops, such as cocoa and
coffee
Ecosystems are important for the regulation of pests and vectorborne diseases

Habitat or support services
Species habitat

Maintenance of genetic diversity

Habitats provide everything needed for a particular plant or
animal to survive; migratory species need habitats along their
migration route
Genetic diversity distinguishes between different species or
breeds and provides a basis for varieties well-adapted locally,
and genetic heritage for the future development of cash crops
and livestock

Cultural services
Entertainment and physical and
mental health
Tourism
Aesthetic appreciation for culture,
art and design
Spiritual experience and
relationship to landscape

10

The role of natural landscapes and urban green spaces for
maintaining mental and physical health is increasingly
recognised
Green tourism generates considerable economic benefits and is
a vital source of income for many countries
Language, knowledge and appreciation of the natural
environment have been closely linked since the early history of
mankind
Nature is an element common to most major religions; natural
landscapes also represent a local identity and a sense of
belonging

TEEB 2010 Report (he Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity). Extracts downloadable from:

www.teebweb.org/wpcontent/uploads/Study%20and%20Reports/Reports/Synthesis%20report/Synthesis%20report_French.pdf
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EIA content
The EIA studies and compares the environmental impacts, noise and landscape, from the construction
stage to the deconstruction stage. These studies must evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of
the retained and / or alternative solution. They offer protective measures and / or compensation to
mitigate the effects of the project.
In France e.g. the EIA documentation should include the following items:


An analysis of the site initial condition and its environment including:

▫ Natural resources;
▫ Spaces (natural, agricultural, forest, sea or leisure), affected by construction work or
development.



Analysis of the project permanent and temporary direct and indirect effects on the environment
and more specifically on:

▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫
▫


Fauna and flora;
Sites and landscapes;
Soil, water and air;
Climate;
Natural environment and biological balance;
Protection of property and cultural heritage;
Neighbouring utility (effects related to noise, vibration, odour, light emissions and other
emissions);
Hygiene, health, safety and public health.

A presentation of:

▫ The different options originally considered by the project manager;
▫ The reasons why the present option was accepted, especially from the point of view of
environmental concerns.



The measures considered by the project manager to remove, reduce and where possible,
compensate for any adverse effects of the project on the environment and health, as well as the
corresponding expenditure estimates; these measures will constitute the commitment by the
sponsor as part of a plan for environmental and social management;



An analysis of the methods used to assess the project effects on the environment, mentioning
possible technical or scientific difficulties encountered in establishing this assessment;



For transport infrastructure projects only:

▫ An analysis of the social costs of pollution and nuisances, and the induced benefits to the
community;

▫ An assessment of the energy consumption that result from operating the project,
especially due to the travelling it involves or avoids;



A non-technical summary to facilitate public access to information contained in the impact
assessment.

However, the most important is not this file, rather the whole iterative process of consultation,
research solutions, implementation of identified solutions, and post-assessment that provides the legal
framework for major projects (Figure 32). This is at least in theory, because in reality, the impact
assessment is rarely plain sailing...
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Figure 32. Schematic diagram of the impact assessment approach (French case)
Source: BCEOM / Ministry of Planning and Environment (2011). Impact on the environment

2.
Implement an initial assessment to identify environmental issues

1.
Include
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in planning
decisions

4.

3.
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Analyse the initial
state of the site and
its environment
to identify
environmental issues

5.

6.

Analyse the initial
state of the site and
its environment
to identify
environmental issues

Delete, reduce or
compensate for
damages
environment
to identify
environmental issues

7.

Follow-up the effects after realisation
The issue of public goods valuation (pure water, air, landscape, etc.) and, on a larger scale, nonmonetary benefits and costs constitute a vast field of research. Several approaches are possible in
order to enhance the corresponding effects (reported or observed values, willingness to pay, hedonic
prices, etc.). For practical purposes, as far as possible, specific values or ratios are provided in the
section of this guide on criteria.

3.8. Life cycle analysis (LCA)
Context and challenges
The purpose of LCA is to identify the product environmental impact at every stage of its life cycle: raw
materials and other inputs, production, transportation, use and end of life (recycling, waste, etc.). At
each step, this process can impact water, air, climate, soil, biodiversity (flora and fauna) and human
health. It is more a tool for the improvement of products (eco-design and comparing sectors) than a
decision-making tool.
Eco-design, for example, is a comprehensive approach that involves thinking about the product
impacts from its conception and throughout its life cycle. The aim is to suggest a product which, for
an equivalent rendered service, limits the consumption of resources.
A standardised and recognised tool, the LCA is based on the flow of quantified material and energy
associated with each stage of the product life cycle expressed by the potential environmental impacts.
In each sector, it tends to be complemented by labels. For example, the Bluesign label for clothing is
applicable to all actors in the textile industry (see the example in Figure 33) and at all levels of
manufacturing the product to help companies make continuous improvements of the product and
process (choice of raw materials, water consumption, energy and chemicals, carbon footprint, etc.).
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Figure 33. Life cycle. Case of a woollen hat (www.mountain-riders.org)

The LCA identifies incoming and outgoing material and energy flows at each stage of the product life
cycle. From these data, an assessment of environmental impacts, e.g. the greenhouse effect,
acidification of the environment, eutrophication and depletion of natural resources. Frequent
indicators are energy consumption and the amount of waste generated.

References
The ISO 14040 series, published in 1997, describes the methodology and ethics for LCA studies.
These standards promote the quality, transparency and consistency of the LCA assessment results:


ISO 14040: Environmental management - Life cycle assessment - Principles and framework;



ISO 14044: Environmental management - Life cycle assessment - Requirements and guidelines;



ISO 14048: Data exchange formats;



ISO 14049: Technical reports on examples of inventory analysis according to ISO 14041.

3.9. The ecological footprint method
Promoted by the WWF, this method aggregates all resource consumption or waste production of an
individual or group, and translates it into a fictitious surface area (ha) of the planet. This method
assesses the pressure on nature of different types of human behaviour. For life to be sustainable, this
pressure must not exceed the planet capacity to provide resources.
Schematically, the Earth (whose total area is 51 billion hectares) only includes about 12 billion
hectares which generate bio-productive resources that can support humans and life (the rest of the
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surface, deserts, oceans, mountains, of course contribute to life, but much more diffusely). Basically,
these 12 billion bio-productive hectares cover cropland, pastures, forests, fisheries and urban areas.
This represents a little less than two hectares per person (just 1.8 gha - global hectares - in 2006).
It is clear that rural populations’ frugal way of life in the developing world represents a small footprint
(Figure 34), while the reverse is true for consumer populations in industrialised countries. In 2006, the
average human ecological footprint was 2.6 gha, exceeding 40 %, or an unsustainable sample on the
planet.

Figure 34. Footprint and Human Development Index (HDI)
Source: www.demographie-responsable.org/

The concept of ecological footprint has enjoyed rapid success for being a very telling indicator of the
environmental impact of lifestyles, showing rapid degradation of renewable resources as and when
industry grows. According to WWF, humanity will need two planets at the beginning of the 2030s to
sustain its current consumption level. Most Mediterranean countries are in ecological deficit, and often
have been for several decades, like Tunisia (Figure 35).

Figure 35. Evolution of the ecological deficit of Tunisia (source: www.footprintnetwork.org)
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Qatar is the country with the worst ecological footprint, with 11.7 hectares per capita (Figure 36).
Qataris have been holding the record for CO 2 emissions per capita over the past 10 years: 44 tonnes
according to the UN in 2009, almost three times more than an American (17 tonnes), eight times
more than a Chinese (six tonnes) and 22 times more than an Indian (two tonnes). However,
threatened by rising sea levels caused by global warming, Qatar has engaged in a policy to contain its
greenhouse gas emissions. CO2 emissions have decreased from 63 tonnes per capita in 2005 to 57
tonnes in 2007 and 44 tonnes in 2009.

Popul.
(million)

Cropland Pasture Forest

Fishing
area

Carbon

Urban
zone

Cropland Pasture Cropland

Ecological footprint 2008

Qatar

1.4

0.91

1.12

0.17

0.46

8.91

0.11 11.68

Denmark

5.5

2.77

0.7

1.21

0.78

2.54

0.26

USA

305

1.09

0.19

0.86

0.09

4.87

Finland

5.3

1.11

0.19

0.4

0.27

4.15

Greece

11.3

1.26

0.53

0.38

0.13

France

62.1

1.25

0.39

0.6

Spain

45.1

1.26

0.31

UK

61.5

0.88

Germany

82.5

1.18

Italy

59.9

Portugal
S. Arabia

Lebanon

area

zone.

Bio-capacity 2008
(global hectares per person)

(global hectares per person)

Israel

Fishing Urban

Total biocapacity

Country

Total
ecological
footprint

Figure 36. Ecological footprint in different countries. Source: WWF Living Planet Report 2012
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0.06
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0.1
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0.14
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0.36

0.26

0.06
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0.07

3.99

0.18

0.13

0.07

0.21
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7.1

0.86

0.36

0.33

0.01

2.33

0.06

3.96

0.17

0.01

0.03

0.01

0.06

0.29

0.1 12.19

4.2

0.66

0.48

0.28

0.05

1.33

0.05

2.85

0.22

0.05

0.06

0.01

0.05

0.39

Turkey

70.9

0.92

0.08

0.28

0.03

1.17

0.07

2.55

0.74

0.13

0.32

0.05

0.07

1.31

Jordan

5.8

0.66

0.41

0.18

0.05

0.74

0.09

2.13

0.09

0.02

0.03

0

0.09

0.24

China

1358.8

0.52

0.13

0.14

0.1

1.15

0.09

2.13

0.38

0.11

0.22

0.07

0.09

0.87

Egypt

78.3

0.66

0.07

0.16

0.03

0.96

0.18

2.06

0.45

0

0

0.02

0.18

0.65

Tunisia

10.2

0.65

0.12

0.21

0.1

0.66

0.03

1.76

0.53

0.09

0.05

0.25

0.03

0.96

Algeria

34.4

0.51

0.35

0.13

0.02

0.62

0.02

1.65

0.19

0.31

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.56

Syria

19.7

0.48

0.16

0.05

0.01

0.71

0.04

1.45

0.37

0.11

0.04

0

0.04

0.57

Morocco

31.3

0.6

0.21

0.06

0.05

0.37

0.03

1.32

0.3

0.18

0.09

0.1

0.03

0.7

1190.9

0.37

0

0.12

0.02

0.31

0.05

0.87

0.38

0

0.02

0.03

0.05

0.48

3.8

0.33

0.05

0

0

0.09

0

0.46

0.11

0.02

0

0

0

0.13

India
Palestine

Deforestation, water shortages, declining biodiversity and climate change caused by greenhouse gas
emissions, "put increasingly at risk the well-being and development of all nations" deplores WWF.
Natural resources are depleted (gas, zinc, copper, nickel and uranium) or polluted (air, soil and
water). Every year, the Global Footprint Network (GFN), calculates the Global Overshoot Day, the date
when the natural resources that the planet can produce in one year are exceeded. In 2013, it was on
20 August, while in 1980, Overshoot Day was on 8 November...
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3.10. Social assessment
Social assessment or social impact assessment (SIA) can be defined as a test for understanding the
social consequences likely to arise from an investment project, and treating these impacts with a
sustainable and inclusive development perspective.
Social assessment verifies that the project managers:


Are informed and take into account the project social aspects;



Incorporate a participatory approach to involve the widest possible range of stakeholders.

Social assessment addresses accordingly the following topics:


Who are the stakeholders of the proposed project?



Are the project objectives consistent with their needs, interests and capabilities?



What social and cultural factors affect the ability of stakeholders to participate in or benefit from
the proposed project?



What is the impact of the project or programme on the various stakeholders, particularly women
and vulnerable groups?



What is planned to mitigate negative impacts?



What social risks could affect the success of the project?



What institutional mechanisms are needed for effective participation and successful completion of
the project?



Is there a plan to develop the capacity of stakeholders at the appropriate level?

It is obviously in the best interest, at least in the medium term, of project leaders to address these
issues and try to answer them satisfactorily. The EIA (often mixed with environment, hence the
acronym - ESIA Environmental and Social Impact Assessment) was created as a result of frequent
conflicts with major gas, mining and oil projects conducted in developing countries, starting with
multinationals frequently neglecting indigenous population and environment. The OECD, the World
Bank Group / IFC and development banks have pushed for the adoption of relatively demanding
standards for these projects with high physical and social impacts.
Today, these standards are set by the industry itself, which disseminates good practices guides (e.g.
IPIECA for the oil and gas industry). Part of its assessment approach for the projects it finances 11, the
IFC places particular emphasis on the collection of socioeconomic baseline data early in the process
("baseline solid data enable multiple uses that are relevant regardless of the size or scope of the
project"). The approach is then classical:


Definition of the area affected by the project (area of social influence) and framing of its possible
social impacts;



Collection of socioeconomic data before launching the project;



Consultation of stakeholders affected by the project, particularly local communities;



Qualitative and quantitative analysis of project impacts, especially using participatory techniques
and questionnaires targeting, vulnerable groups in priority;



Assessment of the project positive and negative social impacts and reflection on possible steps to
mitigate negative responses;



Definition of a social action plan that can incorporate different types of measures (compensation,
training, participation in the project through its supply chain, support to entrepreneurship and
employment, health or educational assistance programme, etc.);



Implementation and monitoring of this plan.

11

Practical Manual "Consideration of the social aspects of private sector projects" IFC / IFC, 2003.

www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/2f98cb8048855397afacff6a6515bb18/SocialGPN_French.pdf? MOD=AJPERES
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This approach should be conducted by specialists in social sciences, speaking the local language, with
good animation and dialogue abilities. The topics covered (see Figure 37) are very broad and include
a dynamic, inclusive and sustainable development vision.

Figure 37. Components of the social assessment to consider and issues to address. Extract of the
practical guide "Consideration of the social aspects of private sector projects" IFC / IFC 2003
Items to consider
Population / demographic
movement
• Modification of population
composition
• Resettled populations
• Immigration or emigration
• Seasonality of labour movement
Economic climate
• Creation of employment: direct,
indirect and temporary
• Unemployment (after the
construction phase or completion of
the project)
• Wages, income levels
• Potential acquisition of goods and
services from
local sources
• Impact on local businesses
• Inflationary effects
• Levels of tax revenue
• Monetisation of the economy
• Land rights
• Equitable access to opportunities
and distribution of benefits
• Economic vulnerability
• Competition for economic
resources

Natural resources management
and land use
• Impact on land use: existing
residential, agricultural and forestry
land; land with potential (arable,
irrigable)
• Collective resources: water,
grazing, hunting areas and
fisheries, forests, timber and wood
fuel, plants and herbs, material
crafts, nomadic routes and seasonal
uses

Observations/Questions
• By its impact, does the project change the size or composition of the
population in its area of influence?
Will it change the existing social infrastructure?
• Will the economic opportunities and services created by the project lead
to social imbalances or will they attract a substantial population influx?
• Examine structural changes in the local economy:
Creation of new opportunities for products and services, increased
demand for consumer goods and inflation, influx of population, etc.
• Will the project affect traditional customary rights, occupation modes
and production?
Will it result in increased and unsustainable use of local natural
resources?
• Will there be a boom-bust cycle and will the project lead to economic
dependence amongst local populations?
• Will impacts and economic opportunities vary according to the group,
e.g. marginalisation of women and vulnerable groups? Consider
parameters such as gender, ethnicity, age and skill level.
• Will persons who do not benefit directly or indirectly from the results of
the project be more economically vulnerable? Will this result in potential
conflicts and impact the project?
• Will the reduction of dependency on systems of subsistence production
result in increased dependency on non-local products, vulnerability to
macroeconomic events, or lack of means of sustainable livelihood after
the project has ended?
• Will the benefits be exported from the region, so that communities that
bear the greatest consequences of disturbance due to the project will not
benefit much from it?
• Will introducing wages in the local economy increase the trade of
consumer goods and the opportunities for business creation?
• Will there be consequences (loss or reduction) on the actual or potential
land use or on access to natural resources which communities depend on,
or on their present and future quality?
• If land acquisition for the project entails moving physical or economic
populations, refer to the World Bank’s
Operational Policy (OP) 4.30, Involuntary Resettlement. Preparing an
action plan for resettlement may be required.
• Water resources: identify sources of drinking water, irrigation water and
seasonal variations in water usage patterns.
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Items to consider
Community organisations and
local institutions
• Local authorities
• Local decision-making structures
• Local associations
• NGOs
• Religious and political institutions
• Evolution of power relations
• Lack of organisational and
negotiation skills

Infrastructure and social
services
• Health and education
• Water supply
• Transport / roads
• Power supply
• Waste management
• Housing
• Communications
• Community / religious / leisure
facilities
• Temporary barracks
Vulnerable groups
• Indigenous populations
• Ethnic or religious minorities
• Women
• Youth and seniors
• Disabled persons
• Land users and occupants
Cultural heritage
• Archaeological sites or objects
• Cultural and sacred sites
Employment and labour
• National and local standards
• Harmful forms of child labour and
forced labour
• Staff downsizing
• Health and safety of workers
• Competition for jobs, resources,
access to infrastructure
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Observations/Questions
• Do local communities and regulatory structures have sufficient
resources to address the impact of the project?
• Will local issues gain importance with the project implementation, will
they require the intervention of regional or national authorities, or will
they become part of the political agenda?
• Will the increased ability to create income result in empowering
individuals and communities?
Could it help develop political activity, mobilise greater government
interest and increase local spending?
• Will the new sources of livelihood and immigration alter power
structures and relations?
• Will traditional authority structures, social control methods and discipline
be weakened? Will the challenges to existing power structures lead to a
change of attitude towards the project?
• Will the affected communities’ limited experience in trading and
commercial transactions reduce their ability to effectively negotiate
mitigation measures and access opportunities for sustainable
development?
• Will the lack of organisational capacity lead to a limited participation of
local populations in decision-making processes, thus creating legitimacy
problems that will make ensuring long-term stability and viability difficult?
• Are there any competent local NGOs, focused on searching for
solutions, able to negotiate or speak on behalf of communities or play the
role of an impartial intermediary?
• Will the project increase and / or decrease the supply, demand and
quality of public goods and services?
• Will the improvement of infrastructure related to the project
implementation (e.g. improved roads and transport routes, water and
power supply networks) play a catalyst role for local economic
development? Will the choice of locations / routes be amended during
planning phase for optimal use during the project and after its
conclusion?
• Will increasing the number of construction workers in the region put
pressure on existing infrastructure and services?
• Could the project have different effects on some groups because of
distinct socioeconomic characteristics that make them particularly
vulnerable during its realisation?
• If indigenous populations are identified in the area of influence, see
World Bank OP 4.20 on Indigenous Populations. It may be appropriate to
prepare a development plan for indigenous populations.
• Will the project affect sites, structures or resources with archaeological,
historical, religious, spiritual or cultural value? A plan for culture heritage
management may need to be developed. Refer to the World Bank’s OP
11.03 Cultural Heritage.
• Will the redevelopment or expansion of an ongoing project lead to staff
downsizing? (a staff downsizing plan may be required)
• Is child labour or forced labour associated with the project or one of its
suppliers? (Please refer to the IFC practical guide on child labour in the
workplace and in the supply chain.)
• Many companies also adopt good practices by guaranteeing the
freedom of association to their employees and eliminating discrimination
in the workplace.
• Members of the project team often have different origins (urban,
educated, skilled, speaks a foreign language, expatriate, different
customs, etc.).
• Has the host country ratified the ILO conventions or other international
conventions?
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Items to consider
Social conflicts
• Competition for employment,
access to infrastructure,
natural resources (land, water,
etc.).
• Differential wages, accumulation
of wealth
• Feeling of unequal treatment
• Rivalry and jealousy between
communities
• Local inter-community conflicts
(e.g. between local population and
newcomers) or unrealistic
expectations about the beneficial
impacts, thereby creating a conflict.
Lifestyle and culture
• Social cohesion and ruptures
(separation of families and
communities)
• Modification of production
systems and traditional subsistence
means
• Social issues: alcoholism,
addiction, prostitution, crime, HIV /
AIDS
• Socioeconomic effects of injecting
liquidity into local economy
• Social or cultural disturbances due
to population influx • Evolution of
relations between groups (gender,
age, status,
socioeconomic and ethnic origin)
• Disruptive effects (noise, dust,
pollution, traffic, etc.)
Health
• Change in nutritional status
• Mortality and morbidity rates
• HIV / AIDS, STDs and other
communicable diseases
• Endemic diseases (malaria,
schistosomiasis, gastrointestinal
infections, tuberculosis, etc.)
Effects of immigration on health
(for local population
as for new entrants)
• Health aspects of environmental
pollution (air, water and soil
contamination, noise and pollution)
Equity
• Distribution of the fruits of
development and access to the
benefits (e.g. jobs, income, social
investment)
• Opportunities to participate
equally in the consultation and
development process
• Differential effects on various
groups
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Observations/Questions
• By its origins and history, project staff (urban, educated, skilled, speak a
foreign language, expatriates, different customs, etc.) sometimes differ
considerably from local populations, which can lead to misunderstandings
and disputes that need to be resolved early in the project cycle.
• Ignoring the project consequences (and inexperience of similar projects)
amongst local populations can lead to poor understanding of the extent.
• Is there a significant difference between the idea that local populations
have of the project impact and the project actual impacts that could
cause misunderstandings and disputes?
• Insufficient involvement of local communities or unconditional support
to the project due to desperate needs (e.g. in terms of employment)
could subsequently give rise to conflicts on issues insufficiently discussed
or analysed.
• Will a changing social environment without significant advantages in
terms of jobs, services and infrastructure trigger conflicts?
• Will the project effects exacerbate pre-existing differences or create
new ones?
• Will the low level of qualification and instruction of communities limit
their ability to benefit from the advantages brought by the project? Are
there any training or skills development requirements?
Can the project contribute to improve the skills of affected households?
• Will the wage income from the project increase the stratification of
household income and alter extended family systems?
• Will the influx of newcomers looking for opportunities related to the
project bring new social problems such as crime, violence, and disputes
over land, water or other resources? Will the arrival of foreigners create
tensions or conflict due to religious or ethnic rivalries?
• Will the generally slow pace of an underdeveloped rural community be
inconsistent with the rapid changes necessary for the development and
implementation of a large modern project (e.g. mine or power plant)?

• Will the influx of newcomers looking for opportunities related to the
project increase the incidence of HIV / AIDS and STDs?
• Will this influx overload health services and infrastructure, render waste
management and water networks inadequate or increase health risks?
• What measures are to be taken to protect workers from local diseases
(HIV / AIDS awareness programmes, fight against malaria and quality
improvement of water supply)?
• Please refer to the IFC Practical Guide HIV / AIDS in the workplace.

• Are there socioeconomic conditions that could prevent equitable access
to opportunities offered by the project (marginalisation of women, ethnic
minorities and other vulnerable groups, and restriction of the freedom of
choice)?
• Will the patriarchal character of the community concerned lead to
unevenly distributed benefits?
• Are compensation systems enforced fairly and homogeneously?
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Items to consider
Induced effects and related
infrastructure
• Changes in land prices
• Changes caused by increased
access to the project area
(forestry, slash-and-burn
agriculture or shifting)
• Spontaneous facilities
• Economic relocation or
displacement caused by an entity
associated with the project, but not
necessarily funded by the IFC
Cumulative impacts
• Direct, indirect and secondary
effects of current projects, of the
proposed project and of
subsequently planned projects
Biophysical aspects
• Climate
• Water resources and hydrology
• Soil and vegetation

Analysis of other options
• Planning of other options
• Location or route
• Location of facilities
• Other possible infrastructure
• Technology
• Operations
• Other possible land uses
• Other funding opportunities
• Ability to assess the project as
unrealistic or decline from
implementing it
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Observations/Questions
• Social impacts of all activities in the project area of influence, including
infrastructure related thereto or auxiliary areas: roads, drains,
construction huts, etc. should be considered and also any unanticipated
improvements induced by the project.

• Will the project have cumulative impacts? Please refer to the IFC
guidance note G on "assessment criteria and management of cumulative
impacts".
• Will local weather conditions intensify the project impacts (air pollution,
effects of recurrent drought on food safety)? Does the project consider
the prevailing wind direction to choose discharge stack sites or landfills
near habitats?
• Will the project change the quality and quantity of water use of
concerned populations (including water for agriculture and livestock)?
• Will the project reduce available arable land, natural plant resources or
local wildlife?
• Provides a systematic comparison of feasible alternatives compared to
the proposed project from the point of view of their potential social
effects. Establish the reasons for choosing the particular design of the
proposed project and justify it in terms of socioeconomic effects.

3.11. Contract review and the checklist of economic
development agencies
This is a particular type of assessment, or rather qualification. Economic development agencies and
structures that attempt to attract investment in a given territory (ministries, local authorities, CCI,
etc.) also need to qualify the proposed projects in their territory, if only to know what degree of public
support efforts such project deserves (installation assistance, administrative facilitation, land or
premises, tax exemptions, subsidies, etc.).
These agencies, generally of public nature in southern Mediterranean countries, favour neither the
company (investor and advisers), nor strictly the supervisory authorities who regulate the investment
framework. Rather, they act as a facilitator or intermediary for significant transactions and of various
complexities. Although business demand is typically "market" orientated, the view of economic
development agencies cannot be entirely liberal (evident national or local bias, attention to land
development or verification of the investors’ intentions and economic project). These agencies must
avoid on the one hand being caught up in the euphoria of the project carriers, and on the other hand
acting as the financial censor of their projects; otherwise they may discourage them.

Awareness of the financial impact of public interference
Economic development agencies may, however, legitimately verify the nature and the level of
declared aid, get informed about the investor’s financial credibility and get a hint of the project
economic model, if only to avoid wasting time and energy on non-viable projects. The frequent
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presence of state aid, subsidies or exemptions and related investments, as well as the predation risk
associated with certain projects (collection of natural resources, control of territories, etc.) are other
reasons that justify examination of the viability, sustainability and collective interest of the project.
The financial assessment conducted by economic development agencies is rather basic. It does not go
as far as the due diligence of banks. It is based on the fact that all local investment projects involve,
for the investor, implementing a strategy in terms of inputs, product, market, financing, etc. (Figure
38). Most items of this strategy have a financial impact. Whether the state or the competent authority
delays giving authorisation to operate, whether the market supports the project or not and whether
suppliers can deliver at agreed price and quality obviously has an effect on the project economic
performance. Very schematically, the project economic equation is as follows:

Operating profit = sale price x quantity sold (market)
- Management fees - labour costs - supplies - financial charges and others
Which requires verification of the terms (orders of magnitude, credibility of key assumptions and
eventual existence of a positive result, at least ultimately). This requires reflection, particularly about
public interference which can either help or endanger the project economy.

Figure 38. The investment project in its environment
State
(regulatory authority)
Sponsor

Investor

Supplier,
contractor

Ensures the
financial package
and invests

Contributes
goods or services
to the project

Awards licenses,
authorisations,
operating permits

Banks
Financing of
projects (loans)

Project
Assists the
sponsor or
operator

Operates the
project

Operator

Various, in
particular financial,
consultants

"Consumes"
project products

Market

Contract review
In addition to this financial review, economic development agencies should undertake a review of the
project key elements:


Investor quality: “track records”, surface, management skills, commitment, risk taking (signing a
large company is worth more than some obscure project assembler);



Project concept: technology, operations, business plan (is it serious, robust, feasible, innovative,
sustainable?);



Market (product, competition, price) and prospects;



Project implementation (management, staff, training, work procedures, launch plans, etc.);



Local impact (direct, industrial synergies, etc.);



Investors’ needs and requests for assistance;



Strategic relevance of the project to the investor and to the region and / or country.
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In addition, economic development agencies should measure the project progress and assess the
likelihood that it will become established in the territory and / or country (there are often several
location options for the investor and attracting investment and jobs is a very competitive activity).
They hence want to know:


The project status (feasibility, funding and launch date);



The probability of a) an effective project launch and b) winning the project for the country / the
proposed site;



The estimated schedule (decision date and deadlines);



The subjective elements influencing decisions;



Possible doubts and questions about the project (economic feasibility, technological risk, fragility
of the parent company, investor track records, etc.).

Based on a review of all these project qualification items, a clear orientation is proposed for the
economic development agency (continue or abort this prospect) and the effort required to win the
project is defined (time and other means to devote, especially state aid).

3.12.Governance and consultation methods
Evolution of democratic systems
"Modern" methods of governance have been imposed in Western democracies since the 1970s12 when
a form of centralised management, rather discretionary with little bearing on dialogue, had to make
way for "soft power", better shared and more transparent, as a result of protests and strong social
movements (in May 1968 in France, but also in the USA in the same year, etc.). Gradually, the
individual, the citizen and civil society took on some importance and legitimacy alongside wellestablished collective institutions (and state governments, businesses and local authorities). Inspired
by the approach of the New Public Management movement formed in the United States on the
corporate governance model, a new situation often resulted in territorial management: even in
countries relatively centralised, such as France, the States retained a strategist role, but the musical
setting and execution were transferred to new regional or local levels. Many objective agencies were
created instead of the old pyramid hierarchy. Territories (awarded new powers and resources), the
private sector (delegated public services) and NGOs, communities or citizen groups (through
empowerment) were encouraged to take initiatives. "Governance" (see the definitions in Figure 39)
became fashionable.

Figure 39. Some definitions of governance

Extract from the Guide for the implementation of governance in support of the sustainable
development of territories. Cemagref, CNRS, Geyser, INRA, Supagro, University of Montpellier I, 2011


It is a mediation tool between actors (anonymous territorial practitioner);



Institutional and organisational construction process of the formal compatibility of different
coordination modes between geographically close actors in order to solve the unprecedented
productive issues of territories (Pecquer, 2000);



Governance refers to a situation where state institutions and politicians no longer have the
monopoly of the public interest and where society in its diverse manifestations, has a key
responsibility in the co-production of the collective fate. It emphasises the multiplicity and
diversity of actors involved or may be involved in the management of public affairs. The aim of
these devices is to organise discussion, exchanges and coordination between the various
stakeholders, institutional, individual or collective, to agree on common objectives, produce
accepted and legitimised standards, translate them into rules and implement them (Lardon et al.,
2008);



It is a process to bring together the different views and reconcile lobbyist expressions with the
general interest (limited territorial practitioner).

12

With mixed results, of course, depending on the size of the projects, their nature, origin, and also
depending on the awareness and responsiveness of the public.
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All this movement is further accelerated with the advent of the Internet and the free flow of a
multitude of information (even if, from a certain point of view, it is only a mediocre avatar of the
ancient agora of public debate). At the same time, awareness of global challenges (environment,
climate change, globalisation, crisis financial system, etc.) has highlighted the need to reflect on the
objectives of human societies and their projects, and the need for a serious performance assessment
of the policies and projects implemented. In Europe, but also the Southern Mediterranean since the
Arab revolutions, it is not possible to rule by edict; projects can and should be discussed, and the
issue of equity (redistribution of the dividends of economic activity) is central.
All this gives importance to the methods of governance and consultation. But how? Who is involved in
the discussions during the project preparation? On what agenda? With what exact role (simple
consultation, proposal power, guidance power, etc.), knowing that the last word is almost always that
of the project manager?
The issue is further complicated by multiple logics usually coexisting for the different social groups or
geographic levels involved. As Pierre Calame indicated13, "No major problem finds a satisfactory
solution on a single scale". This is also consistent with the variety of methods proposed in this guide,
e.g. financial analysis focuses on the strict scope of the company or the project evaluated, and the
economic analysis, which may include in its scope the entire national community. Peter Rossi 14 stated,
"Evaluators' work is conducted in a real-world setting of multiple and often conflicting interests. In this
connection, two essential features of the context of evaluation must be recognised: the existence of
multiple stakeholders and the related fact that evaluation is usually part of a political process".

Levels of involvement
In the preparation and design of industrial and public projects, the participation of stakeholders is very
variable. Most often, at the outset, the client (public or private) is relatively alone or at least limited by
the scope of the project (suppliers, customers and partners directly affected). In some cases, a
greater openness to the views of various stakeholders (residents, local communities, etc.) is observed,
especially on internationally financed, major public projects. A continuum exists between information,
consultation, dialogue, cooperation and finally partnership (Figure 40).

Figure 40. Levels of stakeholder involvement on a project
Level of
participation
Production and
sharing of
information
Consultation

Cooperation /
partnership

13

Options possible
1. At the initiative of the project
manager
2. At the initiative of the stakeholders
3. Joint
1. The written contribution of the
stakeholders is required
2. Direct dialogue is established
3. The stakeholder’s contribution is
considered a part of the of project
preparation process (inclusive)
1. The project manager and the
stakeholder work together, but the
final decision and implementation
are those of the project manager
2. A significant part of the project is
delegated to the stakeholder

Implication of stakeholders
1. Classic (low)
2. Classic (mean)
3. Innovative (high)
1. Simple written contribution via the
inquiry record or the Web (low)
2. Conflicting meetings (average)
3. Integration of the stakeholder’s
contributions in the project design
(high)
1. Participation of the key stakeholders
in the design of certain project
components (low / average)
2. Significant presence of the
stakeholders in the design and
implementation of these
components (high)

Pierre Calame. Le principe de subsidiarité active. Concilier unité et diversité , 1996.

Peter H. Rossi, Mark W. Lipsey, Howard E. Freeman. Evaluation: A Systematic Approach, 2004.
[Evaluators' work is conducted in a real-world setting of multiple and often conflicting interests. In this
connection, two essential features of the context of evaluation must be recognised: the existence of
multiple stakeholders and the related fact that evaluation is usually part of a political process.]
14
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Methods still unstable and very qualitative
Governance methods, participation and collaboration are endless. They obey the particular constraints
imposed by the nature of the project, the socio-political context, local culture, etc. They are mainly
qualitative and are based finally on good sense and the experience of human relationships.
However, the study of the main approaches described in the literature highlights many common
elements. The classic approach follows roughly the following steps:
Definition of the objectives, issues and scope of consultation
The question of the relevance of the proposed governance process, consultation or participation needs
to be addressed (see Figure 41). If the intentions of the project manager or the complexity of the
project or existing constraints are such that the position of stakeholders has no chance of being taken
into account, it is probably best not to engage in this process. A guarantee of credibility of the
consultation process adopted is an important element of success.

Figure 41. Consultation relevance or irrelevance

Extract from the Methodological Guide to Consultation. General Council of Val de Marne, 2008
Public consultation can be useful if…
• The project, action or public policy issue provokes misunderstandings,
controversies or resistance;
• The project or action can be adapted or modified;
• It encourages the expression of all viewpoints;
• It allows the anticipation or resolution of a deadlock or a conflict;
• The project managers are willing to accept the change.

Then, the project can gain:
• Direction
• Accuracy
• Legitimacy
• Effectiveness
• Utility
• Mutual ownership
• Quality of service provided
• Social acceptability…

Public consultation is not useful if…
• Nothing seems negotiable;
• Elected officials and technicians do not have the time, desire
nor the means to question the public;
• The needs and opinions of audiences seem known.
In this case, better to opt
for disseminating public information,
without letting the population think
that it can contribute.
In many cases and countries, an upstream discussion is foreseen on major projects to discuss the
project opportunity, engage all potential stakeholders, establish the economic, social and major
environmental issues and consider possible early alternatives.
Identification of stakeholders and their motivations
Identification of stakeholders and their motivations identifies all actors involved, institutional or not,
collective or individual, in one way or another in the project, and therefore deserve to be approached
and informed. It is also important to understand their motivations (expectations about the project,
interests, strategy, etc.).
These stakeholders may be professional (service providers, utilities) or "amateur" (activists, users,
etc.), groups (association, union, etc.) or individuals (riparian, user, etc.). The approach to
governance is often egalitarian (everyone is invited to contribute), but the reality is asymmetrical
(decision-makers generally have disproportionate resources and power compared to their interlocutors
in civil society).
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Initial framework of the project and its challenges
This concerns the identification of the project and the area it will affect (site, geographical, social
groups and type of impact). It also collects as much data as possible to analyse the initial situation
and the effects of the project:


Structural characteristics of the project (location, land use, capacity, reception and attendance);



Proposed project (products or services, industrial processes, technical choices, landscape planning
and variants);



Period of construction (construction and start-up, construction, traffic, etc.);



Operational activities (procurement, resources, products and materials used, energy consumption,
emissions, traffic, storage, maintenance, etc.);



Impact and risk (affected area, such effects, levels, mitigation, etc.);



Cessation of activities (recycling, demolition, etc.).

Calibration of the desired type of governance and consultation
This involves:


Definition of ambitions and the intensity of collaboration with stakeholders (Figure 34);



Determination of whether a long-term objective is sought (which can lead to the establishment of
a body of coordination relatively institutional) or if the need for consultation is limited to the
preparation and launch of the project;



Determination of whether expression is targeted primarily (through public debate) so as to adjust
or correct the project, or whether construction is targeted allowing the achievement of a common
result (through a co-development process). The tools to use will depend on these choices.

Implementation of governance
Participative actions then use a variety of instruments:


An information meeting on the project with a presentation time and a discussion time;



A discussion forum or blog on the Internet to facilitate remote operations;



A public hearing, more formal and often part of the legal provisions for projects of a certain size
(see the public utility in France survey);



On-site visits where the project is presented by browsing the location where it will be
implemented in order to engage in a direct and often constructive debate; in some cases, creation
of a "project house" (posters, models, etc.);



Shared diagnosis using reports, photographs, testimonials, etc. for an inventory or feedback on
the proposed project;



Presentation of practices for similar projects;



Establishment of a steering committee (for the portion of the project that is negotiated with
stakeholders);



A workshop or citizen panel with a small group of persons responsible for preparing an opinion or
proposals, or considering initiatives, etc.;



Development of a charter (to define the principles of cooperation) or a local schedule (to define
an action plan) on the project in question.

All these tools can mobilise civil society, facilitating their ownership of the project and generating a
debate and the search for common solutions to complex issues. In all cases, it is important to be loyal
(no negotiation if the decision is already certain), provide consultation as far upstream as possible
(e.g. at the stage of preliminary design) and accept that dialogue sometimes takes on the appearance
of... a surprise party. The risk of possible changes and contingencies must be accepted, but also the
richness and energy of a confrontation with future partners with logic different from the project
manager.
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3.13.Negotiation methods
Negotiation aims to facilitate the emergence of a consensus from initially divergent positions. This
consensus may be minimal and include areas of dissent - stakeholders acknowledge their respective
fields of agreement and disagreement, but this does not prevent the continuation of a useful
coordination effort.
The best way is to establish, despite some irreducible differences due to the nature of the groups
involved (see the common stance in the civil society / decision-makers relationship, Figure 42), real
confidence. The four "Cs" of the Mediterranean Blue Plan 15 constitute the good principles for a
peaceful, open and fruitful partnership:


Constructive: civil society, NGOs and associations tend to be negative, criticise or discredit 16; they
may instead contribute positively certain elements where some leeway for change exists;



Creative: all stakeholders can invent all practices and new elements; in general, ideas are not
lacking and they can even be destabilising if the other "Cs" are not respected;



Collaborative: each stakeholder must respect the diversity of viewpoints, backgrounds and
horizons, and work with any partner;



Confidence: this is the most difficult point; it is both the result of and dependent on the other
"C"s; it helps to build a common goal; confidence must be maintained because it alone ultimately
leads to progression.

Figure 42. Stereotypes of the decision-maker / environmentalist position on "disruptive" projects
Source: CAS report. Investment choices and the cost of nuisances. Dominique Bureau, 2013
"Development first..."

"The environment has no price"
Dispute - Negation

I do not pollute…
The risks are not shown...
Environmentalists are not serious...
We cannot not make an omelette without breaking eggs...
This project is useless...
The warning signals justify banning...
Manufacturers are irresponsible...
I contribute greatly to the economy...
I even do much for the environment...

Compensation
That would ruin all my protection efforts...
I had every intention to strengthen...
Distortion - Equity

Others pollute more...
I find myself in a discriminatory situation...
I suffer from competition distortions...

This project would be better at my neighbour's (Paul)...
Who would only welcome it (he requested it)...
Exception
My industry has specific, essential needs...
Employment will suffer...
I will (again be forced to) relocate...

I've endured more than my share of nuisances...
Menace
Dirty industries do not allow us
to fit into the twenty-first century economy...

15

16

A multi-country programme on the Mediterranean environment (http://planbleu.org/)

On the grounds that companies or policy makers do not play fair play, do not give the whole truth
about their projects, etc.
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That said, the establishment of an initial disagreement statement on an objective basis is not a bad
approach. The key stages of negotiation are often the following:
Setting the limits
From the start of the project, it is important that the decision-makers consult together to be clear
about:


What is negotiable;



What is not negotiable;



What can be developed.

It is also essential to argue the choice of who decides and when, and to ensure the credibility of the
process invested.
Realisation of a shared diagnosis
At public meetings or in reporting documents, it is important to the record any issues arising from
exchanges to:


Validate the strengths and weaknesses of the project;



Identify potentially problematic impacts, but also the opportunities related to the project;



Collect expectations, desiderata and stakeholder recommendations;



Consider appropriate alternatives or fixes to the project (e.g. compensation measures for such
nuisance);



Share this diagnosis with the various stakeholders.

Project enrichment strategy
At a later stage, especially if the process can engage in the co-development of certain actions, the
project can be completed and enriched by the contributions of some stakeholders:


Common search for solutions that benefit all parties (e.g. the supply chain using more local
productions);



Support projects on related aspects (e.g. employee housing, schooling, health care, environmental
maintenance, etc.);



Space for economic initiatives (subcontracting and other benefits, working from home, expansion,
etc.);



Integration of the project in a local or regional industrial sector (cluster, link with the University
and research, calls for ideas within the company or its business environment, e.g. on marketing or
innovation issues).

Monitoring the implementation of the project
Finally, a sustainable monitoring system can be put in place to support the project during its lifespan:


Identification of any problems;



Search for solutions;



Periodic assessments (e.g. annual) involving the authorities and the population;



Concerted assessment.

This approach to participation and negotiation aims to improve and strengthen the project, not to
weaken it or complicate the task of the project manager or investor. It serves to facilitate ownership
of the project by all stakeholders. Like a transplant, any project is first considered a foreign body,
susceptible to rejection and intolerance by the ecosystem that receives it; hence, the importance of
participatory approaches to optimise its insertion.

4. Criteria, indicators and tools
4.1. Direct Economic Efficiency
Criterion 1. Financial viability
Objective
Maximise the investor’s financial return.
Indicators
Two key indicators measure the project financial viability (see methods above):


Internal rate of return (IRR) : measures the interest earned on the invested capital over the
duration of the project17;



Net present value of the investment (NPV): discounts the financial inflows and outflows on the
project launch date.

Allowed ratios / values
The financial rate of return expected by investors depends on the level of project risk and the country
in which these projects are located. Investment funds that show interest in the MED region commonly
seek return rates higher than 20% or 25% (rates given a priori, but with projects experiencing
difficulties, the average portfolio is significantly less profitable). For companies listed in Europe,
shareholders are seeking an average 8% IRR (Euronext). Before the 2008-2012 crisis, companies
were pressured by financial markets to yield higher return on equity (often around 15%), but
experience showed that this level of profitability was not sustainable in the long term. The spread
between rates measures the markets’ perception of the relative risk of such or such company, in such
or such specific economy (e.g. for corporate bonds).
Figure 43 shows the observed values for a set of projects financed by the EU Structural Funds,
Cohesion Fund or pre-accession funds.

Figure 43. Observed IRR for a sample of EU funded investment projects
Source: European Commission. Directorate General Regional Policy (2008). Guide to cost-benefit
analysis of investment projects (2000-2006, excluding energy: 1994-1999)
Sector
Energy Production
Transport and energy distribution
Roads and highways
Rail and subway
Ports, airports
Water and water cleaning
Waste treatment
Industries, productive investments
Other sectors
TOTAL

Nb. of projects
2
5
16
19
19
90
31
64
7
253

Average financial IRR
5,1%
3,1%
-0,8%
0,3%
1,8%
0,8%
-3,4%
19,6%
1,8%
3,2%

These projects must show a negative financial NPV to be eligible (with a positive NPV, a firm is likely
to be funded through the market). Hence their financial IRR are usually low, especially for public
projects (less than 5%, which is nevertheless the standard value required by the EU) – however,
these projects often suffer from tariff conditions that unbalance their budget. Their "economic" IRR is
therefore much better while their "economic" NPV is necessarily positive for the project to go ahead.
EU funded industrial projects show much higher financial profitability, while obeying to specific and
less generous rules.

17

Either the project’s financial IRR (the whole funding) or the equity IRR.
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Possible action(s)
The optimisation of projects’ financial viability is the job of chief financial officers, banks and other
financial advisors. It is based on techniques for maximising positive cash-flows and minimising
negative flows, such as revenue increases or cost-killing, though it may sometimes play against
economic or social profitability.
Borrowing is one of those techniques that mechanically increase the equity IRR, without inherently
improving the project. This is actually the logic behind any LBO (as well as their limit) - keeping the
"upside" while sharing (risky) capital contribution.
Examples /Good practices
Two European guides provide useful examples, sector by sector, and show in a detailed manner the
way to conduct a financial assessment:


European Commission. Structural funds (2003). Guide to cost-benefit analysis of investment
projects. Downloadable at:
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/guides/cost/guide02_en.pdf



European Commission. Directorate General Regional Policy (2008). Guide to cost-benefit analysis
of investment projects. Downloadable at:
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/guides/cost/guide2008_en.pdf

EDILE case study
The project financial rate of return is satisfactory (19.8%). The net present value is positive (€ 18
million with a 10% discount rate). As soon as Year 2, revenues balance expenses.

Figure 44. Basic scenario financial flows (pre-funding)
Pre-funding financial flows
in € million /Year
Revenues (Positive flows) (R)
Investment costs (J)
Operating costs (O)
Net operating profit after tax
Corporate tax (% of profit) (X)
Tax exemption (in prop. to export) (U)
Expenses (Σ negative flows)
(J+O+X+U)
Net flows (pre-fund.) (R+J+O+X+U)

Project IRR

1
36
-45
-33
3

2
67
-5
-60
7
-1,5
0,6
-78 -66

3
62
0
-56
6
-1,2
0,5
-57

4
70
0
-58
12
-2,5
1,1
-59

5
79
0
-59
19
-3,9
1,7
-61

6
88
0
-61
28
-5,5
2,4
-64

7
99
5
-62
37
-7,4
3,2
-61

Total
501
-45
-389
112
-22
10
-446

-42 2
19,8%

5

11

17

24

38

55

Project NPV @10%
Project NPV @15%

18
7

After taking financing costs into account, the project remains viable, with positive cumulative net flows
(last row). If the cumulative net flows went below zero for even one year, the project would require
refinancing or going through administrative insolvency procedures.

Figure 45. Basic scenario financial flows (post-funding)
Post-funding financial flows
in € million /Year
Operating income (R)
Funding sources (S)
Revenues (total positive flows) (R+S)
Operating costs (O)
Investment costs (J)
Principal repayment (P)
Interest repayment (I)
Expenses (Σ Neg. flows) (O+J+P+I)
Net flows (post-fund.)
(R+S+O+J+P+I)
Cumulative net flows

1
36
45
81
-33
-45
0
-1,1
-79
2

2
67
0
68
-60
-5
0
-0,9
-66
2

3
62
0
62
-56
0
-1
-0,8
-59
4

4
70
0
70
-58
0
-2
-0,7
-60
10

5
79
0
79
-59
0
-2
-0,6
-61
17

6
88
0
88
-61
0
-2
-0,4
-63
25

7
99
0
99
-62
5
-2
-0,2
-60
39

Total
501
45
546
-389
-45
-9
-4,7
-447
41

2

3

7

17

34

59

99

99
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Criterion 2. Economic viability
Objective
Optimise the project economic impact on the community.
Indicators
Two key indicators measure the project economic return:


Economic internal rate of return (E-IRR): effective interest earned by the community for the
duration of the project, taking into account all the measurable input / output flows.



Economic net present value of the investment (E-NPV): economic value created by the project by
adding economic inputs and outputs, estimated and actualised at the project launch date.

Allowed ratios / values
Figure 46 shows the observed values18 for a specific set of projects financed by the EU Structural
Funds, Cohesion Fund and pre-accession funds.

Figure 46. Observed E-IRR for a sample of EU funded investment projects Source: European
Commission. Directorate General Regional Policy (2008). Guide to cost-benefit analysis of investment
projects (2000-2006, energy excluded: 1994-1999)
Sector
Energy Production
Transport and energy distribution
Roads and highways
Rail and subway
Ports, airports
Water and water cleaning
Solid waste treatment
Industries, productive investments
Other sectors
TOTAL

Nb. of projects
3
2
56
48
20
116
31
64
11
289

Average Economic IRR
14,19%
12,6%
15,53%
11,62%
26,84%
11,33%
28,27%
19,6%
11,96%
16,39%

On the one hand, such results show that these projects (on average not very profitable in the strict
financial sense, cf. above financial IRR) do benefit to the community and on the other hand, they
show that the closer you get to the industrial activity itself (ports, airports, solid waste), the more
these projects generate significant profit.
Possible action(s)
Obviously minimise costs and maximise benefits (in this specific case, for this criterion, externalities).
Examples /good practices /references
Two European guides provide useful examples, sector by sector, and show in a detailed manner the
way to conduct an economic assessment:


European Commission. Structural funds (2003). Guide to cost-benefit analysis of investment
projects. Downloadable at:
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/guides/cost/guide02_en.pdf



European Commission. Directorate General Regional Policy (2008). Guide to cost-benefit analysis
of investment projects. Downloadable at:
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/sources/docgener/guides/cost/guide2008_en.pdf

Other references guides made by the World Bank, IFC and other international organisations are
displayed in the appendix.

18

Two decimals IRR displayed in the Commission’s report have been included in the table, but given
the uncertainties of economic calculation, an IRR to the nearest percent would have been more than
enough.
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EDILE case study
To switch from financial flows to economic flows, a series of transformations must be performed:


Since it is a community-related analysis (the scope is no longer restricted to the company, but
covers the part of the national economic system that is directly or indirectly affected by the
project), all possible transfers, and tax transfers in particular, must be removed. For instance, VAT
should be excluded because it is paid by the operators, but perceived by the state (zero sum);
similarly, grants (which were considered a bonus for the company) are cancelled out;



It is then necessary to overcome the market’s price distortions, which are due to subsidies,
imperfect competition, non-tariff barriers etc. For example, in the EDILE case study, irrigation
water can be provided to farmers at highly subsidised rates which do not reflect its real cost – this
is why the conversion factor "other operating costs" is 1.1, which means that the economic
analysis should increase by 10% costs such as utilities (water irrigation etc.), local supplies etc.
However, the labour line is reduced by 20% (conversion factor of 0.8), since, in this particular
project, the minimum wage is superior to the marginal wage that part of the unskilled workforce
would agree upon (in short, and it does not mean any endorsement of this fact, the factory hires
at 20 € / day when some workers would accept 16 € / day).



The same type of adjustment is applied to investment costs. In an average emerging country
where import taxes are much higher than export taxes, a fairly simple calculation enables to
define a "conversion factor" standard, generally about 0.819;



At last, externalities (negative and positive) must be monetised and included in the accounts.

Figure 47. Basic scenario economic flows
Economic flows
in € million /Year

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Total

Conversion factors ↓
Subsidies and exemptions
Tax adjustment (VAT excluded)
Market distortions (M)
Training benefits (academics)
Energy value of biogas
Impact of training on accidents
Positive externalities (N)
Products A
1,05
Products B
1,15
Total operating income (R')
Damages to the ecosystem
Road pollution
Occupation injuries
Negatives Externalities (Q)
Work
0,8
Other operating costs
1,1
Operating costs (adjusted) (O')
Invest. costs (adjusted) (J')
0,9
Net econ. flows (M+N+R'+Q+O'+J')

-5.0
-0.6
-0.5
-1.1
-1.7
-2.4
-3.2
-15
-1.0
-2.0
-2.1
-2.2
-2.3
-2.4
-2.6
-15
-6.0
-2.6
-2.6
-3.3
-4.0
-4.9
-5.8
-29
1.0
1.7
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
10
0,1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
1
0.00
0.97
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
1.1
2.9
1.8
1.8
1.7
1.7
1.7
13
20.0
37.8
35.0
39.3
44.1
49.6
55.6
281
19.0
35.9
33.3
37.4
42.0
47.1
52.9
267
38.9 73.7 68.3 76.7 86.1 96.7 108.5 549
-1.4
-2.3
-2.1
-2.2
-2.2
-2.3
-2.3
-15
-0.1
-0.2
-0.1
-0.1
-0.1
-0.2
-0.2
-1.0
-0.19 -0.10 -0.09 -0.08 -0.07 -0.06 -0.06 -0.65
-1.7
-2.6
-2.4
-2.4
-2.4
-2.5
-2.5
-16
-15.5 -27.1 -23.2 -23.2 -23.2 -23.2 -23.2 -159
-14.9 -28.6 -30.0 -31.5 -33.1 -34.8 -36.5 -209
-30.3 -55.7 -53.2 -54.7 -56.3 -58.0 -59.7 -368
-40.5 -4.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.5
-41
-38.5 11.2 11.8 18.0 25.1 33.1 46.7

Economic return

41.1%

19

Project NPV @10%
Project NPV @15%

54
37

The European Commission Guide to cost-benefit analysis of investment projects (2003) proposes
the following calculation. Let’s imagine the following figures: total import M = 2 000; total export X =
1 500; import tax Tm = 900; export tax Tx = 25. The standard conversion factor (SCF) would be
equal to the ratio between the gross value of import + export and the augmented value of import
taxes minus export taxes :
SFC= (M+X)/ [(M+Tm) + (X-Tx)], which leads to SFC = 0.8
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Criterion 3. Physical efficiency
Objective
Complete the project in time and on budget.
Possible indicator(s)
Completion time, compliance to initial budget, performance indicators (e.g. return etc.).
For an investor, completion risk is a major risk for any industrial project. Until the installation is put
into service, shareholders will have to support the project, with its fixed operating costs and without
any financial gain. This can undermine the project liquidity and financial stability. There can be
multiple causes: delay in obtaining funding, administrative delays (permits, licenses), climate
contingencies, construction accident, failure of suppliers, unreliable technology etc.
Assessment tools


Regular tools: PERT diagram; estimated and actual budgets; management control tools.



Performance indicators (too many different indicators, depending on the type of investment, to list
them all here). Direct survey of the company.

Possible action(s)
This criterion is a project or business management level criterion. To mitigate the risk of noncompletion, project leaders plan a rigorous schedule (GANT type) in order to anticipate the main
possible causes of delay.
It is also necessary to moderate the excess of enthusiasm that frequently affects project leaders (Figure
48), similar to donors’ approach during due diligence. The aim is not to "break" the project, but to
calmly consider (see risk analysis) all possible obstacles and the required counter-measures to apply.

Figure 48. Frequent causes for excess of enthusiasm in infrastructure projects.
Source: HM Treasury (2003)
Technical causes





Imperfect information (data unavailability, new or unproven technology)
Drifting objectives (e.g. speed, road width, alignment, safety,
environmental standards)
Project management related problems (inadequate calculation methods,
difficulties with a supplier, risk sharing)

Psychological causes



Natural human tendency towards an optimistic vision

Economic causes



Companies and consultants in the field of construction may benefit from
longer and more expensive projects

Political or
institutional causes




Interest, power and institutions
Stakeholders may deliberately lie to help completing the project

EDILE case study
In the basic scenario, the plant can start 2 months ahead of the theoretical planning (which is
obviously an advantage) and staff productivity increases by 3% per year (while this is good for the
company, it is less favourable to direct employment).
The scenario below (Figure 49) shows an example of actual results in Year 3:


Assembly line production (at the expected level of 8 million pieces in total) ;




Increased wages (+4%) as a result of a social movement in the company;
Occupational injuries less frequent than sectoral statistics would have predicted (average of 3
accidents per year per 1000 employees, when statistics predicted 5, which means 1 actual
accident in the plant per year, still too much).
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Figure 49. Performance indicators
Performance indicators
Months of advance / delays (launch)

-2

(impact limited to Years 1 and 2 only)

Staff productivity

3% (annual gain with regards to Year 1)

Wage level

4% (spread with the budgeted payroll)

Capacity Plant Product 1

5.5

million units/Yr

Capacity Plant Product 2

2.5

million units/Yr

Occupational injuries (incl. traffic)

3

(Full capacity reached in Year 3)

Serious injuries/Yr/1000 employees (pre-training)
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Criterion 4. Direct Added Value
Objective
Maximise the added value generated at cruising speed by the activity.
Possible indicator(s)
Created and distributed direct economic value, that is:


Output minus intermediate expenditures;



or: wages and social security benefits (labour income) + depreciation, operating income, results
placed in reserve, dividends (capital income) + taxes (state income) + amounts allocated to local
community projects

Assessment tools
Direct survey of the company. Company or project accounts.
This criterion is partly redundant with others (e.g. net present value, which measures net incomes (or
benefits) in terms of positive financial or economic flow), but is itself interesting to maximise added
value or follow its increase over time.
Possible action(s)
At the project or company management level.
Increasing direct added value may be directly related to increased volumes (sales) or to a boost in the
production scale. This second approach often corresponds to an industrial development strategy (for
businesses as well as public authorities), aiming at, for example:





Increasing the local share, thanks to on-site processing for example (rather than exporting raw
materials);
Organising vertical integration within the company (by producing some of the inputs rather than
purchasing them or subcontracting);
Modifying the labour / capital ratio, depending on local workforce competitiveness;
Producing more complex products by including some additional value etc.

Examples /good practices
A traditional example of a search for added value is that of timber-producing countries, for which
strong incentives are put in place to avoid the direct export of logs, especially for high value species.
Primary processing of wood (logs) must be done on site, with a possible tolerance of only 15% of
non-sawn logs. A few producer countries will however go much further by integrating sawn timber up
to furniture production, like in Scandinavia.
Another traditional example, presented with the criterion "subcontracting and local purchases" is the
automotive industry (imports vs. on-site assembling).
EDILE case study
The sector’s total added value (Figure 50) increases with newcomer EGOPIA’s offer.
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Figure 50. Total added value of the sector
Evolution of added value (sector)
Ready-made dishes
Year 0 (million €)
Local intermediate expenditures
Imported intermediate expenditures
Total added value
Year 1 (million €)
Local intermediate expenditures
Imported intermediate expenditures
Total added value
Year 2 (million €)
Local intermediate expenditures
Imported intermediate expenditures
Total added value

EGOPIA
A

Competition
B

Total Market
C

0.0
0.0
0.0

-13.8
0.0
16.5

-15.5
-5.1
41.3

0.0
-6.5
29.0

-29.3
-11.6
86.7

-7.5
-3.5
24.5

-14.2
0.0
17.0

-16.0
-5.3
42.5

0.0
-6.7
29.9

-37.7
-15.5
113.9

-14.0
-7.0
43.0

-12.4
0.0
13.9

-15.8
-4.0
33.5

0.0
-6.2
24.3

-42.2
-17.3
114.7
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Criterion 5. Capital Investment
Objective
Maximise the contribution of foreign capital to fund the project.
Possible indicator(s)


Invested amount;



Breakdown between local and exogenous shares;



Debt to equity ratio;



Reality and sustainability of capital providers (duration of commitment)

Assessment tools
Possible sources include the company or the project accounts; financial audits; shareholders
agreement; banks’ due diligence; any advertisements in the media.
This criterion is important insofar as it proves the shareholders’ commitment. Many projects are
indeed excessively funded by debt (LBO) or through the market (IPO - or increase in the capital
stock), with project leaders taking limited risks. If the project structure is not robust enough, it can be
troublesome.
Possible action(s)
From the company perspective, for a given output (production level), the investment must be
minimised. From the community perspective, foreign capital contribution is preferable to domestic
contribution, itself preferable to debt funding.
Moreover, the greater the amount of investment dedicated to works, equipment, or other household
expenses, the better for the community.
The reality of capital contribution must be verified. Quite often, a global investment amount is
displayed (announcement effect), but in reality, the majority investor real contribution is not as high,
the balance being sought among local partners or banks.
Allowed Ratios / Values
Capital-intensive industries such as the automotive sector tend to have a debt / capital ratio greater
than 2, while for example, computer manufacturers’ ratio is lower than 0.5.
Many banks are willing to lend to SMEs as long as it does not lead these SMEs to exceed a debt /
capital ratio threshold of about 2. However, LBO commonly display higher ratios, from 2.5 to 4;
sometimes, ratios equal to 10 and even buyouts entirely financed by debt can be witnessed.
EDILE case study
Capital investment (€ 45 million, Figure 51) can be split into three essential elements, fixed
installations, intangible investment and initial working capital.

Figure 51. Capital investment
Initial investment
In € million/Year
Land and constructions
Equipment
Residual value
Total fixed installations (A)
Licenses, royalties & patents
Project development costs
Total start-up costs (B)
Capital investment (F)
Total investment (J=A+B+F)

1
-20
-13

2

3

4

5

6

-33
-6
-4
-10
-2
-45

0
0
0
0
-5
-5

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

7
0
0
5
5
0
0
0
0
5
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Criterion 6. Innovation and intangible investment
Objective
Maximise intangible investment.
Possible indicator(s)
Innovations engaged in the project.
Overall amount of technology and patents, processes, methodologies implemented in the project.
Assessment tools
Direct survey of the company. Project presentation. Application for accreditation, license or operating
license. Impact study. Patents and brands registered at WIPO and at national authorities for the
protection of intellectual property. Software etc. (cf. Figure 52).

Figure 52. Types of intangible investments
Source: Van Ark, Corrado, Hulten, Sichel / Banque Européenne d'Investissement (2009). Measuring
intangible capital and its contribution to economic growth in Europe. EIB Papers volume 14, n° 1
Field
Digital information

"Innovative Property"

Economic skills

Type of intellectual property
Software
Databases
R& D, including social sciences
Mining exploration
Acquired patents and intellectual property rights
Development of financial setups
Architectural and engineering design
Advertising expenses
Brand equity
Market research
Continuing education
Human capital
Training
Purchasing consulting services
Organisation
Internal management

Possible action(s)
It is in the community interest that the project makes use of the most innovative and up to date
technology possible. In addition, some projects involve beneficial cooperation with universities and
technology clusters in the country.
Allowed Ratios / Values
Intangible investment represents 5% of GDP in Italy, 7.2% of GDP in Germany, 7.9% of GDP in
France, 10.6% of GDP in the UK and 11.5% of GDP in the United States (Van Ark, Corrado, Hulten,
Sichel, 2009).
According to French academic work cited by the CCIP20, the share of intangible investment in total
investment in the private and public sectors in 2010 would be around 35% in Sweden, 28% in
Germany, 33% in France, 42% in UK, 32% in Japan (2005) and 38% in the United States.
Also according to the CCIP, the reasons for this relative increase in intangible investments "can be
explained by the current major trends of economic development: growth of services and of
dematerialisation, products containing more and more embedded information, sophistication and
fragmentation of the value chain requiring a more sophisticated management”.

20

CCIP / Jean-Gilles Cahn. Intangible investment, a new invisible hand? Friedland Papers 2012
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EDILE case study
There are two types of intangible investment (Figure 53): technology (licenses, patents) and
installation costs of the project.

Figure 53. Intangible investment
Intangible investment
In € million /Year
Licenses, royalties & patents
Project development costs
Total intangible investment

1
-6
-4
-10

2
0
0
0

3
0
0
0

4
0
0
0

5
0
0
0

6
0
0
0

7
0
0
0
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Criterion 7. Net public contribution
Objective
Minimise the need for public funding (or, conversely, maximise revenue for the state and
communities).
Possible indicator(s)
Subsidies, exemptions or in-kind public assistance received by the project, less taxes, custom duties
etc. paid to the state and communities.
Assessment tools
Direct survey of the company. Project or company accounts. Financial audits. Public accounting.
Investment commissions’ reports. Companies’ news. Media.
Subsidies, taxes and duties records are necessary, since these flows must be counted in the economic
analysis (economic return or cost-benefit analysis), in order to avoid duplicates (from the community
perspective, the tax paid by the company and the tax received by the collector cancel each other).
Allowed Ratios / Values
In FDI projects targeting the EU, state aid are limited, with maximum levels depending on the type of
territory (from 11% to 33% of total investment). This avoids state aid dumping to attract investors
(though competition exists, for instance in taxation). All types of public aid are included in this ceiling
(state and local communities subsidies, bonuses, exemptions, in-kind assistance such as land or
offices etc.).
To this day, nothing of the kind seems to exist in MED countries.
Possible action(s)
The better the project, the less it should need public support – the latter could be of a better use
elsewhere. This does not mean that public subsidies are not useful in some cases - to promote an
interesting sector at the national or local level, or make an investment with insufficient initial return
possible. These public aids however require verification of the project sustainability, existence of long
term sustainability perspectives (without subsidies) and sometimes some counterparties (e.g. in some
sectors in Tunisia, tax exemption if at least 85% of the production is exported).
With regards to taxation, and even if it is a zero-sum game, there may be a contradiction between the
investor objective (to pay as little taxes as possible) and the community (to maximise tax revenue).
Hence the importance of a community monitoring of the project margin level (for an appropriate tax
levy - neither too strong nor too weak).
EDILE case study
The initial grant provided by the government is significantly compensated by future contributions to
the company (local taxes, income taxes), despite tax exemptions granted in respect of the share of
exported production (catering).

Figure 54. Taxes
Net public contribution
In € million
Year
Subsidies
Local taxes
Income taxes
Tax exemption
Net public contribution
Cumulative public contribution

Launch
1
2
5.0
-1,0
-2.0
-1,5
-1.2
0,0
0.6
2,5
-2.5
2,5
0.0

3

4

-2.1
-2.5
0.5
-4.0
-4.0

-2.2
-3.9
1.1
-5.0
-9.0

5
-2.3
-5.5
1.7
-6.1
-15.2

6
-2.4
-7.4
2.4
-7.4
-22.5

7

Total
5
-2.6
-15
-21.9
-44
3.2
10
-21.2
-43.7
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4.2. Market adequacy and social needs
Criterion 8. Improving supply for the consumer
Objective
Broaden consumer choice by marketing products or services that did not previously exist (content,
innovation, price, access, geographical coverage).
Possible indicator(s)
For traditional goods (textiles and clothing, automobile, fertiliser etc.), several indicators immediately
come to mind:


Quality differential with existing products (for example, an original product that does not exist or
is unavailable in the country, or competitive advantages such as user-friendly products, higher
reliability, less maintenance required, better geographical coverage, lower consumption or lower
consumables’ cost, lower environmental impact, improved customer care service etc.);



Tariff differential between the studied specific product and the existing "basic solution" (for a new
cell phone service offer for example, lower monthly subscription, more advantageous subscription,
higher number of free text messages per month etc.).

For more global goods or services, provided either by the public or private sector (housing,
transportation, education, health etc.), other indicators can also be relevant, for example:


Existence of a social tariff enabling access to the product for the less privileged;



Proactive clients targeting (age groups, minorities, remote areas etc.).

In other words, what seems relevant to this criterion is the competitive differentiation of the new
product compared to the existing supply.
Assessment tools
If consumer benefits are of monetary kind (e.g. reduced tariffs for cell phones services), it is possible
to use surplus accounts to enhance the impact of supply modification (in case of a falling good or
service price, this surplus includes savings made on existing demand as well as the surplus change
related to induced demand).
With regard to non-monetary benefits, assessment tools and processes are mostly based on the
consumerist approach that was developed in the United States after the Second World War (Ralph
Nader) before reaching Europe and the rest of the world. Such approach is initially based on
benchmarks, designed according to the products’ nature, and offered by consumer magazines or
consumer unions (such as French “Que Choisir” or “60 million consumers”, or distributors which have
developed their own test laboratories, such as FNAC). In Western countries, this approach has given
birth to consumer protection regulations, especially in terms of health and purchasing reversibility. It
has also induced the creation of many rankings, be it "Car of the Year", schools and hospitals ranking,
best wine or best investment fund labels. It currently blossoms with the multiplication of
"comparators" and other e-commerce websites on the Internet – highly efficient tools to aggregate
the whole supply on a given product on a near-global basis (despite language, currency and logistics
problems). Consumers’ feedback (e.g. on tripadvisor.com) completes these comparisons, provided the
number of feedbacks on a given product is sufficiently high.
Most benchmarks are based on a global score or a global ranking, the latter generally being
established according to a multi-criteria analysis. For their part, comparators usually sort products
according to their price (transport included, for e-commerce comparators), their "popularity"
(measured by the number of consumers who have shown interest in the product) and "relevance"
(matching the product specifications as closely as possible with the user request). Finally,
manufacturers can rely on group purchasing organisations (public or private, for car manufacturers or
equipment manufacturers for example), with large databases describing all materials, components and
spare parts that can be used for manufacturing a product. Service providers can also rely on similar
tools: for example transportation supply is analysed by Amadeus or Sabre databases which are widely
used by travel agencies and tour operators.
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Tools vary greatly depending on the type of product, sector, context, etc. It is therefore impossible to
provide a list of them.
Allowed Ratios / values
Most rankings are based on a basic rating (for example 1 to 5 stars to describe the level of automotive
safety, appliances evaluation, film critics), a more specific score out of 5, 10 or 20 (Android or Apple
applications, crus classes wine classification, etc..), an ordinal ranking (Top 5, Top 10 or best 3
recommended products) or a cardinal ranking (for example the performance of life insurance products
sorted by decreasing annual return). For their part, labels ensure product compliance with a set of
predetermined specifications.
Possible action(s)
This does not fall exactly under EDILE’s scope of mission and is rather the company marketing
department responsibility. However, if consumer unions, or user or client groups independently assess
the project products or services, or post comparative information on the available supply, it can only
entice the company to optimise its product, adjust its tariffs and generally better serve consumers.
EDILE case study
The range of products developed by EGOPIA relies on ready-made dishes lyophilisation patents and
on Mediterranean cuisine enhancing tastes and flavours research (Figure 55).

Figure 55. Consumer comparative tests on 4 EGOPIA products
Weight in grams

Content per 100 grams

Caloric
Score
intake
Lyophilised
Packaging Ready- Carbohydrates Lipids Proteins /100 /unit Appearance Taste Flavour Total
readymade
g
/ 15
made dish
dish
Red
mullet,
capers and
80
285
62.98
6.64 21.69 401 321
4
3.5
4
11.5
vegetables
(catering)
Chicken
curry with
80
260
56.1
4.63
27.9 302 378
4
4
4
12
durum
(catering)
Tunisian
160
520
50.69
7.71 18.68 350 560
4.5
4.5
4.5 13.5
pasta
Spicy
mashed
potatoes
with
organic
100
425
43
10
25
441 441
4
2.5
4
10.5
vegetables
and
sesame
seeds
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Criterion 9. Product or service intrinsic value for the customer or consumer
Objective
Market a commercial product or service that is a perfect match for “objective” social needs (and thus
meets a real expressed demand).
This objective is related to the controversial yet necessary concept of utility. The true utility of a good
is based on its user-value, an essentially subjective concept (if I'm in the Sahara, one litre of water is
great value to me, but would not be if I were on the banks of a river...). Economists therefore rely on
the exchange value of a good, measured by its market price – yet it is necessary that the market
actually exists (sufficient supply and demand), is fluid (reliability of information about supply and
demand) and that the supplied product is divisible (I do not need 1 cubic meter of water when I am
only thirsty etc.). In this case, theory explains that the equilibrium between supply and demand is
determined through price - each consumer comparing the marginal utility (or satisfaction) provided by
the consumption of an additional unit of the good with the cost that he must pay to acquire it.
In reality, there usually are many consumers, highly variable consumption space-time (my need for a
given product depends on the time and place), very different packaging depending on the
manufacturer (aiming at increasing the good price). All this leads to a complex trading system based
on a marketing mix strategy (product, market, competition, price), which makes the price differ from
the "objective" social utility. To further complicate things, some goods, including artefacts (not found
in nature), are extremely useful and yet free, like the Firefox software.
Despite all these flaws, and paraphrasing the words of Churchill on democracy, price is the worst form
of all assessment indicators... except for all mentioned other forms.
Possible indicator(s)
Unlike the previous criterion related to the new product supply, this criterion is focused on demand,
and more specifically on the market (or consumer) response to the new product supply. The following
indicators can therefore be considered:


Observed average price or average revenue per user (for example, ARPU, average revenue per
user, a concept commonly used by mobile operators, the best implicit performance being granted
to the one capable of maximising this unit revenue, which means that the offered product is
good). Service companies, such as airlines, frequently use this type of indicator;



Turnover, which is the average price (resulting from the overall objective and justified choices of
producers and consumers) multiplied by the quantities actually purchased.

However, added value and turnover are already included in the assessment as basic parameters of the
project direct economic efficiency. What therefore seems crucial in the product intrinsic interest is its
ability to attract new customers or expand the product usage among existing customers.
In short, it is the "delta" that is of interest, that is to say the increase in the product market expansion
or the observed average price differential.
Assessment tools
The investor and the community respective interest may differ:


With regard to the average price or the average revenue, the investor aims at the largest possible
value; the user is aiming at the opposite, for a given quality level;



The turnover growth is ultimately the most important indicator to describe global interest in the
marketed product.

Possible action(s)
This is the responsibility of both the company or project management and consumer unions. The
former has a direct interest (biased by a profit motive) in meeting its clients’ needs. The latter can
favour the product improvement, decrease of its price and broadening of choices for consumers.
Example
Among the countless product comparators found on the web, this example provides the total cost of
different types of light bulbs over a life cycle:
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Figure 56. 50 W light bulbs comparator (document Ohm-Easy, La maison éco-responsable)
Type of lighting Incandescent

Energy
efficient
50
40
10
4
4
4
73.0
58.4
14,6
8.76
7.01
1,75
3.10 €
4.00 €
4,90 €
1 000
2 000
8 000
0.7
1.4
5,5
4.5
2.9
0,9
13.3
9.9
2,6
Comparison LED/Incandescent
Comparison LED/Incandescent
Comparison LED/Incandescent
Comparison LED/Incandescent

Electric power (W)
Number of operating hours per day
Consumption/Year (xh/d) (kWh)
Electricity cost/Year (€)
Purchasing price of a light bulb (€)
Lifetime of the light bulb (h)
Lifetime (year)
Purchasing price /Year (€)
Total cost/Year (€)
Payback on investment (an)
Savings over lifetime (€)
Saved energy over the lifetime (kWh)
Saved Kg of C02

Halogen

LED
5,3
4
7,8
0,93
13,50 €
30 000
20,5
0,7
1,6
0.9
856.90 €
1 956 kWh
978 kg

EDILE case study
Four basic dishes are produced by EGOPIA and its competitors, according to the two product lines
(international and domestic). The first one is destined to the catering market (airline, hiking etc.) with
high quality but rather expensive products. The second one is destined to the local market, with more
nutritious, less sophisticated and less expensive products. In all cases, EGOPIA’s supply appears
cheaper than the competition for similar products, thus creating a surplus for the consumer.

Figure 57. Comparison between competition sales prices for 4 products similar to EGOPIA’s
Lyophilised readymade dishes
Fish and vegetables
Poultry and cereals
Pasta and vegetables
Mashed potatoes and
organic vegetables

EGOPIA
Sale price €

Competition sale prices
A in €
B in €
C in €

10.5
10.5
5.5

13
12
-

11
11
6

5

5.5

-

6

6

A
-19%
-13%

Δ /competition
B

C

-5%
-5%
-8%

10%

-8%

-8%
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Criterion 10. Product or service made available to local population
Objective
Broaden access to supply for the domestic consumer.
Possible indicator(s)
Indicators to be used depend on the product nature, for example:


Share of the production exported or shipped to international customers (e.g. foreign tourists as
opposed to domestic tourists); priorities and possible quotas for different markets;



Tariff schedule including some benefits for the domestic consumer (discounts, subscriptions etc.).



Product packaging suited to the local market (e.g. portions corresponding to the purchasing
power etc.).

Assessment tools
Direct survey of the company. Business report. Advertising, business documents, website.
Optimisation method
Consumer unions, politicians, civil society may show the company the benefits to be gained with an
improved local offer: product adaptation to local conditions, better integration of the business in civil
society, a domestic market less sensitive to international crises.
Examples / case study / references
In EGOPIA’s case, the price and caloric intake differential (Figure 58) is clearly in favour of domestic
consumers - but also in the company best interest (lower purchasing power, higher caloric value).

Figure 58. Price and caloric intake differential between the 2 EGOPIA’s product lines (domestic
market, international market)
Domestic /international
Differential
Lyophilised ready-made dish

EGOPIA

Price differential

Caloric intake differential

Sale price
€

Price/g in €
cents

Δ/
average

Calories/€

Δ / average

10.5

3.7

46%

31

-51%

10.5

4.0

60%

36

-42%

5.5

1.1

-58%

102

64%

5.5

1.3

-49%

80

29%

8

2.5

Line 1. International market
Red mullet, capers and
vegetables (catering)
Chicken curry with durum
(catering)

Line 2. Domestic market
Tunisian pasta
Spicy mashed potatoes with
organic vegetables and
sesame seeds

Average

62

In this case, it is possible to measure benefits with a simple proxy of consumer surplus (final
consumption calorie purchase price with and without the project).
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Criterion 11. Eviction of existing companies supplying attractive products
Objective
Avoid excluding weakened or obsolete competitors from the market (with the risk of supply
discontinuity) or to compensate losers.
Possible indicator(s)
This is a qualitative criterion: endangering existing operators with lower productivity / technology or
possibly fewer resources (especially if these operators offer original products or services that are not
replaced). However, it is possible to quantify such criterion thanks to opportunity cost. It also shows
the importance of a stakeholder via stakeholder analysis.
Assessment tools
Market and competition analysis.
In some oligopolistic markets assessments, authorities in charge of competition come to measure the
social cost of a weakening competition. This requires a complex specific study.
Possible action(s)
It is difficult and tricky to fight against the market. The innovative or cheaper product replaces the
other one – for example supermarkets weaken or eliminate small distribution businesses. Any
adjustment is mainly of regulatory nature (obligation to maintain a specific type of supply) and of
financial / educational natures (retraining assistance, technology support, updating for older
operators).
EDILE case study
The arrival of a newcomer undoubtedly weakens existing operators (Figure 59), however this is rather
temporary in a growing market, which is the case of food industry.

Figure 59. EGOPA’s arrival impact on the ready-made dishes market
Market evolution
Ready-made dishes
Tariff line 1. International market (€)
Tariff line 2. Domestic market (€)
Production Year 1 (million)
Line 1. International market
Line 2. Domestic market
Elasticity sales/international price
Elasticity sales/international price
Sales drop caused by EGOPIA
Line 1. International market
Line 2. Domestic market
Production Year 2 (million)
Line 1. International market
Line 2. Domestic market

EGOPIA
10.5
5.5
3.1
6.3

5.7
11.3

A
12.5
-

Competition
B
11
6.5

Total market
C
6

4.5
0.0
-1.5
-2

3.2
8.4
-1.5
-2

0.0
6.1
-1.5
-2

10.8
20.8

-1.1
0.0

-0.2
-2.6

0.0
-1.0

-1.3
-3.6

3.4
0.0

3.0
5.8

0.0
5.1

12.1
22.2
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Criterion 12. Maintaining / creating a new business sector
Objective
Sustain the existence of a significant business in the country / site.
Possible indicator(s)
Strengthening the industry, sector, niche involved (qualitative). Consistency with the country or site
industrial development strategy. Jobs created or maintained.
Assessment tools
It is a set of qualitative criteria, yet often critical in a political perspective. It is however possible to
compare the situations with and without the project (see example below).
Possible action(s)
Apart from supporting the project itself (various aids, administrative facilitation etc.) or the sector
(e.g. textile support plan, solar support plan, etc.), the community has little room for manoeuvre in
this field.
EDILE case study
Despite the newcomer arrival, the food industry is also increasing its global turnover (Figure 60).

Figure 60. EGOPIA’s arrival impact on the sector global turnover
Turnover evolution
Ready-made dishes
Turnover year 0 (million €)
Line 1. International market
Line 2. Domestic market
Turnover year 1 (million €)
Line 1. International market
Line 2. Domestic market
Turnover year 2 (million €)
Line 1. International market
Line 2. Domestic market

EGOPIA
A

Competition
B

Total market
C

0.0
0.0

30.3
0.0

34.1
27.7

0.0
35.5

64.5
63.2

16.5
19.0

31.3
0.0

35.2
28.6

0.0
36.6

82.9
84.2

29.7
34.3

26.3
0.0

33.6
19.8

0.0
30.5

89.6
84.6

Rather than turnover, it would have been possible to consider the maintained income (net income
after discounting retraining support when relevant). This would have allowed it to be included into the
economic analysis and in the calculation of economic IRR.
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4.3. Indirect economic impact
Criterion 13. Sub-contracting and local purchases
Objective
To favour local and national markets for the procurement of intermediate goods and services.
Possible indicator(s)
Upstream activity created for the supply chain. Turnover of upstream suppliers (intermediate
consumption), job creation in these sectors, indirect added value (at supplier level).
Assessment tools
For large projects (e.g. the Renault-Nissan factory in Tangiers), it is possible to implement a macroeconomic approach to measure the impact on the entire industry, using input-output tables at the
branch or sector level. This table describes the interdependencies between production sectors, linking
their input and output flows. These tables allow defining "technical coefficients", which represent the
volume of intermediate consumption (IC or "input") required to produce a single product unit. These
coefficients, constant in the short term, may be used to conduct assessments or predictions, by
highlighting the economy leading sectors and allowing to measure the impact of the firms or sectors’
economic strategies (e.g. environmental impact of the production of a given good).
Intermediate consumption (IC) is defined as "the value of goods and services used as inputs in the
production process, excluding fixed assets, the consumption of which is recorded as consumption of
fixed capital. These goods and services are either transformed or used up during production process
"(INSEE, France).
For small projects, a specific analysis is required, based on the listing of all the IC that are either
needed by the project or outsourced: commodities, consumables, premises (construction, leasing,
maintenance), equipment, energy (process, transportation, heating or air conditioning), utilities
(water, gas, electricity etc.), logistics, vehicles (acquisition, fleet management, maintenance),
packaging, storage, IT, consulting, accounting, cleaning, editing, copying, photography, laboratories
(measures, R & D), etc.
Allowed ratios / values (Tunisia)
It was possible to calculate intermediate consumption (or technical coefficients) for the main industrial
branches in Tunisia (Figure 61) from the 2010 national accounts data (source INS).
These figures show for example, that for an agrifood project in Tunisia:









57.0% of inputs come from agriculture and fisheries
17.4% from the agrifood industry itself
7.0% from the energy sector (oil refining 3.2%, oil and natural gas extraction 1.1%, gas and
electricity 2.6%)
5,2% from the mechanical and electrical industries
4.1% from the textile industry
2.9% from the chemical industry
2.6% from other services
Etc.

These ratios (obviously based on branch averages) enable to estimate the impact of a food project. If
this project generates a € 10 million annual production, 5.7 million will come from the primary
agricultural sector (e.g. tomato production) 1.74 million from the agrifood sector (e.g. purchase of
olive oil for the readymade dishes sauce), 0.7 million from the energy sector (fuel and electricity),
0.52 million from mechanical or electrical equipment (e.g. machinery) 0.41 million from the textile
industry (e.g. filters or packaging) etc.

Figure 61. Technical coefficients of branches’ inputs in Tunisia, Year 2010
Branches
PRODUCTS
AGRICULTURE AND
FISHERIES
AGRIFOOD
INDUSTRIES
TEXTILE, CLOTHING
AND LEATHER
MISC. INDUSTRIES
OIL REFINING
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
BUILDING MATERIALS
MECHANICAL AND
ELECTRICAL
INDUSTRIES
OIL AND NATURAL
GAS EXTRACTION
MINING
GAS AND
ELECTRICITY
WATER
BUILDING AND CIVIL
ENGINEERING
MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR
HOTELS AND
CATERING
TRANSPORTATION
POST AND
TELECOMMUNICATION
FINANCIAL SERVICES
OTHER SERVICES
Total

Agriculture Agrifood Tobacco Textile, Misc.
Oil Chemical Building Mechanical Oil and Mining Gas and Water Building Maintenance Trade Hotels Transportation
Post and
Financial Other Public
and
industries industry clothing industries refining industry materials,
and
natural
electricity
and civil
and repair
and
telecommunication services services admin
fisheries
and
ceramics electrical
gas
engineering
catering
leather
and glass industries extraction
16.0%

57.0%

46.8%

1.1%

4.7%

0.0%

0.6%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

0.0%

0.0% 10.8% 10.7%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.6% 2.8%

51.0%

17.4%

1.5%

0.5%

0.0%

0.0%

1.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

0.1%

0.0% 8.9% 61.9%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

2.0% 4.4%

0.0%

0.2%

0.0% 65.6%

2.4%

0.0%

0.0%

0.1%

0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

0.1%

1.7% 1.2%

0.5%

0.1%

0.6%

0.1%

1.8% 5.2%

0.3%
18.2%
10.5%
0.0%

4.1%
3.2%
2.9%
0.4%

24.1%
10.9%
2.1%
0.0%

4.5%
1.9%
5.2%
0.0%

46.0%
2.9%
22.8%
0.3%

0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%

1.7%
4.1%
65.6%
0.2%

2.7%
12.6%
2.1%
34.4%

2.9%
1.3%
3.3%
0.6%

1.2%
2.4%
1.0%
0.0%

3.5%
5.0%
0.4%
0.0%

0.2%
2.2%
0.9%
0.7%

0.6%
18.0%
0.0%
0.0%

2.9%
12.1%
0.1%
0.0%

7.6%
1.0%
0.7%
0.0%

5.5%
4.1%
5.2%
0.0%

1.3%

5.2%

8.0%

7.8%

10.4%

0.3%

2.4%

11.3%

79.8%

0.1%

1.1%

0.0%

0.3%

1.0% 96.5%

3.0%

1.3%

0.0%

0.3%

0.0%

0.2%

0.0%

0.0%

14.7%

0.3%

2.6%

2.2%

1.8%

1.2%

0.0%

1.1%

0.3%

0.1%

0.1%

0.2%

0.2%

0.0%

0.1%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.3%

0.0%

0.1%

0.1%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.1%

0.1%

0.5%

0.2%

0.3%

0.8%

1.4%

0.4%
1.2%
100.0%

15.9%
31.6%
12.1%
0.1%

10.3%
6.8%
1.2%
25.0%

1.1% 4.5%

30.4% 0.9%

34.4%

87.5% 2.2%

4.4%

9.7%

25.2%

2.7%

20.3% 7.9%

0.6%

20.7% 0.0%

61.5% 0.0%

0.3%

0.0% 0.5%

8.0%

0.0%

0.0%

6.5%

0.9% 0.7%

10.1%

0.1%

0.2% 5.4%

0.0% 0.0%

3.7%

0.0% 0.0%

0.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

6.8%

1.9%

9.2% 8.2%

0.5% 28.7%

0.2%

1.0% 3.0%

2.7%

0.3%

4.5%

1.1%

4.9% 4.6%

0.5%

0.1%

0.0%

0.1% 0.1%

0.1% 0.0%

0.1%

0.0% 0.2%

0.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

1.0% 0.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

7.0% 0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

2.5%

0.0% 0.0%

0.1%

0.0%

0.0%

0.6%

0.7% 0.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0% 0.7%

0.0% 0.0%

1.1%

0.1% 0.4%

0.2%

1.1%

3.1%

2.3%

3.5% 0.5%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

0.0%

0.0% 0.0%

0.0%

0.3%

0.0%

5.1%

0.2% 2.6%

1.6%

0.6%

0.0%

1.0%

12.7%

1.1%

18.0% 23.9%

0.3% 0.3%

2.6%

0.1% 47.9%

3.7%

64.8%

3.2%

4.0%

4.5% 9.9%

4.0%

1.0%

0.0%

0.6%

1.8%

2.1%

9.7% 1.7%

0.5% 1.0%

1.5%

0.7% 9.7%

1.2%

0.6%

12.3%

24.7%

12.6% 13.7%

1.4% 0.1%
1.2%
5.1% 3.0%
2.2%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

1.4%
2.4%
100.0%

1.4%
4.8%
100%

3.8% 3.5%
12.1% 11.2%
100% 100%

0.2% 5.5%
1.1% 3.9%
100% 100%

1.4%
8.6%
100%

0.1% 3.0%
4.3% 3.2%
100% 100%

0.4%
1.5%
100%

1.8%
2.6%
100%

0.3%
35.6%
100%

14.8%
28.9%
100%

10.1% 3.8%
22.1% 21.9%
100% 100%

1.3%
0.6% 1.2%
2.6%
2.2% 3.7%
100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

1.6%
14.4%
1.9%
0.2%

4.8%
31.9%
3.3%
0.8%

0.1%
5.4%
0.0%
0.0%

7.4%
10.8%
3.0%
0.1%
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Since this table is based on average figures that may change (depending on the branch or plant level
of technology and productivity and on its operating conditions), it is preferable to use the project own
data (e.g. if the project leader has access to IC, suppliers etc., by analysing supply chains data).
However, as a first approximation, these technical coefficients prove very useful.
In a second phase, to take the sole share of domestic inputs into account, the imported share must be
deducted. The latter is provided for Tunisia, in Figure 62 below:

Figure 62. Import share of the total intermediate consumption, per branch (Tunisia 2010)
Agriculture and
fisheries

Agrifood
industries

19.6%
8.5%
Building material, Mechanical and
ceramics and
electrical
glass
industries
8,8%
47.1%
Maintenance and
Trade
repair
0.0%
-

Tobacco
industry
Oil and
natural gas
extraction
21,8%
Hotels and
catering
0.0%

Textile,
clothing and
leather
32,0%
Mining

Misc. industries

Oil refining

Chemical
industry

34.0%
Electricity and
gas

60.1%
Water

21,5%
Transportation

0,0%
Post and telecommunication
2.4%

0.0%
Financial
services
11.7%

28,2%
Building and
civil
engineering
0.0%
Other
services
7,9%

28.6%

Allowed ratios / values (other countries)
A comparison of IC for different OECD countries in 1999 can be found in appendix 3. The fact that this
data is rather old is not necessarily a problem, as the industrial structure of MED countries is more
similar to the OECD structure fifteen years ago than to its current structure. Inter-country comparison
also shows a certain stability of IC - at least on the scale of indirect economic impact assessments
(with a minimum 15% uncertainty).
Possible action(s)
In terms of the community interest, optimising "sourcing" is obviously equivalent to maximising the
share of inputs purchased or provided locally.
This is often the case in the automotive industry, where vehicles may be assembled from more or less
locally integrated subsets. Depending on cases, the country may:


Import fully assembled vehicles. It is the CBU system (Completely Built Unit);



Not provide any component and only assemble vehicles in an assembly factory. It is the CKD
system (Completely Knocked Down) which corresponds to a "package" containing all spare parts
needed to assemble one (or more) vehicle(s). This package can be completed on site with locally
produced spare parts (local integration). This method is used by automotive manufacturers to
assemble some of their vehicles abroad, in order to market them locally while benefiting from
lower custom taxes and labour costs;



Only provide relatively simple basic components (e.g. seats), while receiving the most complex
mechanical components and assembling everything;



Locally produce some complex mechanical components (engine, gearbox etc.) and assemble
everything. This is the SKD system (Semi Complete Knocked Dow), which is based on a stronger
local integration. Indeed, spare parts for vehicle assembly are mostly imported unprocessed, and
locally processed. The same applies to some basic operations such as painting or glazing (in many
companies, SKD means exactly the opposite, a low-level decomposition - instead of delivering an
equipment broken down to 1000 spare parts, it is delivered in 100 parts).

The country may also (as in the case of Tunisia) provide some complete subsystems (e.g. dashboard
and electrical wiring) for vehicles assembled elsewhere.
EDILE case study
Without going into detail, Figure 63 provides the intermediate consumption figures of the agrifood
branch before and after the arrival of EGOPIA project. The local share of inputs has increased by 44%
between year 0 and year 2, while the imported share has increased by 48%. It would be interesting
to consider possible actions to develop supplies (e.g. packaging) that could be locally produced.
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Figure 63. Branch intermediate consumption
Added value evolution (branch)
Readymade dishes
Year 0 (€ million)
Local intermediate consumption
Imported intermediate consumption
Year 1 (€ million)
Local intermediate consumption
Imported intermediate consumption
Year 2 (€ million)
Local intermediate consumption
Imported intermediate consumption

EGOPIA
A

Competition
B

Total market
C

0.0
0.0

-13.8
0.0

-15.5
-5.1

0.0
-6.5

-29.3
-11.6

-7.5
-3.5

-14.2
0.0

-16.0
-5.3

0.0
-6.7

-37.7
-15.5

-14.0
-7.0

-12.4
0.0

-15.8
-4.0

0.0
-6.2

-42.2
-17.3
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Criterion 14. Downstream industry, distributors and domestic customers
Objective
Valuing the downstream chain of partners using the project output.
Possible indicator(s)
Downstream activity created for the chain of customers. Turnover, job creation, networks,
technicality.
Assessment tools
As in the previous criterion, the input-output table allows knowing the downstream use of each branch
output, at the country (macroeconomic) scale. It is of course always better to use the project or
company own data, if the actual customers are known.
Allowed ratios / values
Thanks to the input-output table, it is possible to calculate the matrix of outputs’ technical coefficients
(percentages) from one branch to other branches. This is the inverse matrix of the previous matrix,
provided in Figure 64 for Tunisia.
These technical coefficients mean that, for example, agriculture output (in Tunisia, according to
national accounts) is used by the following industries:


80% by the agrifood industry;



8.2% by trade and catering;



5% by the agriculture sector itself (seeds, nurseries etc.);



2.1% by miscellaneous industries and 1.7% by the tobacco industry;



4.9% by other branches.

The agrifood share is likely to be overestimated, since agricultural production is not entirely covered
by official statistics (local food markets, informal sector, subsistence etc.).

Figure 64. Technical coefficients of branches’ outputs in Tunisia, Year 2010
Branches
PRODUCTS
AGRICULTURE AND
FISHERIES
AGRIFOOD
INDUSTRIES
TEXTILE, CLOTHING
AND LEATHER

Agriculture Agrifood Tobacco Textile, Misc.
Oil Chemical Building Mechanical Oil and Mining Gas and Water Building Maintenance Trade Hotels Transportation
Post and
Financial Other Public
Total
and
industries industry clothing industries refining industry materials,
and
natural
electricity
and civil
and repair
and
telecommunication services services admin
Intermediate
fisheries
and
ceramics electrical
gas
engineering
catering
consumption
leather
and glass industries extraction
5,0%
79,8%
1,7% 1,1%
2,1%
0,0%
0,6%
0,0%
0,0%
0,0% 0,0% 0,0% 0,0%
0,0%
0,0%
4,3% 3,9%
0,0%
0,0%
0,0%
0,3% 1,1%
100%
22,4%

34,2%

0,1%

0,7%

0,0%

0,0%

1,7%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,2%

0,0%

4,9% 32,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

1,5%

2,3%

100%

0,0%

0,4%

0,0%

92,5%

1,5%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,1%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,1%

0,2%

0,7%

0,3%

0,1%

0,1%

0,0%

1,3%

2,8%

100%

MISC. INDUSTRIES

0,1%

9,8%

1,5%

7,6%

33,9%

0,0%

2,7%

1,0%

8,4%

0,5%

0,8%

0,0%

0,5%

18,9%

0,1%

2,3%

0,1%

0,5%

0,6%

1,0%

4,8%

4,7%

100%

OIL REFINING

9,9%

7,6%

0,7%

3,3%

2,2%

0,0%

6,9%

4,9%

3,9%

4,1%

5,4%

1,6%

1,0%

12,8%

0,3%

3,4%

1,4%

17,2%

2,5%

0,1%

3,7%

7,1%

100%

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

3,3%

4,2%

0,1%

5,4%

10,1%

0,0%

64,0%

0,5%

5,7%

0,3%

0,3%

0,0%

0,2%

1,4%

0,1%

0,1%

0,3%

0,0%

0,0%

0,1%

2,8%

1,1%

100%

BUILDING MATERIALS

0,0%

1,5%

0,0%

0,0%

0,3%

0,0%

0,4%

20,7%

2,6%

0,1%

0,2%

0,0%

0,0%

73,3%

0,0%

0,0%

0,7%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,1%

100%

0,2%

3,1%

0,1%

3,3%

1,9%

0,0%

1,0%

1,1%

57,9%

0,1%

0,2%

2,3%

0,0%

15,9%

2,5%

0,4%

0,7%

2,3%

1,3%

0,1%

4,5%

1,3%

100%

0,1%

5,6%

0,0%

1,2%

1,5%

7,5%

10,4%

1,1%

3,6%

12,5%

0,0%

39,2%

0,0%

1,3%

0,0%

0,7% 10,7%

0,0%

0,0%

1,9%

1,6%

1,0%

100%

MINING

0,0%

1,7%

0,0%

0,8%

0,0%

0,0%

64,8%

10,5%

0,5%

0,2%

2,4%

0,0%

0,0%

18,6%

0,0%

0,0%

0,6%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

100%

GAS AND
ELECTRICITY

0,4%

16,4%

0,4%

7,9%

2,4%

0,0%

4,5%

6,8%

14,4%

6,8%

3,6%

0,4%

2,4%

0,8%

0,3%

5,4%

4,4%

0,8%

2,4%

0,4%

11,3% 7,8%

100%

WATER

5,1%

9,5%

0,1%

9,9%

3,6%

0,0%

20,7%

0,9%

3,3%

1,0%

0,6%

0,5%

0,0%

5,0%

0,1%

3,9%

4,4%

0,3%

0,1%

0,1%

25,3% 5,5%

100%

BUILDING AND CIVIL
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MAINTENANCE AND
REPAIR
HOTELS AND
CATERING

0,7%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

25,5%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

60,5%

0,0%

0,0%

0,9%

0,0%

0,0%

1,1%

8,6%

2,6%

100%

0,0%

8,1%

0,0%

2,7%

0,4%

0,0%

0,2%

0,1%

0,2%

0,0%

1,3%

0,0%

0,0%

23,0%

0,1%

3,3%

1,2%

10,9%

6,8%

3,5%

34,6% 3,4%

100%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

4,9%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,0%

0,5%

10,8%

0,0%

23,3%

4,9% 55,4%

100%

TRANSPORTATION

0,0%

0,8%

0,0%

2,1%

0,3%

0,0%

1,1%

3,6%

2,5%

3,8%

3,0%

0,1%

0,0%

3,6%

0,0%

23,8% 1,7%

45,1%

0,5%

0,4%

2,9%

4,7%

100%

POST AND
TELECOMMUNICATION

0,3%

3,2%

0,2%

12,0%

1,3%

0,0%

1,8%

1,2%

10,8%

4,8%

0,5%

0,2%

0,1%

4,7%

0,1%

11,4% 1,3%

1,0%

4,4%

6,0%

19,5% 15,4%

100%

FINANCIAL SERVICES

0,3%

5,0%

0,1%

3,4%

1,6%

0,0%

3,2%

0,8%

6,6%

1,7%

0,9%

0,1%

0,3%

4,3%

0,0%

3,3%

0,4%

2,8%

0,1%

3,3%

14,6% 3,9%

100%

OTHER SERVICES

0,6%

5,6%

0,1%

5,9%

3,5%

0,1%

3,3%

0,9%

12,9%

3,2%

1,7%

0,3%

0,1%

14,8%

0,5%

2,0%

0,9%

2,2%

6,7%

3,7%

18,1% 13,0%

100%

MECHANICAL AND
ELECTRICAL
INDUSTRIES
OIL AND NATURAL
GAS EXTRACTION
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The export share of production should also be taken into account (when relevant). Data is provided
branch by branch in Figure 65 (as a matter of fact, the figure is 6.7% for agriculture).

Figure 65. Export share of total outputs, per branch (Tunisia 2010)
Agriculture and
fisheries

Agrifood
industries

6.7%

9.9%

Building material, Mechanical and
ceramics and
electrical
glass
industries

Tobacco
industry

Textile,
clothing and
leather

Misc. industries

Oil refining

Chemical
industry

-

44.9%

18.2%

4.7%

25.4%

Oil and
natural gas
extraction

Mining

Electricity and
gas

Water

Building and
civil
engineering

13.5%

26.3%

56.1%

11.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

Maintenance and
repair

Trade

Hotels and
catering

Transportation

Post and telecommunication

Financial
services

Other
services

0.0%

-

0.0%

23.3%

12.3%

6.3%

9.0%

Possible action(s)
The output flow from one branch to downstream branches creates vertical industrial integration. Some
sectors are, in the case of Tunisia, very endogenous (e.g. the textile industry, which has few
connections with other sectors, but a high export rate) while others are highly integrated (e.g. the
mining sector which sells the larger share of its input to the chemical industry, and a small share to
the building and civil engineering sector).
The community has two major interests:


On the one hand, try to create local and robust branches, maximising domestic added value,
either for local use (the case of utilities, such as water, electricity) or for export (seemingly the
case for the mining industry, that does not export much unprocessed output, some share of which
is processed by the chemical industry and then exported)



On the other hand, increase added value exports, knowing that in Tunisia, the domestic market is
narrow (as is the case for automotive or electronic components, software, textiles and clothing,
agrifood), that the country needs foreign currencies and that international prices are generally
higher than domestic prices.
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Criterion 15. Indirect job creation
Objective
Create as many local or national jobs as possible in the project upstream and downstream sectors.
Possible indicator(s)
Upstream and downstream activity created for suppliers and customers chain. Job creation, technicality.
Assessment tools
Two approaches can be considered for estimating the indirect jobs created in the country upstream
sectors:


use the indirect jobs ratio (between 2.5 and 3 times the direct jobs) calculated by ANIMA for MED
countries for incoming FDI projects; this ratio is based on hundreds of statements made by
companies carrying investment projects; few post-audits are performed; these projects are
generally large ones (€ 50 to 100 million on average), they do not create many jobs, and the
indirect impact is likely to be lower for small projects;



use the elasticity of job creation to the turnover (or output value) specific to each sector in each
country; such ratios are used for example in building and civil engineering based recovery plans.

With regards to MED countries, many studies have attempted to correlate the level of employment
and GDP or added value, at a macroeconomic level. In general, the elasticity of job creation to GDP is
positive but low (which means that if GDP increases by 10 points, job creation will increase in smaller
proportion, 5 points for example). However, these macroeconomic studies are biased by several
factors: poor quality of employment data, importance of informal sector, presence among MED
countries of several oil-producing countries which GDP may increase significantly due to the price of
crude oil, without creating many jobs, etc.
A very recent AFD21 study offers a satisfactory answer to this complex question. This study, involving
18 countries over a long period (20 years), enables to isolate the "real" jobs creation variable by
eliminating the persistence effect of employment over time (the level of current employment is
correlated with the former level of employment). This analysis leads to an elasticity of about 0.62 of
employment relative to output - this basically means that if output increased by 1%, employment
would increase by 0.6% (the difference probably due to productivity gains).

Figure 66. Long-term elasticity of employment to GDP growth in MED countries
Country / Periods
Egypt
Tunisia
Turkey
Syria
MED countries average
MED countries average excl Turkey

1990-2010
0.62
0.59
0.60
0.61
0.61
0.61

1990-2000
0.64
0.60
0.61
0.61
0.62
0.63

2000-2010
0.64
0.58
0.61
0.61
0.62
0.63

These elasticities are lower in the Mediterranean countries than in Asian countries (where they are
closer to 0.7). AFD’s interpretation of this result is that MED countries have suffered from a sluggish
employment market during that period (due to various blockages) and from elites close to the
government confiscating the projects (hence lowering their actual entrepreneurial content).
While this may seem bold, it appears possible to use this elasticity at the micro-economic level,
remembering that these are long-term jobs (i.e. not created necessarily at the time when the
investment is made, but in the following 24 months for example). In a first approximation, this
basically amounts to consider that if the X sector (upstream of the project) employs 100 000 workers
for an output valued at € 2.5 billion (€ 25,000 / employee), an investment generating an additional
Growth and employment in the South and East of the Mediterranean: do gains in labor productivity
play a role in jobs creation? AFD. Nicole Madariaga. September 2013. The method used by the AFD is
that of Crivelli, and Furceri Toujas-Bernaté, Can Policies Affect Employment Intensity of Growth? A
Cross-Country Analysis, IMF Working Paper No. 12/2018, IMF 2012
21
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annual production of € 2.5 million will create 60 indirect jobs in this supplier sector.
To assess the project real impact on employment, one must think in terms of net impact, while taking
into account:


windfall effects often associated with proactive policies, such as "subsidised jobs for young
people" (a positive impact that would have been achieved anyway);



displacement effects (positive impact on employment leading to job losses elsewhere or in
another sector);



multiplier effects.

A European document about the impact assessment of projects financed by the Structural Funds
provides a useful typology of these categories (Figure 67).

Figure 67. Jobs to be included in the assessment

Source: EC-DG Regio. How to measure jobs creation. Structural funds, nineties.
Step

Required data

Observations

Temporary job
creation

New jobs created by the
These are construction jobs or experts assigned
implementation of the action to the project – these are the more visible and
(in man-years – full time
easily measured impact on employment
equivalent (FTE))

Direct effects 1)
Measurement of
directly created
sustainable jobs

Jobs (FTE) directly subsequent to the action, maintained after the programme
completion (gross)

Additional staff hired by aided companies
(usually as a result of the creation of a business
or its development) or previously unemployed
personnel now working thanks to training

Direct effects 2)
Measurement of
transformed or
maintained sustainnable jobs (gross)
Gross indirect jobs
creation

Jobs threatened by
economic pressure, while
benefiting from a better
guarantee thanks to the
intervention
Measurement of jobs
created subsequent to the
action, but not by firms
benefiting from direct
assistance
Deduction of jobs that would
have been created anyway,
whatever the initial
assumption
Deduction of jobs that are
created at the expense of
other companies or workers

Only exposed jobs that will be maintained must
be included, not the assisted company total
payroll.

Windfall

Displacement and
substitution

Jobs in fields benefiting from the action, such as
tourism in the vicinity of a new facility

Some companies would have developed, some
interns would have found jobs even without
assistance
Jobs created at the expense of other jobs should
always be deducted in the target area or
category. If jobs are transferred from one field
or from non-priority categories, the decision
must be made on a case-by-case basis

Possible action(s)
To create as many jobs as possible, several approaches are possible:


Focusing on job-creating branches: business services, personal services, textile, IT etc.;



Investing in fields of excellence, corresponding to the country best comparative advantages,
thereby hoping to hold a significant market share, generating job creation;



On the contrary, focusing on low-tech and low capital solutions in the sectors supporting leading
sectors. For example, if the agrifood industry develops and uses agricultural inputs, the industry's
interest is to perform hand harvesting of fruits and vegetables, rather than using machines.
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EDILE case study
In the case of project EGOPIA, net job creation in the entire industry was high at the start of the
project (building phase), but then significantly decreased (under a very conservative assumption of
permanent non-hiring of construction workers).

Figure 68. Job creation
Direct and indirect jobs
Year
Direct jobs created (a)
Construction site
EGOPIA’s payroll
Indirect jobs created (b)
Global elasticity employment/GDP
Local consumption and sub-contracting
Energy supply
Office work/administration
Public services
Community projects
Misc. (maintenance, guarding etc.)
Jobs lost by competition (c)
Competition total market
Payroll competitor A
Payroll competitor B
Payroll competitor C
Net jobs created (a + b + c)

1
737
350
387
65
0,6
20
16
7
7
10
7
16,2
192
585
469
802

2
897
220
677
115
0,6
36
30
6
12
18
12
-224
13,3
162
469
391
787

3
690
110
580
111
0,6
35
29
6
12
18
12
-194
13,7
166
483
403
608

4
230
-350
580
104
0,6
33
27
5
11
16
11
-162
14,1
171
498
415
172

5
230
-350
580
97
0,6
31
26
5
10
15
10
-130
14,5
177
513
427
198

6
230
-350
580
91
0,6
29
24
5
10
14
10
-96
15,0
182
528
440
225

7
230
-350
580
85
0,6
27
22
4
9
13
9
-62
15,4
187
544
453
254
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Criterion 16. Partnership attitude
Objectives


Develop balanced and mutually rewarding relationships with all branch partners



Improve and develop local companies (SMEs, start-ups, laboratories, etc.) for cooperation on
innovation and quality.



Identify, develop and create local networks and partners.

Possible indicator(s)
This criterion brings together a wide variety of useful indicator(s):


Policy, practices and share of expenses spent on local suppliers;



Compliance of suppliers’ settlement due dates (payment deadline);



Contracting (supply or purchase of a given amount agreement, pricing, rear margins etc.).



Rules and conduct in case of cessation of activities (social plan etc.)



R & D & I conducted together. Interns hiring. Patents filed in the country;



Marketing and promotion actions conducted jointly. Commercial actions. Sales network
implemented.

Assessment tools
Company survey. CSR plan (corporate social responsibility). Social balance sheet. Media.
Possible action(s)
A good practices guide can be developed.
It would also be interesting to draw a map of current and potential project partners, and to identify the
various possible synergies (common planning, tenders, pricing, products reference setting).
The integration of the project or company in a technical or scientific partnership ecosystem is one of
the best ways to ensure quality and sustainability benefits for the local area. By forging partnerships
with the university, with R & D centres, innovative businesses, technology or science clusters, the
project benefits from useful resources for the sustainable improvement of its production and is an
integrated part of a supportive technological and economic environment.
Moreover, the project or company often benefits from integrating its production into a package
encompassing complementary products or services (for example in the tourism sector). When the
consumer is supplied with a global offer, it brings both quality and attractiveness to the product
(better adaptation to consumer needs, greater visibility, indirect commercial benefits etc.).
Examples /good practices
Some major companies (e.g. Airbus) establish a set of rules of conduct for the relations with their
regular suppliers (with rights and duties, including for project co-financing, generally aiming at a more
efficient industrial integration).
Some clusters do the same, for example with guaranteed volumes for suppliers, while in return
requiring from their suppliers not to depend too much on the purchasing company. In Malta, the
Playmobil cluster outsources some of its activities to twenty subcontractors (high end activities, such
as plastic models CAD design, or low end activities such as cardboard packaging); but subcontractors
cannot dedicate more than 40% of their activity to Playmobil services (so as to not be too penalised in
case of loss of Playmobil contract).
These approaches are of particular importance in case of a social plan. In most European countries, a
large company that closes an industrial site must offer proposals for business resumption, site
requalification, and new positions or compensations for dismissed employees.
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In France, the Mediation Charter of the Compagnie des Dirigeants et Acheteurs de France , dated
February 2010, and also known as the Charter of Good Procurement Practices between contractors
and SMEs22, has set 10 commitments for responsible purchases, which allow to establish a balanced
relationship between suppliers and their customers within a framework of mutual trust, in the
knowledge and respect of their rights and duties:
1. Ensuring financial fairness with regards to suppliers;
2. Fostering collaboration between major customers and strategic suppliers;
3. Reducing mutual dependence risk between customers and suppliers;
4. Increasing major customers involvement in their branch;
5. Understanding the total purchase cost;
6. Integrating environmental issues;
7. Ensuring the company is addressing its local responsibility;
8. Purchases: a function and a process;
9. A purchasing division, in charge of the overall supplier relationship;
10. Setting a coherent buyer remuneration policy.
EDILE case study
EGOPIA purchases its inputs from local producers (mainly peasants). It is therefore essential that the
company adopts a purchase charter to ensure a fair relationship with them. Indeed, there is a risk
that buyers use their dominating position with regards to the peasants. The risk for EGOPIA is to find
itself in the same position as the retail industry with regards to farmers in France. It is accused of
smothering them by "confiscating their margins”, which definitely tarnishes its corporate image.

22

http://www.cdaf.fr/documents_cdaf/officiel/Charte_de_bonnes_pratiques.pdf
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Criterion 17. Local infrastructure improvement
Objective
Take advantage of the project to upgrade local infrastructure.
Possible indicator(s)
In kind or pro bono development of infrastructures and public interest services:


Networks (road, electrification, water supply, sewage, lighting etc.)



Equipment (housing, health, public building, clinic, sports facilities etc.)



Shops (nearby shopping, retail factory outlet etc.)



Training (school, specialised academy, public evening courses etc.)

Assessment tools
Local planning. Company survey. Media.
Possible action(s)
In return for their approval, some projects are required to develop such or such public infrastructure
component at their own expense. This is traditionally the case for real estate projects (property
expenses, equivalent to requiring some contributions from the promoters). If the project needs or
provides the opportunity to implement some extensions (road, rail, port or airport), it is common that
the private sector should co-finance some equipment or training centres.
The best possible case is when this infrastructure primarily serves the project interests. Then it is the
project own interest to build and maintain high end facilities.
Values or ratios
Apart from public-private partnerships literature (which are more user-funded oriented than
infrastructure-sharing oriented), little scientific analysis exists on this issue. It is however possible to
value the opportunity cost of the shared equipment use and therefore (via the users’ volume)
calculate the indirect benefit generated by such equipment.
Examples, good practices
Mining groups’ railway facilities, used to evacuate their ore, can benefit the public. Since such
infrastructures do not exist in the African countries where these groups operate, they build them at
their own expense. Usually they book time slots (since their trains are not running 24/7) for passenger
trains and freight. Hence, the country benefits from rail line equipment, for which a public investment
would not have been imaginable...
EDILE case study
In EGOPIA’s case, one could imagine three kinds of possible actions:


Tracks maintenance to reach the plantations. This activity is necessary for production and also
provides a service to the community by offering an access to farmers in remote parts of the
territory.



The construction and maintenance of a clinic. Such equipment will be useful to keep the project
supplying farmers healthy, which is a prerequisite for high productivity. By opening this clinic to
local populations (with a consultation price set to maintain financial viability), EGOPIA contributes
to improving public health.



In order to increase productivity and local integration, EGOPIA may consider a 100% local
management, in the long term. This will require professional trainings. A school of agronomy, if it
does not exist already, should be created. By opening it to other students, it will contribute to the
improvement of technical education in the beneficiary country.
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4.4. Employment and salary
Criterion 18. Direct and stable job creation
Objective
Maintain or create as many stable jobs as possible
Indicator(s)
Total number of employees per type of jobs and employment contract. Total payroll.
Assessment tools
These data are generally provided by the company, sometimes by the media (major projects, FDI).
Otherwise, Ministry of Labour departments collect employment declaration, which are compulsory in
most countries.
Possible action(s)
In order to maximise stable direct employment, several approaches can be pursued:


Checking the investment viability and sustainability. Indeed, announcing the creation of x jobs is
of no interest if these promises are not fulfilled and lasting. The project business model ensures
that it should generate sufficient margins to cover the expected payroll. It is essential that
governments and local authorities have access to this type of analysis (project economic and
financial management) and are not simply in charge of some administrative monitoring
(administrative management, authorisations, licenses, etc.);



Development of more job-intensive solutions. It is not always desirable or profitable to implement
high capital-intensive productive processes (machinery, equipment, robotics), especially in
emerging countries where wage levels are low.

Except in some special cases, direct public assistance (other than creating favourable industrial
development conditions through infrastructure, education, financial system etc.) is not recommended.
A Canadian official methodology23 calls for caution regarding public job creation mechanisms:

Figure 69. Caution with regards to jobs creation display
In Guide for cost-benefit analysis. Treasury council. Government of Canada. 2003
Those who mention the impact on employment
rather than on the consumer are not economists, they’re politicians
(Peter Drucker, The New Realities, 1989)

The public and the Canadian General Auditor rightly mistrust statistics on "job creation". The analyst
should (...) take great care to calculate such data accurately, justifying it as it should. All displayed
statistics on job creation should be based on the net effects of the programs designed for this
purpose. If a tax is created in a region of Canada in order to entice investment in another region, the
net effect on employment across the country could be neutral or even negative, taking into account
the tax cost itself. Unfortunately, jobs created thanks to public sector spending have often been
considered advantageously without taking the corresponding cost (lost jobs) into account, resulting
from the taxation needed to finance public investment. From the local point of view, only jobs created
locally are accounted for, forgetting those which have been destroyed or moved elsewhere in Canada,
but this view is not acceptable to the Government of Canada.
In addition, emerging markets generally have a dual labour market: a skilled workers market, where
prices reflect the scarcity of high level human resources; a low qualified workers market, which
constitutes an almost unlimited resource for projects, due to a high rate of unemployment. For this
second market, official prices (guaranteed salary, company agreement etc.) are quite arbitrary. The
opportunity cost for the majority of workers is close to the basic cost of living, especially in rural
areas.

23

Guide for cost-benefit analysis. Treasury council. Government of Canada. 2003
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Values or ratios
A study carried out in June 2011 by ANIMA for the World Bank24 identifies the higher job-creating
branches per euro invested, in the countries of the southern Mediterranean (Figure 70), namely:

Figure 70. Higher labour-intensive sectors or branches in MED countries
Source: ANIMA-MIPO Investment Observatory (2003-2011)
Sector or branch
Call centres and services for companies
R&D centres, IT, consulting
Mechanics and equipment
Textile
Automotive
Electronic components
Banking and insurance
Agrifood
Aeronautics, naval or railway equipment
Electrical, electronic and medical equipment
Transportation and logistics
Distribution

Number of jobs created per € million
invested (sample of 1 055 projects)
177
153
101
96
67
60
49
38
37
32
29
25

These sectors generate between 25 (distribution) and 177 (call centres) jobs per million euro. In
contrast (Figure 71), projects in the sectors of energy (oil), mining (materials) and
telecommunications (mobile phone, internet) generate an average of less than 12 jobs per million
euros invested.

Figure 71. Higher capital-intensive sectors or branches in MED countries
Source: ANIMA-MIPO Investment Observatory (2003-2011)
Sector or branch
Electronics, home appliances
Chemical industry, plastics engineering, fertilizers
Other sectors
Public works, real-estate, infrastructures
Furniture and home equipment
Metallurgy et metal recycling
Water, environment et utilities
Pharmaceutical industry
Tourism, catering
Glass, cement, materials, wood, paper
Energy
Telecommunications & internet
Biotechnologies

Number of jobs created per € million
invested (sample of 1 055 projects)
20
18
18
17
17
15
15
14
12
10
8
8
5

EDILE case study
The agrifood industry is exerting pressure to reduce agricultural inputs prices (see discussions on the
dairy industry, meat industry etc.). This may lead farmers either to resort to informal work (common
for picking activities) or to use mechanisation (fruit picking, harvesting etc.).

24

Mediterranean niches & sectors with high potential of job creation & growth. ANIMA/World Bank.
June 2011. Downloadable at http://www.animaweb.org/uploads/bases/document/AIN_MedNichesFinalReport_24-6-2011.pdf
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Criterion 19. Qualification of created jobs
Objective
Create high-technicality jobs, with progress opportunities.
Indicator(s)
Job qualification level per category. Bridges created between qualifications.
Assessment tools
Company or union data. Ministry of Labour data. International Labour Organisation (ILO) data.
Possible action(s)
Several types of actions may be considered:


Priority given to local hiring for management positions;



Efforts in training, skills gap analysis, private sector participation in vocational training (experience
sharing with the participation of some of the company experts);



Focus on innovation, university-industry connections.

Values or ratios
The qualification is generally defined by a description of the job missions that can be requested from
the employee. This description appears in the employment contracts and the branch collective
agreements, if available. The qualification is often correlated with a wage level.
An employee occupational classification sets back the employee level in the company based on his
expertise and seniority for the job, and depending on the tasks. In France for example, occupational
classification systems often include 3 categories25:


Employees (category 1): production jobs;



Technicians, foremen (category 2): activity management and assistance jobs, which require both
expertise, organisational skills, coordination and monitoring, and knowledge of the professional
environment;



Managers (category 3): jobs for which the design / development function is the essential
characteristic. Hierarchical or functional responsibility vis-à-vis employees within the scope of their
competence can be added to this level job.

Each category includes its own several levels, based on the complexity of the tasks performed. The
categories also correspond to a training level (initial or equivalent). The following example is taken
from the advertising industry National Collective Agreement (France).

Figure 72. Professional qualifications classification table in the field of advertising (France).
Source: National Collective Agreement for managers, technicians and employees in the French
Advertising industry, 22 of April 1955, appendix II.
Category
Specifications
/ level
Employee / Beginner: This position shall not
level 1.1
exceed a period of six months of actual
work.
Employee / Work not requiring any special
level 1.2
techniques.
Employee / Misc. jobs requiring implementing
level 1.3
one’s knowledge, assessing situations,
adapting to given instructions.

Key points
Simple tasks for which adaptation is fast (simple
information or instructions).
Executing simple tasks that are not necessarily
repetitive, often multiform ones.
These tasks require the knowledge and the use
of a trade technology.

Definitions drawn from Convention collective nationale de travail des cadres, techniciens et
employés de la publicité française du 22 avril 1955, annexe II. www.legifrance.gouv.fr
25
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Category
Specifications
/ level
Employee / Complex work requiring, according to
level 1.4
given instructions, work organisation,
mastering the specialty techniques,
and taking initiatives.
Technician- Organising, conducting and controlling
foreman / a set of tasks under general guidelines
level 2.1
requiring expertise or techniques
implementation, requiring the selection
of the resources used to implement
these tasks.
Technician- Proof of real mastering of 1st level
foreman / qualifications.
level 2.2
Requirement of specific knowledge of
how the business environment works.
Need to ensure and coordinate the
whole works’ implementation.
Technician- Technical expertise to monitor all the
foreman / business’ specific functions, with staff
level 2.3
monitoring.
Technician- In addition to the skills required at
foreman / level 2.3, this job requires the
level 2.4
mobilisation of the means required to
meet the objectives set by the
management.
Manager/ Junior manager: This position shall not
level 3.1
exceed a period of 12 months of actual
work or assimilated as such.
Manager / Implementing missions according to a
level 3.2
given orientation: requires the
development of solutions involving the
identification of implementation
resources, setting results-based
responsibilities, giving an important
role to personal qualities: creativity,
authority, decision, judgment...
Manager / Complete mastering of the position,
level 3.3
defined by reference to the second
level specifications, and enabling to
deal with any professional situation.
Manager / High level of expertise and
level 3.4
responsibility and specific requirements
of innovation in a skills scope defined
by the company management
authority; special responsibility for the
staff selection, training and mobilising;
of delegation and monitoring.
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Key points
This level main specification is the mastering of
techniques, which, within the specialty, allows
some autonomy over selection, organisation and
compliance control.
This level specifications represent the basis of all
this category jobs. Three key points:
multifaceted aspect of the work (plurality of
tasks and resources) in the majority of cases,
autonomy within the defined work framework,
expertise in a broad sense which includes
techniques knowledge and implementation.
The job mastering is measured by the ability to
cope with all situations falling under the 1st level
jobs scope of competence. It is acquired through
experience and extensive knowledge of the
professional environment.
This level main specification is the complete
technical mastering.
This responsibility may involve the supervision
and the technical responsibility of one or more
employees, according to the acquired mastering
of all technical resources. It may involve the
planning and monitoring of work organisation.
Graduate for whom this is the first job in the
industry, and who may have had a first
professional experience as an intern.
This level specifications constitute levels 3.3 and
3.4 jobs basis.

The position mastering can be measured by the
capacity to address and solve sensitive missions.

High level of expertise and responsibility is the
key distinguishing feature between the previous
levels’ jobs and those of the fourth level. This
position is not anymore about the responsibility
of successful implementation of one or more
tasks defined within general guidelines. It is
about an overall responsibility, requiring special
expertise and a specific innovation capacity that
generally implies the creation and supervision of
a team, and the imperative need to organise and
delegate specific missions.
Beyond levels 3-4, the list of criteria is not relevant. These usually are positions contributing to the
management of the company and/or which content implicitly or explicitly falls under the scope of a
delegation from the company highest management authority. These are senior executives.
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Such tables allow assigning a value to the various skill levels of the jobs created by a project26. The
qualification of jobs created by the project can for example be evaluated on a scale from 1 to 10:


Employees (category 1): 1 for levels 1.1 and 1.2, 2 for levels 1.3 and 3 for level 1.4;



Technicians - foremen (category 2): 4 for level 2.1, 5 for level 2.2, 6 for level 2.3, 7 for level 2.4;



Managers (category 3): 8 for level 3.1, 9 for level 3.2 and 10 for levels 3.3 and 3.4.

EDILE case study
The existence of an academy mixing scientific approach to dietetics and cultural approach to haute
cuisine, allows project EGOPIA to contribute to the sector upgrading in the host country.
Examples, good practices
Many foreign investors have opened training centres in parallel to their investment projects in MED
countries, which can serve as examples in various sectors.

Figure 73. Examples of training centres created by foreign investors in the MED region
Source: ANIMA-MIPO Investment Observatory (2013-2013)
Country Year Investor
Morocco 2013 SNCF
(France)

Sector
Railway

Morocco 2013

Bosch
(Germany)

Automotive

Algeria

2013

Algeria

2013

Same Deutz Machines
Fahr (Italia) and
mechanical
equipment
Celma
Textile
(Spain)

Morocco 2012

Microsoft
(USA)

Software &
IT missions

Algeria

2012

Schneider
(France)

Tunisia

2012

Sage (UK)

Palestine 2011

Schneider
(France)

Electronic
and electrical
equipment
Software &
IT missions
Schneider
(France)

Egypt

HP

2011

Electronic
and electrical
equipment

Description
The group is launching a training institute with its
Moroccan counterpart ONCF, operational in 2014, to
accompany the HSL project Tangier-Casablanca
The group and its local partner Kaufmann open in
Casablanca the largest 'Bosch Car Service' in Maghreb,
including a regional training centre
The group is partnering up with local company
AgroIndustrie to create a tractor assembly factory and a
training centre in Tlemcen industrial area
The group is partnering up with the Algerian company
Leather Industry to boost the Chéraga shoe factory
production and create a training centre
The group is partnering up with OFPPT to create 100
'Microsoft Academy' and ensure the training and
certification of OFPPT trainers
The giant electricity company is cooperating with the
Algerian CDMI Securité which distributes its products
and offers a range of technical trainings
The software company launches a 5-year investment
plan in Tunisia, aiming at training its Tunisian sellers.
The group has launched a training centre for energy
solutions in partnership with local universities, in the
industrial area of Bethlehem
The group acquired new premises in Cairo Smart
Village, to strengthen its local software companies
training activities

References


Legifrance.gouv.fr (France). Search engine on collective agreements in France.
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HF-Tunisie. List of collective agreements in Tunisia.
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26

They also enable to compare the project’s wages with the industry’s minimum wages (see Criterion
21. Pay scale).
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Criterion 20. Type of contract
Objective
Ensure fair and sustainable employment conditions.
Indicator(s)
Nature of employment contracts (distribution between indefinite-term contracts and fixed-term
contract, daily jobs, precarious jobs). Recruitment procedures (fair). Share of full-time employees.
Recruitment procedures (fair). Equal opportunity and conditions of employment for all men, women,
minorities (non-discrimination).
Assessment tools
Company or unions’ data. Ministry of Labour data.
A company that treats its employees well: 1 better undertakes its social role with regards to the
company community and the employees’ families; 2 shows higher performance (more motivated
employees, whom do not need to worry about their future anymore); 3. fits better in its social
environment serving as a model, by (probably) treating its partners well, and by being a stable
stakeholder in the economic landscape.
However, safeguards are needed – to avoid the impossibility of laying employees off, or that
employees feel like they own their position etc. All this proves the importance of well suited contracts
(see the debate on flexicurity, Northern European method, France).
Possible action(s)
Many types of actions are possible:


Discussion with unions on a personnel charter (recruitment, promotion, benefits, etc.).



Development of argumentations in favour of sustainable jobs (indefinite-term contracts);



Identification of long-term promising sectors (e.g., transition towards a green economy).

Values or ratios
The economic literature provides little information on the impact of the contract type on the company
or project performance. Moreover, although some research show a positive correlation between type
of contract and business efficiency, there may be a reverse causality – this efficiency may be due to
good contractual terms or on the contrary to the fact that the Company is doing well allows it to offer
good contract terms.
Examples, good (or bad) practices


Contractual arrangements characterizing precarious working conditions

Contractual arrangement:
o

Limited contract duration (fixed-term, short-term, temporary, seasonal, daily or occasional
work).

o

The nature of the employment relationship (triangular or covert, fake self-employment,
subcontracting and temporary work agencies).

Precarious conditions:
o

Low wages.

o

Low level of protection in terms of contract termination.

o

Lack of access to social protection and to standard benefits usually associated with
conventional full-time employment.

o

Lack of or limited opportunities for workers to exercise their rights at work.

o

L’impossibilité ou les possibilités limitées pour les travailleurs d’exercer leurs droits au travail.

(…) The non-precarious job has become the standard working relationship, based on rights at work,
social security, wage increases and collective representation.
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Illustration with the contractual work relations in Morocco27:
o

Salaried employees represent 43.3% of all the labour force (Tunisia 60%, France 90%). The
rest of the labour force includes independent (28.8%), employers (2.4%) and cooperatives
members (2%).

o

27.1% of employees work under indefinite-term contracts.

o

5.6% work under fixed-term contracts).

o

More than 2/3 of workers with employee status do not work with any work contract (verbal
contract with their employer)

o

¼ of the employees declared to the CNSS, are declared less than 5 months each year.

o

For young people under 25: the rate of working relationship contracting for this category is
less than 12%. Non-graduates are only 16% to work with a contract. The top-level employees
have a relatively high level of contracting: 68%.

ILO’s convention and recommendation

The ILO Recommendation on employment relationship (No. 198) 2006 provides useful guidance to
Member States to determine the existence of an employment relationship. This recommendation aims
generally at fighting against disguised employment relationships in order to grant workers the
protection to which they are entitled.
Convention No. 175 on part-time work of the ILO, 1994, states that measures must be taken to
ensure that part-time workers receive the same protection as that enjoyed by full-time workers similar
in a similar situation, with regards to the union rights, the right to collective bargaining and the right
to act as representatives of the workers; safety and health at work; discrimination in employment and
occupation; maternity protection, the employment relationship termination, paid annual leave and
paid holidays as well as sick leave.


Indefinite-term contract or fixed-term contract?28

Fixed-term contracts are the rare contracts for which the precarious nature is acknowledged.
Indefinite-term contracts are considered common law contracts.
The use of a fixed-term contract should never be used to sustainably provide for a job related to the
normal activity of the company: the contract should only be used to deal with temporary and specific
situations such as, for example:
o

The replacement of an employee

o

The replacement of an indefinite-term contract employee whose definite departure happens
before the removal of its position

o

A temporary increase of the activity

o

Seasonal activity

o

Hiring as part of the employment policy (special integration contracts)

The two following situations can be found:
o

If your business prospects are good, you need someone on the long term and you have found
an interesting individual, the choice of indefinite-term contract may be more appropriate.

o

If your business is experiencing a period of increased activity but you do not have any
visibility in the medium or long term or if you need to temporarily replace an employee, fixed-

Article in VieEco Morocco, 2013, http://www.lavieeco.com/news/economie/les-deux-tiers-dessalaries-sans-contrat-de-travail--24974.html
27

28

Advice from the website « Embaucher en CDI ou CDD ? » – Le coin des entrepreneurs http://www.lecoindesentrepreneurs.fr/embaucher-en-cdi-ou-cdd/ :
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term contract is more appropriate. Nothing prevents you from subsequently offering a
permanent position to your fixed-term contract employee.
The reasons for using fixed-term contracts hamper the entrepreneur options. Indeed, fixed-term
contracts may be offered for very specific reasons. The non-compliance with these reasons may result
in the reclassification of the position into a permanent one.
When hiring a first employee, it is safer to start by offering a fixed-term contract, since cost control is
a critical success factor when creating a company.
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Criterion 21. Pay scale
Objective
Favour staff cohesion through a balanced wage policy.
Indicator(s)


Total pay scale (salaries and benefits), from base salary to maximum salary on the site.



Differences between local contract and contract for an expatriate.



Non-discrimination in pay with regards to gender.

Assessment tools
Company or unions’ data. Ministry of Labour data.
It is usually considered that a fair pay scale is likely to strengthen cohesion in the company and
therefore its efficiency and performance. However, the economic literature provides no measure of a
“fair” wage policy impact on the company's performance.
Possible action(s)
Companies are different from one another, it is therefore difficult to set a universal pay scale. It was
acknowledged by Quebec where a law was voted on the issue in 200929. However, it is essential that
the wage policy is consistent and clearly explained to employees.
Several types of actions may be considered:


Transparent and fair pay scale;



Annual social report.

Values or ratios
Gini's coefficient reflects income inequality within countries, 0 corresponding to perfect equality and
100 to total inequality. Its value was 41.4 for Tunisia and 35.5 for Palestine (World Bank, 2010).
In annexe 4, elements can be found on wages in the private sector in Tunisia, Lebanon and Palestine.
From these facts, it appears that the wage that:


In Tunisia, the "Engineer" category has an average wage equal to 4.9 times the category "without
qualification"; men have an average pay equal to 1.34 times that of women;



In Lebanon, the maximum salary is equal to 4.6 times the average salary, and equal to 7.5 times
the minimum salary;



In Palestine, the wage of qualified labour is equals between 2 and 4 times the wage of unskilled
labour.

These data must be considered with caution, to the extent that: 1. A large share of business
(informal, bonuses etc.) is not covered by statistics; and 2. Corporate leaders are rarely employed,
and their real wages are often beyond comparison with those of employees.
Examples of wage gaps limitation
Two initiatives to keep the wage gap factor between 1 and 12:


The Swiss federal popular initiative "1:12 - For fair wages" was turned down by the people and
the cantons November 24, 2013.



12 factor: the maximum gap between wages (including bonuses) that already exists in the French
administration.

29

Fair Wage Act. Government of Quebec.
http://www2.publicationsduquebec.gouv.qc.ca/dynamicSearch/telecharge.php?type=2&file=/E_12_00
1/E12_001.html
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Such a limitation is also one of the criteria characterizing Social Economy enterprises: in small social
enterprises for example, wage gaps factors are within one to five. Large companies, which need to
obey to competitive constraints, this ratio is comprised between one and fifteen. "In the hospitals we
recently purchased, it is difficult to attract surgeons with wages inferior to 10,000 Euros per month,"
says Jean-Marc Borello, the founding president of Groupe SOS, the largest structure of social
enterprises in France (300 subsidiaries, 10,000 employees and more than 500 million euros
turnover)30.
Good practices
 ILO statement addressed to multinational companies, concerning working and living
conditions (wages, benefits and working conditions):

33. Wages, benefits and work conditions offered by multinational companies should not be less
favourable to the workers than those offered by similar employers in the same country.
34. When multinational enterprises operate in developing countries, where there may not be similar
employers, they should offer the best possible wages, benefits and work conditions, within the
framework of the government policy. These should be set in relation to the company economic
situation, but should be at least sufficient to meet the workers’ and their families’ basic needs. When
multinational companies offer essential benefits to their workers such as housing, medical care or food
supply, these benefits should be of a good standard.
Minimum wages should take the workers needs and economic factors into account, including
productivity levels, economic development requirements and the need to maintain a high level of
employment.
 Total salary components
The total salary includes the base salary, salary supplements, salary complements and a peripheral
salary:



o

Salary complements: legal complements (paid leave, family leave, sick pay for a time and
under certain conditions); in cash (additional leave, seniority bonus, hardship and
responsibility allowances, rewards); in kind (car and housing allowance, telephone and
computer which can used outside of normal working hours);

o

Salary supplements: in cash (mutual insurance, pension, retirement, loans, vouchers for
restaurant, transportation and holidays); in kind (legal assistance, counselling).

o

Peripheral salary: profit sharing; savings plans (offered by the company or the group, or to
complement pensions, etc.)

Criteria for establishing a wage policy31
o

Wages from a social perspective: fairness within the company (existence of a
classification and a pay scale); performance and merit pay (wages’ individualisation); sharing
the company benefits; involving the employees (by rewarding the team and the individual
performance (team bonus, individual bonus, wage increases)); social environment
(involvement in annual negotiations); Career management (capacity assessments, potential
identifications).

o

Wages from the internal economic perspective: retaining employees holding key
positions (salary surveys to ensure fair wages with regards to other companies); cost for the
company (payroll management and monitoring).

o

(…) Motivation, involvement and acknowledgement obey to complex factors, of which money
is not the only driver. That is why a wage policy cannot be disconnected from the company
general policy of which it is only a subset.

Article in Capital magazine: http://www.capital.fr/carriere-management/dossiers/economie-socialeet-solidaire-l-entreprise-autrement-862098
30

31

Salaries guide website: http://www.guide-des-salaires.com/f-pratique-383-les-objectifs-de-lapolitique-de-remuneration.html
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 Key points to establish a strategic wage policy32

Figure 74. Wage setting choices analysis table
System grounds
Employment
Internal fairness
Hierarchical system
Seniority
Individual performance
Short term
Risk aversion

Skills
External fairness
Egalitarian system
Performance
Collective performance
Long term
Risk taking

System design
Follower wage Policy
Fixed salary
Wage increases
Intrinsic aspects

Leader wage policy
Incentives-based salary
Bonuses
Extrinsic aspects

System management
Centralised
Secretive
Non participative
Bureaucratic

Decentralised
Transparent
Participative
Flexible

Have wages become a strategic issue
To be effective, a wage system must not only rely on a good backbone (wage transparency, wage
leader, merit pay), a business strategy (differentiation, cost leadership) and the company values, but
it must also be consistent with other aspects of the external environment (laws, national culture,
branch) of the internal organisation and especially with the company human resource management
strategy (training, recruitment, performance assessment).
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Criterion 22. Local recruitment
Objective
Maximise local recruitment.
Indicator(s)
Local and national recruitment shares. Corresponding payroll share.
Assessment tools
Company or project data. Regional integration strategy, HR plan. Unions data. Employment
declaration (Ministry of Labour).
Possible action(s)
To maximise local recruitment, several action plans can be considered:


At the political level: affirmative action; organising a job fair; cooperation with local authorities;



At the unions level: personnel charter or collective agreement favouring local employment;
creation of a training centre within the human resources department of the company;



At the educational level: focusing on training to raise the skill level of local populations (specific
training programs anticipating the future needs of the company, on the job training, internships,
etc.); hosting apprentices to create a pool of potential candidates.

Examples, values or ratios
A study conducted in June 2011 by ANIMA for the World Bank33 identifies key opportunities in terms
of employment niches in the countries of the southern Mediterranean (Figure 7). These opportunities
often correspond to activities complementary to those of the studied company (outsourcing, services
such as cleaning, security, reprographics, maintenance etc.).

Figure 75. Main opportunities in terms of employment niches in MED countries
Branch

Main current
locations and fields

Possible
extensions
(often already
existing)
Shared service
centres (pay, HR…)
Outsourced
administrative tasks

1. Call
centres

Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt

2. R&D
centres

Israel
Tunisia, Morocco,
Lebanon

Labs
Centres for the
dissemination of
technologies
Suitable
Technologies
Clinical tests

Turkey, Egypt, Morocco,
Tunisia

Reassortment in
short circuit
Subcontracting for
automobile (seats)
and motorcycles
(equipment) etc.

Customer-relationship
management -CRM

IT, electronics,
automobile,
telecommunications
3. Textile
(production)

33

Mostly mid-tech clothing
production
Traditional products
(rugs…)

Possible
geographical
extensions
Algeria
Jordan
Syria
Palestine

Promising niches

Customer support
Survey, customer satisfaction
Remote Secretariat
e-commerce, m-commerce
On line travel agencies, taxis
Mashreq
Agrifood R&D, water and utilities,
green building, animal health drugs
and biotech (except Israel)
Technology design centres adapted
to developing countries (generic
drugs, low consuming home
equipment, water and energy
savings, logistics...),
Lebanon
Technical textiles (for logistics,
(mode)
health, home, construction,
Egypt /Syria packaging, agriculture, mining etc.).
(high end
Nonwoven Fabric
cotton
Traditional textiles, organic
based
Luxury goods
products)
spinning

Mediterranean niches & sectors with high potential of job creation & growth. ANIMA/ World Bank.
June 2011. Downloadable at www.animaweb.org/uploads/bases/document/AIN_MedNichesFinalReport_24-6-2011.pdf
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Main current
locations and fields

Possible
extensions
(often already
existing)
Audit, accounting
HR
IT strategy
Marketing &
communication
Medias

Possible
geographical
extensions
Large
companies
subsidiaries
adapted to
Mashreq
needs

4. Consulting
& services
for
companies

Everywhere, but mostly
in Maghreb

5. Software
(services)

Israel (mostly)
Tunisia, Morocco, Egypt

Internet (gateway,
websites, remote
Technology acquisition
maintenance)
(Israel)
Mobile applications
Software development
(smartphones,
(subsidiaries of European iPad)
firms)
SaaS Software

Algeria
Syria
Potential
Synergies
between
Israel and
its
neighbourin
g countries

6. Electronic
components
(production)

Israel (mostly)
Tunisia, Morocco
(automobile wiring/
aeronautics)

Mashreq
(Lebanon,
Palestine,
Syria)
Algeria

7. Agrifood
(production)

Consulting
Subsidiaries,
representation offices
Externalisation,
relocations

Memory chips, PC,
electronic cards, smart
card etc.
Systems (telecoms,
machines, appliances…)
Raw materials: fruits,
vegetables, oil, meat
Missing some cooking
dishes, high end
products

Prototypes (short
series for tests)
Licensed
production

Fertilizers
Aquaculture
Fisheries
Forest
Machines (Turkey,
Israel)

Algeria
Potential
Synergies
between
Israel and
Arab
countries
8. Logistics
In all countries (ports,
Private facilities (for Important
airports, storage etc.)
ex. containers
needs in all
Missing modern
terminals, parking, countries,
terminals, IT support,
custom managed
especially
transit facilitation
warehouse etc.)
Syria,
Electronic data
Algeria,
exchange
Palestine,
Jordan
9.
Turkey(production)
Full production
Projects in
Automobile & Morocco, Tunisia (wiring, except motors in
Algeria
aeronautics
units, assembling, plane Morocco (Tangier
(Renault(production) components)
Med)
Nissan)
Egypt, Jordan
Public
(assembling)
Transportation
Israel (electric car)
(bus, rail) in Egypt,
Turkey
Helicopters
assembling (Turkey
etc.)

100

Promising niches

Services for the industry (cleaning,
IT, fleet management,
reprographics etc.)
Facility management (offices,
factories etc.)
Environment, waste, transportation,
urbanism
Certification consulting, technology
patents and transfer
Islamic finance
BtoB & BtoC platforms
(procurement, booking etc.)
Open source software
Software activities linked to tourism,
agribusiness, administrations (EDI)
etc.
Tele-medicine, e-learning, egovernment...
Media, video, games, advertising,
graphics etc.
Applications in Arabic
Applications for disabled
New segments: health, water
monitoring, agrifood, security etc.
Electronic boxes (DSL, TV decoders
etc.)
Equipment remote management
GPS applications
Security systems

Organic products, GMO free
Irrigation, hydroponics
Machines for the agriculture
Mediterranean cuisine
Cosmetics, extracts from plants
Cultivated land leasing
Multi-modal platforms and
transhipment
Transit suburban platforms
Mail online tracking
Documents dematerialisation

Specialised vehicles (military electric
vehicles, manufacturing,
construction and mining, public
transportation)
Aircraft assembling and
subcontracting (parts, systems)
Traffic management
Tolling
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10. Green
technologies

Main current
locations and fields
Green energy
Waste management
Water and water
cleaning
Biomass
Alternative
transportation systems

Possible
extensions
(often already
existing)
Decentralised
production of
electricity
A few public
transportation pilot
projects etc.

Possible
geographical
extensions
Very
important
needs in all
countries

101

Promising niches

Energy efficiency, insulation, CHP
Passive solar energy
Green building
Water and waste recycling
Spatial planning and urban
transportation (carpooling etc.).

Application to EGOPIA
In the case of EGOPIA, the majority of jobs are obviously local (farmers delivering products). The local
recruitment rate will hence be very high. However, care should be taken that this rate also applies to
management. It would indeed be a pity that in the long term, EGOPIA’s leaders did not originate from
the beneficiary territory. An internal training policy can therefore be set up so that there can be a real
trend towards management positions.
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Criterion 23. Gender equality, equal opportunities
Objective
Avoid discrimination based on gender, disability, minority, nationality, political opinion, race etc.
Indicator(s)
Ratio of men’s basic salary on women’s, by category. Presence of women in governing bodies.
Percentage of employees with disabilities or belonging to minority and other diversity indicators.
Assessment tool
Company or unions’ data. Ministry of Labour data.
Possible action(s)
Several types of actions may be considered:


Personnel charter or collective agreement.



Affirmative action. Minimum quota of women per position category. Minimum quota of disabled or
under privileged personnel etc.



Awareness raising: According to the International Labour Organisation (ILO), besides the fact that
discriminatory practices often constitute an offense prohibited by law, discriminating may
represent an economic cost to businesses (this affects their productivity and competitiveness, and
some skills are excluded or under-utilised by the labour market); Discrimination also represents a
social and political cost and tends to perpetuate poverty.

Values or ratios
There are few studies on the economic costs of discrimination (sex, race, minorities, etc.). At the
macroeconomic level, however:


A Brazilian study34 shows that in the absence of wage discrimination between men and women in
the next 19 years ahead, the positive impact could be 0.42% on the cumulative GDP growth, of
0.78% on real wages, and of 0.72% on household consumption. In dynamic terms, with an
average growth of 3.5% / year for the Brazilian economy, discrimination induces a loss of about a
month and a half of GDP;



An American study35 has estimated that approximately 7% of GDP was lost by the global economy
in 2010 due to the lower participation of women in the workplace;



A study on the Indian economy36 shows that if the women of this country were paid at a level
equivalent to the American one, GDP would increase by 1.08% (base 2007).

Examples, good practices
Among the instruments of the International Labour Organisation (ILO), some apply specifically to
women at work: equal pay for equal work (Convention C100 of 1951); the elimination of
discrimination in employment and occupation (Convention C111 / R111 1958); the case of workers
with family responsibilities; and maternity protection (C183 1998 Convention).
References
ILO website: www.ilo.org/public/french/gender.htm
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34

Joyce Jacobsen/ Bjorn Lomborg. How much have global problems cost the world? 2013. Cambridge
University Press
35
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Criterion 24. Vocational training
Objective
Upgrade knowledge valuable to the job position and develop new professional skills
Indicator(s)
Hours of training per year, per employee and by category.
Existence of skills development programs to ensure the acquisition of new knowledge, employees’
employability, their requalification, their retirement etc.
Assessment tools


Company or unions’ data. Ministry of Labour data



Academic training institutes’ data (in connection with the Ministry of Education)



Training centres data (success rate) related to vocational/alternative training.

Possible action(s)
Several types of actions may be considered:


Vocational training programs



Formalisation of knowledge (internal guides, feedback etc.).



Launch of professional technical centres



Possible creation of an "academy", specific to the company or the sector



Agreements with educational institutions (see Miftah Ennajah example)



Agreements with companies hosting interns



Interns recruitment.

Values or ratios:
1) Population description


Enrolment rate in the target country depending on the age / sex / geographic location (city,
country)



Success rate for graduates enabling them to enter the working life



Unemployment rate of graduates



Level of informal employment



Youth expectations (Survey OCEMO)

2) Development level of vocational training


Academic vocational training programs success rate



Alternative vocational training programs success rate



Satisfaction Level of the partner companies to the training centres / Model : French second
chance school (“Ecole de la deuxième chance”).

Example 1
The Ambatovy Local Business Initiative (ALBI) in Madagascar supports entrepreneurs and local
businesses through training, mentoring and capacity building offers. The ALBI key mission is to
promote the creation of jobs for the local population, through the «local purchase, local employment"
initiative. For this purpose, ALBI closely works with the government to identify local businesses that
can meet the Project and the market needs.
Outsourcing and supplying technical support to local businesses led to the creation of local companies
that provide a wide range of products, such as employee uniforms, cafeteria products and pallets for
product transportation.
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The following trainings are offered:


General Information Sessions for suppliers (how to enter the supply chain);



Training sessions for suppliers in the fields of quality control, goods deliveries, and the company
expectations;



Suppliers audit program (legal, organisational, performance requirements);



Business Training Centre: the Ambatovy Business Training Centre, in collaboration with the World
Bank and the International Finance Corporation, provides local businesses, future entrepreneurs
and university students with training and mentoring.



At the end of 2012, over 3,000 companies were registered in the ALBI suppliers' database,
including over 86% of Malagasy firms.

References: http://www.ambatovy.com/docs/?lang=fr&p=432#sthash.fBPNnAGR.dpuf
Example 237
Bouygues (French construction and communication group) stresses on the importance of internal
training of its staff in all its businesses. The group therefore created the Bouygues Management
Institute (IMB), which offers training and business management modules to the group employees.
Solutions are also in place in France and abroad, to upgrade the initial training of employees who wish
so (literacy classes, etc.).
More precisely, each branch of the group offers its own training: construction and civil engineering,
project management for Bouygues Construction. Sustainable development, ethical management and
work better together to Bouygues Immobilier management. Tutoring at Colas (roads). New
technologies in the fields of broadcasting, communications, image and sound, in a context of
multiplication of channels, of regulatory changes, of the rise of high definition and of the tools
evolution at TF1. "Agile" project management methods, strengthening sales teams, supporting the
digital needs of the client, and e-learning for Bouygues Telecom.
Example 3: MedNC Project (New chance)
The MedNC program was designed to develop a network of systems labelled "New Chance" (NC),
specifically adapted to the context and needs of the Mediterranean countries. Based on the experience
of the French Second Chance schools, MedNC aims at proposing strategies to fight against youth
unemployment in the Mediterranean region.
This project aims at supporting civil society partners whose mission is to identify and participate in the
creation of second chance schools, adapted to the context and specificities of each region, in southern
and eastern Mediterranean countries, and thereby form a Mediterranean network that will enable to
share experiences and build on them.
Example 4: A concrete example: Miftah Ennajah school in Algeria
In May 2012, a school that trains young people without diplomas to become vendors, was opened in
Algeria (Algiers). Indeed, in recent years, international companies operating in Algeria such as Danone
have been struggling to recruit qualified vendors, either because young people have no qualification
or because their skill level is too high, as they graduate from business schools.
The creation of the institution was initiated by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Algiers
(CACI), private companies (Danone, Cevital, etc.), NGOs (Algerian Red Crescent, Zidane Foundation)
and the Algerian Business School (ESAA) in order to meet the needs of both businesses and young
people.
The fundamental objective for businesses is to hire qualified and skilled employees in order to
increase sales and profitability and reduce staff turnover. In addition, they convey a positive image
among young people but also among all other local and national stakeholders.
Students improve their knowledge and skills thanks to this training. They get a certificate issued by
CACI and ESAA at the end of their three months training; students are therefore quickly operational.
37

www.bouygues.com/carrieres/evoluer/formation/
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This training enables them to find a stable and sustainable job in the project founding and partner
companies. Job creation is also expected to revitalise the local economy.
EDILE case study
As part of EGOPIA project, a Mediterranean cuisine academy has been created in order to train future
managers (gastronomy, oenology, marketing, testing laboratory, management etc.) for the factory
and more generally for the whole branch. It hosts a university department specialised in the food
industry and working with the neighbouring business cluster. The company thus prepares its future by
ensuring the availability of a quality workforce, trained in its specific technical and certainly loyal.
EGOPIA would also benefit from developing trainings for farmers to help them complying with the
company qualitative specifications.
A “New Chance” system could also be implemented:


Mobilising local stakeholders and structuring civil society operators;



Sharing the existing solutions / structures;



Identification of targets and industrial partners



Setting up a business plan
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Criterion 25. Safety and occupational risks and accidents prevention
Objective
Raise awareness of occupational risks and accidents, encourage internal discussions about security
issues and train staff on safety procedures issues.
Indicator(s)
Specific occupational risks. Accidents in recent years and their main causes. Existence of
management-employees committees on health and safety at work matters. Existence of formal
security practices (guide, procedures etc.). Percentage of staff trained in safety procedures.
Assessment tools
Company or unions’ data. Ministry of Labour data
Possible action(s)
Several types of actions may be considered:


Preventive actions (awareness, billboards)



Training, prevention and risk control programs



"Security" suggestion box



Annual Social Report

Figure 76. Gradual approach to risk management (Source: Wikipedia)
Control by labour inspection services 4 possible levels of risk management


Risk prevention: measures can be taken to limit the occurrence of the feared event. This strategy
is most often applied when the danger is dramatic (severe burning, falling from great heights, cut
which may result in death or sublethal effects). The prevention may also be carried out by
"avoidance", that is to say, the risky activity be suspended. From the perspective of policy makers,
this strategy is less risky and less expensive, but it is a hindrance to the development of the
company. In addition, most of the time, it shifts the risk to other companies, or it merely
postpones it.



Risk acceptance: it follows a danger assessment analysis. This analysis assesses the potential
damage to exposed individuals should the feared event happened. Thus, a low danger risk can be
accepted by the company workers. For example, "some electricians refuse to wear heavy rubber
gloves when working with the power off, so as not to have to remove them every 10 minutes to
strip a wire." Acceptance can also be applied when the protection means are too expensive or
greatly interfere with work. This approach does not protect the staff or the production tools as no
desire to reduce the risk is shown.



Risk mitigation: monitoring, risk identification by audit, risk factors and vulnerabilities identification
analysis, risk control measures for prevention and protection: this is the standard approach to risk
management.



Risk transfer: from a financial perspective, risk transfer is implemented when an insurance
contract or any other financial risk coverage instrument is adopted by the manager exposed to the
risk (e.g. credit insurance). These guarantees do not entirely cover the economic and financial
risk. In case of the manager’s exposure to criminal risk, the transfer can be reduced to zero. In
operational and economical terms, the risk transfer is implemented when the company outsources
its risky activity (direct subcontracting, cascade subcontracting, co-contracting, outsourcing); a
serious and qualified contractor will be able to charge high prices for this task, but also prove that
it manages risk better for the same price or even less, while the services of an unskilled
subcontractor, dismissing the potential risk, will even increase risk exposure.
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Values or ratios


Loss of human life (value of a statistical life – VSL)

▫ The official VSL in the transportation sector (in 2005 prices) in OECD countries varies from

1 to 2.5 million. It is $ 1.79 million (€1.38 million) in New Zealand, €1 to 1.5 million in
France (respectively road and public transport), $ 2.05 million in Norway (€ 1.58 million),
$ 1.996 in Sweden (1.53 million), $ 2.308 in the UK (€1.77 million). In the US (2002
prices), it is $ 3.3 million (€ 2.53 million) in land transport and $ 3 million (€ 2.31 million)
in air transport.

▫ In other sectors (environment, insurance), the official VSL is often higher. For example,

the U.S. Agency for air protection (US-EPA) estimates it between 1 and 10 million dollars,
with an average of $ 6.2 million (€ 4.8 million), 2000 prices.

▫ The elasticity of the VSL to income is close to 1 ("life" increases by 10% when income
increases by 10%). This can be useful to calculate a VSL in emerging countries where
data does not exist.

▫ In the United States, September 11 victims’ families received an average of $ 1.65 million

(€ 1.27 million). This amount was adjusted according to age, wealth and the size of the
family. This ranged from $ 300,000 for a single person aged 65 who earned $ 10,000 /
year, to $ 4.35 million for a 30 year old married person with two children, earning $
175,000 / year38.



Deaths and injuries due to accidents

▫ The Boiteux report (France 2001) estimates the value of a severe injury at 15% of a loss
of life, while a slight injury amounts to 2.2% of a loss of life.

▫ The value of human life and injuries due to accidents in France 39 is the following: a loss of
life is equivalent to 1.5 million euros (public transportation accident) and 1 million euros
(road accident); a seriously injured is equivalent to € 225,000 (public transport accident)
and € 150,000 (road accident); a slight injury is equivalent to € 33,000 (public transport
accident) and € 22,000 (road accident).

▫ In Quebec (Canada), a loss of life in a road accident amounts to 3.42 million Canadian
dollars, or € 2.22 million; a seriously injured is equivalent to $ 563,830 or € 366,260; a
minor injury is equivalent to $ 56,920 or € 36,975. These values are calculated according
to the willingness to pay (WTP).



In the UK, the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) valuation is similar:

Figure 77. Monetisation of accidents consequences on people in UK (UK-HSE 2003)
Impact
Death caused by
cancer
Death (cancer
excl.)
Injury

Serious injury

Slight injury

Description

Monetisation
€ 3,2M
€ 1,6M

Injury with permanent disability. Moderate to severe pain for 1-4
weeks, then gradually decreasing but may reappear during certain
activities. Some possible permanent restrictions on leisure
activities or even at the workplace.
Minor to moderate pain for 2-7 days, then mild pain or discomfort
for several weeks. Some restrictions on work activities and / or
leisure activities for several weeks or months. After 3 to 4 months,
return to normal health with no permanent disability.
Injury involving minor bruises, with rapid and complete recovery

38

k€ 250

k€ 25
€ 360

Source Courrier international N°583 3-6 janvier 2002. Cité par M. Garrabé, Université de
Montpellier. Valeur d’utilité totale et marchés substituts . 2001
39

Ministère des Transports. Instruction transports de 2005 –annexe Valorisation.
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Impact
Disease with
permanent
disabling effects
Other kinds of
health problems

Description
Same as permanent injuries.

Monetisation

Over a week of sick leave. No permanent effect on health.

Minor

Less than a week of sick leave. No permanent effect on health.

€ 2800 + €
220 per leave
day
€ 640

k€ 230

EDILE case study
Figure 10 shows the results of preventive action initiated on occupational accidents. The values
correspond to statistical realities. This explains the use of decimal numbers. For example, a result of
0.06 serious accident in year 7 actually means that there are 6 out of 100 chance of it happening.
What is interesting is to see the accident rate’ decrease over the years.

Figure 78. Occupational accidents
Accidents
In € million /Year
Avoided occupational accidents (serious
injuries)
Positive impact of trainings on occupation
accidents prevention
Occupational accidents cost

1

-0.19

2
0.97

3
0.10

4
0.09

5
0.08

6
0.07

7
0.06

0.97

0.10

0.09

0.08

0.07

0.06

-0.10

-0.09

-0.08

-0.07

-0.06

-0.06
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4.5. Social policy
Criterion 26. Social protection
Objective
Ensure a proper social protection for the staff (illness, accident, retirement, holidays, etc.).
Indicator(s)
Percentage of employees registered in the Social Security system. Existence of a mutual insurance.
Benefits included.
Assessment tools
Company or unions’ data. Ministry of labour data. Intranet.
Possible action(s)
Several types of actions may be considered:


Collective agreement



Health campaigns (information, screening, vaccinations etc.).



Public health services inspection



Contribution to social security extensions through human resources policies40:
o

The company voluntarily implements social protection schemes for its employees, in
addition to the existing legal system.

o

Additional social protection (health insurance, retirement, etc.).

o

Access to advanced services, financed and promoted by the company: infirmary, nursery, etc.

o

Other kinds of transfers: any form of child benefit (family allowances, health insurance for
children, etc.), any form of housing allowance (financial contributions, staff
accommodation, etc.), for example.

o

Including social protection in the social dialogue within the company (which leads to the
involvement of employees’ representatives, with a ripple effect at the sector level).

Values or ratios


Definition of key indicators (there are currently no international standard on the subject).
According to the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), "as employers, companies must comply with
the labour and social security legislation and ensure the payment of their employees’ social
insurance contributions. In many countries, labour and social security legislation includes the legal
obligation to pay wages during sick leave, pregnancy and in the case of an accident. Some
companies also offer protection (health, death, disability, retirement insurances etc.) and
additional services (on-site medical facilities, child care, etc.) to their employees, their families and
sometimes even to other beneficiaries."



(…) Other indicators may be related to social protection, but since most of them are international
levels, they do not provide much information about actual protection levels (GRI):
o

Maternity and parental leave: LA15 index ("Rate of return to the company and retention rates
after parental leave, by gender").

o

The sustainability of pensions-related schemes offered by the company: EC3 index ("Pension
coverage with pre-defined benefits pension plans").

Source : ILO (2013). Extension of social security and social responsibility of multinational
companies: exploratory survey. Appendix 5. Technical details on CSR tools and reporting standards.
40
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o

The total value of services and investments in terms of social protection-related infrastructure:
EC8 index ("Development and impact of infrastructure investments and public services
provided in kind or free").

o

The EC1 index ("Direct economic value generated and distributed, including revenues,
operating costs, benefits and employee compensation, donations and other investments for
the community, retained earnings, and payments to capital providers and to the states ")
includes the value of the contribution to social security paid on behalf of employees, and the
contributions of occupational pension scheme, such as medical insurance private pension
schemes, as well as infrastructure investments for local communities.

Examples, best practices


Social Protection and ILO Decent Work Agenda: social protection is one of the four strategic
objectives of the Decent Work Agenda, which sets out the ILO overarching objective. Ever since
its inception in 1919, the ILO has been promoting policies and offering its member states with
tools and assistance to improve and extend social security coverage to all social groups, to
improve working conditions and enhance safety at work. Convention No. 102 on Social Security
(1952) specifies the minimum level of social security benefits and the conditions in which they can
be granted, as well as the nine main branches in which social protection is guaranteed: medical
care, sickness benefits, unemployment benefits, senior benefits, occupational injuries or
occupational diseases benefits, family benefits, maternity benefits, disability benefits and
survivors' benefits. The minimum benefits level may be determined by the country wages level.
Temporary exemptions are provided for countries whose economy and medical facilities are
insufficiently developed, thereby limiting the scope of the convention and the benefits coverage.
(...)
ILO general consideration: by providing access to health care, social security promotes employees’
productivity and employability. Providing a social insurance that covers seniors, unemployment,
sickness, disability, disability, maternity or loss of family support, it ensures that workers and their
families maintain a decent level of income.



According to the International Labour Office, the main reasons for companies implementing social
security covering all employees would be41:
1. Human capital investment:
o

Improve productivity and reduce absenteeism;

o

Reduce turnover and retain employees;

o

An extension of health and safety at work promotion (on-site advanced prevention and
health care programs. Specifically, the creation of on-site health facilities seems to be a
positive factor for taking employees’ health into account, including outside of the
workplace).

2. A tool for sustainable development policy:
o

Improvement of the working environment and of the local integration (company CSR
policy, including social protection, is seen as one of the components improving the sites’
"societal approval") ;

o

Competitive advantage with regards to competitors (leader in terms of social innovation,
corporate image and reputation);

3. A need to harmonise social benefits to all employees:

41

o

A non-discrimination issue;

o

A cost-control issue (among other things, social security harmonisation allows companies
to better conduct their wages and benefits strategy; to negotiate a group contract with a
single insurer and to rely on technical cost-control schemes (such as pooling).

Source: ILO’s thorough investigation (2013), in collaboration with the Observatory of Corporate
Social Responsibility (ORSE) of 15 multinational companies.
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See concrete practices examples among the surveyed companies in the source document.


Focus on exclusions. For companies that provide insurance protection to their employees through
an insurer (the majority, see below), the group contract should normally allow membership
conditions and minimal exclusions. However, the low number of employees to be covered and the
immaturity of the social protection market are factors that may drive the company to carefully
consider these two dimensions (membership and exclusions) to avoid any discriminant conduct.
The most common membership contract conditions, are:
o

seniority in the company (which may result in the exclusion of employees with fixed-term
contracts);

o

medical examination or health questionnaire;

o

The employee's age.

Figure 79. Social security entry point at the company value levels
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Criterion 27. Employees’ representation and protection, social dialogue
Objective
Ensure a collective representation of employees, with guidelines for management-employees relations
Indicator(s)
Existence of union representation, of an equivalent works council, and / or in the absence of a
personnel representation body / Elected or staff representatives; type of responsibilities. Budget (% of
payroll). Existence of a collective agreement and relevant fields.
Assessment tools
Company or unions’ data. Ministry of labour data. Intranet.
Possible action(s)
Several types of actions may be considered:


Union training;



Improvement of the collective agreement;



Promoting social dialogue in everyday life, beyond the institutional tools;



Involving employees in the company's management, to increase validation, contribution and the
feeling to belong to the collective project represented by the company.

As an example of tool for social dialogue between management and employees, the REPONSE42
survey allows to know whether companies have sought to promote employees’ involvement through
the following schemes:


a suggestion box: a tool that makes it possible at any time for employees to explain in writing, an
idea likely to interest the company (sometimes with compensation for the employee if the idea
provides a substantial improvement);



a company newsletter: newspaper dedicated to internal communication, which allows to
disseminate practical information about the company to its employees (new rules, conventions,
training, etc..), to promote the company values and culture, and to involve employees in the life
of the company through their participation in certain sections of the newsletter;



doors open days: external communication tool, which also allows to involve employees in the life
of the company through their participation in these days;



the project or corporate charter: internal communication tool which purpose is to define the
overall objectives, values and philosophy promoted by the company;



the business seminar: internal communication tool which objective is to gather employees,
executives and the management team, generally outside of the workplace, to discuss several
topics related to the company life and development;



employees satisfaction survey (180 degree evaluation): this mechanism allows an employee to
self-evaluate and be evaluated by his supervisor. This enables us to compare the employee
perception of its work, its role and its commitment, with its direct supervision own perception;



quality action: the company develops an action plan aiming at improving quality.

Carried out in France, the REPONSE survey (RElations PrOfessionnelles et NégociationS
d’Entreprise) led by the DARES, is a thorough analysis on the theme of social relations and personnel
representative institutions, on connections between staff management, work organization methods,
economic strategies and business performance. The database used for this study is the Business
component (2004-2005), a sample of 2,930 establishments with at least 20 employees in the nonfarm
business sector, residing in France.
42
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Values or ratios


Employee representation at the Board of Directors, participatory management and business
performance: according to the Council for Strategic Analysis, companies having set up both
schemes (employee representation on the board, participative management) show a rate of
absenteeism a third lower than the average - Source: report of the Observatory of Social
Prospective of the Entreprise Institute (March 2013), "Social Dialogue: the age of reason."



Employee share ownership, participatory management and business performance. "If we
combined employee share ownership and participative management, the performance of the
company would increase by 2% per annum. On its own, employee share ownership is not
enough. Similarly, participatory management only has a limited effect. It is the combination of the
two schemes that brought a real impact. Hundreds of econometric studies in dozens of countries
on thousands of companies: it is now a large body of research that can be relied on". Source:
website
of
the
European
Federation
of
Employee
Share
Ownership
(http://www.efesonline.org/fas161.htm#PAGES) - See also EDILE criterion 28 about Employee
incentive schemes for a more precise quantification in terms of social impact and turnover growth.



Communication, incentive pay, savings plan and business efficiency. The following tables (Figure 2
and Figure 3) show the qualitative impact of information and direct consultation on social
performance. Source: "Employee participation and social performance: new challenges for French
companies in a context of crisis recovery" – Analysis document, Centre for Strategic Analysis January 2011

Figure 80. Information, direct consultation and social performance
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Caption : (*) Incentive pay on its own has no effect on social performance. (**) The joint utilisation of incentive
pay and savings plan has a positive effect on social performance. (***) Synthetic indicator for the use of
employee participation in connection with information and consultation.
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Figure 81. Social dialogue and social performance
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Caption : (*) Incentive pay on its own has no effect on social performance. (**) The joint utilisation of incentive
pay and savings plan has a positive effect on social performance.

Best practices


The promotion of social dialogue is one of the four strategic objectives of the Decent Work
Agenda. Main ILO Conventions on social dialogue and collective bargaining:
o
o
o
o



Convention (n° 87) on freedom of association to join a trade union and on the protection
of union rights, 1948
Convention (n° 98) on the right to organise and collectively bargain, 1949
Convention (n°135) about workers representatives, 1971
Convention (n°154) on collective bargaining, 1981.

OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, Edition 2011. Extracts from the foreword:

1. The OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises are recommendations addressed by
governments to multinational enterprises. They provide non-binding principles and standards for
responsible business conduct, consistent with applicable laws.
2. The Guidelines aim to ensure that the operations of these enterprises are in harmony with
government policies, to strengthen the basis of mutual confidence between enterprises and the
societies in which they operate, to help improve the foreign investment climate and to enhance
the contribution to sustainable development made by multinational enterprises (…).
Extracts from Chapter I. Concepts and principles.

(…)They provide principles and standards for responsible business conduct, consistent with
applicable laws.
(…)Governments wish to encourage the widest possible observance of the Guidelines. While it is
acknowledged that small- and medium-sized enterprises may not have the same capacities as
larger enterprises, governments adhering to the Guidelines nevertheless encourage them to
observe the Guidelines’ recommendations to the fullest extent possible.
Extracts from the principles of Chapter IV Employment and Industrial Relations:

Enterprises should, within the framework of applicable law, regulations and prevailing labour
relations and employment practices and applicable international labour standards:
1. a) Respect the right of workers employed by the multinational enterprise to establish or join
trade unions and representative organisations of their own choosing.
b) Respect the right of workers employed by the multinational enterprise to have trade unions and
representative organisations of their own choosing recognised for the purpose of collective
bargaining, and engage in constructive negotiations, either individually or through employers'
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associations, with such representatives with a view to reaching agreements on terms and
conditions of employment. (…)
2. a) Provide such facilities to workers’ representatives as may be necessary to assist in the
development of effective collective agreements.
b) Provide information to workers’ representatives which is needed for meaningful negotiations on
conditions of employment.
c) Provide information to workers and their representatives which enables them to obtain a true
and fair view of the performance of the entity or, where appropriate, the enterprise as a whole.
(…)
3. Promote consultation and co-operation between employers and workers and their
representatives on matters of mutual concern.
4. a) Observe standards of employment and industrial relations not less favourable than those
observed by comparable employers in the host country.
b) In considering changes in their operations which would have major employment effects, in
particular in the case of the closure of an entity involving collective lay-offs or dismissals, provide
reasonable notice of such changes to representatives of the workers in their employment and
their organisations, and, where appropriate, to the relevant governmental authorities, and cooperate with the worker representatives and appropriate governmental authorities so as to
mitigate to the maximum extent practicable adverse effects. In light of the specific circumstances
of each case, it would be appropriate if management were able to give such notice prior to the
final decision being taken. Other means may also be employed to provide meaningful co-operation
to mitigate the effects of such decisions. (…)
7. In the context of bona fide negotiations with workers’ representatives on conditions of
employment, or while workers are exercising a right to organise, not threaten to transfer the
whole or part of an operating unit from the country concerned nor transfer workers from the
enterprises' component entities in other countries in order to influence unfairly those negotiations
or to hinder the exercise of a right to organise.
8. Enable authorised representatives of the workers in their employment to negotiate on collective
bargaining or labour-management relations issues and allow the parties to consult on matters of
mutual concern with representatives of management who are authorised to take decisions on
these matters.


Common minimum European Framework, which should apply to all companies in the European
Economic Area - Directive 2002/14/EC imposed by the European legislator.
For example, Member States may choose to impose the information and consultation procedure
either at the level of companies with 50 employees or more, or at the level of businesses with 20
employees or more. The information procedure shall be conducted with the decision makers at
the management level.





According to the Observatory of Social Prospective of the Enterprise Institute, promoting social
dialogue may take the following aspects: promoting employee representation in the governing
body which defines the business strategy, board of directors or supervisory board; pedagogical
logic with sharing the strategic issues facing the company; quality information to be provided to
representations institutions; and consultations on issues that may have an impact on the work of
employees; internal communication; use of social networks.
Democratic management in worker cooperatives: the employee-partners, called "co-operators"
elect their manager (in an LLC) or their board of directors (in larger companies). The votes take
place during a general meeting, at the renewal of the mandate, according to the principle of "one
person, one vote." A partner owning more capital than others therefore doesn’t hold more power
in the decision making, unlike in corporations in which voting rights are proportional to capital
contributions.
This democratic principle does not mean that all decisions are made with all partners. Operational
decisions are entrusted to the Board of Directors or a committee of directors. As in other
businesses, marketing, human resources, communication options etc. are taken by the
management team.
In addition, employees must hold at least 65% of the voting rights. If a worker cooperative
receives foreign capital that exceeds this threshold, it must gather in a single structure, such as a
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simplified joint stock company, which would count only for one vote at the general meeting.
However, there are possibilities to derogate from the rule of "one person, one vote" if the articles
of association allow it, thus allowing an outside investor to vote in proportion to the capital it
holds, always within the 35% votes limit.
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Criterion 28. Employee incentive scheme
Objective
Motivate employees to increase the business’ performance.
Indicator(s)
Existence of an employee incentive scheme. Schemes rules. Share of the payroll.
Assessment tools
Company or unions’ data. Ministry of labour data. Intranet.
Possible action(s)
Several types of actions may be considered:


Annual social report, employee charter, collective agreement;



Employee representation and participation in the governing bodies;



Employee incentive schemes43:
o

Incentive pay, optional scheme established under a collective agreement, allows
employees to be financially motivated to business objectives. Its amount, random and
variable, is based on performance and / or on the company performance.

o

The financial participation, mandatory in companies with more than 50 employees
(France), aims at redistributing a portion of profits to employees, according to rules laid
down by a collective agreement.

o

The company savings plan allows the employee who wishes so, to build a portfolio of
marketable securities. Employee participation is optional but can be encouraged by the
company, through an employer contribution.

o

Employee share ownership, which main tool is the company savings plan, is even going
further than performance-based incentive schemes, since employees own shares of the
company capital.

Combinations of these various schemes (possibly also with participatory management schemes)
providing a real advantage in terms of performance are illustrated in the Examples / Best Practices
section.
Values or ratios
The impact of employee incentives was measured by a survey in the United Kingdom based on 41
employee owned businesses (EOB) and 22 non-EOBs, and by the financial data of 49 OEBs and 204
non-EOBs44.

Figure 82. Positive impacts of employee share ownership on gaining new customers. Survey carried
out in the services sector (with EOBs and non EOBs):

Source : Centre for Strategic Analysis (2011). Employee participation and social performance: new
challenges for French companies in a context of crisis recovery.
43

44

Source: Cass Business School, City university of London (2012). The employee ownership

advantage. Benefits and consequences.
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Figure 83. Positive impacts of employee share ownership on gaining new customers. Survey carried
out with EOBs in process, technical services, and corporate services sector.

Note. Mean agreement implies the overall extent to which the respondent group agrees with the assertion under
purview

Examples, best practices
According to the findings of the REPONSE45 survey, carried out by the Centre for Strategic
Analysis, on the combination of employee incentives schemes an effect on social performance,
several conclusions can be drawn. The company savings plan and share employee ownership
positively influence the employees’ conduct, while the incentive pay used on its own does not
produce significant effects. Furthermore, some schemes (including the company savings plan)
appear to enhance the effectiveness of other forms of incentive schemes, including social dialogue
and employee participation in major decision-making bodies. However, these "financial" incentives
prove weaker than some non-monetary incentives such as participation in decisions concerning
the organisation of work (including greater employees’ autonomy). Despite the proliferation of
new communication channels (especially under the impulse of ICT) aiming at stimulating
employee participation, direct social interactions and informal exchanges between workers and
management are more effective for building confidence in hierarchical relations and even more
globally, for social performance. The creation of a more fundamental connection between the
employee and its work (performance, meaningful tasks) is essential to mobilise employees. The
financial incentives must be part of a broader participatory culture, through the identification of
effective combinations between incentive schemes, adapted for each company.



Figure 84. Combination of employee autonomy, savings plan and employee share ownership increases
social performance (CAS 2011, Employee incentives programs and social performance)
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Caption : (*) Incentive pay on its own has no effect on social performance. (**) The joint utilisation of incentive
pay and savings plan has a positive effect on social performance.

Carried out in France, the REPONSE survey (RElations PrOfessionnelles et NégociationS
d’Entreprise) led by the DARES, is a thorough analysis on the theme of social relations and personnel
representative institutions, on the connections between staff management, work organization
methods, economic strategies and business performance. The database used for this study is the
Business component (2004-2005), a sample of 2,930 establishments with at least 20 employees in the
nonfarm business sector, residing in France.
45
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OECD Guidelines on the employee incentive schemes 46: enabling the development of
employee incentive schemes that are likely to improve performance. The degree of employee
participation in corporate governance depends on national laws and practices, and may vary from
one company to another. In the context of corporate governance, performance improving
incentive schemes can provide businesses with direct and indirect benefits through the employee
motivation to acquire skills specific to the company. Among the various employee incentive
schemes, the more significant are the employee representation on the board, and corporate
governance schemes, including works councils, which enable to take the employees views on
some important decisions into account. With regards to performance-improving schemes,
many countries have implemented employee share ownership and other profit sharing schemes.
Pension commitments are often one of the aspects of the relationship between the company and
its current and former employees. When these commitments give birth to the creation of an
independent fund, its trustees must be independent vis-à-vis the company management and
manage the funds in the interest of all beneficiaries.



Benefits of social economy companies governance models. In French worker cooperatives,
employees must be majority owners (own 51% of the company capital and 65% of voting rights)
and are thus empowered with regards to the use of benefits and risk sharing; profit is intended
first and foremost to employees and to the consolidation of the cooperative, reserves are not
distributable, votes at a general meeting are not weighted. Reserves contribute to the
development of the company in consolidating its own funds, thus ensuring its sustainability. The
third advantage for employees who are now partners, is the diversification and increase of their
revenue sources, in proportion to the business performance, which should in principle be boosted
by lower employees / employers’ conflicts. Co-contractors are paid for their work and contribution
of capital, but it is repaid to them without value added, upon their departure.

EDILE case study
In EGOPIA’s case (Figure 85), financial incentives offered to employees grow quite significantly over
time, given the good results of the company.

Figure 85. Financial benefits distribution
Distribution
In € million, exc. last line (€)
Year
Earnings, after tax
Provisions (20%)
Dividends to shareholders (70%)
Incentive pay (10%)
Incentive pay per employee (in €)

1
1.6
0.3
1.1
0.2
418

2
1.9
0.4
1.3
0.2
275

3
3.7
0.7
2.6
0.4
644

4
10.0
2.0
7.0
1.0
1 720

5
17.1
3.4
12.0
1.7
2 945

6
25.2
5.0
17.6
2.5
4 339

7
Total
39.4
99
7.9
20
27.5
69
3.9
10
6 785
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Criterion 29. Informal work in the company
Objective
Prohibit informal work within the company and among partners.
Indicator(s)
Presence of informal workers in the company or among subcontractors and suppliers. Number of
informal workers and corresponding payroll.
Assessment tools


Company or unions’ data. Ministry of labour data.



Social audit can be a useful tool since it initiates a dialogue with suppliers who better understand
their customers’ social performance expectations.

Possible actions
Several types of actions may be considered:




Internally:
o

Preventive actions (awareness, billboards).

o

Personnel charter or collective agreement.

o

Monitoring by labour inspection services.

o

Include an informal work related criteria among the selection criteria for the company
suppliers and subcontractors.

With regards to the suppliers / subcontractors / downstream services, the informal sector in the
South and East of the Mediterranean is significant but dynamic, it is therefore interesting to:
o

Encourage and facilitate the assistance in formalisation of informal businesses / economic
that are potential suppliers / distributors of the company (producer organisations, social
and solidarity economy in general, futures Micro / SMEs), thus contributing to local
development (see criteria 58 and 60). Associated with this formalisation, the aim is to
formalise jobs.

Values or ratios
The economies of Southern and Easter Mediterranean countries have been strongly affected by the
international crisis and the Arab revolutions. The rate of formal jobs is among the lowest in the world
(40%), and youth who arrive in great numbers on the labour market, are the first victims of
unemployment (see references: AFD (2013). Minutes of the iD4D Conference. Can growth and decent
work be reconciled?).
Not only does it imply a lack of social security related to employment, a great irregularity of activity,
causing uncertainty and insecurity, but also a variable and low level of income.
EDILE case study
In its work with producer organisations / cooperatives (through NGOs or possibly public services), the
formalisation of EGOPIA’s suppliers / distributors organisations is a priority. This formalisation
becomes even more relevant since these organisations are initially very much EGOPIA dependant
(which brings them stable income) and hence will need to diversify.
References
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Criterion 30. Child labour and forced labour
Objective
Prohibit child labour and forced labour.
Indicator(s)
Activities involving child labour or forced or compulsory labour, including among partners. Measures
taken to contribute to the elimination this type of labour.
Assessment tools
Company or unions’ data. Ministry of labour data.
Possible actions
Several types of actions may be considered:


Preventive actions (awareness, billboards).



Personnel charter or collective agreement.



Monitoring by labour inspection services.

Value or ratios


As mentioned about the ESIA tool, an analysis must be carried out at the start of the project,
about the likeliness of the use of child or forced labour in the project or with one of the project
suppliers (refer to the IFC practical guide on child labour in the workplace and in the supply
chain).



The measure of child labour is obtained by adding the total number of children in hazardous work,
the number of other children aged 5 to 11 who are engaged in economic activity during the
reference period (employment below the minimum age) and the number of other children aged
12 to 14 years engaged in an economic activity that cannot be considered an allowed light-duty
work during the reference period.

Below is an overview of the 2012 situation of economically occupied children, among which can be
found child labour which includes children engaged in hazardous work, by sex, age group and region.

Figure 86. Global estimate of child labour. Source: Marking progress in the fight against child labour
- Estimates and global trends 2000-2012, ILO-IPEC, 2013

The sectoral distribution of child labour in 2012 shows that agriculture is by far the largest sector
accounting for 58.6% (or 98 million in absolute terms), followed by services (32.2%, or 54 million in
terms absolute) and industry (7.2%, 12 million in absolute terms).
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With regards to forced labour, according to the summary of the ILO study "Global estimate of
forced labour ", over the 20.9 million forced labourers listed in the world, 90% are exploited the
private economy, by individuals or companies; 22% are victims of forced sexual exploitation and
68% of their labour is exploited in economic sectors such as agriculture, construction, domestic
work or manufacturing. The remaining 10% suffer from state forced labour, e.g. prisons, or by
the regular army or rebel forces. Women and girls are more widely affected, particularly through
forced sexual exploitation.

Best practices
Three main conventions - the UN Convention on the rights of the child (CRC), the Convention No. 182
of the International Labour Organisation (ILO) about the worst forms of child labour and Convention
No. 138 on minimum age - impose legal limits on child labour and provide the legal basis for national
and international action against it.
Furthermore, concerning forced labour, the major conventions are: No. 29 on Forced Labour (1930)
and No. 105 on the Abolition of Forced Labour (1957)
According to the ILO study "Measuring progress in the fight against child labour - Global Estimates
and Trends 2000-2012, ILO-IPEC, 2013", contributing to the abolition of child labour is one of the
investment that yield the most in terms of economic and social development, poverty eradication and
human rights in the 21st century.
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EDILE case study
Cases of child labour in plantations (farmers supplying the factory). In Arab countries, about 8% of
children work "economically". This proportion is higher in poor and rural areas in general.
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4.6. Materials and solid waste
Criterion 31. Inputs (materials)
Objective
Minimise inputs in the production process, and promote the use of renewable commodities-based
materials.
Indicator(s)
Materials used by weight or volume, to produce and package major products and services, reported
by:


Non-renewable materials used;



Renewable materials used.

Assessment tools
Company data (direct measures or estimates) or branch data (unions, technical centres etc.).
The G4 version of the Global Reporting Initiative guidelines provides the following specifications for its
G4-EN147 indicator "material consumption by weight or by volume":
Identify all the materials used, including at least:


raw commodities (transformation of natural resources into products or services: ores, minerals,
wood, for example);



materials associated with the production (materials used in manufacturing, but not included in the
final product, such that lubricants used to lubricate manufacturing machinery);



goods or semi-finished parts, including any material or component other than raw commodities or
included in the finished product;



packaging materials, including paper, cardboard and plastics.

For each type of materials, determine:


whether it was purchased from external suppliers or supplied internally (captive production and
extraction, for example).



whether it is of non-renewable or renewable origin.

Possible action(s)
Several types of actions may be considered 48:
1. Identifying methods to improve the use of resources (higher yield, etc.).
The analysis of the product functions can help identifying materials’ volume optimisation methods:


Through the integration of functions, that is using the same support to regroup several functions
within the same product;



Through the optimisation of the product shapes and volumes;



Through the optimisation of the packages’ shapes and capacities.

Gains also have a positive impact in terms of reducing waste and in reducing purchasing and
transportation costs.
2. Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of the main products. See page 40.

47

https://g4.globalreporting.org/specific-standard-disclosures/environmental/materials/Pages/G4EN1.aspx
48

See http://www.technologies-propres.com/pdf/matiere_premiere.pdf
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3. Non-renewable materials substitution.
Renewable materials (often of plant origin: wood, corn, canola, hemp...) can be a valuable alternative
to fossil-based materials. In certain fields of application, these materials display similar or better
characteristics than fossil-based materials, but are often more expensive.
Examples, best practices
The UNEP (United Nations Programme for the Environment) "Sustainable Consumption and
Production"49 program analyses the environmental impacts of various sectors and provides examples
of best practices50. Some notes cover the fields "Agriculture & Food", "Housing & Construction",
"Mining & Metal Resources", "Tourism" and "Finance". Some of his programme activities are
conducted in the Mediterranean region through the Regional Activity Centre for Sustainable
Consumption and Production (SCP / RAC) 51.
Examples for the use of less toxic or renewable materials are available on "Sustainable Materials
Management"52 program’s website of the American Environment Protection Agency (EPA). The agency
has set up a label53, "Design for the Environment (DfE)," to reward virtuous products.
EDILE case study
The optimisation of inputs consumption in the EGOPIA project may rely on:


Choosing to cultivate fruit and vegetables species and varieties that are adapted to the local
ecosystem, according to sustainable production methods (organic farming, rational use of
pesticides, etc.), in order to minimise water, fertilizer and pesticides consumption.



The use of optimised packaging: reduced, recyclable, reusable...
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http://www.unep.fr/scp/sectors.htm
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http://www.epa.gov/smm/
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Criterion 32. Solid waste
Objective
Optimise solid waste management.
Indicator(s)


Produced waste quantity.



Measures taken to limit the production of solid waste.



Measures taken to plan construction or operation waste management.



Materials (e.g. construction materials) discharged in the environment, by volume and by type.

Assessment tools
Company data or branch data (unions, technical centres etc.). In the absence of waste weight data, it
must be measured using the available information on the density and volume of collected waste,
global weight assessments or other similar information.
The G4 version of the Global Reporting Initiative guidelines provides the following specifications for its
G4-EN2355 indicator, "Total waste weight, depending on the following methods of waste treatment”:


reuse;



recycling;



composting;



recovery, including energy recovery;



incineration (mass burn);



deep well injection;



landfill;



on-site storage;



other (to be specified by the organisation).

Possible action(s)
Several types of actions may be considered:


Solid waste management planning (minimisation, recycling, landfill etc.).



Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) of the main products.

Values or ratios
In France56, 78% of non-mineral waste is produced by industry and agriculture: tertiary (24%),
industry (19%), building construction (15%), waste treatment, sanitation and pollution remediation
(12%), and agriculture, fishing (1%). The main types of non-hazardous waste (excluding mineral
waste and household waste), sorted in order of significance, are:


scrap metal



mixed and undifferentiated materials



wood waste



waste paper and cardboard



green waste



sorting residues



dredging sludge



waste glass

https://g4.globalreporting.org/specific-standard-disclosures/environmental/effluents-andwaste/Pages/G4-EN23.aspx
55

56

http://www.statistiques.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/lessentiel/ar/292/1154/production-dechetsnon-dangereux-2008.html non-mineral non-hazardous waste production, by activity in 2010.
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mixed animal and food waste



common sludge (except dredging sludge)



plastic waste



sludge from industrial effluents



textile waste



rubber waste.
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In terms of waste treatment, 60% of non-hazardous waste (excluding mineral waste) produced in France are
recovered, of which 44% are being recycled into "material" (treatment facilities in the country). 30% are sent
to landfills. Scrap metal is recycled almost entirely and reintroduced into the production process. Most of
the 2.3 million tonnes of glass collected is recycled, which is also the case of paper and cardboard waste.
The situation of MED countries is quite different, in the absence of an integrated waste management
at the country level. Existing landfills are often poorly managed, which makes it complication to create
new landfills. The recovery systems are poorly developed. Waste production and treatment data is not
always available. The situation is particularly worrying in Lebanon and Palestine, in the absence of
adapted legal and regulatory framework. Landfill construction projects are planned but have yet to be
implemented, with the support of the international community (e.g. Palestine, with the support of the
World Bank and JICA). In Tunisia, infrastructure and treatment systems need to be upgraded but the
situation is improving.
Examples, best practices
The Regional Network for Integrated Waste Management in the MENA region, SWEEP57 (Regional Solid
Waste Exchange of Information and Expertise Network), supported by the GIZ (German Agency for
International Cooperation for Development), is dedicated to the share of experience on solid waste
management in the Maghreb and Mashreq. Tunisia, Lebanon and Palestine are members. Online resources
on the web portal of the network include solid waste management by branch and by type of treatment.
The SWEEP-Net online database includes more than 600 documents on the region (guides, manuals, Act
proposals, case studies) and provides access to more than 600 international and regional experts. It
helps promoting initiatives and best practices in waste management in the Mediterranean countries.
Tunisia ANGED58 (National Agency for Waste Management) provides companies with several
documents concerning industrial and hazardous waste management, including specifications for nonhazardous waste collection and transportation, for recycling and recovery, and finally for the storage
and treatment of non-hazardous waste. Several recyclable and recoverable waste management
branches were created: plastic waste "ECOLEF", used batteries and accumulators; used edible oils and
waste electrical and electronic equipment (under implementation).
In terms of reducing waste products, the WasteWise59 website, launched by the EPA in 1994,
identifies success stories of companies that have reduced their waste in more than 54 sectors....
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Criterion 33. Hazardous waste and products
Objective
Minimise and manage the production, transportation and storage of hazardous waste.
Indicator(s)


Hazardous waste weight by type (oil, chemical, nuclear, etc.).



Disposal mode (transported, imported, exported, processed, recycled, stored).



Surface and volume of hazardous materials stored on the ground, under cover or in the ground.



Possible spills.

Assessment tools
Company data or branch data (unions, technical centres etc.).
The G4 version of the Global Reporting Initiative guidelines provides the following specifications for its
G4-EN2560 indicator, “Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated waste deemed
hazardous under the terms of the Basel Convention (2) Annex I, II, III, and VIII, and
percentage of transported waste shipped internationally”:
Total weight of hazardous waste transported by destination =
Weight of hazardous waste transported to the organisation by destination from external
sources/suppliers not owned by the organisation
+Weight of hazardous waste transported from the organisation by destination from external
sources/suppliers not owned by the organisation
+Weight of hazardous waste transported nationally and internationally by destination between
locations owned, leased, or managed by the organisation


Identify the total weight of hazardous waste transported across international borders and which
enters the boundaries of the organisation, by destination. Waste transported between different
locations of the organisation is not counted as imported.



Identify the proportion of the total amount of transported hazardous waste by destination that is
transported from the organisation to locations abroad.



Include all wastes that leave the boundaries of the organisation to cross international borders,
excluding transportation between different locations of the organisation.



Identify the portion of the total amount of transported and exported waste by destination that the
organisation has treated.



Identify the share of the total amount of waste by destination that is treated by external
sources/suppliers, which has been transported, exported, or imported by the organisation.



Convert volumes to an estimate of weight with a brief explanation of the methodology used.

Possible action(s)
Several types of actions may be considered:


Innovation (processes generating less waste)



Finding solutions for long-term storage



Minimisation of ground storage



Recycling Programs

60

https://g4.globalreporting.org/specific-standard-disclosures/environmental/effluents-andwaste/Pages/G4-EN25.aspx
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Values or ratios
Each country’s regulations define hazardous waste. In France for example, a waste is hazardous if it
exhibits one or more of the 14 hazardous properties listed in Annex I of Decree No. 2002-540 of 18
April 2002, related to waste classification (explosive, flammable, corrosive, harmful, carcinogenic,
mutagenic, infectious irritant, ecotoxic…). These wastes can be organic (solvents, hydrocarbons...) or
mineral (acids, foundry sand, metal hydroxide sludge...).
In Tunisia, this list in included in Article 2 of Law No. 96-41 of 10 June 1996 (Official Bulletin No. 49 of
18 June 1996) on waste and waste control and disposal management, and in Decree No. 2000-2339
of 10 October 2000 establishing the list of hazardous waste (Official Bulletin No. 86 of 27 October
2000). There are still no specific definition in Lebanon and Palestine, for lack of an adequate legal and
regulatory framework.
Hazardous waste requires specific treatment facilities. At the international level, their transfer and
removal fall under the Basel Convention. The main waste producers belong to the industry (especially
the chemical industry), the building construction and civil works sectors, as well as the waste
treatment, water sanitation and pollution remediation sectors.
In France, more than half of hazardous waste products are recycled or incinerated with energy
recovery (12% in 2010). Over 80% of waste oils collected are recovered, and over 80% of out of
service electronic equipment and batteries collected are recycled. Other waste is however entirely
discharged in storage centres, like the cleaning residues from household waste incineration fumes.
These sectors are still underdeveloped in the Mediterranean area (see Criterion 34. Recycling).
Examples, best practices
Tunisia ANGED61 (National Agency for Waste Management) offers several resources: a practical
guide62 and a business directory63, listing companies authorised by the Minister of the Environment
and Sustainable Development to manage hazardous waste, and hazardous waste management and
transport authorisation application forms. The ANGED leads several initiatives to improve waste and
hazardous waste management, particularly in the context of international cooperation with the World
Bank and GIZ (which helped establishing the Jradou industrial and special waste treatment facility).
References


European
Commission
resources
website
ec.europa.eu/environment/sme/legislation/waste_fr.htm

on

waste

management:



Basel Convention on the transfer and disposal of hazardous waste, including a list of hazardous
waste
categories
(Annex
I)
and
danger
levels
(Annex
III):
europa.eu/legislation_summaries/environment/waste_management/l28043_fr.htm



Regional Solid Waste Exchange of Information and Expertise Network in the MED area, SWEEP64
(Regional Solid Waste Exchange of Information and Expertise Network www.sweep-net.org



National Agency for Waste Management (Tunisia): www.anged.nat.tn

61

http://www.anged.nat.tn/

62

http://www.anged.nat.tn/files/Guide_Pratique_Detenteurs.pdf

63

http://www.anged.nat.tn/index.php?option=com_sobi2&sobi2Task=search&Itemid=227&lang=fr

64

www.sweep-net.org
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Criterion 34. Recycling
Objective
Maximise the use of recycled inputs and recycling of produced waste.
Indicator(s)


Share of recycling in consumed materials and waste.



Existence of initiatives to recover waste or by-products.

Assessment tools
Company data or branch data (unions, technical centres etc.)
Possible action(s)
Several types of actions may be considered:


Increase the use of recycled inputs;



Decrease the use of packaging;



Investigations on the possible use of by-products;



Cooperation with the neighbouring industries and technical or research centres.

Examples, best practices
Recyclable materials are those that can be easily recycled, depending on the materiel type and
available recycling infrastructure. The main recyclable materials are plastics, aluminium, steel, glass,
paper and cardboard. The use of recyclable commodities, which qualities are preserved after being
recycled back into commodities, allows to create closed cycles for the used materials, generating
commodity savings and reducing the amount of waste produced, and therefore its treatment cost. The
use of recyclable materials is conditioned by the existence of the recyclable materials relevant for the
product or service to create, and by the existence of collection systems.
Examples of best practices favouring recycling are numerous. In the automobile sector, for example,
for its “Espace” car, Renault65 has created shock absorbers according to several criteria:


fluids and containers selection to facilitate recycling: selection based on their recyclability level;



drilling point allowing to extract the oil contained in the shock absorbers in less than two minutes;



cooperation with recycling stakeholders ensuring the recovery of waste materials through the
relevant channels.

In Tunisia, the ECO-OLEO company66, located in the Bou-Argoub industrial zone (governorate of
Nabeul), collects used cooking oil from caterers and other food professionals for energy recovery
(biodiesel production) allowing these latter companies to comply with the law 96-41 of 10 June 1996.
The company was awarded the European certification EU-ISCC-CERT-IN 100-20130684 relating to the
use of renewable energies. Operating in Tunisia, ECO-OLEO has expanded its activities to Morocco,
and among its customers can be found brands such as Accor, Radisson, Riu, Sodexo, Carrefour and
Monoprix. Its activity has prevented the release of 1,200 tonnes of cooking oil in drainage systems
and wastewater treatment facilities, and has let to jobs creation.
Also in Tunisia, Orange, COLLECTUN and the ANGED have developed a mobile application,
TUNRecycle App, which lists existing recycling branches: electronic waste, edible oils, motor oils, tires,
plastic bottles, personal care waste, paper and cardboard.

65

Sources: www.technologies-propres.com/pdf/matiere_premiere.pdf and www.developpementdurable.renault.com/d/d81e1.htm (in French only)
66

www.ecooleo.com/
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In Palestine, the PADICO Company, created by a group of Palestinian businessmen from the Diaspora,
launched in 2010 the Palestinian Recycling Company (TADWEER67) in Nablus. The company collects,
sorts, processes, and recovers municipal composting waste, of which a share is then sold to other
economic stakeholders.
References
Several national and international organisations provide detailed information on the available recycling
options:


The EPA website has a section dedicated to industrial materials recycling68, highlighting the
potential benefits in several sectors: construction and demolition, products generated by coal
combustion, steel, etc.



OECD
is
carrying
out
a
program
on
materials
sustainable
management
(www.oecd.org/environment/waste/smm.htm), and has published a reference guide on the
prevention and minimisation of waste in 200069. Case studies covering several sectors (mobile
devices, aluminium, wood fibbers, plastics) are presented to analyse the full life cycle of products,
and the corresponding environmental impacts: www.oecd.org/env/waste/mms-casestudies.htm

The UK Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) has created the Wastenet portal
– an online tool to perform keyword searches on the topics of waste and materials, as part of its
"Collaborative Waste, Resources and Sustainable Consumption Evidence Programme". The database
wastenet.defra.gov.uk has access to Internet databases and more than 600,000 documents, and is
regularly updated.

67
68
69

www.padico.com/Public/English.aspx?Site_ID=1&Page_ID=675&PPID=1099
www.epa.gov/epawaste/conserve/imr/index.htm

http://search.oecd.org/officialdocuments/displaydocumentpdf/?doclanguage=en&cote=env/epoc/ppc(2000)5/fin

al
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4.7. Energy
Criterion 35. Energy consumption
Objective
Minimise direct and indirect energy consumption and to promote renewable energy consumption.
Indicator(s)
Direct and indirect energy consumption per primary energy source.
Assessment tools



Company data or branch data (unions, technical centres etc.). In France, agencies such as CEREN
or ADEME provide interesting elements on the average consumption of the various sectors.
Energy suppliers’ data (electric utilities, oil producers…).

The evaluation of energy consumption requires to take interest in the entire production chain. The
method therefore varies according to the sector. To take the example of agrifood activities used in
this guide, consumption should be analysed throughout the supply chain, as shown in Figure 87,
based on an international cooperation project in the agricultural sector70.

Figure 87. Significant factors when calculating the carbon footprint of a food product.
Source: International Trade Centre - ITC
Supply chain
level
Operation

Process and
packaging

Retail

Home

Type of significant factor
Inputs
Type and amount of fertilizer
and pesticide, electricity
consumption, fuel
consumption, type and
quantity of various used
plastics, type and amount of
cultivation means, type and
quantity of animal food.
Amount of manure produced
and manure management
mode.
Energy consumption per
functional unit, quantity and
type of plastics, paper and
other materials, quantities and
types of pesticides /
disinfectants, quantity and
type of refrigerant in stock.
Freight operations to the
processing site.
Energy consumption per
functional unit. Types and
quantities of plastics, paper
and other miscellaneous
items. Types and quantities of
refrigerants. Transport to the
retail facility.
Energy per functional unit
(e.g. Storage and kitchen).
Transport to home.

Results
Performance of the functional
unit. Destination of crop
residues. Disposal of plastic
and other non-organic
materials (e.g. landfill,
recycling, reuse). Disposal of
plant residues and other
organic matter (e.g.
compost). Renewable energy.

Ecosystem process
Emissions from land use
change, if any. Nitrogen oxide
emissions from organic soils.
Nitrogen oxide emissions from
N inputs (mineral and organic
fertilizers, crop residues, N
inputs from vegetables).
Methane produced by animals.
Emissions from lime-based
fertilizer.

Performance of the functional
unit leaving the warehouse.
Destination of non-organic
waste. Destination of organic
waste.

Not applicable.

Performance of the functional
unit leaving the warehouse.
Destination of non-organic
waste. Destination of organic
waste.

Not applicable.

Destination of non-organic
waste. Destination of organic
waste

Not applicable.

Possible action(s)
International Trade Centre - ITC (2012). Crops’ carbon footprint standards. Downloadable at :
www.intracen.org/uploadedFiles/intracenorg/Content/Publications/Product%20Carbon%20Footprintin
g%20French%20for%20web.pdf
70
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For a general industrial approach, we can refer to the following criteria.
In the agricultural sector, the guide implemented by the International Trade Centre – ITC, offers a
series of energy consumption and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions mitigation measures.

Figure 88. Mitigation potential in energy consumption and GHG emission in the agrifood sector.
Opportunities and Constraints
Source: International Trade Centre – ITC
Energy
consumption
sources
Management
monitoring of
each facility

Mitigation options

Understand and monitor the impact of management
decisions on each facility can enable to better
understand GHG emissions and how to reduce them.

Rate of return

Optimise rates of return with a given intensity of input
(increase production efficiency).

Nitrogenbased
fertilizers

Reduce emissions of the industrial production of
fertilizers by increasing energy efficiency, use renewable
energy and use catalytic cracking to reduce N2O losses.
Replace synthetic fertilizers with manure. Use nitrogenbased fertilizers (organic and mineral) effectively, by
reducing excess, by improving application in space and
time, by modulating the frequency of application and
avoiding spills. Check the available nitrogen in the soil to
determine the required nutrient level and to adapt the
application of fertilizer to the needs of species.
Avoid any new LUC, especially in carbon-rich land such
as tropical forests with a rich biodiversity. Keep a record
of the type of vegetation converted (if no registry, some
methodologies require applying worst case scenarios).

Land use
change (LUC)

Fuel use

Irrigation

Green house
production

Increasing energy consumption efficiency. Develop
training and awareness of techniques to save fuel.
Optimise the operation efficiency in the following ways:
Optimal planning of activities, engines and machinery
maintenance, optimal load balancing and adjusting tires,
adapting the motor size to the tasks, driving at a lowfuel consuming speed, as recommended by the
manufacturer.
Ensure effective water distribution (nozzle type, optimal
sprinklers configuration and operating pressure).
Maintain an effective irrigation system (including system
maintenance and use of appropriate pumps’ size). Limit
the amount of pumped water (taking rainfall into
account for the irrigation planning, monitoring soil
moisture, and water at night if possible). Use energyefficient pumps or solar pumps. Optimise efficiency of
applied water production. Install water meters to
accurately monitor the actual water consumption.
Greater use of renewable energy. Manage energy more
efficiently. Improve monitoring and analysis. Storage.
Greater use of renewable energy. Manage energy more
efficiently. Reduce storage losses.

Obstacle to mitigation

Need to analyse each facility to
issue standardised
recommendations, sometimes at a
high cost. Need to introduce
monitoring and recording systems.
Arbitration between intensive
practices (high return) and
extensive practices (lower GHG
emissions per hectare). Increased
returns have an impact on
biodiversity.
The reduced use of fertilizers can
affect manure availability or
manure used for other purposes.
Practical difficulties of adjusting
business management. Lack of
equipment or practical difficulties
in conducting soil tests. Yields.

The LUC may increase in other
areas if the unchanged demand
for the displaced crop leads to a
LUC in another location (indirect
LUC). Uncertainties in estimating
LUC emissions are significant.
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Energy
consumption
sources
Soil carbone
change

Waste

Mitigation options

Adopt management practices that increase the level of
organic matter in the soil.

Investment in agricultural infrastructure, technological
skills and knowledge, storage facilities, more suitable
transport, packaging and distribution, diversification and
timing of production and marketing. Educate consumers,
improve food labelling and consumer understanding of
labelling and food storage. Improve the coordination of
the various areas throughout the supply chain. Industrial
initiatives to use high-tech solutions to increase shelf life
and improve packaging.
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Obstacle to mitigation

Increased carbon sequestration in
the soil can lead to increased crop
productivity (higher yields).
Changes in soil carbon (other than
those related to the change in
land use) are not included in most
PCF methodologies. Carbon
sequestration in soil is easily
reversible and limited in time.
Need to coordinate the various
stakeholders

Values or ratios
The average energy consumption by business sector varies according to the branch and to country
energy mix. Also in the agrifood industry, French available data show large disparities:


Manufacture of starch-based products (71,000 tonnes of oil equivalent – toe – per facility)



Sugar industry (22,000 toe per facility)



Fats, potatoes processing (over 5,000 toe per facility)



Fish, meat and drinks (less than 600 toe per facility).

In the French case, fuels are predominantly used for manufacturing while electricity is mainly used to
run machinery71.

71

Source : http://www.agreste.agriculture.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf_primeur231.pdf
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An example of best practices: publishing an energy consumption annual report

Figure 89. Alcatel-Lucent’s 2013 carbon footprint (all scopes included)
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Criterion 36. Reductions in energy consumption
Objective
Control and rationalise energy consumption thanks to demand management (rational use of energy)
or supply management (better energy efficiency).
Indicator(s)


Reductions in energy consumption through a rationale and efficient use of energy and initiatives
adopted (heating, lighting, transport etc.).



Reductions in energy consumption through high energy-efficient production process.

Assessment tools
Company data or branch data (unions, technical centres etc.).
Possible action(s)

1. Energy conservation measures
The energy audit of a company typically follows the following steps:


Identification of major energy consumers (buildings, industrial processes, transport);



Analysis and detailed monitoring of consumption, energy consumer by energy consumer, energy
source by energy source;



Preparation of an energy conservation plan including investments (insulation, replacement of high
energy-consuming equipment), behaviour changes (e.g., efficient driving, lighting and heating of
the premises) and a permanent energy monitoring (measurement, dashboard, allocating
consumption to the relevant production unit);



Implementation of incentives measures (e.g. pricing).

To take the example of France, ever since the first oil shock, the industry energy consumption has
significantly changed according to ADEME: 20% decrease of final energy consumption (from 48 Mtoe
in 1973 to 37.4 Mtoe in 2006); very fast decrease in the industry energy intensity since 1996 (-2.1%
per year on average). Two-thirds of the changes in energy intensity can be explained by the growth in
less-consuming sectors such as ICT. The other third reflects the improvement of energy efficiency in
industry.
According to CEREN, a technical energy conservation potential of 12 Mtoe still lies in France, that is
about 23% of the current energy consumption. Two thirds of this potential could be mobilised by the
efficient implementation of existing energy conservation techniques at the process level. The last third
involves more transversal actions (cogeneration, cold production, heating and lighting of premises,
engines, etc.).
In emerging countries, the industry average potential gain is around 50%, which is very significant,
especially for non-oil producing countries.

2. High energy efficiency production process
This kind of measure is usually applied to the industrial sector, excluding the building sector, which
relies more on energy conservation measures (insulation etc.) or renewable energy. However, boilers
and air conditioning systems are part of the target.
Performance improvement measures can be applied to each stage of the production process:
production of heat or cold, compression, backup power, machines driving (pumps, towers etc.),
ovens, IT equipment etc. Furthermore, the performance can be improved by "recycling" energy (use
of combined heat and power instead of electricity generation alone, which can be used for example to
heat greenhouses).
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Figure 90. A schematic view of the production process (from the guide Gimélec Industrie)

Solutions are found through the review of each equipment, for example:


Engines: replacement with high-efficiency electric engines often can sometimes enable to earn
some points (for example, switch from 80 to 90%, which is interesting because consumption
represents about 95% of the cost of an engine over its lifetime); Similarly, the transition to high
power engines (medium voltage engine, yields of about 97%) and variable speed drives (50%
consumption saved) are quickly amortised investments (after 1 to 3 years in general);



Power supply: technical solutions such as the treatment of harmonics (filtering) or the
compensation of reactive energy are also profitable very quickly (1 to 2 years in general);



Boilers and turbines: the latest equipment have highly optimised returns (from 50/60% to
80/90%); smart regulations also allow to consume only what is strictly necessary;



Measurement and consumption monitoring: whether it's electricity, compressed air, water, etc.
management systems identify over-consumption, leaks, and allocate expenses to the most
relevant user, and define strategies or the required adjustment to consume less.

In emerging countries, workshops (textiles, packaging, etc.) often contain many small machines with
low electrical power. Beyond a certain size, it may be useful to combine this equipment and to power
it with a single network specific to the company (renewable energy, medium voltage etc.).
Values or ratios
The range of energy savings is very wide and depends on the condition of existing facilities, on
climatic context, and on the sector or industrial process:


Energy efficiency in buildings. It allows 10 to 50% savings for an existing building (insulation,
double glazing, airlocks etc.) and up to 100% for new buildings (bioclimatic design, free solar
intake, use of efficient materials etc.);



Active Energy Efficiency (AEE). A trade union such as Gimélec considers that 30% energy savings
can be made in the building sector thanks to EEA (control, lighting control, doors and windows
control, building management, on-site services and remote services, etc.);



Lighting of premises. According to ADEME, one renovated square meter of office equipped with
electronic fluorescent lighting and automatic management according to the presence or not of
daylight, allows to save 50 kWh annually on average, that is 7.5 € per m2 per year, including
maintenance savings. An efficient lighting system can be amortised within 3 years. In new
buildings, the use of large insulating doors and windows allows both solar intakes and lighting
savings. Conversely, sunshades allow savings of air conditioning in hot climates;



Premises ventilation and air extraction. According to ADEME, ventilation and air extraction
represent 12% of the total energy consumption of the French industry. The potential for energy
savings is estimated at 30%. A 20% reduction of the air flow supply leads to a 50% decrease in
power consumption. A 10% increase of the diameter of the ventilation ducts, allows to reduce
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speed and thus losses (for a given flow rate). Filters maintenance is crucial because a dirty filter
generates losses (10 to 30% of additional ventilation consumption);


Optimisation of electrical and electronic equipment. As for appliances, the use of high energy
efficiency equipment and user empowerment (equipment turned off rather than put on standby
mode etc.) allow to generate significant savings. According to ADEME, laptops, designed to save
battery life, consume less than desktop computers (-50 to -80%), but they have a negative
impact on the environment over their life cycle; a computer on standby uses 20 to 40% of the
equivalent consumption of a running computer; a computer off continues to consume about 70
Wh per day when plugged; on average, a CPU consumes 20 to 100 W and a flat screen between
10 and 30 W; a computer running 24 7, can represent up to 100 Euros of electricity per year;
copier consumes 80% of its energy in standby mode; laser printers consume 200-300 W while
only preheating etc.. ;



Energy savings during process (e.g., drying system, ovens etc.). According to ADEME, the use of
infrared or ultraviolet for preheating or to replace a hot air system can save 50 to 80% of an oven
energy consumption; technologies based on microwave or high frequency can sometimes allow
reductions greater than 70% of conventional oven energy consumption; drying with preconcentration mechanically or with a membrane may save 20-40% of energy; conversely, overdrying (water drained unnecessarily) may represent more than 30% of the energy consumption of
drying;



Heat recovery. According to ADEME, recovery of waste heat from the process (e.g. smoke from a
furnace), via a heat exchanger, can be amortised in less than a year;



Energy waste recycling. Anaerobic digestion of waste allows a double recovery of organic material
(digestate often reused in the soil after composting) and of energy (biogas, 50% to 70% of
methane and 20% to 50% carbon dioxide). Biogas can be used for the production of electricity,
heat, or fuel. At the same time, recycling reduces the amount of organic waste to be treated and
greenhouse gas emissions.

According to ADEME (France), an energy efficiency project applied to a production unit, enables to
achieve significant energy savings in the following areas:


compressed air systems: 2-60% per station,



hot and cold production systems: 2-60% per station,



Pumping Systems: 2-5% per station,



ventilation systems: up to 60% per station,



drive systems: 1 to 50% per station,



industrial electrical distribution networks: up to 15% per station.

References
 ADEME (France). 49 examples of best practices in energy conservation for businesses, 2012
http://www2.ademe.fr/servlet/getDoc?sort=-1&cid=96&m=3&id=81458&ref=&nocache=yes&p1=111


Gimélec. Guide: Carry out an energy efficiency project. Buildings and communities, 2008.



Gimélec. Guide: Carry out an energy efficiency project. Industry, 2006
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Criterion 37. Renewable energy
Objective
Develop the use of renewable energy
Indicator(s)


Initiatives to develop products and services using renewable energy sources



Amount of energy consumption coming from renewable sources

Assessment tools
Company data or branch data (unions, technical centres etc.).
Possible action(s)
The “renewable energy” audit of a company typically follows the following steps:


Needs analysis (average and instantaneous power, places of supply, storage, etc.).



Analysis of the site potential (solar, wind, biomass, geothermal etc.).



Renewable energy development plan.

However, in an industrial context, renewable energy may be facing some problems: frequent lack of
testing (compared to manufacturers’ advertising), difficulties in providing constant power, low storage
(of batteries). These difficulties turn renewable energies (apart from certain ones) into spare
solutions, rather than sustainable solutions.
Values or ratios
As for energy consumption reduction measures, the range of application of renewable energy is very
wide and depends on the condition of existing facilities, on climatic context, and on the sector or
industrial process:


Active Solar: these solutions are based on a heat transfer fluid (water or other) and mainly used
for the production of hot water or heating; in southern countries, the risk of frost being limited,
except in the mountains, the system can therefore be simplified; industrial facilities can be
amortised in 3 to 7 years;



Passive Solar: interesting for buildings (as it can, in some cases, make them completely energyneutral); in southern countries, ground-coupled heat exchangers avoid the cut the cost of air
conditioning; drying techniques (via solar air heaters) are very interesting especially in agriculture
(they enable to cut significantly the drying time);



Solar Power (concentration): these are projects in themselves, very large and unlikely to be
suitable to produce energy for industrial facilities (cost is still high, which is justified by the needs
of energy diversification and reduced GHG emissions);



Photovoltaic: despite the sharp increase of returns and the costs decrease, this energy remains
expensive for power-based industrial facilities; photovoltaic is justified for individual stations
(lighting, not connected measuring station…).



Wind power: hydraulic turbines positioned above wells are already pretty common (and
sometimes not maintained); wind based electrical energy, like photovoltaics, is interesting for
remote facilities not connected to the network;



Biomass: it corresponds to the use of wood energy resources, biofuel direct production (methane,
ethanol), biogas-based heat and electricity production; profitability is only achieved for fairly large
facilities;



Geothermal: interesting if a geothermal source is close and easily reachable; In 2010, global
production of geothermal-based heat was estimated at more than 120 billion kWh per year (2nd
renewable energy for thermal uses, after biomass);



Heat pumps: it enables to collect calories from a renewable source such as water, air, ground,
and transfer it to another environment with a higher temperature (building, local, industry etc..),
often with high efficiency (reversible pumps, variable speed etc..).
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Example
In Bessières (France), since 2001, the Eco-cluster Econotre treats each year 170,000 tons of
household waste from the department of Haute-Garonne. A sorting centre allows the selection of
energy recoverable waste, which is then converted into electricity. Thanks to this recovery, 100 GWh /
year are produced and 55,000 homes are lit by Suez-Environment. Since 2014, the residual energy is
transferred as heat to 10 ha of fruits and vegetables greenhouses, creating 100 jobs and producing
annually 4,500 tons of tomatoes and cucumbers. The local consumption of this production helps
reducing the carbon footprint of this innovative branch.
EDILE case study
The development of green waste recovery (Figure 91) allows the production of energy:

Figure 91. Project Biomass-Waste
Biomass energy project
Year
M3 of waste-based biogas production
Equivalent Kwh
Biogas recovery (€ million)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Total
436
786
694
715
736
759
781 4 908
872 1 573 1 388 1 430 1 473 1 517 1 563 9816
0,13 0,24 0,21 0,21 0,22 0,23 0,23
1,5
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4.8. Water
Criterion 38. Water consumption
Objective
Minimise water consumption and water withdrawals from non-renewable sources
Indicator(s)


Total water withdrawals, by source (raw and treated water network, river, lake, desalinated
water, etc.)



Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal.



Associated risks (water shortage, salinisation, etc.).

Assessment tools
Company data (water meters, water bills, estimates) or branch data:


National and local institutions: ministries (economy, industry, environment, agriculture, etc.).,
national institutes of statistics, research institutes, river basin agencies, etc.;



International institutions and organisations: World Bank, OECD, African Development Bank, UNEP
Plan Bleu, Mediterranean Water Institute, International Network of Basin Organisations, bilateral
international cooperation agencies, etc.

The G4 version of the Global Reporting Initiative guidelines, provides the following indications for its
G4-EN972 indicator, “Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water”:

Figure 92. GRI methodology for the indicator “Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of
water”
Source: Global Reporting Initiative (2013). Sustainability Reporting Guidelines.
www.globalreporting.org/resourcelibrary/French-G4-Part-One.pdf

Significant withdrawals meet one or more of the following criteria:







Withdrawals that account for an average of 5% or more of the annual average volume of a given
water body
Withdrawals from water bodies that are recognised by professionals to be particularly sensitive
due to their relative size, function, or status as a rare, threatened, or endangered system or to
their support of a particular endangered species of plant or animal;
Any withdrawal from a wetland listed in the Ramsar Convention (78) or any other nationally or
internationally proclaimed conservation area regardless of the rate of withdrawal
The water source has been identified as having high biodiversity value (such as species diversity
and endemism, total number of protected species)
The water source has been identified as having a high value or importance to local communities
and indigenous peoples

If the water is provided by a public or private water supplier, the original water body or source is
identified and reported.

72

EN9.aspx

https://g4.globalreporting.org/specific-standard-disclosures/environmental/water/Pages/G4-
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Some studies also use the water footprint: according to AREHN73, it is a "simple tool to calculate its
water consumption, to raise awareness about wasted water resources, especially in industrialised
countries. Besides realising the magnitude of directly consumed water volumes (showers, swimming
pool, car wash, etc.), it also allows to realise the volume of water required for food or manufactured
products consumption (the "virtual" water, necessary for the entire chain of production and supply -.
agriculture, manufacturing, transport, distribution, etc.)."
Possible action(s)


Analysis of the water resources (volumes, quality, groundwater recharge) and identification of
more sustainable withdrawals.



See indicator 39.

Values or ratios
The Mediterranean accounts for 60% of the "water-poor" population in the world, that is to say, with
generally less than 1000 m3/inhabitant/year (Plan Bleu). Palestine and Tunisia suffer from the same
"shortage" situation, with less than 500 m3/inhabitant/year. This context of resource scarcity is likely
to worsen due to the impacts of climate change and increasing human pressures. Water can thus be a
limiting factor for economic development in the region. Also according to Plan Bleu, the exploitation
index, i.e. the ratio between water withdrawals and the average annual volume of renewable natural
resources, is comprised between 25% and 60% in Lebanon, Palestine and Tunisia: these countries
"can face local or cyclical tensions over water."
Ministries or public services, at the local or national levels, water managers, studies such as
environmental impact assessments, are potential sources of information about the characteristics of
water supply sources.
The price of water depends on withdrawn resources. It rarely reflects an economic reality in the MED
countries. Public authorities in the region are not in favour of the adoption of pricing systems that
would able to promote the rational use of resources and the preservation of its quality - such
measures would involve significant social costs for domestic users and for industrial and agricultural
users. The price of water is therefore far from reflecting the real cost of water management, and even
less the environmental costs of water consumption (degradation of the quality and quantity of
available resources). The situation is further complicated by the fact that industrial and agricultural
users often resort to direct withdrawal, with poorly developed water control (water police). On
average, water directly withdrawn from natural sources represents about 75% of the total water
consumption of industrial sectors in the OECD area - this magnitude is probably similar in the MED
countries.
For these reasons, the cost of water is not included in the cost of goods and services. Globally, 70%
of the freshwater consumption is used to produce agricultural products, 20% to produce industrial
products, while only 10% is used directly (health, cooking, cleaning, drinking, etc.).
Here are a few examples that show water footprint magnitude 74:


1 kg corn = 900 litres of water



1 egg = 135 litres of water



1 cup of coffee = 140 litres of water



1 kg beef = 16,000 litres of water



1 cotton tee-shirt = 2,000 litres of water

73

www.arehn.asso.fr

74

Source : www.waterfootprint.org
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Figure 93. Water footprint of some common food products.
Source: www.waterfootprint.org

References


Plan Bleu (May 2013). Monitoring of the Mediterranean Strategy for Sustainable Development:
Key indicators – 2013 updates. http://planbleu.org/fr/publications/suivi-de-la-strategiemediterraneenne-de-developpement-durable-principaux-indicateurs-1



Water Footprint Network www.waterfootprint.org



Euro-Mediterranean Water Information System (EMWIS): www.emwis.org The SEMIDE web portal
is dedicated to the exchange of information and know-how in the field of water between and
within countries of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership (28 EU Member States and 10
Mediterranean partner countries: Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Palestine,
Syria, Tunisia and Turkey). In particular, it provides information classified by topics:
www.emwis.org/topics
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Criterion 39. Reductions in water consumption
Objective
Use water-efficient production process and recycle or reuse water
Indicator(s)


Total volume of water recycled and reused and percentage compared to the total water
consumption



Reductions in water consumption through water-efficient production process.

Assessment tools
Company data (water meters, water bills, estimates) or branch data (water agency, technical centre
etc.).
Possible action(s)
Reuse, recycle and save more water can enable to decrease consumption, treatment and disposal
costs, and also contributes to local, national and regional objectives related to water resources
management. The possible actions are "demand management"-oriented strategies, designed to
"increase technical, social, economic, institutional and environmental efficiency in water
management"75. Several kinds of water demand management actions can be considered in the
industrial sector76:


Effective monitoring of water consumption: monitoring and analysis (water meter, water
boreholes power consumption monitoring, etc.).



Performance improvement: less consuming processes (e.g. change of technology, drip irrigation,
flow-reducing systems, etc.) and reduction of leakage.



Recycling and reuse. The glossary of the GRI implementation guidelines77 distinguishes between 3
categories of water recycling and reuse:
1. residual water recycling within the same process or greater use of recycled water in the
production cycle;
2. recycling and reuse of residual water in another process, but on the same site;
3. Residual water reuse in another structure of the organisation (e.g. wastewater treatment to
produce agricultural raw water).
Communication on water consumption reduction, aimed at customers and suppliers.



Values or ratios
It is never easy to access data on water management, but it is especially difficult in the industrial
sector, where there is no comprehensive and global statistics on the volume of withdrawn, used and
recycled water. The agricultural sector is by far the largest water consumer in the countries of the
southern Mediterranean (80% on average). Some other very highly water-intensive and polluting
economic businesses also develop rapidly: tourism, industry, etc.
These sectors offer strong water savings potential. Plan Bleu indeed estimates the share of water lost
in agricultural irrigation for the years 2005-2010 in the Mediterranean coastal countries to be 86%
(northern, southern and eastern banks, the greater part lying south). Plan Bleu also points out that
the cost per m3 of water, saved by water demand management, is often lower than the newly
mobilised m3 of water, itself being lower than the cost of treated wastewater reuse and of
75
76

This definition was proposed during the Fiuggi forum in 2002.
See: Plan Bleu (April 2014). Water demand management: Choosing the measures to be

implemented on one’s territory

Global Reporting Initiative (2013). G4 guidelines – Reporting principles and standard disclosures,
Implementation
guide.
https://g4.globalreporting.org/specific-standarddisclosures/environmental/water/Pages/G4-EN9.aspx www.globalreporting.org/resourcelibrary/FrenchG4-Part-Two.pdf
77

and
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desalination. Results of cost-benefit analyses of water demand management projects of course vary
according to local hydro-geological conditions and to the value of produced goods, but the context of
increasing scarcity of water resources makes water consumption reduction strategies absolutely
crucial, including in the industrial sector.
Examples, best practices
In Morocco, the OCP industrial development program is expecting, between 2006 and 2020, an
increase in water consumption from 73 million m3/year to 181 million m3/year (equivalent to the
consumption of more than 5 million inhabitants) for its various operations (mining / watering tracks
and washing rocks, pipelines, enrichment, chemistry). The OCP has developed a strategy in the field
of water so as to remove all impact of its industrial development on water resources. With the help of
the AFD, the REUT program (reuse of treated water) allows the systematic recycling of industrial
water. River water withdrawals remain constant in volume and current withdrawals from the water
table will be stopped in the long term.
References
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Criterion 40. Water discharges
Objective
Minimise water discharges and ensure liquid effluent treatment
Indicator(s)


Total water discharges, by type and destination



Impact of untreated water discharges on the environment



Total number and volume of significant accidental discharges.

Assessment tools
Company data (self-monitoring, measurements with flowmeters positioned at the discharge points or
pipes, regulatory approvals) or branch data (water agency, technical centre, etc.).
The Global Reporting Initiative provides the following indications for its G4-EN2278 indicator, “Total
water discharge by quality and destination”:

Figure 94. GRI methodology for the indicator “Total water discharge by quality and destination”
Source: Global Reporting Initiative (2013). Sustainability Reporting Guidelines.
www.globalreporting.org/resourcelibrary/French-G4-Part-One.pdf
Identify planned and unplanned water discharges (excluding collected rainwater and domestic
sewage) by destination and indicate how it is treated. If the organisation does not have a meter to
measure water discharges, this figure needs to be estimated by subtracting the approximate volume
consumed on-site from the volume withdrawn as reported in G4-EN8.
Organisations that discharge effluents or process water report water quality in terms of total volumes
of effluent using standard effluent parameters such as Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) or Total
Suspended Solids (TSS). The specific choice of quality parameters will vary depending on the
organisations products, services, and operations.
The selection of parameters is to be consistent with those used in the organisation sector. Water
quality metrics may vary depending on national or regional regulations.
Possible action(s)
Several kinds of actions may be considered:


Reprocessing, sanitation and spreading plans. Organic waste with concentration and salinities
rates different from domestic effluents must be pre-treated before being redirected to the public
sewerage system.



Changing the process in the case of toxic waste, in order to isolate and collect toxic effluent to
evacuate them to appropriate storage or treatment centres. Some elements (mechanical oil etc.)
can also be separated during pre-treatments.



Preventive measures (warning system, holding tank in case of leaks, etc.).

Values or ratios
Industrial pollution is a problem that affects almost all countries, whether they are developed or not.
The main types of industrial water pollution are organic or chemical ones: suspended solids, organic
matter, nitrogen or phosphorus, toxic products. These scattered sources of pollution affect water
streams, groundwater, coastal and marine environment, and represent a growing threat to
ecosystems and public health. While domestic waste are now being addressed by sanitation strategies
in most Mediterranean countries, industrial discharges still represent a problem, in the absence of
adequate mechanisms at the institutional level (definition of roles and responsibilities), technical level
(infrastructure and control systems) and financial level (incentives for the treatment of industrial
effluents: labels, technical support, awareness, etc.).
78

https://g4.globalreporting.org/specific-standard-disclosures/environmental/effluents-andwaste/Pages/G4-EN22.aspx
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Figure 95. Key figures on sanitation and main sources of industrial pollution in the Mediterranean
(northern, eastern and southern banks of the Mediterranean). Source: Plan Bleu.


37% of coastal towns with more than 2,000 inhabitants do not have wastewater treatment plants
(2010)



55% of point source organic pollution is due to the petrochemical industry, and 33% to food
packaging plants (2012)



45% of total nitrogen emissions are due to wastewater treatment plants, 20% to livestock
activities (2012);



79% of the volume of discharges of phosphorus is due to fertilizer plants and livestock activities
(2012).

In the European Union, the Water Framework Directive imposes that the discharge limit values are
determined according to the limit values set at the national level and to the capacity of the receiving
environment (rivers or collective treatment plant). If the company discharges exceed these limits, the
company must use:


An internal residual waste water treatment to allow for a physico-chemical treatment prior to
discharge of organic effluent;



or a detoxification facility before recycling or discharge.

Annex X79 of the Water Framework Directive of the European Union provides a list of 33 priority
substances and priority hazardous substances, listed by their CAS number (Chemical Abstracts
Service) and by their EU number (the European Inventory of Existing Commercial Chemical
Substances - EINECS or the European List of Notified Chemical Substances - ELINCS). European states
are committed to progressively reducing pollution from priority substances and the cessation or
phasing out of emissions, discharges and leaks of priority hazardous substances. This list is reviewed
every four years.
The institutional, legislative and regulatory context of industrial waste treatment, is less well defined in
most MED countries. However, some countries, like Tunisia, showed significant progress on the issue.
The country has indeed set up a suitable regulatory framework, incentives for industries (FODEP
remediation fund), a pricing system differentiating industrial water depending on their pollution
amount, an industrial discharges cadastre (CADRIN) and a wastewater treatment plant specifically
dedicated to industrial wastewater (Ben Arous, in the southern suburb of Tunis). 3510 industrial units
were connected to the public sewerage network in 2012 by the National Office of Sanitation (ONAS).
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4.9. Air
Criterion 41. Greenhouse gas emissions
Objective
Limit CO2 and other greenhouse gases emissions
Indicator(s)
Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions (in metric tons of CO2 equivalent). Initiatives to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions reductions achieved.
Assessment tools
Company or branch data (air agency, technical centre etc.).
Possible action(s)
Several kinds of actions may be considered:


Initiatives to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases;



Carbon Rights redeemed by the project: voluntary offsetting is a funding mechanism by which an
entity (government, business, individual) exchanges, in full or in part, a reduction of its own
greenhouse gas emissions with an equivalent amount of "carbon credits", bought from a third
party.

Values or ratios


The measure unit "carbon equivalent" (C. Eq. in tons) is the weight of carbon in the emitted
compound:
o Carbon dioxide (CO2) = 0,273 carbon equivalent per emitted kg
o Methane (CH4) = 6,82 carbon equivalent per emitted kg
o Nitrous oxide (N2O) = 81,3 carbon equivalent per emitted kg
o Fluorocarbons (CnF2n+2) = 2015 to 3330 carbon equivalent per emitted kg
o Hydrofluorocarbons (CnHmFp) = 34 to 4040 carbon equivalent per emitted kg
o Sulfur hexafluroride (SF6) = 6220 carbon equivalent per emitted kg



It is possible to calculate the carbon footprint of any product or business. for example:
o
o

1 kg of veal represents 11,120 kg carbon equivalent
1 kg of fruits and vegetables represents 0,15 kg carbon equivalent



Valuation of GHG emissions in France for the transport sector (2005 transport Directive – Annex
valuation): € 100 per ton of carbon (2010 value, discounted by 3%/year after 2010) that is €
0.066/litre of gasoline and € 0.073/litre of diesel. Designed to meet Kyoto requirements, this tax is
in still not recovered.



Valuation of the ton of CO2: between 32 and 200€.

Figure 96. Value of a ton of CO2 in 2008 Euros (misc. studies)
Cited by M. Garrabé. Montpellier University. Total utility value and substitute markets. 2001
Study / Perspective
BOITEUX report
QUINET report
STERN80 report
ROCARD report
Carbon credits

80

2010
32
32
36
32
20-25 (2008)

2020
43
58
+2%/year with

N. Stern. Rapport sur le changement climatique. 2007

2030
2050
58
104
100
200 (150-350)
a 1,4% discount rate
100
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Example
The Canadian paper company Résolu publishes an interesting annual report on its GHG emissions.
The carbon footprint of the Résolu paper product represents the total greenhouse gas emissions
generated during the life cycle - from the forest to the landfill through the manufacturing facility –
minus all avoided or sequestered emissions. GHG emissions, such as CO2, result primarily from the
use of fossil fuels during the various stages of papermaking. Methane, another greenhouse gas, is
produced when paper and other waste decompose in landfills.
Résolu calculates its GHG emissions using the Greenhouse Gas Protocol81 at three levels:





Level 1: "direct emissions" emitted by sources owned or controlled by Résolu, such as a plant
combustion facility to produce steam to dry paper, or electricity sources.
Level 2: "indirect emissions" (resulting from Résolu activities, but from sources owned or
controlled by another company), associated with the production of electricity or purchased steam.
These emissions come from the facility where the electricity or steam is produced.
Level 3: This optional category is used to report all other indirect emissions that do not fall under
the above definitions, such as emissions of greenhouse gas emissions resulting from the
production of purchased materials or transport activities involving vehicles that are not owned or
controlled by the Résolu company.

The diagram below shows the operational limitations associated with emissions and carbon sinks
resulting from the products’ manufacture, delivery and end-use.

Figure 97. GHG emissions during Résolu production cycle
Source : http://www.pfresolu.com/Developpement_durable/Changements_climatiques/Empreinte_carbone/

Carbon sinks include sequestered GHG or avoided emissions. Wood products and books store carbon
from the forest, and paper recycling prevents methane emissions that would occur if the paper was
buried. These carbon sinks can be deducted from the emissions generated during the life cycle.
In 2012, 31% of Résolu’s GHG were resulting from its direct production, and 69% from its purchases
of electricity and steam. The company (pilot in this field in Canada) is always looking for ways to
quantify and find means to reduce its GHG emissions.

81

See www.ghgprotocol.org for more information.
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Criterion 42. Emissions of ozone-depleting substances
Objective
Limit emissions of ozone-depleting substances (ODS).
Indicator(s)
Emissions (weight) of ozone-depleting substances, both imported and exported.
Assessment tools
Company data (emission measurements, calculations based on accounting data or estimates), or the
branch data (air agency, technical centre etc.).
The G4 version of the Global Reporting Initiative guidelines, provides the following indications for its
G4-EN2082 indicator, "Emissions of ozone-depleting substances (ODS)". Emissions can be
quantified in CFC-11 equivalent (ozone layer depletion potential, the reference level 1 constituting the
ozone layer potential depletion of gases CFC-11 and CFC-12).
Values or ratios
Used primarily by industrial businesses, the substances in question are:


Chlorofluorocarbons (CFC), heavily used as refrigerant in the refrigeration, foams, aerosols and
solvents industries.



Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFC), developed as substitute for CFCs because of their lower lifetime
in the atmosphere, and hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) used as substitute for HCFC.



Trichloroethane solvent, used in cleaning products, the degreasing agents and adhesives; it is a
substitute for carbon tetrachloride, which is used to produce CFCs.



Halons, used in fire extinguishing equipment; they have a very high ozone depletion potential.



Methyl bromide, used as land sanitizer, in agricultural products warehouses and transporting
vehicles.

These substances are listed in Annexes A, B, C and E of the UNEP "Montreal Protocol on Substances
that Deplete the Ozone Layer", which governs the phasing out of ODS at the international level. Often
considered one of the most effective environmental treaties, it has allowed to eliminate 98% of the
substances that deplete the ozone layer worldwide.
References
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https://g4.globalreporting.org/specific-standard-disclosures/environmental/emissions/Pages/G4EN20.aspx
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Criterion 43. Emissions of NOx, SOx and fine particles
Objective
Limit emissions of NOx, SOx and fine particles that constitute a danger to health
Indicator(s)



NOx, SOx, and other significant air emissions, by type and by weight.
Emissions of fine particles, dust, fumes (diesel-power engines, compressors, generators, cements,
gypsum, open fires etc.).

Assessment tools
Company or branch data (air agency, technical centre etc.).
Possible action(s)
Several kinds of actions may be considered:


Initiatives to reduce NOx, SOx emissions (fuels, process, etc.).



Ventilation, filtration, fire chimneys and other protective devices.

Values or ratios


Social cost of air pollution in rural areas:

Figure 98. Social cost of pollutant, in €/ton, for rural areas.
In L'analyse coût-bénéfice. Guide méthodologique. ICSI, 2009
Pollutant Year
𝐶𝑂2
𝐶𝑂2
𝐶𝑂2
𝐶𝑂2
𝐶𝑂2
𝐻2𝑂
𝐶𝐻4
𝑁𝑂
𝑁𝑂𝑥
𝑆𝑂2
𝑃𝑀2,5
𝑂3
𝑁𝐻3
𝑉 𝑂𝐶


2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010
2010

Lower
Central
bound
value
11
33
17
40
22
55
22
70
20
85
3
9
370
540
6 800 21 400
12 000 16 000
12 000 15 000
68 000 100 000
1 000
1 700
18 000 20 000
2 000
3 100

Upper
bound
55
70
100
135
180
15
710
36 000
21 000
23 000
130 000

Source
[Eurocontrol 2007]83
[Eurocontrol 2007]
[Eurocontrol 2007]
[Eurocontrol 2007]
[Eurocontrol 2007]
(emitted in the atmosphere)[Eurocontrol 2007]
(Greenhouse effect cost) [Litman 2009]84
(Greenhouse effect cost, per ton of CO2) [Litman 2009]
[Evaluation Unit 2008] [AEA 2005, France]
[AEA 2005, page 16, France]85
[AEA 2005, page 15, France]

34 000 [AEA 2005, page 13, France]
4 200 [AEA 2005, page 17, France]

Valuation of pollution in France for individual transport (transport Directive 2005 – Annex
Valuation):

Eurocontrol (2007). Standard inputs for Eurocontrol cost
technique,Eurocontrol EATM Infocentre. Téléchargeable sur :
http://www.eurocontrol.int/ecosoc/public/standard_page/cba.html
83

benefit

analyses.

Rapport

Litman, T. A. (2009). Transportation cost and benefit analysis : Techniques, estimates and
implications. Rapport technique, Victoria Transport Policy Institute, 1250 Rudlin Street, Victoria, BC,
V8V 3R7, Canada. Téléchargeable sur : http://www.vtpi.org/tca/
84

85

AEA (2005). Damages per tonne emission of air pollutents of EU25 Member States. AEA Technology
Environment. Clean Air for Europe (CAFE) Programme. Téléchargeable sur :
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/archives/air/cafe/activities/estimates.htm
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Figure 99. Kilometer cost of air pollution transport in France (all emissions, including fine particles
etc.).
In € per 100 veh. x km
Cars
Trucks
Bus and coaches
Diesel train (freight)
Diesel train
(passengers)

Dense urban area
2.90
28.20
24.90
457.60
163.80

Diffuse urban area
1.00
9.90
8.70
160.40
57.40

Country side
0.10
0.60
0.60
10.50
3.80

Average
0.90
6.20
-

These values are adjusted in case of a slope or in confined areas (e.g. deep valley).
Pollution impacts (and therefore the social costs) in urban areas are much higher, reaching for
example 1M € per tonne for fine particles [Friedrich et al. 2001].
EDILE case study
The cost of traffic pollution is estimated from the tonnage of inputs and outputs, from trucks
capacities and from distances.

Figure 100. Air pollution
Air pollution
Year
Transport /procurement
Average Load / pick-up (ton)
Average distance field-factory (km RT)
Average distance factory-delivery point
(km RT)
Annual mileage per pickup for inputs
Annual mileage per truck for outputs
Road pollution (0.30€/km)

1

2

1.5
35
85

1.5
35
85

3
1.5
35
85

4

5
1.5
35
85

6
1.5
35
85

7
1.5
35
85

Total
1.5
35
85

156
281 715 248 714 256 175 263 861 271 776 279 930
291
137718 248 238 219 158 225 733 232 505 239 480 246665

-0.09

-0.16

-0.14

-0.14

-0.15

-0.15

-0.16

References
According to the 2009 CAS report, "projects such as ExternE (2005), CAFE (2005) and the HEATCO
programme (2006) have led to significant advances in the modelling of emissions, their effects on
health and environment as well as the monetisation of these effects. These works are all based on the
overall methodology "Impact Pathway Approach" originally developed in the ExternE project and then
improved upon in following projects. Results of these works are then fed to more sectoral approaches
such as the Handbook of External Costs in the Transport sector (2008) or the CE Delft-INFRAS (2011)
which aim at generating reference monetary values for socio-economic calculations in the transport
sector."
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4.10.Soils and biodiversity
Criterion 44. Soils consumption
Objective
Minimise soil consumption, degradation and sealing.
Indicator(s)


Land covered by the project



Reduction of agricultural, arable, grazing or forest land surfaces



Surface of sealed soil (concrete, bitumen, technical textile, etc.) as a result of the project



Measures taken (retention and drainage systems etc.)

Assessment tools
Land analysis and impact assessment according to nature of soil.
Possible action(s)


Plan to avoid construction and sterilised surfaces (parking lots etc.) on lands with agricultural value



Establishment of flood risk maps



Flood control plan

Values or ratios
For the forest, a French report evaluates in detail the economic value of the service provided:

Figure 101. Values of reference for ecosystem services of the French forest (in € per hectare per year)
Source: CAS report on biodiversity, 2009
Services
Extraction services
- wood
- other forest products
(excluding game)
Regulatory services
- carbon capture
- carbon storage
- other atmospheric gases
Regulatory services
(continuation)
- water (yearly amount)
- water (flow regulation)
- water (quality)
- protection (erosion, rise in
the level of water)
- biodiversity
- other regulatory services
(health etc.)
Cultural services
- hiking (excluding picking and
hunting)
- hunting
- other cultural services
TOTAL*
(min.-max.)**

Suggested Value

Comments

75 € (75 to 160 €)
10 à 15 €

Depending on the method of assessment
(wood on tree of after tree-cutting)

115 €
414 € (207 to 414 €)
Not evaluated

360 € in 2030
650 to 1 300 € in 2030
lack of reliable quantitative assessment

0€

Under the hypothesis of an absence of
major effect of forests on yearly
hydrologic balance
Lack of relevant studies

Not evaluated
90 €
Not evaluated
Not evaluated directly
Not evaluated

Lack of relevant studies
Evaluated through other services
Lack of relevant studies

200 € (0 to 1 000 €)
55-69 €
Not evaluated
approx. 970 €
500 to over 2 000 €

Depending on turnout
Negative externalities to be deducted
Lack of relevant studies

* Calculated using the indicated value or the mean of the indicated range.
** Calculated by simply adding minimal and maximal values.
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For permanent meadows, the same French report evaluates approximately the economic value of
various services provided:

Figure 102. Values of reference for ecosystem services of French permanent meadows (in € per
hectare per year) Source: CAS report on biodiversity, 2009
Services
Extraction services
- farming products
- picking products (excluding
game)
Regulatory services
- carbon capture
- carbon storage
- other atmospheric gases
- water (yearly amount)
- water (flow regulation)
- water (quality)
- protection (erosion, rise in
the level of water)
- pollination
- biodiversity
- other regulatory services
Cultural services
- hiking (excluding picking and
hunting)
- hunting
- other cultural services
TOTAL*

Suggested value
Not evaluated
oriented)
€

Comments
(market-

23 to 47 €
320 € (160 to 320 €)
Not evaluated
0€
Not evaluated
90 €
Not evaluated
60 à 80 €
Not directly evaluated
Not evaluated

Not evaluated
4-69 €
60 €
approx. 600 €

Lack of relevant studies
Lack of relevant studies
Evaluated through other services
Lack of relevant studies

Lack of studies, inferior to forests
Negative externalities to be deducted
Landscape amenities
It is only an order of magnitude

The same report shows wide ranges in the costs of restoration of the lands in several countries:


In the United States, the cost of a restored hectare in a humid area has increased from 18 000 to
247 000 US$ between 1993 and 2000.



In Netherlands, the costs of compensating vary from 10 000 to 250 000 €/ha in 2005



In Germany (State of Hesse), the cost of arable land restoration is 32 000 €/ha, versus 192 000
€/ha for the rainforest



In New Caledonia, renaturalisation of nickel mines costs 84 000 €/ha in 2002



In France, planting a population of diversified deciduous trees costs between 5 000 and 6 000
€/ha in 2007.
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Criterion 45. Ecological continuity
Objective
Prevent discontinuity in areas of high biodiversity.
Indicator(s)
Land covered by the project in protected or fragile areas. Land segmented by infrastructure. Other
negative impacts (e.g. impacts of wind farms on bats and avifauna etc.).
Assessment tools
Agricultural, industrial and urban development is very often accompanied with a fragmentation of
space that prevents the migration of certain species. In interstitial spaces between urban areas and
major transport corridors, it is preferable to have a green and blue thread. Its purpose is to constitute
a well-known reservoir of biodiversity, respectively for forest and agricultural / natural areas (green
thread) or for lakes and rivers (blue threads).
Possible action(s)
The main obstacles to biodiversity are of course major transport corridors (highway, high-speed
trains, canals etc.) and urbanisation. Because of dams, rivers can also contribute to space
fragmentation. In peri-urban areas, fences, access roads and networks often block the way for
animals. Even though they are less visible, pesticides can behave as a barrier for some species. Those
species are not all affected in the same way, and the effects exist in various scales (wild fauna needs
areas or distances of several tens of kilometres or more, whereas hedgehogs or amphibians that are
also helpful in terms of biodiversity, are sometimes bothered by roads to cross on a hectometric
scale).
Related phenomena are complex. Areas to preserve or restore can vary greatly between species.
There are also interrelations between species. Corridors have many functions (transit, reproduction,
pollination, feeding, rest, protection against predators). They not only allow for the moving of
individuals, but also for gene circulation, which is a key aspect to the sustainability of species.
In order to face the impoverishment of the environment necessary to the expression and survival of
biodiversity, several actions can be taken:


Increased awareness of decision makers and the public;



Study and implementation of an environmentally coherent plan to create a continuum of protected
areas for the fauna and flora;



Creation of biological (for one species) or ecological (multi-species) corridors in order to guarantee
the migration or the spreading of animal, vegetal and fungal (mushrooms, lichens) species; if
needed, setting up pathways; newer than habitat restoration for endangered or protected species
(see next criterion), the creation of corridors appears today as a complementary measure;



Interconnection of reservations of “patches”, sufficient enough to form a set of shelters or a
source of renewal for some species;



Regulatory measures of protection.

Values or ratios
There is hardly any documented source allowing to assess the contribution of biodiversity or even
quantify the effects of its loss – biodiversity being in itself made up with the complex coexistence of
multiple species.
As shown regularly by the studies of the Plan Bleu, the Mediterranean region lives today above its
resources. It consumes freshwater more rapidly than the restoration of groundwater. Yet, nature and
biodiversity offer unparalleled services such as air and water purification, protection against disasters,
climate stabilisation, human recreation, let alone the use of molecules and plants in medicine.
According to a document issued by the European Commission86:
86

European Commission (2004). Loss of biological diversity: facts and figures. Memo
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80 % of the original forest that covered the surface of the Earth 8,000 years ago is gone, or has
been damaged or split;



According to some experts, species disappear today at a rate 1,000 to 10,000 times higher than
the natural rate. 12,259 species are threatened with extinction (according to a list of the IUCN);



The study of a sample of 23 common field bird species and 24 common forest bird species in 18
European countries shows a 71%-decrease in their population between 1980 and 2002;



The European Union has lost more than half of its wetland, which used to display a high
biodiversity;

Those alarming data are corroborated worldwide by several studies and surveys (Figure 103).

Figure 103. Evolution of various species worldwide between 1970 and 2000 according to WWF and
UNEP. Source: Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). Global Biodiversity Outlook 2 (2006)

The TEEB report evaluates that the cost of inaction regarding biodiversity will reach 7 % of the world
GDP in 2050. Deforestation and forest degradation are responsible for about 20 % of worldwide CO2
emission.
References


TEEB (2010) The Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity /Économie des écosystèmes et de la
biodiversité). Downloadable extracts at:
www.teebweb.org/wpcontent/uploads/Study%20and%20Reports/Reports/Synthesis%20report/Synthesis%20report_French.pdf



Convention on Biological Diversity-CBD (2006). Global Biodiversity Outlook 2. Downloadable at:
www.cbd.int/doc/gbo/gbo2/cbd-gbo2-en.pdf
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Criterion 46. Protection of habitats
Objective
Minimise destruction of ecosystems or negative impacts on ecosystems.
Indicator(s)
Significant impacts of activities, products and services on biodiversity. Mitigation strategy and
measures implemented.
Assessment tools
According to a report made by the Pan Parks Foundation on virgin territories 87, several methods can
be used to assess the value of services provided by natural ecosystems:


The so-called method of market price allows assessing the economic values of products and
ecological services that are bought or sold on commercial markets.



The method of avoided damage costs, replacement costs and substitution costs that assess the
economic value of environmental services in the case of their loss, based on the evaluation of the
costs of avoided damages, their replacement, or the supply of substitute services.



The so-called method of “production function” that assesses the economic values of goods or
environmental services through their contribution to the production of commercialised products.



The method of hedonic prices that estimates economic values for environmental services by using
directly the market price of other associated goods. This typically applies to housing prices that
can reflect the change in the value of environmental attributes according to their geographic
location.



The method of travel costs estimates the values associated with ecosystems or with sites used for
recreational purposes. It is based on the hypothesis that the value of a site is reflected in the price
that visitors are willing to pay to get there.



The method of “contingent valuation” estimates the economic values for virtually all types of
environmental services by directly asking economic agents to indicate their desire to pay or
receive for having a specific environmental service kept or restored, more often than not
hypothetically. This method is the most commonly used method to assess the non-use value and
the passive use value.



The method of multi-attribute choices that estimates economic values for all types of
environmental services by asking economic agents to arbitrate between (or prioritise between)
various environmental services, characteristics, or outcomes. Hence, the desire to pay or receive
is not directly questioned: it can be deduced from arbitration by including the costs or economic
benefits in the attributes that need comparing.



The method of “transfer of profits” that assesses the economic values of environmental services
based on the results of other studies conducted under similar conditions.

Those approaches are often applicable in a very specific field only.

Figure 104. Scope of application of evaluation methods of biodiversity (Source: Pan Parks study)
Field
Direct market
price
Alternative
market

87

Method

Environmental services that can be valued

Market price

Supply services

Substitution costs
Avoided damage costs

Pollination, water purification
Mitigation of damages, carbon capture
Water purification, availability of drinking
water, supply services

Production function

Dr Joël Houdet, Integrated Sustainability Services (2011). Les enjeux économiques des espaces

vierges européens. Fondation Pan Parks.
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Field
Substitute
market
Declared
preferences
Participatory
Transfer of
profits

Method
Method of hedonic prices
Method of travel costs
Method of contingent valuation
Method of multi-attribute choices
Participatory environmental
evaluation
For ex. Mean value, adjusted mean
value, profit function
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Environmental services that can be valued
Use, entertainment and recreational
values, air quality
Use, entertainment and recreational
values
All services
All services
All services
All services evaluated in the original study

Possible action(s)
Many actions may be taken:


At the level of the authorities, taking into account existing scientific studies (UNEP, several NGOs,
Universities); observatory of biodiversity (inventory of the situation, fragile areas, conservation
measures etc.)



Increased awareness of decision makers and the public, educational campaign, work with local
authorities, the civil society and NGOs (environmental, recreational, hunting, residential etc.)



Definition of protected areas and implementation of a specific regulation. For example, in Europe,
The Natura 2000 network lists 18 000 sites (protected areas in which animal and vegetal species
as well as threatened of fragile habitats can survive). It covers 17.5 % of the land territory of the
EU (i.e. 63.7 million hectares).



Environmental analysis of biodiversity in the area concerned by the project.



Implementation of a mitigation plan of impact management on biodiversity.

There are many types of protected areas (Figure 105) with different goals.

Figure 105. Examples and objectives of protected areas. Source FAO
Type of protected
areas
Scientific
Reserve/Strict Nature
Reserve

National park

Natural
Monument/Natural
Landmark
Managed Nature
Reserve/Wildlife
Sanctuary
Protected Landscapes

88

Objectives
Protect nature and maintain natural processes in an undisturbed state, in
order to preserve ecologically representative examples of the natural
environment for scientific studies, continuous monitoring of the
environment, education and protecting the evolution capacity of our genetic
resources.
Protect relatively large natural areas and special landscapes, of national or
international significance, for scientific, educational and recreational
purposes, and managed by the country highest competent authority.
Protect and preserve natural features of national importance because of
their special interest or unique characteristics.
Ensure the maintenance of natural conditions necessary to protect species,
groups of species, biological communities or physical features of national
importance, when their perpetuation may require specific human
intervention.
Maintain natural landscapes of national importance, specific to the
harmonious interaction between man and earth, while offering the public
the opportunity to enjoy these regions, through leisure activities and
tourism.

FAO (1999) Technical management of tropical forest ecosystems: state of the art. World Bank
paper "Forest Policy Implementation Review and Strategy". B. Dupuy, H –F. Maître et I. Amsallem,
CIRAD
88
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Type of protected
areas
Natural resources
reserve
Natural biological
Region/Anthropological
Reserve
Natural area
developed for multiple
purpose/Natural
Resource management
zone
Biosphere Reserve

World heritage
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Objectives
Protect the region’s natural resources for future use and prevent or limit
development activities that might affect these resources.
Enabling societies which live in harmony with their environment, to continue
to lead this existence, undisturbed by modern technology.
Ensure sustainable production of water, timber, wildlife and wild flora
products, and pastures, and ensure the organisation of outdoor recreation,
the conservation of nature being primarily oriented to support these
economic activities.
Preserve diversity and integrity of representative plant and animal
communities within natural ecosystems for present and future use, and
safeguard the genetic diversity of species on which their constant evolution
depends.
Protect natural features registered as World Heritage and provide
information for global public knowledge.

Values or ratios
Due to their symbolic nature, their contribution to the absorption of CO2 and their abundant
biodiversity, forests (as well as coral reefs and wetlands), are among the few biosphere components
that are evaluated on a regular basis (Figure 106).

Figure 106. Value of ecosystem services for different types of forests (in €). Source: CAS.
Economic approach to biodiversity and ecosystem services, 2009. US dollars were converted in Euros
at the rate: 1€ = 1.30 US$
Country
1. Turkey
2. Turkey
3. Syria
4. Croatia
5. Italia
6. Tunisia
7. Algeria
8. Portugal
9. Morocco
10. France
11. Scandinavia
12. Canada
13. Non spec.
14. Switzerland
15. United Kingdom

Type
Mediterranean
Mediterranean
Mediterranean
Mediterranean
Mediterranean
Mediterranean
Mediterranean
Mediterranean
Mediterranean
Mediterranean
Boreal
Boreal
Temp./Boreal
Temperate
Temperate

Wood value
25 €
2€
101 €
68 €
63 €
15 €
113 €
25 €
19 €
35-65 €
38 €
19 €
168 €
-

Others
47 €
5€
66 €
91 €
124 €
45 €
15 €
143 €
15 €
215 €
27-38 €
32 €
213 €
1 867-3 846€
436 €

References
OCDE, 2001
MEA, 2005*
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
MEEDAT, 2008
Turner et al., 2003
Anielski et Wilson, 2005
Costanza et al., 1997
Rauch, 1994; Alfter, 1998
Willis et al., 2003

A valorisation example
Few studies have assessed the impact of various management options on ecosystems overall
economic value. The NGO CBD has gathered four exemplary cases where the before and after
situations could be compared (rainforest, wetland, mangrove). In these 4 cases, the transformation of
the ecosystem has resulted in an economic loss and non-sustainability of the management option that
was chosen (Figure 107).
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Figure 107. Loss of value of specific eco-systems
Source: Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). Global Biodiversity Outlook 2 (2006)
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Criterion 47. Conservation of protected species
Objective
Implement conservation measures for threatened or endangered species
Indicator(s)
Existence of protected or restored habitats. Threatened species (IUCN Red List) in areas affected by
the project operations, by level of extinction risk. Specific conservation and restoration measures of
natural habitats.
Assessment tools
See previous criterion.
Possible actions
Management plan to protect sensitive habitats.
Values or ratios
There are few values for species in the southern Mediterranean countries. For comparison, here are
some reference values established in the United States:

Figure 108. Economic values of rare or endangered species in the United States (in US$ 2006)
Species
Dolphin
Wolf
Bold eagle
Seal
Falcon
Sheep
Sea turtle
Gray whale

Willingness to pay (annual)
36$
39$
35$
19$
35$

Willingness to pay (permanent)
61$
297$
166$
32$
17$
-

However, in the absence of a clearing house, these figures should not lead to believe that the problem
could be solved by simple cheque signing. In addition, the values can differ greatly from one country
to another.
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4.11.Adaptation and major risks
Criterion 48. Climate change
Objective
Minimise the impact of climate change on the project: adaptation.
Indicator(s)


Assessment of vulnerability to climate risks: identification of aspects of the project that may be
affected by climate change;



Adoption of adaptation measures.

Assessment tools
Company data: internal documents (memos, risk management reports, etc.).
Possible action(s)
Adaptation is an essential complement to mitigation actions, i.e. to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Managing climate impacts makes it possible for companies to be more resilient and efficient in the
future. The subject is particularly important in the Mediterranean as the impacts of climate change are
significant (see next paragraph).
1. Assessment of vulnerability to climate risks
A project may be directly affected by the vulnerability of suppliers or through customers. A guide,89
“Companies and climate change adaptation”, published by two French organisations - Entreprises pour
l’Environnement (EpE) and l’Observatoire National sur les Effets du Réchauffement Climatique
(ONERC) - propose the following classification of potential risks and opportunities for a project:

Figure 109. Risks and opportunities associated with the impacts of climate change for companies
Source: EpE and ONERC (April 2014). Companies and climate change adaptation.
Short-term risks


Water scarcity, which paralyses company operations;



Impacts on physical assets;



Increased insurance costs;



Interruptions in the supply chain;



Increased legislative pressure.

Long-term risks


Consumer markets globally weakened;



Water scarcity, which limits the use of products;



Tainted reputation;



Unstable communities and displaced population.

Opportunities


Development of new products and services;



Expansion of markets for products and services in the short or long term.

89

www.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/ONERC_publicationEpE_ONERC_avril2014_WEB.pdf
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2. Adoption of adaptation measures
According to this guide, "the most economical approach is to take these changes into account when
making business, investment or maintenance decisions rather than defining dedicated programmes.
Hence, new practices in infrastructure design, risk analysis and market anticipation emerge in a
learning and continuous improvement process". Adaptation measures can have three functions:


Absorb, distribute or mitigate losses: insurance schemes;



Avoid or minimise negative impacts: adoption of processes less sensitive to climate change (e.g.
processes that consume less water or energy, choice of more resilient agricultural species),
devices against temporary impacts (flooding, etc.) or recurrent impacts (sun protection systems,
etc.) and the development of emergency plans;



Exploiting opportunities: development of new markets, introduction of new activities (e.g.90
development by an SME specialising in medical imaging services of technology for the early
detection of melanoma, a disease whose incidence is increasing under the coupled effects of the
decrease in the stratospheric ozone and climate change) and the adoption of new selling
arguments (promotion of responsible business in terms of impact on climate change).

Values or ratios
The report91 “Climate change and energy in the Mediterranean” is based on the IPCC predictions to
describe the Mediterranean as the "global hot spot" of climate change.

Figure 110. Main impacts of climate change on the environment and the economic sectors in the
Mediterranean.
Source: Plan Bleu (2008). Climate change and energy in the Mediterranean
Main impacts of climate change in the Mediterranean


Increase in air temperature of 2.2 °C to 5.1 °C by 2100;



Significant drop in rainfall, up to -27 %;



Increased droughts, heat waves and floods;



Increase in sea level which, according to some studies, could be of the order of 35 cm by 2100.

Major impacts on the environment


Water: modification of its cycle due to increased evaporation and decreased precipitation;



Soil: acceleration of desertification;



Terrestrial and marine biodiversity: moving northwards and increasing in altitude for some species,
extinction of less mobile species or species more sensitive to the climate, and the appearance of
new species;



Forests: increased risk of fire and parasites.

Main sectors impacted


Agriculture and fisheries: diminishing return;



Tourism: decline in tourism attractiveness (heat waves, water scarcity);



Infrastructure and coastal areas: significant exposure to wave action, coastal storms and other
extreme weather events, rising sea level;



Human health: heat waves;



Energy: power plant water supply, hydropower and increased consumption.

Adaptation measures to be taken can be defined on the basis of cost-benefit analysis: the cost of
inaction versus the cost of adaptation. Several donors have also begun this process, like the IFC,
which analyses its long-term investment in the light of this criterion.

UKCIP (June 2010). A changing climate for business. www.ukcip.org.uk/wordpress/wpcontent/PDFs/UKCIP_Business.pdf
90

91

http://planbleu.org/sites/default/files/publications/changement_clim_energie_med_fr.pdf
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Examples and best practices
Companies having adopted adaptation measures can promote them in the UNFCCC (United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change) database92, which presents the particular example of the
Egyptian company Sekem.

Figure 111. Example of the adaptation strategy of the Egyptian company Sekem

Source: United Nations Global Compact, United Nations Environment programme (UNEP), Oxfam, and
World Resources Institute (WRi) (2011). Adapting for a Green Economy: Companies, Communities
and Climate Change, A Caring for Climate Report.93
Sekem, an Egyptian company producing medicinal drugs, organic food and textiles, integrates
adaptation into its overall sustainability strategy to reduce its exposure to risks associated with climate
change and to provide products and services that enhance the resilience of local communities and
meet the current and emerging needs of consumers. Amongst the measures adopted include:


Use of organic farming methods and drip irrigation techniques;



Integration of risks associated with climate change and energy issues, food and water safety in
the decisions of its various business units;



Adopting a dashboard to monitor performance indicators focused on adaptation.

References


European Commission. http://climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/web/guest/adaptation-measures. The
Adapt Climate website has several adaptation options implemented in European countries. The
examples relate to the following sectors: agriculture and forestry, biodiversity, coastal areas,
disaster risk reduction, financial services, health, urban development, infrastructure, marine and
fisheries resources and finally water management.



Entreprises pour l’Environnement (EpE) and Observatoire National sur les Effets du
Réchauffement Climatique (ONERC) (April 2014). Companies and adaptation to climate change.
www.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/ONERC_publicationEpE_ONERC_avril2014_WEB.pdf
This manual aims to assist companies in developing their own adaptation strategies and to inform
on the actions already implemented by French companies. It contains 20 examples from sectors
such as energy, water, transport, construction and insurance, and presents a methodological
approach that allows each company to initiate its own adaptation strategy.



UKCIP (June 2010). A changing climate for business.
www.ukcip.org.uk/wordpress/wp-content/PDFs/UKCIP_Business.pdf
The website of the British Programme on climate impacts (UKCIP) provides methodological
guidance for company adaptation. In particular, it provides examples of case studies, which can
be selected by sector (agriculture, construction, trade and food) or by risk type (coastal, cold
waves, drought, floods, heat waves, various risks and wind damage).



World Bank (2013). Building resilience. Integrating Climate and Disaster Risk into Development.
The World Bank Group Experience.
www.worldbank.org/content/dam/Worldbank/document/SDN/Full_Report_Building_Resilience_Int
egrating_Climate_Disaster_Risk_Development.pdf

92

UNFCC. Private Sector Initiative - database of actions on adaptation.

http://unfccc.int/adaptation/workstreams/nairobi_work_programme/items/6547.php
93

www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/issues_doc/Environment/climate/C4C_Report_Adapting_for_Green_Economy.pdf
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Criterion 49. Natural hazards
Objective
Minimise the impact of natural hazards.
Indicator(s)
Aspects of the project may be affected by natural hazards (flood, earthquake, landslide, tsunami,
eruption, etc.). Prevention measures are taken (prevention plan).
Assessment tools
Company data, analysis and exploitation of data from:


National and regional bodies: Ministry of Environment, specialised agencies (risk management,
land use, hydrology, geology, etc.);



Institutions and international organisations: World Bank, African Development Bank, UNEP, Plan
Bleu, bilateral agencies, etc. A network of specialised centres94 for awareness and resilience to
major risks was created as part of the European and Mediterranean Major Hazards Agreement
(1987), ratified by Algeria, Lebanon, Morocco and Turkey, in particular.

Possible action(s)


Preliminary studies: level of risk exposure - PER targeting the definition of the project
(development) and its operation;



Prevention plans: measures against identified risks. For example, in case of a flood risk, elevation
of stocks, bans on placing expensive tools below a certain height, goods evacuation plans in case
of flood warnings (for car dealers in particular), etc.;



Protective measures: emergency plans in case of disaster.

Values or ratios
Natural hazards are quite significant in Mediterranean countries - particularly in coastal zones:
earthquakes, instability and landslides, floods, rain, storms, tsunamis, rising sea levels, coastal
erosion, forest fires, desertification, etc.
A study by the World Bank (2009/2011) on the adaptation of North African coastal cities to natural
disasters and climate change also exposes also the fear of an increase in natural hazards due to
climate change (Figure 112).

Figure 113. Increased urban risk in three Mediterranean urban locations
Source: World Bank (2011). Climate change adaptation and resilience to natural disasters in the North
African coastal cities95

94

www.coe.int/t/dg4/majorhazards/centres/default_fr.asp

95

www.urbanknowledge.org/docs/coastal_cities.pdf
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According to this study, the main risks are the possible increase in the intensity of heavy rainfall, the
accelerated rise in sea level, increased heat waves, reduced precipitation, and moderate but real
population growth (+33 % of residents in Greater Tunis in 2030), etc. Hazards and risks management
policies are generally underdeveloped in the MED countries. Regulatory requirements for companies
are rare. Studies by insurers, however, show that economic losses due to natural hazards are
increasing. Beyond damage and injury, the impact can be significant on the supply chain, sales, profits
and corporate image.
The exposure plan to the project risks is to identify and quantify the risks and define preventive
measures to be taken into account in the definition and project development phase, and during
operations.
References


Council of Europe (1987). European and Mediterranean Major Hazards Agreement.
www.coe.int/t/dg4/majorhazards/presentation/presentation_fr.asp



World Bank (2011). Climate change adaptation and resilience to natural disasters in the North
African coastal cities. www.urbanknowledge.org/docs/coastal_cities.pdf



National Office of Mines (Tunisia). Natural hazards map of Greater Tunis www.onm.nat.tn/
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Criterion 50. "Artificial" hazards
Objective
Minimise the impact of artificial hazards.
Indicator(s)
Aspects of the project may be affected by artificial hazards (major accident, explosion, pollution, fire,
etc.). Prevention measures are taken.
Assessment tools
Company data, analyses and other data from ministries (environment, industry), and national or
international technical centres and agencies.
Possible action(s)


Preliminary studies (level of exposure to risk - PER);



Emergency plan for disaster.

Values or ratios
Artificial hazards (or even "technological" ones) include risks of anthropogenic origin. Their major
source is industrial plants (chemical and petrochemical, especially for the most serious risks), dams
(rupture), transport of hazardous materials (flammable, toxic, explosive, corrosive or radioactive) or
mining sites (collapse). In the case of industrial accidents or leakage of hazardous material, possible
effects are:


Thermal: explosion or combustion of a flammable product, causing more or less severe burns and
damage.



Mechanical: pressure due to a shock wave (deflagration or detonation) caused by an explosion,
which can generate eardrum and lung injury, and material damage.



Toxic: leakage of toxic substance (chlorine, ammonia, phosgene, hydrogen, etc.) in the
environment, and can cause, by inhalation, skin or eye contact or if swallowed, serious injury
(acute oedema lung, nerve damage, chemical burns to the skin or eyes).



Radioactive: effects of ionizing radiation that can reach any organ or living organism.

Once identified, these risks can be valued using the methods outlined above.
Examples, best practices and references


Regulatory requirements for industrial control risk are poorly developed in most MED countries.
The European legal framework provides examples of practices to minimise the impact of artificial
risks. For example, companies that use hazardous substances are subject to the Seveso Directive,
of which the Seveso 3 version (Directive 2012/18/UE of July 4, 2012 on major accident involving
hazardous substances) will come into force on June 1, 2015 and replace Directive 96/82/EC called
"Seveso 2". It concerns currently nearly 10,000 establishments in the European Union.

Figure 114. Directive 2012/18/UE of July 4, 2012 on major accidents involving hazardous substances.
Source: European Commission (2012). Directive 2012/18/UE of July 4, 2012 on the major accident
hazards involving hazardous substances96

This Directive provides for the development of a safety report (or "hazard assessment") that can serve
as a basis for contingency plans to control urbanisation, etc. It is produced by the company, and may
be subject to external expertise. The information should enable identification of the sources of risk,
possible accident scenarios and their effects on people and the environment as well as their
probability of occurrence and features of their development kinetics. The list of these substances
concerned is given in Appendix I of the Directive.

96

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2012:197:0001:0037:FR:PDF
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Ministry of Sustainable Development (France), INERIS (National Institute for Industrial
Environment and Risks). AIDA: regulation of risk activities. www.ineris.fr/aida/ AIDA is a database
of regulations on prevention, and industrial and agricultural risks, which has, in addition to the
French context, the relevant European legislation and technical thematic guides: Flammable
Liquids Guide, Silos Guide, Substances Classification and Waste Guide / Seveso.



Ministry of Sustainable Development (France) - Directorate General for Risk Prevention - Risk
Analysis and Industrial Pollution Office (BARPI). ARIA database (Analysis, Research and
Information on Accidents). www.aria.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/

Figure 115. Presentation of the ARIA database (Analysis, Research and Information on Accidents)
The ARIA database (Analysis, Research and Information on Accidents) identifies incidents or accidents
which have, or could have affected public health or safety, agriculture, nature and the environment.
Essentially, these events result from the activities of factories, workshops, warehouses, construction
sites, quarries, etc., classified under the legislation for classified facilities.
ARIA lists more than 42,000 accidents or incidents in France or abroad. The sectors covered, initially
industrial and agricultural facilities, were extended to hazardous goods transport by road, rail, water
and pipeline, distribution and use of gas, pressure equipment, mines, quarries and storage
underground, as well as dams and dikes. Detailed records are also accessible by theme (accident
analysis of industrial automation, pyrotechnic waste, accidents in confined spaces, hydrogen
retention: passive devices, precipitation and floods, lightning, gas boiler). Each record provides the
following:


Description of the facilities concerned;



Accident: development, effects and consequences, and grading according to the European scale
of industrial accidents (rating rules of the 18 parameters of the scale used for the application of
the "Seveso" Directive on the following four indices97: (i) hazardous materials released; (ii) human
and social consequences; (iii) environmental consequences; (iv) economic consequences;



Origin, causes and circumstances;



Follow up;



Lessons learned.

97

www.aria.developpement-durable.gouv.fr/outils-dinformation/echelle-europeenne-des-accidentsindustriels/
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4.12.Environmental quality of infrastructure, goods, services,
and operating modes
Criterion 51. Respect for heritage
Objective
Protect the paleontological, archaeological, historical or contemporary heritage.
Indicator(s)
Remarkable heritage protection measures (regulations, perimeter, etc.). Impact on the project.
Possible damage.
Assessment tools
The existence of a heritage building (and more broadly cultural), regardless of age, can both be
valuable in terms of use (e.g. occupation of historic buildings) and in terms of non-use concerning the
desire to maintain and transfer such heritage, even if it is unused. Each of the values involved can be
known by different approaches (willingness to pay, replacement value if possible, hedonic value, i.e.
the price differential that the market accords to a property with a view of a historical monument
compared to a property without a view).
An interesting study by the AFD (Figure 116) provides a breakdown of the various usable items in the
case of a historical urban centre (but the method remains largely valid by replacing "city" by "site",
whether it is urban, rural or "natural").

Figure 116. Annual value of services rendered by heritage in two African cases
Source: AFD. Economic evaluation of urban heritage methodologies: an approach based on
sustainability, 2012
Measures

Expected
economic
impact

Values

Heritage awareness of
inhabitants

Residents survey

Existence value

Existence

Willingness to fund heritage
conservation projects

Preferences stated amongst residents

Increase in tax
revenues

Willingness to visit the city in
the future

Potential visitors Survey

Increase in the
option value

Involvement of local
authorities in heritage
conservation

Policies oriented
Town representatives survey on their
towards
personal commitment
heritage

Types of
Indicators
values

Non-use

Status of urban heritage in the
Residents and non-residents survey
country or in the world

Increase in the
value of legacy

Long-term occupancy rate of
historic buildings

Part of historic buildings unoccupied

Increase in
occupancy

General state of heritage
conservation

Part of heritage conservation in good Best
condition
conservation

Heritage buildings under
Direct use threat
value for Rising property values of
residents heritage buildings

Number of buildings threatened

Lesser
deterioration

Increase in property prices compared Increase in
to average prices in the city
property prices

Average income of residents

Increase in the average income of
residents

Housing
affordability
Changes in the

Housing affordability

Changes in property value in relation
to residents' income

sustainable
growth

Option

Legacy
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Possible action(s)
If the proposed industrial project has an interface with remarkable heritage elements, the approach
may be as follows:


Expertise (with the authorities) on the outstanding elements, their state, their need for protection
or restoration, the impact of the project, the preventative or recovery measures to take;



Classification and protection of sensitive areas or elements;



Definition of procedures and deadlines for any archaeological or historical investigations;



Staff awareness and development of any discoveries.

Values or ratios
For example, use values of two historical centres in Tunisia and Senegal were estimated by the AFD in
the aforementioned study, based on fairly detailed rental and land values, and tourism revenue
(Figure 117). This study shows the difficulties of estimating such values (many are not taken into
account due to lack of data).

Figure 117. Annual value of services rendered by heritage in two African cases (AFD)
Services rendered
Accommodation of economic activities (shops, banks,
etc.)
Private accommodation
Accommodation of public administration
Accommodation of tourism
Urban green spaces
Loss of value due to the deterioration of buildings

Saint Louis
(Senegal)
0.05 M€

Medina Sousse
(Tunisia)
0.104 M€

1.68 M€
1.52 M€
7.69 M€
Unknown value
0.72 to 1.08 M€

0.205 M€
Unknown value
0.364 M€
Non-existent
0.012 M€
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Criterion 52. Construction quality and impact on the landscape
Objective
Optimise the building quality and landscape integration.
Indicator(s)
This criterion is essentially qualitative and can be defined by the following indicators:


Existence of special provisions in the planning documents;



Floor plan and nature of the planned construction (office, workshop, factory, garage, shed,
greenhouse, fence, etc.);



Architectural quality and landscape designs (shapes, colours, materials);



Site integration.

Assessment tools


Expertise, jury;



Photography, 3D image, video.

Possible action(s)
The project can be improved by the following measures:


Visualisation and integration studies;



Public inquiry, survey or consultation with the authorities / residents / employees, exposure of the
architectural project;



Use of traditional / natural materials (handbook manufacturers);



Plantations, etc.

Examples, best practices
Multiple landscape insertion guides exist in Europe, North America and Asia. Few guides exist in the
southern Mediterranean countries, except for private developments (large operations, such as tourist
resorts, marinas, etc.).
Interesting operations can be viewed, for example in France at the initiative of CAUE (Architecture,
Urbanism and Environment Council, one per department, in charge of architectural quality and
construction landscape).


CAUE. Industrial buildings observatory
www.caue-observatoire.fr/resultats/default.aspx?contexte=recherche&type=10

References
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Criterion 53. Pedestrian access, residents and animals
Objective
Ensure continuity of the pre-project access for pedestrians, residents and animals.
Indicator(s)


Routes, paths and trails interrupted or affected by the project;



Measures to restore continuity of access, such as the creation of alternative routes.

Assessment tools
Because of its land take, an industrial plant often breaches the continuity of access for residents and
users (road, path, trail, bike path, river, canal, animal crossing, etc.). However, for the community,
continuity of access has an intrinsic value (a site with continuous access has more value than the sum
of the areas that composes it). The effect of breaching access can also deconstruct farms, forcing
farmers to use new pathways, it obviously changes the landscape, it hinders, at various scales,
wildlife, and it also has other potentially significant effects (micro-climate modification, loss of
hedgerows or flows, introduction of exogenous materials and flora, etc.).
The economic value of continuity can be measured in three ways:


By a hedonic approach to assess land rent (difference in value between, for example, a house or a
farm connected to the main road and a comparable property involving a detour);



By determining the number of passages multiplied by the user time value (applied to the
additional time required for the new route with respect to the former); this method is incomplete
insofar as "right of access" can have heritage value, even if it is not used;



By an approach to the cost of re-establishing the initial state. This is often difficult and expensive,
as has been observed in France for transforming old, abandoned and partially remote railway
tracks to into cycle paths. The difficulty lies not so much in the cost of the land take, but rather
the inevitable fragmentation of linear properties and the multiple acquisition steps that the
restoration of continuous access implies.

In the context of EDILE, the problem is generally easier. It is often involves a passage or bypass for
pedestrians, animals (domestic and wild) and vehicles. The value to be taken into account is the cost
of construction of this development.
Possible action(s)


Service patterns (pedestrians, animals and vehicles) including dialogue and negotiation of the
needs of other users, existing access, possible solutions (planning, compensation, relocation,
etc.);



Physical planning (bridge, underpass, bypass, etc.);



Specific routes for wildlife or amphibians (biological corridor, see criterion 45 on rupture of the
ecological infrastructure);



Treatment of singular points (crossings, water points, hazardous areas, etc.).

Values or ratios
In the literature, examples of the values of pedestrian, cycling or road breach of access are nonexistent because species are diverse and the variables are numerous. An urban scenario is very
different from a rural one. The new industrial influence can separate a cultivated field population from
access to a village, a forest or a water point. Scale is also important (an industrial site over dozens of
acres involves deviations of an order of magnitude of kilometres).
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Examples, best practices
In France, SETRA published in 2006 a summary document reporting 40 years’ experience of wildlife
crossings through road infrastructures98. This guide offers a collaborative approach with stakeholders
and envisages, for example, mitigation measures concerning the affected residents:


Special compensation to owners in case of failure to use the expropriation procedure;



Special allowance for operators covering injury (months x gross profit);



Additional allowances for under-utilisation of facilities or loss of amenity;



Support by the project manager of land development and related works, re-establishment of
access;



Compensation for loss of use (if case of early possession);



Support by project manager of the hydraulic work required to maintain the irrigated area, and if
appropriate, drainage and sanitation repair or if necessary, to avoid any risk of drying or flood;



Compensation for damage to public works: climate disruptions due to the disappearance of
hedgerows; drying or consequential flooding of the works; damages which could have been
remedied during land development;



Coverage of instant damage (e.g. dust) related to the execution of works;



Contribution to the development of neglected or unusable plots of land.
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Criterion 54. Land take and coastal access
Objective
Minimise coastal land take and allow coastal access.
Indicator(s)


Establishments on the coastal strip (docks, piers, breakwaters, aquaculture, roads, shops,
buildings, etc.);



Interruption of the coastal path.

Assessment tools
Many industrial projects involve occupation of the coastal strip (ports, marinas, fishing, petrochemical,
residential and tourist complexes, sand and material extraction, etc.). The boundary between the
maritime and land areas often changes (because of the existence of tides, beaches, dunes, streams,
landslides or sandbars, etc.). Finally, access to the sea (such as a sea view) is the archetype of
heritage property - everyone dreams of a private beach or the pleasure of property on the water
edge...
Due to the uncertainty of the public maritime area and the symbolic value of coastal access, potential
conflicts over coastal access, subject to multiple desires, are numerous. Even in France, where the
maritime public domain concerns the entire coastal strip since the Edict de Moulins in 1566, the
Coastline Conservatory possesses only a third of the linear coastline and numerous examples of
private ownership of the coastline still exist. The situation is worse in southern Mediterranean
countries, where there are few examples of land tools to protect the coastline from private
possession.
The economic value of coastal access can be assessed by methods analogous to those of pedestrian
access or other access (previous criterion): hedonic value or wealth measured by the difference in
land rent (between the "haves" and "have-nots"); use value, measured, for example, by the
willingness to pay or the observed tariffs (access to private beaches and sometimes parking fees);
replacement value, measured by the cost of the restoration of continuous pedestrian coastline access.
Possible action(s)


Review of erosion hazards and risks associated with climate change (flooding);



Regulatory measures (such as the "Coastal Act" – urban constraints, landscape preservation, etc.)
and implementation (coastal areas are places of demographic, economic and ecological pressure);



Land tools (acquisition of strategic land) and taxation (taxes on coastal settlements or
concessions);



Limitation of the effects of the new industrial facilities on coastal hydrodynamics and biodiversity
(technical choices, installation);



Restoration of a public walkway.

Values or ratios
Amongst the methods for assessing the value of coastal access, the following costing is available:


Willingness to pay for access to a remarkable site (about 10 € in France according to various
studies);



Travel costs incurred by site visitors for use of the site services. According to the DATAR, in the
study of the damages to foot fishermen following the sinking of the Erika, the authors estimated
the total damage from the costs incurred by fishermen for the fishing session (between 50 and 55
euros) and the number of visits lost due to Erika (about 2 million).
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Example of best practices: the French coastal path (source Datar)
In France, the Coastal Act provides for the maintenance or development of tourism on the coast, and
in particular, the implementation of the coastal path. A 1976 law established an easement on private
property along the coast, intended only to ensure pedestrian access. The Coastal Act has opened up
the possibility of creating a transversal easement to the shore in order to allow pedestrian access.
Continuity of footpaths along the coast is ensured by the easement on private property and public
land.
On 1/1/2006, approximately 4,700 kilometres of trails were opened to the public in France (63 % of
the total coastline). Implementation of the trail frequently requires a field study to determine whether
the coastline can be opened to pedestrians without harming wildlife, flora and soil stability.
The financial commitment by the State to this policy is about 600,000 € per year. This investment has
opened 125 km of accessible trails between 2000 and 2005.
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Criterion 55. Noise pollution
Objective
Avoid noise pollution, vibration and shocks.
Indicator(s)
Decibels.
Assessment tools
Company or subsidiary (air agency, technical centre, etc.) data.
Possible action(s)
Several types of action are possible:


Draft-proofing;



Sound-proofed glazing;



Sound-proofed walls and other protective devices.

Values or ratios


Noise valuation in France based on housing rental value (Transport Instruction 2005 – Valuation
appendix): -0.4 % depreciation for exposure of 55-60 dB (A); -0.9 % for exposure of 65-70 dB
(A); -1 % for exposure of 70-75 dB (A); -1.1 % for exposure above 75 dB (A).



According to the ICSI report99, the "Rapport Boiteux "100 suggests that depreciation of the
transaction price or rental property value is between 0.4 and 1.2 % per decibel (for exposure
levels varying between 55 and 75 dB). Studies of the North American housing market have
estimated the impact of noise as between 0.5 % and 0.6 % of the property value per decibel.
Various European contingent studies analysed in the Navrud report 101 suggest that the willingness
to pay for an annual reduction of noise associated with traffic varies between 2 and 99 € per dB
per household. For noise exposure levels around 60-65 dB, halving the level of exposure is
equivalent to 8 dB.

Cost-benefit analysis. Methodological Guide. Valérie Meunier & Eric Mardsen, ICSI, 2009. www.icsieu.org/docsi/documents/24/csi0906-acb-guide-methodologique.pdf
99

100

Transport: investment choices and the cost of nuisances (“Rapport Boiteux”). Technical report,

Commissariat Général du Plan,
publics/014000434/index.shtml

France,

2001.

www.ladocumentationfrancaise.fr/rapports-

The state-of-the-art on economic valuation of noise. Navrud, 2002. Final report to European
Commission DG Environment, Department of Economics and Social Sciences, Agricultural University of
Norway. Téléchargeable sur : www.europa.nl/environment/noise/pdf/020414noisereport.pdf
101
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Criterion 56. Environmental quality of products and services
Objective
Avoid pollutant, energy consuming, toxic, non-biodegradable and disposable content, etc., for
marketed products.
Indicator(s)
Presence of content or a process integrating or generating hazardous, addictive or harmful substances
in the materials used, the consumables, the packaging or in the operating process.


Product with an eco-label or energy label;



Carbon footprint or product energy report.

Assessment tools
The intrinsic environmental quality of a product involves a large number of possible variable
parameters depending on the nature of products.

Ecolabels
They exist in large numbers for consumer products. For example, in Europe:


Food: AB labels, Ecocert, Max Havelaar, MSC (Marine Stewardship Council), Rainforest Alliance,
Nature et Progrès etc.;



Wood / paper: FSC labels (Forest Stewardship Council), European Ecolabel, PEFC (Pan European
Forest Certification), APUR, NF-Environnement etc.;



Textile: Ecocert, GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard), Okö Tex, Naturtextil, ESR, Bio Equitable
etc.;



Cosmetics, household products: European Ecolabel, Cosmebio, BDIH, Nature et Progrès, Natrue,
Eco-produit, etc.;



Buildings, constructions: labels such as HQE (High Environmental Quality), BBC (low-energy
buildings, France) Passiv'Haus (low-energy buildings, Germany), HPE (High Energy Performance,
etc.).

Energy Labelling
They exist, for example, in Europe for household equipment (classes A to E, starting with the simplest
energy product), light bulbs, vehicles, building materials, etc.

Biodegradability
This concept exists for specific products, such as detergents, household products or packaging (plastic
bags).

Rechargeability
Energy (power packs rather than batteries) or consumables (cartridges, etc.). This notion focuses on
non-disposable products.

Hazard risk, toxicity
Implemented in Europe since 2005, the Reach programme aims to qualify 30,000 chemicals used in
current production. In 2010, 24,675 registration files corresponding to 4,300 substances were filed for
the first five years. The aim is that by 2020, the health and environmental risks of all basic chemicals
circulating freely within the single market will be documented.
Furthermore, mandatory international labels indicate products not to throw in the trash, and
hazardous, flammable, corrosive, explosive products, etc.

Recycling
It is also interesting to focus on products made from recycled products (e.g. paper) and recyclable
products (glass, cardboard, etc.). Labels distinguish these products (Moebius strip: recyclable product;
green arrow in a circle: product from a recycling partner company, but not necessarily recycled, etc.).
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Carbon footprint
The carbon footprint of a product used to measure the amount of greenhouse gas emissions (GHG)
emitted in the manufacture and possibly the use of this product. All that is necessary for the product
is transformed to the CO2 equivalent, which reveals the main sources of GHGs and allows the
reduction of:


Emissions from intermediate consumption (raw or processed materials);



GHG emissions during the manufacturing process and the upstream and downstream product
logistics;



Emissions from the energy consumption of the product during its use;



Finally, emissions at the product end of life (waste storage, recycling etc.).

Possible action(s)


Analysis (chemical audit, etc.) of hazardous, harmful or addictive products, etc.;



Potential measures of withdrawal;



Carbon analysis to reduce GHG emissions and eco-design products.
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Criterion 57. Transport and logistics optimisation
Objective
Minimise the weight and the impact of transport in production and optimise this activity in terms of its
impact on trade and development.
Indicator(s)
Passenger x km, tonne x km or vehicle x km. Share of transport in added value. Loss or gain of
transport time.
Assessment tools
The approach is conventional (transport study): the movement of people and goods caused by the
project are grouped together by transport mode and possibly by distinguishing between the different
service (e.g. motorway, road or track), time (off-peak, peak or holiday) and travel reasons. Problems
are identified (energy consumption, congestion, delays, empty runs or insufficient load).
Possible action(s)
Very different solutions can be envisaged to resolve any problems and reduce the negative impacts of
personnel transport (carpooling, public transport) and goods transport (grouping, transport mode,
energy saving, short circuits, etc.).
Logistical challenges arise during the exchange of strategic products and in terms of infrastructure
used for trade (ports, corridors, cold chain, etc.).
Amongst the actions to consider, the establishment of modern infrastructure to facilitate exchanges
and the movement of goods, and ensure better safety of flows is essential.
Values or ratios


Value of time in France for the inter-urban transport of people (Transport Instruction 2005 –
Valuation appendix): 8.94 € to 14.50 € / hour for cars; 11.30 € to 13.00 € / hour for second class
trains; between 28.90 € to € 34.10 / hour for first class trains; 48.20 € / hour for aircraft;



Value of time in France for the urban transport of people (Transport Instruction 2005 – Valuation
appendix): 11.10 € (province) to 13.70 € / hour (Ile de France) for professional reasons; 10.00 €
(province) to 12.20 € / hour (Ile de France) for home to work travel; 5.50 € (province) to 6.70 € /
hour (Ile de France) for other reasons (recreation, shopping, tourism); 7.60 € (province) to 9.30 €
/ hour (Ile de France) for unknown reasons;



Value of time for goods: 0.01 € to 0.60 € / h / tonne depending on the value of the goods for the
socio-economic assessments of major projects in France (see Figure 118, recommendations of the
Boiteux II report with regards to the CAS report 2009);



Promote within in a common logic the logistical advantages that countries possess. For example,
Malta is a great platform for the redistribution of food products in the Mediterranean.

Figure 118. Value of time for goods (in euros 2010 per hour and per tonne). Source: DG Treasury /
CAS Report 2009
Type of goods

Value of time for transport

Goods with high-added value. Indicative value: > 35,000 € /
tonne, e.g. combined transport, shipping containers, messaging,
refrigerated transport, rolling road, roll-on/roll-off cargo

0.60 €/h/T

General goods. Indicative value: between 6,000 € and 35,000 € /
tonne, e.g. other rail, sea and river traffic

0.20 €/h/T

Goods with low-added value. Indicative value 6,000 € / tonne,
e.g. bulk aggregates.

0.01 €/h/T
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4.13.Sustainable local development
Criterion 58. Economic development (economic empowerment)
Objective
Ensure that local people can develop economic activities related to the project in the form of micro /
small / medium businesses.
Indicator(s)
Sub-contracting rate to companies formed from the local population. This rate will include those
companies in the sub-contracting cascade. It will be calculated on the turnover achieved by these
companies through the project. Total employment concerned.
Assessment tools
In the same way as the local sub-contracting analysis (see Criterion 13 Sub-contracting and local
purchases) and downstream industries and local distributors (see Criterion 14. Downstream industry,
distributors and domestic clients):


For small projects, specific analysis is possible by listing all the intermediate consumption needed
by the project, or that is outsourced;



For large projects, a macro-economic approach of the effects on the entire industry is possible
using the country inter-sectoral or inter-industry trade tables.

From these data, the company can set the goals of the suppliers / subcontractors / downstream
industry / distributors provided by local SMEs.
Possible action(s)


Mapping complementary economic activities in the project may be carried out by local SMEs
(subcontracting, recycling, services such as security, safety, IT, fleet management, maintenance,
cleaning, etc.);



A suppliers’ analysis grid could be implemented by the project manager. It measures the share of
local company suppliers. The tool is used ex-post, but it serves as a corrective for the following
year and thus, is an ex-ante tool;



Tenders including positive discrimination favouring local SMEs. This positive discrimination
maximises the local development criterion. It will then be necessary to ensure that the selected
activities can actually be carried out by local populations. This analysis is implemented particularly
in the initial state study;



Development of sectors (e.g. agriculture to supply the canteen) from productive investment
induced by the project encouraging local SMEs;



Technical and financial support / training benefitting micro-enterprises and SMEs, directly or
through existing private and public services and / or NGOs.

Examples, best practices, references
An excellent example is the Ambatovy project in Madagascar where the entire policy was established
to encourage the emergence of local entrepreneurs:
ww.ambatovy.com/docs/?lang=fr&p=432
International groups, such as Total, fit perfectly in this approach. Total develops, for example, the
regional development theme "to ensure the operation of the plant for liquefying Yemen LNG natural
gas, which started in 2009. We, along with our partners, have created our own training centre with
300 technicians, supervisors and local engineers who have completed an intensive training course.
The programme consists of fluency in English and gas technologies, and further training in the field.
The permanent staff of Yemen LNG, which operates the plant, consists of 80 % of Yemenis. This rate
will increase to 90 %." (Source: Total group.) See Total Regional Development:
http://developpement-regional.total.fr/fr
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EDILE case study
In the case of EGOPIA, several activities can be sub-contracted locally. An example is the manufacture
of wooden pallets. Instead of buying from an international manufacturer, this activity could be subcontracted to local SMEs. It is a simple activity that requires neither technology nor significant capital
to launch. EGOPIA can provide the initial capital for the purchase of tools and boards, either as a
financial loan or in the form of in-kind donations.
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Criterion 59. Community and social investment
Objective
Provide local populations with certain elements of social well-being, especially when public facilities are
deficient.
Indicator(s)


Existence of initiatives benefiting the immediate community;



Share of total investment in these initiatives;



Share of the company operating budget once in operation in support of these initiatives.

Assessment tools
The components of social assessment to consider and questions to be addressed in relation to this
criterion are well defined in the IFC practical guide.

Figure 119. Extract from the practical guide "Consideration of the social aspects of private sector
projects", IFC, 2003
Infrastructure and social services
• Health and education
• Water supply
• Transport / roads
• Power supply
• Waste management
• Housing
• Communications
• Community / religious / leisure facilities
• Temporary barracks

• Will the project increase and / or decrease the
supply, demand and the quality of public goods and
services?
• Will the improvement of infrastructure related to
the implementation of the project (e.g. roads and
improved transport, supply networks, water and
energy) play a catalyst role for local economic
development? Will the choice of locations / routes be
amended during the planning phase or optimal use
during the project and after its conclusion?
• Will the increase in the number of construction
workers in the region put pressure on existing
infrastructure and services?

Possible action(s)


Search for new equipment or services to offer to the nearby community (school, clinic, water
supply, electricity, roads, radio, sewerage, etc.);



Often in the South and particularly in rural areas, basic infrastructure is in deficit or absent. A
major industrial project presents the opportunity to participate in the collective effort. Large
companies in all sectors finance investment and even the operation of health centres, schools, etc.;



However, this participation should not create absolute dependence that would prevent
sustainability of the facility. The "business model" should therefore take this into consideration.
For example, in case of construction of a clinic, patients will participate through the payment of
services. SSE (Social Solidarity Economy, see this criterion) models can / should be adopted for
certain social services to ensure sustainability and anchoring of these services;



Involvement and participation of populations (organised or not) and local authorities in the
selection of priority services to establish or strengthen, as well as implement, to ensure ownership
and local anchoring.

Examples, best practices, references
As an example, the Compagnie Fruitière group in Cameroon in a relatively isolated area has built a
state-of-the-art hospital. The entire infrastructure and part of the operation is funded by the group.
However, patients participate and pay their consultations at a fair value (i.e. reasonable for them).
The group subsidiary in the area is by far the largest employer, the company felt it was its
responsibility to take good care of its own employees (more than 6,000), but also their families and by
extension, the whole community.
See www.compagniefruitiere.fr/engagement/index/engagement/uid/1/id/3
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EDILE case study
The applications to EGOPIA are numerous. Firstly, what already exists in the region needs to be
known. It is conceivable to imagine and install a health clinic. Indeed, EGOPIA suppliers are
independent farmers. A clinic would allow them to have access to quality care. EGOPIA productivity
would be even better. Moreover, by opening the centre in the community, EGOPIA would bring a real
social bonus to the region.
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Criterion 60. Social and solidarity economy (SSE)
Objective
Link the project to SSE companies at the local level and enable the development of new SSE socioeconomic activities with a positive impact on local population empowerment.
Indicator(s)


SSE activities directly related to the present project, such as sub-contracting, co-sourcing, etc.
(cooperatives, producer organisations, etc.);



SSE activities present in the broad scope of the project (including the habitat area, catchment,
schooling);



Number of people involved, employment and annual turnover.

Assessment tools


SSE companies. The items referred to in Criterion 13 on "Sub-contracting and local purchases"

and Criterion 58 "Local economic development" are partly valid in terms of SSE companies,
considered as fully micro / SME companies, but with a social, community or environmental
orientation. It is interesting to identify what types of products and intermediate services are
necessary for the company, which can be processed locally. "SSE positive discrimination" would
therefore be to prioritise / involve SSE companies performing such activities, and / or support the
creation / strengthen it in areas of interest for the company and with potential for SSE. This
potential exists both in economic terms, social terms (job creation, integration of young people,
women and insertion of people in disadvantaged territories), environmental terms (recycling, etc.)
or territorial terms (contribution to the inclusive development of the territory). Involving
strategically SSE entities upstream and downstream of the company project offers the investment
project benefits in terms of the social, environmental and commercial impact.


Interest of the company to work with social entrepreneurship in a BoP approach 102:

Know the needs, aggregate the demand;
Mediation skills and social support: provide a complementary and integral service to the
trade offer;
o Reach new markets with new process distribution, social marketing, etc.;
o Innovation;
o Flexibility, risk taking and bespoke;
o Proximity, legitimacy and impact;
o Inspiration for large companies in their own search for a new, more sustainable business
model.
SSE in sustainable development plans. The Social Assessment or Social Impact Assessment (SIA)
method in the optimisation dimension of social impacts provides analysis and identification of
opportunities for sustainable development tools, and approaches to develop sustainable
development programmes. SSE is a powerful tool for sustainable development; it ensures, in
terms of income, sustainable employment for local people, while offering social benefits (social
services associated with economic activities when they are not the heart of the activity, social
cohesion within governance participatory logic, support to the local community, etc.), and
environmental and territorial benefits by their local roots. They are also a guarantee of population
autonomy, even after the project, provided that company business plans ensure market diversify
(do not rely solely on company sales). In the case where social assessment leads to a Community
Development Plan, the SSE organisations (cooperatives, associations and mutual societies) are
clearly essential stakeholders.
o
o



According to the study: Large companies & social entrepreneurs: together to meet the needs at
the bottom of the pyramid (BoP) conducted by the IMS in partnership with Ashoka in June 2011.
102

Bottom of the Pyramid (BOP): market segment concerning the great mass of poor populations.
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Possible action(s)




Analysis of the supply chain focused on the search for economic activities, such as social and
solidarity economy (SSE):
o

Directly related to the project;

o

Supplementary to the project (services such as recycling, security, maintenance, cleaning,
collection, transport, light sub-contracting, training / retraining, assistance to individuals,
nursery, etc.).

Development of sectors related to the investment project in an inclusive sense and where SSE on
certain links in the chain has a place and interesting potential:
o

Prioritise the SSE format in the case of support for the implementation of social services
by the company to ensure the sustainability of services in question and the involvement /
ownership / accountability of beneficiaries;

o

Develop support for technical and financial assistance and strengthen the businessoriented capabilities of SSE programmes and local micro-enterprises / SME of the same
supply chain (see Criterion 13). Companies can also be associated with other partners local authorities, NGOs, universities or other companies - to design and implement these
interventions (see recommendations of the SIA method for SMEs applicable to SSE).

Example of Danone "Milk Collecting Communities"
Danone contributes to the creation of milk production networks with local authorities and associations.
Collection facilities or cooperatives open to small producers for example, were created in several
countries such as Egypt, Indonesia, Mexico and Ukraine, to help farmers manage their farm or flock,
optimise their purchases, improve livestock feed and gain access to veterinary care. This system
provides regular income to farmers, greater autonomy in their management and offers Danone
guaranteed quality and quantity. These projects in the most recent Danone territories, supported by
the Danone Ecosystem Fund, are fundamental to the development of a diverse supply, which
integrates various actors in its upstream agricultural sector. Amongst them is the Milky Way project in
Tunisia, which provides help and support to small milk producers through microcredit, or the Milk
Communities
project
in
Ukraine
or
Milk
Collecting
Communities
in
Egypt.
(http://ecosysteme.danone.com/project/danfarm-egypt/)
EDILE case study


Involvement and strengthening of the SSE linked to the EGOPIA supply chain: support to
vegetable producer organisations both to improve the quality and productivity of their production
(technical support and training) and their structure to provide more volume (organisational
support);



Support potential networking of these organisations as a federation that it can provide services to
cooperatives and member producer organisations (economic analyses, grouped input purchases,
grouped marketing, technical support and training, etc.);



Support for SSE initiatives contributing to local development and to alternative sources of income
not dependent on the EGOPIA activity: working with NGOs to provide support to the ownership by
local communities of responsible and solidarity tourism (technical, financial and capacity building).
Partnerships with EGOPIA to take advantage of the foreign business visitors, offering them a
custom visit.

References


IMS in partnership with Ashoka (June 2011). Large corporates and social entrepreneurs together
to meet the Bottom of the pyramid (BoP) – Summary.
www.calameo.com/read/001130837bd5d76e3b2a5



ILO (2011). Social and solidarity economy: our common path to decent work; reference
document. Second edition of the Academy on Social and Solidarity Economy of the ILO, October
24-28, 2011, Montreal, Canada. www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_emp/---emp_ent/--coop/documents/instructionalmaterial/wcms_166368.pdf
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Criterion 61. Development strategy and territorial anchorage
Objective
Maximise the integration of the project with national policy and local life.
Indicator(s)
Consistency of the project with the national industrial strategy and land planning choices.
Assessment tools
Project analysis and policy planning guidance.
Possible action(s)


Project remodelling according to national or local objectives: relocation in priority development
areas, in particular;



Participation of the project or the company in industrial policy or land planning and management
authorities.

Examples, best practices, references
Two examples illustrate this theme in a concretely:


Free zones, development zones, clusters, technology parks or science parks: these areas specially
created by the government (or the private sector) to accommodate investors. These areas have
facilities (access roads, rail, industrial development, energy, etc.) and very often, tax incentives
(e.g. tax exemptions). For clusters and science parks (and even more for incubators), the
attractions are also intangible (consulting, joint marketing, research, innovation, partnerships,
synergies, financing). In this mechanism, it is the public authorities that pre-empt the investments
to lure them into a territory they consider a priority;



PPPs (Public Private Partnerships) are another mechanism linking private investment to
government guidelines. In this case, it is the authorities who entrust to a private operator the
construction and management of public facilities. The operator is remunerated by the property
manager. This method of financing public facilities is suitable when the country / region has only
limited funds and cannot become indebted.

An industrial project that chooses to adapt to national guidelines and local life (without constraint or
special funding) will do because there will be long-term interest: presence of suppliers, skilled labour,
modern infrastructure, etc.
EDILE case study
Concerning EGOPIA, national strategies should be examined closely. Indeed, EGOPIA receives all of its
basic supplies from the site neighbouring farmers. It would be more than appropriate to comply with
the national agricultural development plans. EGOPIA will benefit from the infrastructure and the
trained and supported workforce.
Again complying with an assessment criterion is not just a constraint; it can become an asset to a
company as demonstrated here. The benefits it draws may exceed the potential costs and constraints.
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4.14.Citizenship
Criterion 62. Rights of local populations
Objective
Respect the human rights of indigenous and local residents of the project, and preserve local culture
in all its dimensions (community practices, place of "elders" in the province, religion, festivals, etc.).
Indicator(s):


Incidents likely to result in endangering the rights of indigenous populations and the actions taken
(e.g. mapping out a portion of forest in order to define a trail without having consulted the
traditional village authorities; action to take: mapping out shall be subject to prior consultation);



Agreements with neighbouring communities of the site on the establishment of human rights;



Risk identified or actual infringement of culture resulting from the project (new objects or
consumption patterns, lifestyle changes from tradition, weakening of social ties, exclusion,
corruption of persons, prostitution, drug addiction etc.).

Assessment tools
The rights of local people should be analysed foremost, not only in terms of international rules and
those of the country, but especially the habits, customs and traditions of the local people themselves.
For example, in forest areas some trees are sacred and should not be touched. This tradition should
be known and discussed for example with traditional leaders to find solutions.
The social impact assessment (SIA) tool can serve as a reference for analysis and asking the right
questions by observing the particular lifestyles and culture of local populations.

Figure 120. Extract from the practical guide "Consideration of the social aspects of private sector
projects", IFC, 2003
Lifestyle and culture
• Social cohesion and ruptures
(separation of families and
communities)
• Modification of
systems
and
subsistence

production
traditional

• Social issues: alcoholism,
addiction, prostitution, crime,
HIV / AIDS
• Socioeconomic effects of
injecting liquidity into the local
economy
• Social or cultural perturbations
due to the influx of the
population
• Development of relations
between groups (gender, age,
status
Socioeconomic
origin)

and

ethnic

• Disruptive effects (noise, dust,
pollution, traffic, etc.)

• Will the low level of qualifications and training of communities
limit their ability to benefit from the advantages brought by the
project? Are there any training or skills development
requirements?
Can the project contribute to improving the skills of affected
households?
• Will the wage income from the project increase the stratification
of household income and alter the extended family systems?
• Will the influx of newcomers looking for opportunities related to
the project bring new social problems, such as crime, violence,
and disputes over land, water or other resources? Will the arrival
of foreigners create tension or conflict due to religious or ethnic
rivalries?
• Will the generally slow pace of an underdeveloped rural
community be inconsistent with the rapid changes necessary for
the development and implementation of a large modern project
(e.g. mine or power plant)?
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• Archaeological sites or objects
• Cultural and sacred sites
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• Does the project affect sites, structures or resources with
archaeological, historical, religious, spiritual or cultural value? A
management plan for culture heritage management may need to
be developed.

Possible action(s)


Meetings with all local populations. Consultations should include all groups identified as
particularly vulnerable: communities, ethnic and / or religious minorities, foreign communities,
etc.;



Consideration of their needs and solutions in the long-term: quickly accepted financial
compensation, but which does not compensate for a lost source of income, should be considered;



Directory of incidents that could jeopardise the rights of indigenous populations and actions taken:
all incidents are recorded and analysed. An action plan is implemented and monitored in order not
to repeat risky situations.

Values or ratios
Human rights violations are unacceptable regardless of the country. The index of incidents will
therefore tend to zero. It will be possible to assess the indicator of the number of complaints made,
brought to justice and for which the project developer may be condemned.
To our knowledge, there are no studies that provide the scales of costs to be borne by the company
due to non-respect of the rights / cultural aspects of local communities.
Examples, best practices, references
Actions by certain journalists or advocacy NGOs should be closely monitored. Their sources are not
necessarily checked and they reveal the truth to serve their own interests. Many projects have been
endangered by this type of attitude, based on partial knowledge of the topics and viewpoints that are
mainly European.
It is important for industrial companies to take into account these factors very rigorously at the risk of
losing astronomical amounts of money. For example, in 2006, the British group Vedanta Resources
planned to increase its bauxite refining capacity of its operating site in India from 1 Mt / year to 6 Mt /
year (and the capacity of the dedicated power plant from 75 MW to 300 MW). Beyond the
environmental impacts of the activity, the project threatened the quality of life of three local tribes
(place of worship, essential resources to population development). After four years of community
mobilisation, the Indian government has taken a position against the manufacturer, even threatening
to cancel the permit granted at Vedanta for aluminium refining in the region. The forced
abandonment of this project has resulted in financial and image losses for the company, which
resulted in a sharp fall in the shares of Vedanta on the announcement of the Indian government in
August 2010: -6 % from the open markets, a loss of 300 million pounds of its market value (source:
ENEA Consulting).
EDILE case study
Application of this criterion in the EGOPIA case would require extreme caution that the plant does not
monopolise all agricultural products of the region and create a shortage for local populations. Product
lines may therefore be established, EGOPIA buying only those that meet its specifications. Other
products will be sold on the local market.
The impact study should include the design these productions and ensure that farmers continue to
produce for human consumption. Many mechanisms are possible to encourage production, but they
must be adapted to the local culture and habits.
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Criterion 63. Business ethics
Objective
Respect the rights of consumers.
Indicator(s)


Initiatives in trade matters to protect the consumer;



Measures to protect data and privacy.

Assessment tools
Analysis of company procedures.
Possible action(s)
Adoption of best practices in marketing, information and contracts (withdrawal possible, false
advertising, unfair contracts, confidentiality of personal data, etc.). It may be interesting to apply the
rules as defined by the European Union, for example103:
1. Purchase wherever you wish, whatever you wish;
2. If an item does not work, return it;
3. High-security standards for consumer food and goods;
4. Know what you are eating;
5. Contracts should be fair to consumers;
6. Consumers may change their minds;
7. Comparing prices should be facilitated;
8. Consumers should not be misled;
9. Protection while you are on holiday;
10. Effective redress in cross-border disputes.
Examples, best practices, references
Aware of the challenges of this theme, the French employers' union, MEDEF produced in 2011 a guide
for companies on the protection of personal data: "The protection of personal data, a key issue for
consumer confidence and business competitiveness." 104
Emphasis is placed on the fact that consumer protection is a productivity factor for these companies:
"The proper management of consumer personal data is both an issue of trust and competitiveness."
EDILE case study
Part of the EGOPIA production will be sold to supermarkets. It will be necessary to pay attention to
product labels and other information passed on to the consumer: product origin, calories, presence of
allergens, etc.
In addition, if an advertising campaign reaps personal data to create a customer / consumer
database, EGOPIA should consult with an internationally known organisation (CNIL in France) to assist
in its efforts to ensure good protection of users.

103

www.ec.europa.eu/consumers/cons_info/10principles/fr.pdf

104

www.medef.com/fileadmin/www.medef.fr/documents/Donnees_persos/Guide_Protection_des_donnee
s_personnelles.pdf
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Criterion 64. Respect for laws and fight against corruption
Objective
Comply with the project and its entire value chain with the applicable requirements and prevent
corrupt practices.
Indicator(s)


Compliance with applicable laws, regulations, international standards;



Convictions for non-compliance;



Existence of risks or corrupt practices (e.g. purchasing, pollution, licensing etc.).

Assessment tools
For corruption concerning administrative authorities, a behaviour charter must be drawn up and
actions to be taken, if requested. All cases should be considered and the solutions validated.
Concerning suppliers, a corruption risks map must be made: identification of sectors and suppliers at
risk (e.g. transport, catering and construction), write a purchase process and follow up suppliers
rigorously.
Possible action(s)
Corrupt practices can be found at two levels:
1 - Concerning administrative authorities;
2 - Concerning suppliers.
Policies must be established to eliminate the risk of corruption at all the levels:


Respect the interests of stakeholders;



Vigilance in relations with the authorities (customs, tax authorities, authorities issuing permits,
etc.);



Responsibility policy concerning subcontractors (to avoid the virtuous company syndrome that
outsources difficult or hazardous tasks to subcontractors that it knows are less demanding):
vigilance concerning subcontractors, support, or extension, to the benefit of certain proactive
measures taken by the company;



AML (anti-money laundering) diligence by donors prior to the project;



Analysis of corruption risks (permits, purchasing, payment of taxes, casting etc.); avoidance of
complicity;



Response to transgressions and corruption incidents queries.

Examples, best practices
The involvement of senior management and shareholders is mandatory. Indeed, the fight against
corruption can cause delays in the implementation of projects ("dissatisfied" officials can suspend
dossier processing). Senior management must be aware.
French companies investing in Africa within the CIAN (www.cian-afrique.org) wrote a guide for their
members: Resisting undue stresses in tax and customs matters.
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Criterion 65. Anticompetitive behaviour
Objective
Avoid distortion of competition.
Indicator(s)
Existence of anti-competitive behaviour (cartel, agreement), violations of anti-trust laws, monopolistic
practices (price, tenders, intimidation of competitors, etc.). Complaints and lawsuits.
Assessment tools
The assessment can be done by the number of complaints in court.
A mechanical dialogue with different providers (current and future) needs to be established to check,
anonymously, that they are not victims of anticompetitive behaviour of other suppliers.
The purchasing department of the project will be audited annually by an independent entity that must
verify that there is no suspicious behaviour from within the project team.
Possible action(s)


Manager awareness;



Cooperation with regulatory authorities;



Thorough supplier audits and "surprise" audits.

Examples / best practices / case studies / references
In France, the DGCCRF (Directorate General for Competition, Consumption and Fraud), organ of the
State, is responsible to ensure that businesses comply with competition rules. It publishes on its
website, cases of infractions to educate companies:
www.economie.gouv.fr/dgccrf/pratiques-anticoncurrentielles-transactions-et-injonctions.
In the case of EGOPIA, the company must ensure that it is not itself in a position of overwhelming
dominance in the region. Work should be done in consultation with local authorities (Ministry of
Economy or the equivalent of the French DGCCRF).
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Criterion 66. Dispute resolution
Objective
Minimise conflicts and try to resolve amicably through "alternative dispute resolution" methods.
Indicator(s)
Nature and frequency of disagreements: technical, financial or commercial, internal or external.
Established conflict resolution mechanisms.
Assessment tools
Company data: company agreement and convention, service memos, human resources data
(absenteeism, accidents, etc.).
Possible action(s)
The sources of conflict may be multiple: organisational, psychological, technological or economic.
They can result in internal conflicts in the project, or external conflicts (social conflict).
Methods of conflict resolution are also numerous. Amongst them, "alternative dispute resolution"
(sometimes referred to by the acronym "ADR") are "practices put in place for state and government
systems (litigation, judicial system) involving both legal and judiciary resolution of the dispute." 105 In
particular, the following established practices are distinguished:


Negotiation: both parties seek an acceptable solution through communication, using different
trading techniques106;



Mediation: both parties use a third party to try to resolve the problem. The mediator's role is to
highlight the common interests of both parties. The latter retains control over decision making.
The mediator107 is paid, whereas in conciliation108, a similar method, the conciliator is a volunteer
citizen.



Arbitration109: this procedure of dispute resolution is conducted by a person, an institution or an
authority appointed by the parties to settle their dispute. Arbitrators (usually two are appointed by
each party, who appoint a third arbitrator) summon the parties, who present their arguments,
with the obligation to send their documents to the opponent. Arbitrators must justify their
decision, and the sentence should be accepted. If a party refuses to accept the sentence, the
court then enters into the dispute.

Mechanisms for conflict prevention can be implemented:


Awareness and training of staff to improve entrepreneurship and the behavioural skills of
employees;



Facilitated moments of exchange: formal and informal discussions, suggestion box, etc. These
devices allow workers to exercise their right to direct and collective expression on the content,
terms of exercise and organisation of their work;



Clearly defined operating rules, implementation of effective work organisation and working
conditions;



Creating a social dashboard measuring the improvement or deterioration of the climate by
monitoring social indicators, such as the number of conflicts, absenteeism, accidents, etc.;

105

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternative_dispute_resolution

106

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Negotiation

107

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mediation

108

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conciliation

109

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arbitration)
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"Social alarm" device: like the RATP110 (Paris Transport, France), large enterprises can define tools
to give the social partners and management time to discuss in case of risk of conflict. Unions send
a letter to the management, stating "the motive may become confrontational". Management is
required to receive the unions within five days. A strike can then, and only then, be filed in case of
"persistent disagreement".

Finally, information devices to potential project users can be defined for strike situations. The
prevention and conflict resolution strategy is defined by the company values, and the risks and costs
involved: a company may choose not to take any action to prevent a conflict if it believes the risks are
minimal.
Values or ratios
The cost of social conflict includes:


Direct and immediate costs: lost revenue, cost of alternative internal solutions and / or external
services implemented in order to continue production despite work stoppages, penalties for delay
between the subcontractor and the purchaser, etc.;



Indirect and deferred costs related to loss of productivity consecutive to degradation of the social
climate: repair of damaged equipment, cost of wage concessions granted, demotivation, image
deterioration, etc.

References


European Commission (2002). Green paper on alternative dispute resolution in civil and trade law.
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/FR/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52002DC0196



European Commission (2004). European Code of Conduct for Mediators.
http://ec.europa.eu/civiljustice/adr/adr_ec_code_conduct_en.pdf

110

See www.ratp.fr/fr/ratp/c_5022/dialogue-social/
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4.15.Government and the media relations
Criterion 67. Transparency
Objective
Give stakeholders honest and relevant information on the project duration and results.
Indicator(s)
Transparency on the company situation, results and plans for economic, social and environmental
development.
Transparency is a method guided by the sincerity and perfect accessibility of information. It is reports
an activity. The first purpose of transparency is to establish a relationship of trust between the
different stakeholders. Financial transparency is indicative of the position of the organisation or
company.
Assessment tools


Data from the company and employees;



Data from local authorities, government and the State;



Data from associations, NGOs and trade unions;



Data from the European Union and funders.

Possible action(s)


Publication of periodic reports and audited reports; publication of a social and environmental
report;



Publication by organising all relevant information on its mission: strategic, institutional,
operational, through dialogue with stakeholders and responding to requests for information or
clarification;



Publication for the presentation of the project: intervention context, goals, aims, approaches and
means implemented, etc.

Policy makers or companies are asked increasingly to be transparent about the decisions they make,
their motivations, financial management, but other factors come into play such as employment,
environment and safety. This is why companies account for the consequences of their activities within
the framework of corporate social responsibility (CSR) through reports. Economic, environmental and
social information addressed by companies in their sustainability report are numerous and varied to
meet the needs of the different stakeholders. In the most common case, a MED company has no legal
obligation to verify by third party the reliability of the environmental and social data it publishes.
Taking the initiative is a sign of maturity that can only strengthen the credibility of the process and
trust of the stakeholders, civil societies as investors.
To handle all subjects expected by the readers, some organisations decide to refer them to their
website for more information on some points raised in their sustainable development report, but not
the details. The referral to online communication proves to be a good compromise to develop new or
sensitive issues that require further clarification from the organisation.
The reader has access to information and acquires a better understanding of the internal organisation
dedicated to the recovery of data, and can provide a larger credit.
Transparency reduces the risks and uncertainties of companies, and contributes to the fight against
corruption. It is possible that the authorities have not always recognised these benefits or simply take
them for granted. Conscious efforts are needed to promote regulatory transparency.
Investment partly involves risk-taking, but not just any. In reality, transparent systems where the
legal framework is effective and where corruption is low tend to attract more investment.
If companies often speak of what is good, they are reluctant to deal with sensitive issues such as
corruption, warnings, public health or occupational diseases. Addressing these issues is part of a
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responsible and transparent approach in line with the evolution of society and attitudes because it is
now recognised that risk is inherent in any activity.
Values or ratios


Economic transparency: balance sheet, income statement, income tax, dividends, etc.;



Social transparency: number of jobs created, creation of a charter on compliance with legislation,
employee working conditions, employment contracts, etc.;



Environmental transparency: report on good practices related to the use of water, electricity,
recycling, renewable energy, etc.

Examples, best practices


Example 1: The AXA Group has drafted a code of conduct in order to establish a shared vision of
ethical standards that guide each AXA employee in the exercise of his/her functions. This charter
covers topics including conflict of interest, insider trading, etc. AXA wants to build and maintain a
relationship of trust and closeness with its institutional and individual shareholders. The purpose
of the Group is to provide quality information, transparent, comprehensive and suitable for
different classes of shareholders whose knowledge and expectations are heterogeneous.



Example 2: Sodexo, Sustainability Report. Throughout the report, Sodexo refers to various
sources of additional information: the Company website, the Internet or other external public
Group reports from which more information can be obtained.



Example 3: Saint-Gobain, Sustainability Report. Saint-Gobain reports a violation of the regulations
made by the Group in terms of competition. The Group specifies the amount of the fine imposed
by the European Commission and indicates what measures have been taken following the
conviction.

References


www.afd.fr/home/AFD/redevabilite-dialogues/politique-transparence



www.axa.com/fr/gouvernance/transparence



www.observateurocde.org/news/archivestory.php/aid/602/Transparence_et_IDE.html
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Criterion 68. Independence from public authorities
Objective
Avoid links between business management and political constraints
Indicator(s)


Nature of the authorisations (common law, concession, license, delegation etc.);



Financial, family and personal links between the company and the authorities;



Intervention of the authorities in the management (call for tenders, tariffs, recruitment,
investments etc.).

Assessment methods
Except in certain areas of merit (defence, police, justice, sometimes education, health and "strategic"
sectors), both private and public companies need extensive decision autonomy from public authorities
to be effective. Intervention of the State and local authorities are most often limited to a role of
definition and supply control (regulator, supervisor, organising authority) and more rarely, except in
people's democracies and with mixed results, to directly producing goods or operating services. When
the State or public authorities are shareholders, they tend to play a rather dormant and executive
role.
Forms of public intervention in the company vary in steps according to the sector and country:


Generally, the public authority defines the social, tax, legislative and regulatory framework in
which businesses operate, delivers the appropriate licenses and authorisations to operate, and can
verify that product quality, competitive conditions, working conditions and potential risks pose no
particular problem; companies that meet this general framework are free to act according to their
interests and those of their customers;



For some public goods (media, telecommunications, energy, public transport, water supply, health
products, etc.), the public authority provides a more or less polished form of market regulation.
This can range from the choice of operators (TV or mobile operators channels) to marketing
authorisations (drugs), through the definition of specifications on the products or the services to
be delivered, with contracts with the most convincing operators (public service delegation,
programme contract or business contract, for example, with a rail operator, etc.);



In other cases, particularly when budgets are lacking to support or renovate certain
infrastructures (roads, port and airport terminals, power stations, prisons, sports equipment, etc.),
public-private partnerships can anticipate investment by charging the user rather than the
taxpayer;



Finally, some services operate under direct control, e.g. by local authorities (public transport, gas
or electricity supply, water supply, waste collection and treatment, funerals, etc.). This is also
often the case for strategic products (arsenals, nuclear power, etc.).

When necessary (which is a political choice), public economic intervention in the company implies the
existence of a rule of law; otherwise, the risk of dangerous drifting may exist. It is not only
management who may be guilty of abusing social welfare; public authorities may also when they:


Impose a well-connected company or shareholder;



Require the use of a certain supplier or technical solution;



Force hiring that is not justified economically;



Distort tenders;



Submit some companies to unfair procedures to obtain counterparties;



Disrespect contracts (especially anything related to setting prices).

Even in a State of law, conflicts are inevitable between public authorities and private operators, but
remedies and jurisprudence exist that protect companies and tend to make competition conditions
fair. SMEs in particular are fragile in light of certain public takeovers; they do not have the lobbying
resources of large companies and cannot threaten to leave the country, unlike multinationals.
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Fortunately, not all public interventions in the company are harmful. All is not intended to satisfy
personal interests (hiring friends and family, abuse of expenses, etc.). However, even the
disinterested initiatives of a zealous civil servant seeking to control the company are not necessarily
good - the money-orientated mentality of some leaders tends to accentuate the administrative control
of companies, while it is "economic" support that would be useful (understanding company profits,
relevance of an economic model, sustainability, etc.).
Possible action(s)


Fight against corruption and influence peddling;



Clear separation from the political world, with areas of interference (aid and subsidies, law
enforcement, controls, participation to the definition of public strategies, lobbying etc.) and
specific fields (industrial choices, autonomous management, non-intervention of authorities in the
company operations);



Establishment, when appropriate, of a company contract defining the links between the company
and the public authorities and defining the rights and responsibilities of each party.

Values or ratios
This criterion is complex and by nature, qualitative. At the most, the public part of shareholding can
be recognised and various public constraints that weigh on the company can be considered.
References


Partnership contracts
www.syntec-ingenierie.fr/media/uploads/juridique/17_guide_contrats_partenariat_final.pdf



Partnership contract: Clausier type www.economie.gouv.fr/files/clausier_type.doc
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Criterion 69. Relations with the media
Objective


Develop sound relations with the local and national media;



Promote the project to financers, the civil society, NGOs and the government;



Get information on a country, a competitor, or an individual;



Present a good image of the company and the organisation.

Indicator(s)
The company or project presence in the media (website, press review, corporate paper, newsletter,
national and international media coverage)
Assessment tools
For conventional media, media presence (published articles, press book, etc.) and customer surveys
allow an assessment of the company or its products’ reputation.
Tools like Alexa.com or Google Analytics measure the actual audience of websites (e.g. the number of
unique visitors per day).
Social media has become essential to the development of new communication and information
technologies. Facebook is amongst the most visited websites in the world, the number of published
messages daily on Twitter is over 50 million, YouTube has become essential to online video and
LinkedIn appears to be a media of choice for professional environments.
Possible action


Objective information and transparent relations with the media: it is essential to pay attention to
words used, use a sincere and honest approach and not try to hide information (see Criterion 67:
Transparency);



Separation between information/communication and promotion/advertisement: use the most
appropriate channels based on the communication objectives, the target and the information to
disclose.

Values or ratios


Number of articles published;



Number of people who read the article, post, tweet, etc.;



Number of interventions on television or radio;



Number of people who watched or listened to the interview;



Number of hits on the Internet (company website, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc.);



Number of inscriptions.

Example: Hochlamark Germany, use of the full range of media for disseminating project information
Since the mid-1990s, rehabilitation of the former Recklinghausen II mine in the suburbs of
Hochlarmark, Germany, has included the use of various media sources for advertising, and
disseminating information on the various planning processes and the area programme as a whole. The
media sources comprise:


An information stand at the weekly market to inform citizens about the project progress. Citizens
are asked for their opinion at the market via an information office, which also serves for public
consultation. In some cases, the office is placed directly next to the various project sites to keep
in contact with the area;



A website on the area development to inform citizens with an online forum to exchange with
them;
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Regular public relations work. Minutes of the various project groups have been assessed
scientifically. Discussions with citizens have taken place mostly in the context of the "Active Area
Circle";



A brochure and a CD-ROM presenting the results of the area programme, scientifically and
technically popularised.

References
www.netpublic.fr/2014/04/guide-d-utilisation-des-medias-sociaux-pour-les-administrations/
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Criterion 70. Demonstration value
Objective


Develop a pilot project that could serve as a test and an example;



Explain the key success factors, best practices, challenges and mistakes not to make in the future.

Indicator(s)


Exemplary project;



Impact in terms of confidence;



Reproducibility.

Assessment tools
Pilot or demonstration projects allow the creation of advancement in terms of economic and social
innovation. They serve as tests in real conditions. They lead to an assessment (feasibility, obstacles,
proven solutions, etc.). They can then inspire other similar projects, whose implementation is
facilitated by the experience gained from this experiment.
The assessment of the demonstration value or exemplarity of a project involves answering the
following questions:


Is the project is really original? Is it a pioneer, at least in its field, in the region, etc.?



What makes the project remarkable and what has allowed it, for example, to solve a delicate issue
or to overcome an obstacle?



Does the project have an educational value?



Is the project specific to the case study or is it reproducible in other contexts? (It is clear that a
reproducible project seems more interesting.)

Possible action(s)
To assess the value or exemplary demonstration of a project, a contradictory assessment must be
made: purpose, context, results, positive and negative aspects, interest in terms of dissemination.
Examples, best practices
The World Bank developed since 1995 in Brazil demonstration projects on the sustainable
development of the rainforest through work on the capacity of local communities. These
demonstration projects (194 in total, with an average funding of U.S. $ 108,000) helped to provide
the necessary resources for the promotion, testing and dissemination of valuable community
initiatives.
These demonstration projects pursue three goals:


Encourage the development of environmental, economic and social sustainable natural resources
management systems as well as conservation activities by local communities through a small
grants programme;



Inform other community groups, researchers and policy makers on the lessons learned from
projects at the local level;



Strengthen the capacity of local people and provide support for two of the most important
Brazilian NGO networks.

They have funded activities, such as testing new forms of sustainable use of resources, e.g.
processing and marketing of forest products except timber, such as fruit and nuts; the involvement of
local communities in the conservation of public and private protected areas; restoring degraded land
by the introduction of agro-forestry systems combining the culture of local trees, annual food crops
and perennial crops; education initiatives and dissemination of local knowledge, etc.
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North Africa. beta.cmimarseille.org/citiesclimatechange
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5.2. Annex 2. Useful websites
EVRI (Environmental Valuation Reference Inventory) websites


American Agricultural Economics Association www.aaea.org/



Association of Environmental and Resource Economists www.aere.org/



International Society for Ecological Economics www.ecologicaleconomics.org/



Ecological Economics Discussion Group Archives csf.Colorado.EDU/mail/ecol-econ/



The Land and Resource Economics Network www.ems.psu.edu/MnEc/resecon/



Earthsystems.org www.earthsystems.org/list/ecol-econ



Environmental Economics Distance Learning Course www-agecon.ag.ohiostate.edu/Faculty/bsohngen/ae531d/



Resources for the Future (RFF) www.rff.org/



EPA Economy and Environment www.epa.gov/oppe/eaed/home4.htm



National Center for Environmental Research and Quality Assurance (NCERQA) es.epa.gov/ncerqa



World Bank Environmental Economics and Indicators (EEI) – Environmental Valuation
wbln0018.worldbank.org/environment/EEI.nsf/all/



USDA Economic Research Service www.econ.ag.gov/



U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Institute for Water Resources www.wrsc.usace.army.mil/iwr/



Monetary Measurement of Environmental Goods and Services
www.wrsc.usace.army.mil/iwr/pdf/96r24.pdf



National Environmental Data Index (NEDI) www.nedi.gov/



ENVALUE: www.epa.nsw.gov.au/envalue/



Environmental Valuation Reference Inventory (EVRI) www.evri.ec.gc.ca/evri/

Other websites


www.ecosystemvaluation.org/links.htm



www.managingforimpact.org/



www.managingforimpact.org/tools



evaluationtoolbox.net.au/



Bureau Européen des Unions de Consommateurs (BEUC, The European Consumer Organisation)
www.beuc.eu/



www.commdev.org/extractives/resource-types/301/556



www.unglobalcompact.org/issues/partnerships/pat.html



Etude très complète (données) sur usine de dessalement
hmf.enseeiht.fr/travaux/bei/beiere/book/export/html/983



www.externe.info



www.needs-project.org/



http:// climate-adapt.eea.europa.eu/web/guest/adaptation-measures. The Adapt Climate website
has several adaptation options implemented in European countries. The examples relate to the
following sectors: agriculture and forestry, biodiversity, coastal areas, disaster risk reduction,
financial services, health, urban development, infrastructure, marine and fisheries resources and
finally water management.



www.ukcip.org.uk/wordpress/wp-content/PDFs/UKCIP_Business.pdf. The website of the British
Programme on climate impacts (UKCIP) provides methodological guidance for company
adaptation. In particular, it provides examples of case studies, which can be selected by sector
(agriculture, construction, trade and food) or by risk type (coastal, cold waves, drought, floods,
heat waves, various risks and wind damage).
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worldbank.mrooms.net/course/view.php?id=184&sesskey=PAqANlZNyb



www.wikipreneurship.eu/index.php5?title=Main_Page



ec.europa.eu/consumers/empowerment/cons_tests_en.htm



www.international-testing.org/index.html
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5.3. Annex 3. Intermediate consumption in OECD countries
Source INSEE, data for 1999, report Elaboration du TEI pour les années de base 1999 et 2000 , Michel
Braibant 2005
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5.4. Annex 4. Figures on wages in Tunisia, Lebanon and
Palestine
Figures on wages in Tunisia
Source: Enquête sur la structure des salaires, Tunisia 2011, by ILO and CRES, October 2012
Private sector:
-

Pay scale in April 2011

The results of the study show that the monthly earning of 50% of the private sector employees is
below 442 dinars. This median value reaches 382 dinars for women and 460 dinars for men. 25% of
the employees earn less than 332 dinars (first quartile), the difference between women and men
reaching 47 dinars.
-

Average of wages, regular bonuses, in-kind benefits and working extra hours in April 2011 (in
Dinars):

Figures on wages in Lebanon
Source: Salary Explorer website www.salaryexplorer.com/salary-survey.php?loc=119&loctype=1


Maximum: 15,000,000 LBP



Average: 3,216,937 LBP





Median: 2,400,000 LBP





Minimum: 200,000 LBP

Figures on labour cost in Palestine
Source : Palestine Trade Center (2013). Doing business in Palestine
Labour cost (in USD)
Average
Skilled
Semi skilled
Non skilled

West Bank
By month
By day
61
750-1,200
31-50
400-700
16-29
300-450
19-21

Gaza
By month
600-750
350-600
250-400

By day
52
25-31
14-25
11-20

